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Abstract

The research reported here examined the use of computer generated graphics as a
means to assist humans to analyse text documents which have not been subject to
markup. The approach taken was to survey available visualization techniques in a
broad selection of disciplines including applications to text documents, group those
techniques using a taxonomy proposed in this research, then develop a selection of
techniques that assist the text analysis objective. Development of the selected techniques from their fundamental basis, through their visualization, to their demonstration in application, comprises most of the body of this research. A scientific orientation employing measurements, combined with visual depiction and explanation of
the technique with limited mathematics, is used as opposed to fully utilising any one
of those resulting techniques for performing complete text document analysis.
Visualization techniques which apply directly to the text and those which exploit
measurements produced by associated techniques are considered. Both approaches
employ visualization to assist the human viewer to discover patterns which are then
used in the analysis of the document. In the measurement case, this requires consideration of data with dimensions greater than three, which imposes a visualization
difficulty. Several techniques for overcoming this problem are proposed. Word frequencies, Zipf considerations, parallel coordinates, colour maps, Cusum plots, and
fractal dimensions are some of the techniques considered.
One direct application of visualization to text documents is to assist reading of
that document by de-emphasising selected words by fading them on the display from
which they are read. Three word selection techniques are proposed for the automatic
selection of which words to use.
An experiment is reported which used such word fading techniques. It indicated
that some readers do have improved reading speed under such conditions, but others do not. The experimental design enabled the separation of that group which did

decrease reading times from the remaining readers who did not. Measurement of
comprehension errors made under different types of word fading were shown not to
increase beyond that obtained under normal reading conditions.
A visualization based on categorising the words in a text document is proposed
which contrasts to visualization of measurements based on counts. The result is a
visual impression of the word composition, and the evolution of that composition
within that document.
The text documents used to demonstrates these techniques include English novels
and short stories, emails, and a series of eighteenth century newspaper articles known
as the Federalist Papers. This range of documents was needed because all analysis techniques are not applicable to all types of documents. This research proposes that an
interactive use of the techniques on hand in a non-prescribed order can yield useful
results in a document analysis. An example of this is in author attribution, i.e. assigning authorship of documents via patterns characteristic of an individual’s writing
style. Different visual techniques can be used to explore the patterns of writing in
given text documents.
A software toolkit as a platform for implementing the proposed interactive analysis
of text documents is described. How the techniques could be integrated into such a
toolkit is outlined. A prototype of software to implement such a toolkit is included
in this research. Issues relating to implementation of each technique used are also
outlined.
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Chapter

1

Making pictures from words

In this Chapter an overview is given of the research reported in subsequent Chapters.
This research deals with the application of computer generated visualization1 of text
documents for the purposes of:

• assisting its reading and accompanying information extraction; and
• various analyses which might be performed upon it

by a human user. Each of these purposes are separate endeavours but can overlap.
Each could be performed directly by a machine but instead this research proposes
that the visual presentation of data that can be gathered by that machine, or computer,
should service the needs of the human user. The first of those purposes is applicable
to a general user, while the second is possibly confined more to a specialised analyst
having experience with use of the techniques that are proposed. But the analyst might
also want to read the text document in the analysis process before applying the more
specific analysis techniques which require his higher levels of understanding, just as
the general user might try the analysis techniques. The effective use of techniques for
each of these purposes needs them both to be available to the user, and that the user be
familiar with their use and outcomes produced, be that to different degrees. Reference
back to these conditions is repeatedly made in what follows.
1

British English spelling is used in the following except in the case of ‘visualize’ and words derived
from it where the ‘z’ form is used so as to be consistent with the majority of the subject’s literature.
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Text documents are very common, so this Chapter positions this research into the
matrix of those existing text documents. The problem posed by understanding text
documents currently is not trivial. What is considered in this research as ‘understanding’ of such documents, and the approach adopted in obtaining that understanding
through the sample of techniques included in this research, are outlined below.

1.1

Overview

Language in the form of print, printable, or hand-written characters is one of the main
means of communication between the originator and the consumer of a message. This
is particularly true if the communicating individuals are remote from one another.
This message is a form of ‘store and forward’ where the remoteness might be through
distance and/or time. The words alone, and how they are combined, carry the message independent of inflection of voice, gesticulations, or other forms of interaction
which might otherwise be used between those communicating. The task of this research is to assist the reading and thus the understanding of the contents of the message.
It is proposed that visualization techniques are appropriate for this task of understanding text documents. Such visualization is more than making the characters of the
text legible so that they can be read. It could take on many forms. For example, a visualization in the form of a coloured ribbon which when passed though the sentences
associated with the one theme, concept, or idea with such sentences located on a plane
depicting the text would assist locating information contained in the text. Another visualization example might be a plot of the number of verbs that appear in successive
sentences, which would enable comparison between different text documents. Still
another visualization could be a ‘space filling’ diagram using coloured line segments
orientated in prescribed directions to indicate the word types which compose each
sentence of a text, similar in form to a model a chemist uses for a molecular structure.
2
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At another level, visualization could be used to emphasize the words in the text that
are ‘important’, to expedite reading of that text by a human reader. Figure 1.1 shows
two examples of this type of text document visualizations each of which is considered in detail later (visualization (a) in Chapter 7, and visualization (b) in Chapter 4).
Some visualizations are more appropriate for presentation of the text document, while
others for the analysis of that document; alternately, some for information extraction
(as what the visualization in Figure 1.1 (a) might be used), and others for comparison
between documents (as what the visualization in Figure 1.1 (b) might be used).
Text documents can be analysed for their information content. Most education is
aimed at equipping people to obtain the information content of a message, because
that is the purpose of the message. The words in the message build up ideas in the
mind of the reader. Those ideas are connected together by other words, and the construction of the message, to achieve the communication’s goal. Visualization can be
used to indicate that composition and those interconnections, and therefore assist the
understanding of the message content. As users might have different needs of the
information from a message, so different visualizations are needed to guide the user
and to assist them to extract that information. One application of such visualization
that is used in this research is for author attribution which is based on the observation
that different writers tend to distributed the information content in their writings in
a manner which is their characteristic, and which can in turn identify them. Determining that identity can be an important result, and as will be shown later, different
visualization techniques can be used to obtain such results.
Techniques of extracting information from the document, sufficient to only supply
the requirements of the visualization, is the subject of this research. Words are taken
as the fundamental unit and the source of the information. In overview this process
would be: the user selects what information is of interest, chooses from visualizations
available and appropriate, reviews the resulting presentation, refines those selections,
and repeats the process. Deductions that might be made from such visualizations are

3
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(a) a visualization to assist analysis

(b) a visualization to assist reading

Figure 1.1: Examples of text document visualizations considered later in this thesis

4
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then examined. A prototype for a software tool kit which supports that process of
interaction with shifting focus is developed through the course of this research.
For some text document investigations a numerical analysis of the document is
appropriate. These, and visualizations associated with this type of analysis, are considered. In this case, different types of visualizations are needed from those associated
with the meaning or association of the words. Thus two types of visualization, called
‘scientific’ and ‘information’, are encompassed in this research; the first dealing with
data in the form of numbers (or counts), and the other with the words and their meaning, contained in the document. In some instances after transforming the numerical
data into visuals, noting the change between visuals may be difficult. One manner of
overcoming this is to represent that visual as a number, and then perform the comparison of the visuals based on that derived number. In that situation the numerical
data cycles through the visualization, to become numerical data again. This is an example of the general circulation of the data, the visualization of that data, and the
results that are deduced from that data, form a circular relationship which is depicted
in Figure 1.2. Such results can then become data, or form another visualizations.
The emphasis is on the visualization and the data on which it is based, not on the
detail of the computing which produced that visualization (although that is indicated
where appropriate). An ‘expert’ human is assumed to control the cycling between
the results, data, and visualization. That expertise is in both the understanding of
the results and the problem whose answer is being deduced, together with familiarity
with both the transformations that can be performed on the data and interpretation of
the visualizations produced.
To assist assessment of available techniques of data visualization, a taxonomy is
proposed for linking data type to visualization type. Given the data type appropriate for an analysis, an idea of appropriate visualization can be obtained using such a
taxonomy. But despite a large literature on visualization, this taxonomy indicates that
an even distribution over all possible data-visualization pairs is not available. A more
5
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uniform coverage is hypothesised as being advantageous. This indicating that work
on visualization is not complete. The relationship between techniques that have appeared in the visualization literature, and those employed in this research, are brought
together by using that taxonomy.

s
t
l
u
s
re

da

visualization

ta

Figure 1.2: Meta-level interactions assumed in this research

One application of this research is to provide additional uses for the millions of
PCs on desktops in business and industry; more than for sending and receiving emails
and preparation of text documents. Such computers now have good graphics capability together with processing power which is currently under exploited. Analysis
of such text documents is one possibility. The preparation side of text documents is
not considered here, but there is increasing evidence that reading and understanding
of text documents consumes more time than their preparation. It is that reading and
understanding component that is considered for analysis in this research. Although
the term analysis might have been thought to be confined to academia, the analyses
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considered in this research have application beyond that confine.
It is hypothesised that by using the analysis proposed in this research, and particularly by having the results presented as visualizations, their user has the potential for
better understanding of the contents of particular text documents and obtaining that
understanding in a shorter interval of time.

1.2

The problem and its importance

The basic problem addressed in this research is the need for a more effective way
of processing words that are required to be read. Not only are those words to be
scanned, but they are to be understood and placed correctly in context. The concern
is not the words themselves but the meaning that they convey. The problem is further
exacerbated by the flood of such words.
For example, there has been a huge increase in the volume of scientific research
publication. An indicator of such ’openly accessible’ scientific publications is provided by the Science Citation Index. The statistical summary produced by the publisher
of this index shows that in the decade from 1990 to 2000, there was an approximately
constant annual growth of 700,000 citations per year, i.e. approximately 4.9% growth
per annum. That growth resulted in there being in the year 2000 approximately 18
million citations per annum spread over 36,000 sources of such publications. The corresponding number of publications containing those citations grew at approximately
3.3% per annum over the same time period. In the year 2000, this resulted in approximately 800,000 publications. This growth rate shows no indication of slowing.
Such figures are not uncommon in modern literature. In some disciplines the
growth of publications is huge but may be starting from a small base, while in others
the increase is less steep. Although the number of publications needing to be accessed
by an individual would be considerably less than the 800,000 total mentioned above,
7
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the majority of professional people (technicians, medical people, lawyers, managers,
etc.) can expect to have a large reading load. All the time that load is increasing.
In the 1985 issue of Science devoted to computers, Waldrop (1985) speaks of an
appreciable increase in the number of words that appeared in US college assignment
papers due to the availability of personal computers. The significance of 1985 is that
the availability of personal computers was in its infancy. Those students are now in
industry and commerce and they have brought that verbosity with them. The reports
these people write are greater in number than those written by their predecessors. It
is not only academics who have a greater volume of text to inspect and evaluate, but
also others interested in the information produced by these people and presented in
such reports.
The Science Citation Index is available ‘on line’ to facilitate the use of computer technology for its search. Similar abstracting services are available for news items, research
in areas other than science, in Law, and other disciplines. Similar growth is occurring
in those information sources which, in turn, are providing computer search facilities.
Once the article of interest has been located, it must be read. But with more articles available a greater amount of time must be found for such reading. In too many
instances, that time is not available. Expressions such as information overload, infoglut,
or info smog, have been used to describe this situation.
The Internet is a significant contributor to that information explosion, and of direct interest to this research because that information is computer readable. The cover
topic of the June 1992 edition of Byte Magazine described the position of the Internet
in the 1980s as being in a state of “Information Glut”. That situation has deteriorated.
Berners-Lee, Cailliau, Luotonen, Nielsen & Secret (1994) describe the World Wide Web
as being in its infancy in 1993, a year after the Byte cover story. The World Wide Web
was then mainly accessed via NCSA’s Mosaic W3 browsers on X Window workstations. Two years later, the survey results of Berghel (1996) indicates that 83% of the
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respondents were using the Web for “surfing”, 51% of which was work related. With
increased availability of World Wide Web access and easier to use human interfaces for
that access, increased usage followed. With that increase, more information became
available. The spiral had begun.
Lyman & Varian (2000) estimate that the world wide annual production of office
documents consumes 190 Tera-bytes of storage, which is eight times the storage required for newspapers, and half that required for image storage. Also, in their evaluation of the World Wide Web in February 1999, Lawrence & Giles (1999) determined
that there was twice as much storage devoted to holding text than for images. They
estimated that there were 800 million pages (6 Tera-bytes) of publicly accessible text
information on the Web as opposed to 180 million images (3 Tera-bytes). Thus the
intuitive notion of an image orientated World Wide Web is not true from either the
perspective of the number of items available, or the stored volume of such items. The
majority of presented information is in the form of text.
The reliability of Internet data is also an issue. Berghel (1997) notes the increasing
importance being placed on the Internet as an information source. However, he states
that although a resource may be available on the Internet, this does not provide any
guarantee of its importance, accuracy, utility, or value. This could also be said of a
telephone conversation between two individuals, but in that situation due to the communicating pair being (more likely) known to one another, each can make an assessment of the importance, accuracy, utility, and value of the messages exchanged. On
the Internet these assessments may be more difficult to obtain. Despite this, Roberts
(2000) projected that by the year 2002, the volume of Internet traffic would overtake
voice traffic for communication between remote users of the system. As a consequence, what is available for reading, needs intelligent interpretation before the text is
accepted as useful.
The Internet also plays an increasing role in communications. According to Lyman
& Varian (2000), 90% of households in North American use the Internet for email com9
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pared with 30% for reading of newpapers online and downloading software. Today,
email transmission accounts for 40% of Internet traffic.
Leysen, van Iterson, Bols & Fell (2000) report a survey which was conducted in
June 2000 on email use by professionals in Brussels, Belgium. That survey revealed
that less than 11% of those surveyed received less than 10 emails per day, while 18%
receive 50 or more emails per day. The majority of the survey respondents were from
Northern Europe, with Belgians and British being the most prominent. Almost 40%
were officials of the European Union. Only 10% spent less than one hour per day on
the Internet, 46% spent an hour while a further 25% spent two hours a day. Most used
the Internet for professional activities. About three quarters of the respondents used
the web as their first contact with an organisation. Of more significance here was that
three quarters thought the Internet information was as reliable as that in print.
These inundations in terms of specific message types need to be put in context.
Keim (2002) makes reference to an estimate from researchers at the University of California, Berkeley, that the annual production of data is 1 Exabyte (= 1M illionT era −
byte = 1018 byte). The conclusion made from this is that over the next three years, more
data will be generated than in all of human history. Of significance to this research is
that a large proportion of that data is in digital form which suggests, if not necessitates,
the use of computers in processing that data. This “fire hose of data” is one reason
why in 1986, as reported by Domik (2000), the new research field of visualization of
scientific computing was brought into existence. McCormick, DeFanti & Brown (1987)
present the report which proposed a national visualization initiative in the United
States. It covered scientific and engineering opportunities which would follow, industrial competitiveness issues, and proposed both short and long term objectives for the
program. One outcome of the adoption of this initiative has been increase research
activity in creation of new visualizations, and then their application. This has subsequently led to the development of recommendations for education topics that need
to be covered in the broad field of visualization, as summarized by Domik (2000), to
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capitalise on that effort.
With increasing information exposure, there is the danger of overlooking important messages. What is the consequences of missing an important message? An electronic email can be converted to a printed record that can be produced in court as an
indication of the sending and receiving of that message, because of the time stamping
that is applied in the delivery process. But if that message is overlooked due to too
many emails being received by an individual, then the significance of the notification
can be lost. Using a receive acknowledgment email system compliant with ISO standard Message Handling Systems as described by Dickson & Lloyd (1992), the sender
has confirmation that the message has been delivered to the addressee, or at least the
associated Message Store defined in the appropriate international standard.
The statistics above indicate that an information explosion is occurring and the
majority of that information is in the form of text. To assist humans to cope with this
information over supply, text analysis and presentation techniques need to evolve. It
is also known that humans are predisposed to pictures. If such text is presented on
computer screens, the capacity of those screens and associated computers currently
available are able to provide conversion of those words into pictures via visualizations.
Different visualizations are appropriate for different purposes and such cross-linkages
need to be understood. However, success in such an endeavour can assist humans in
coping with the increasing flood of text documents.

1.3

Methodology of this research

The problems associated with text documents as outlined in Section 1.2 do not have a
simple solution. This research is viewed as part of a wider effort in finding measures
that can be taken by individuals to produce solutions that fulfil their immediate needs.
To do so, a corner of the problem needs to be isolated, the boundaries of that area need
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to be specified, the expected outcomes defined, and the manner in which it is proposed
to achieve those outcomes enumerated. Fulfilling those objectives is the purpose of
this section.

1.3.1

Assumed interactions

Figure 1.2 (page 6) shows the interaction presumed by this research to exist during
information extraction between a data source, results of an analysis of that data, and
the possible involvement of visualization. Achieving the required objective, or result,
may not involve visualization at all. In the majority of such interactions currently a
minimum of visualization may occur, more from the perspective of explanation of an
analysis result than actively being involved in achieving that result. Instead, the data
is accessed directly, possibly passing through an analysis processes such as filtering,
transformation, or extraction. But an active use of visualization can assist a number of
currently used analysis processes, together with facilitating new methods of analysis.
Visualization could also be used to present the text of the document in a different way,
and that difference might foster recognition of the potential use of non-visual analysis
methods.
In this research visualization is not an aim in itself, but is taken as a specific process
on a pathway connecting data and results. It is one of many such processing alternatives to achieve an analysis function. However, it is the process which is examined in
this research.
Visualization results from interacting with data, using that data to generate the
visual. Once displayed, the user interprets the visual, obtaining the insight offered,
and then they may revise selections so that a different visual is produced. Such refined
requirements involve interaction of the visualization process with the data to generate
a new visual. The process continues until a conclusion can be reached from the results.
In this interaction, the user’s understanding of the meaning contained in the visual is
12
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the important element. This is the focus of this research.
Two general types of visualization are considered; scientific and information. By
‘scientific visualization’ is meant the pictorial representation of numerical data. An
example of this would be a road map. Such a visualization shows the distance and
direction between locations, and the orientation of the connecting pathway (the road).
The other form is ‘information visualization’ which pictorially represents relationships
between two or more elements. An example of this would be a family tree which
shows ancestral relationships.
The specific data sources used in this research are text documents. These are considered as specific cases of general data sources. The words in such documents are
the basic data source which are laid down by the writer. There is no relative merit attributed to the documents regarding the manner that their words express their meaning; in this research each writer is considered equally capable. These documents are a
rich form of data. They contain multiple levels of information ranging from the information contained in the meaning of the words and their associated structures, those
word structures themselves, patterns of occurrence of words, and numerical counts
derivable from those words and structures. Few other forms of data have such a diverse layering of information, such that different people could be interested in one or
more layers without being mindful of the existence of the other layers.

1.3.2

Research hypotheses

This research tests the truth of five hypotheses, or assumptions, concerned with humancomputer interaction via visualization, with particular emphasis placed on that interaction applied in the context of text documents. Both a broad and a focused approach
are used within this research to address these hypotheses. The hypotheses are:

H1 : scientific and information visualization are both applicable to text documents but
13
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there is an opportunity for expansion in such use;
H2 : visualization provides an alternative (or a supplement) to analytical methods for
interpreting the same sets of text data;
H3 : visualization techniques can be used with advantage by humans to aid in reading
and comprehension of text documents;
H4 : visualization can assist in finding similarities and differences in the composition
of text documents; and
H5 : text document visualizations can be produced in an efficient manner to enable
their use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such documents

The nature of these hypotheses requires a broad interpretation in this research as what
constitutes visualization. The bolding of characters or words, colouring of font, and
shading of the background around selected words in a display of text characters is
considered here as being visualization (viz H3 ), just as different line types, line colour,
and block shading used in a drawing of a graph or a picture (viz H4 ). In this research,
both these forms of display are considered as being visualization. Just because different computer hardware and software might be needed to implement these different
types of visualization does not mean that they are not all visualizations.
These hypotheses are not independent, but are inter-related. Hypothesis H1 is
taken as being more general in scope than hypothesis H2 . Although hypotheses H3
and H4 are themselves general in scope, they are also specific components of hypotheses H1 and H2 . Hypothesis H5 focuses on implementation issues when trying to make
use of the other hypotheses collectively via a software tool.
Specific examples are used in this research to provide support for the truth of these
hypotheses. No attempt is made to disprove any hypothesis. Table 1.1 indicates the
Chapters where the each research hypothesis, and combination of such hypotheses,
are considered.
14
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Table 1.1: The hypotheses base of each Chapter
Chapter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1.3.3

Research hypotheses
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5
5
1
2
2
2
3
5
3
5
2
4
5
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Assumptions

For this research, the implementation of the high-order interactions depicted in Figure 1.2 (page 6) is performed using three blocks; the text document being considered,
the user, and software. The text document block corresponds to the data of the figure. The user is the human for whom the results are produced, and who controls
of the interactive analysis process being performed. The software is responsible for
transformation of the text document to produce the results required by the user, and
for revising the text document, if necessary, at the instigation of the user. The visualization is the means of expressing the results. Production of the visualization and
the results is the function of the software, which in turn interacts with the data. This
research is implemented via these three aspects.
The degree of generality to which the research hypotheses are answered is constrained by the assumptions made concerning these three aspects. Those assumptions
are:
• For the text documents considered:

1. each text document is complete in that it does not require access to other documents for its correct interpretation, or satisfaction of links within that document;
2. the text is written in the English language;
3. the complete document is in computer readable form;
15
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4. the subject matter dealt with in the text document is of general interest and not
oriented towards a specialist readership;
5. the words which compose the text document contain all the information, i.e.
there are no graphics, illustrations, nor tables that augment the text;
6. the text in the document is correctly constructed in grammatical form and consistency of spelling; and
7. plain text is used i.e. the text is not ‘marked up’.

• For the software used:

1. it is not specially tuned (customized) for individual requirements, needs, or preferences;
2. it functions correctly and produces any visualizations in a consistent manner and
of consistent quality;
3. it is independent of any other application software operating concurrently on
the computer used; and
4. it has exclusive access to the text document as a local file, as opposed to across a
network, so that the document is not subject to change.

• The human user:

1. requires computer literacy only to the extent of operating a mouse, controlling software by clicking on buttons generated by the software on the computer
screen, or making selections from software generated menus; and
2. has reasonable level of reading comprehension skill.

These are the overall assumptions applicable to this research. Specific assumptions
will be stated when the need arises.
16
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1.3.4

Approach

Implementation of this research was by software. Such software accessed the text
document data and produced results for the user of the software. The aim was not to
produce a prototype of production quality software code ready for use by the potential
user outside of this research. Rather the intention was to explore what that production
code would need to contain.
This research is concerned with four inter-related topics. Those topics are:

• text as data;
• overall tool design;
• informatics; and
• visualization.

Text is a rich data source since it can be analysed numerically by taking measurements
of it, and by considering the relationships embodied in the words from which it is
formed. This influences the composition of the software and how it functions. This
needs consideration. The software provides a number of processing tasks which produce intermediate results, some of which might be of use in the user’s overall exploration of the text document data. Consideration of the overall design of the tool is to
ensure that the software user progresses naturally and smoothly through the required
processing tasks so as to arrive at the required result. It also considers presentations for
selecting such progression. In turn this design is associated with the inter-relationship
of the tasks required to address the research hypotheses. Informatics covers the filtering, transformation, and extraction processes that the software needs to perform
for presentation of results to the user, either directly from the text document or less
directly through visualizations. Visualization considers techniques for presenting the
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informatics results on the screen in a graphical manner. When dealing with large numbers of variables simultaneously, this can represent a considerable challenge.

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 1.3: Association map outline of the components of this research

As a navigation guide for this dissertation a visualization was developed to indicate which of the four topics were considered in any particular Chapter of this dissertation. Figure 1.3 shows the interaction between the four aspects of this research
arranged in a representation fashioned after a Karnaugh Map originally described by
Karnaugh (1953). Karnaugh Maps are used to assist simplification of logic statements
and logic circuits by visual representation of their corresponding truth table. Each
component occupies one side of the map, as indicated by its labelled bar. The squares
under the bar indicate the inclusion of that component and those outside of the bar
the exclusion of the component. In the arrangement shown in Figure 1.3 each of the 16
squares visually represents one-for-one all possible combinations of these four components when taken together in combination. The top left hand corner is removed
from the table since it represents the combination where each of the four components
are excluded, which is meaningless in this research context. In Figure 1.3 two exam18
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ples of the table’s use are shown. The shaded square at the top of the figure indicates
consideration of the ‘informatics’ component while excluding consideration of ‘visualization’, ‘text’, and the ‘tool’. The shaded square at the bottom of the figure indicates
consideration of ‘text’ and ‘visualization’ while excluding consideration of ‘informatics’ and the ‘tool’.
A map of the form of Figure 1.3 will be used in this thesis as a navigation aid to
indicate progression between Chapters. The components considered in the current
Chapter will be shaded dark as in the lower square of Figure 1.3 while a lighter shading (as in the upper right-hand corner square) will be used to indicate components to
be considered in the next Chapter. In the case when a component is considered in both
the current and next Chapter, the square has both shadings separated by the square’s
diagonal.

1.3.5

Relationships between the concepts in this research

Figure 1.4 shows a breakdown of this research into components and the relationship
between those components. Each component is used to explore one or more of the research hypotheses. The inter-relationship between those components results in both a
software tool to perform text document analysis together with providing a mechanism
for exploring the research hypotheses.
The following should be noted with respect to Figure 1.4. The rectangles contain
the concepts. The oval shapes contain the names of the visualizations that were developed in this research. The concepts which lead to the various visualizations are
shown by arrows together with the Chapter which is concerned with that concept and
associated visualizations. On the left of this figure is the processing path that the software would follow. If the text document contained markup, then actions which are
beyond this research would be followed. The ‘Manipulate’ concept is shown dotted
because it is more associated with setup of the software that would implement this
19
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Analysis process

Text document

Chapter 3

Document type

Plain text

Zipf plot

Reading

Chapters 4 & 5

Objective achieved?

Chapter 4

Top-tail fading

Word frequencies
Manipulate

Analysis

Evaluate

Concepts and associated visualization options

Frequent word fading

Chapter 6

Sentence composition

Sammon plots

Parallel coordinates
Star plots

Colour histograms
Chapters 6 & 7

Chapter 6

Compare

Sentence construction

Sentence sticks
Concepts and associated visualization options

Shewhart plot

QSUM plot

Paragraph sticks
Fractal dimension

Figure 1.4: Analysis process with concepts and visualizations used in this research
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analysis than in addressing the research hypotheses. It is shown to indicate its place
in the analysis sequence. Most of the visualizations are associated with analysis of
text documents, except the two shown in the dotted area, which are associated with
investigating reading speed.
The processing path is ’human centred’ in that it is controlled by the human user
of the process. The visualizations produced by the analyses are evaluated by the human, compared with other sources, and from that the user makes an assessment as
to whether the text document analysis objective has been achieved. If not, the user
makes changes to the analysis, or uses a different analysis, and the loop is repeated.
Two items are implicit in Figure 1.4. Software is not shown but each item in the figure is considered from the perspective of implementing it as software. Consequently,
the above mentioned four aspects of the software expand to become a foundation for
this research. The other item is a visualization taxonomy, which is dealt with in Chapter 2. That taxonomy is used to consider specific aspects of a particular technique, to
relate such techniques to those used in other fields in which visualization is applied,
and thus assist future work by incorporating knowledge gained in those other fields.
Both software and taxonomy add a dimension above the distribution shown in Figure 1.4.

1.4

Implementation testbed – ‘Serine’

‘Serine’ is the name used in this research for the prototype software toolbox proposed
as the delivery agent for most of the techniques considered. Some of the techniques
were implemented in this toolkit, while other were not, depending on whether such
incorporation assisted the explanation of that technique. However, all techniques considered in this research would be expected to be part of a ‘Serine’ based toolkit embedded under the appropriate pull-down menus outlined in this prototype.
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‘Serine’ takes its name from the Serine amino acid of biochemistry in which it is
a building block for protein molecules (see Garrett & Grisham (1999)). According to
the Genetic Code, the Serine amino acid is biosynthesised by the TCG codon (among
others) from the DNA molecule. In the context of this research, TCG would mean Text
Computer Graphics and be linked with computer graphics building understanding of
text. If the productive outcome of TCG in the biochemistry case is the Serine amino
acid for building proteins, so the same name follows for the software implementing
research on building text understanding. Just as Serine, the amino acid, is one element in building the final protein result with its associated structures, so ‘Serine’, the
program, is one element in building understanding of the inherent structure of a text.
The organisation of the toolkit via its proposed graphical user interface is discussed
below. Figure 1.5 shows the logical elements that make up the toolkit and possible sequences of use of those elements in the process of analysis of a text document. Those
logical elements are presented to the user of the toolkit via a graphical user interface
which binds those elements into a whole and allows the user the choice, and movement between, different aspects of the software functionality.
The logical elements contained in ’Serine’ and shown in Figure 1.5 map into the
concepts contained in Figure 1.4. Since ’Serine’ is a prototype, a one-to-one correspondence between these two figures is not obtained. The visualizations shown in
Figure 1.5 map to the balloons of Figure 1.4. The Q & Q (quantitative and qualitative)
methods and the Analysis methods blocks in Figure 1.5 map to the Analysis and rectangular elements outside of the Analysis process dotted box of Figure 1.4. The Document category, Document type, and Analysis objective blocks of Figure 1.5 collectively
map to the concept boxes of Figure 1.5 shown within the Analysis process dotted box,
with the exception of the Analysis box whose mapping has been just given.
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Technical

Legal

Learned Scientific

Popular

Document category
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Specification

Operating instruc.

Will

Deed

Legal regulation

Confession

Act of parliament

Script for a play

Poem

Novel

Newspaper article

Magazine article

Document type

Completeness

Vocabulary used

Topic relationships

Topic distribution

Topic development

Reference usage

Topics present

Author attribution

Analysis objective

Link following

Stats across docs.

New words appearing

QSUM

Word distribution

Theme locating

Word occurrence

Analysis methods

Counting word types

Sentence limiting

Math statistics

Q&Q methods

Connection ribbons

Colour patches

Parallel axes plot

Star diagram

Colour histogram

x-y graph

Word colouring

Visualization

1.4. Implementation testbed – ‘Serine’

Figure 1.5: Logical interconnection between the elements of the ‘Serine’ toolkit
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1.4.1

Graphical user interface for control

‘Serine’ has a graphical user interface of multiple windows including a root window
and task specific windows, all of which are interconnected via pull down menus. Selecting a process results in the appearance of a separate window in which that process
operates.
Each window has a menu bar set across the top of the window. All menu bars start
with File and Edit as consecutive entries from the left with a Help menu at the right
end, which follows the suggestions by Everson, Francis & Luttner (1992). Although
Everson et al. (1992) specifically relate to the Macintosh programming interface, it also
provides good general guidance. Most windows also contain a Settings menu bar
entry. These relate directly to the behaviour of the window on whose menu bar they
appear.
When ‘Serine’ is started the root window appears. On this root window, the File
menu provides selection of the document that is to be processed, an item to produce a
printed copy of that document on the root window for subsequent reference, and an
item to terminate execution of ‘Serine’. On subsequent windows, the print from screen
and process exit are selected from this menu. When the file containing the document is
selected, it is processed into a dynamically allocated doubly linked list which is used
by all subsequent processes, eliminating any further need to access the selected file.
Help provides context sensitive on-line help to the ‘Serine’ program user.
The Settings menu item is used to select values associated with the process that
is to display in the associated window. For instance, parameters associated with the
font to be used are selected here. Parameters is provided for the interactive selection
values pertinent to a particular process that displays its results in the window.
On the root windows, the menus DocCategory, and Techniques are located in
addition to the four standard menu bar items. The DocCategory menu enables the
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selection of the type of document that is to be subsequently processed leading from
this window. Since some processing and visualizations techniques are inappropriate
for some document types, the document type selected will lead to greying-out of these
inappropriate techniques in subsequent menus; a general document types is also provided which results in no greying-out. The Techniques menu selects the type of
processing that is to be performed on the document selected. These are shown in
Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Making selections in ‘Serine’ while displaying the text to be analysed

1.4.2

Implementation

A modular design of the software has been adopted. A single executable file is used
to contain all functions that relate to a particular internal operation or process implementation. Utility functions are contained together. Attention has been paid in the
program to returning dynamically allocated list entries once no longer required back
to the computer system’s pool. This is the reason for using a doubly linked list as
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opposed to a single link list. Error handling is performed by making calls to a single
procedure.
The ‘Serine’ software adopts the philosophy of incremental building, using a chain
of software modules. Each module performs a single function that can be used by subsequent modules in that chain. This chain of dependencies is implemented by using
the output of one module as input to the next module in the sequence. The user controls the progress through these dependencies by interaction with the ‘Serine’ menu
structure. The most obvious of such interactions is in selection of an analysis technique. Interlocks are incorporated into the software so as to ensure the user completes
actions which are pre-requisites for subsequent options. This interlocking mechanism
enables the software modules to service access requests in varying order to match the
user’s processing requirements, consequently providing a greater interactivity for the
user’s investigation. If a subsequent analysis technique is selected which necessitates
‘Serine’ to internally retrace its processing steps back to the point where the required
input data is available, this is done such as to use a minimum of reprocessing to obtain the input requirements of the revised selection. This enables different analyses
to be performed on the same material, but using common processes where possible
environment , together with decreasing the processing time required by the software.
Processing begins with ‘Serine’ by the selection of the text document (file) to be
processed. That file is read in its entirety and stored in ‘Serine’-controlled memory
as a dynamically allocated double linked list. Each entry in the list corresponds to a
line of the original text document. Those entries are arranged so that their sequence of
occurrence in the document is preserved by the application of the forward link which
connect each line to its successor. The reverse link connects each line to the line that
proceeded it in the text document so as to enable removal of that line from the list
when required. The contents of each line is broken into its word constituents.
‘Serine’ is written in the C language, using the Gtk+ graphics library for generating all graphical aspects. Software development was performed on a Toshiba laptop
26
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having a Intel Pentium processor running the Red Hat Linux 8 operating system environment. It was compiled used GNU C version 3.2 and linked with the Gtk+ version
2.0.6 library.

1.5

Summary

This Chapter has introduced this research and the foundations on which it is placed.
The research is positioned in respect of the need of humans to process an increasing
amount of textual material. The approach is to use computer generated visualizations
of such materials. Words are taken as the fundamental unit for processing such documents. The document analysis is performed by the human using the visualizations
produced by the computer. To assist that process, both scientific and information visualization is used as appropriate for the different objectives of the human analyst. A
software prototype (‘Serine’) is outlined which draws together the techniques examined in this research into a productive text document analysis tool. The components
of visualization, informatics, text, and tool that these considerations have invoked are
shown as a dark shading in the navigation map of Figure 1.7.
Five hypotheses for this research project are stated in this Chapter. They are centred
on using computer visualization as a useful tool for aiding the understanding of text
documents.
The ‘Serine’ software prototype provides an integrating of the various component
parts of this research and their associated research hypotheses H1 to H4 , into a single
toolkit. It therefore addresses research hypothesis H5 (text document visualizations
can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive
analysis of such documents). The ‘Serine’ prototype’s design, implementation, use,
and positioning of those component parts has been considered in this Chapter.
Different visualizations are required by different people depending on their objec27
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tives in processing a text document, and their degree of expertise. A taxonomy as a
means of integrating visualizations and their associated data types is proposed as part
of this research to assist adoption of visualization techniques from other fields to the
purpose of understanding text documents. It is by the development of that taxonomy
that support for the truth of hypothesis H1 (scientific and information visualization
are both applicable to text documents but there is an opportunity for expansion in
such use), and to a lesser extent hypothesis H2 (visualization provides an alternative
to analytical methods for interpreting the same set of text data), is achieved.

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 1.7: Progress map from Chapters 1 to 2

The taxonomy is developed in the next Chapter through a review of the visualizations used in four classes of problem. These classes are scientific, information, high dimensions, and text document themselves. These are reviewed to appreciate the range
of available visualizations and also as a verification of the applicability of the proposed visualization taxonomy. The high dimension category is to acknowledge that
many simultaneous data occur when text documents are analysed. Use of computers
to process text documents, but not to produce visualization results, is also reviewed.
This is done to provide a different insight for future development. The relationship
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such considerations have with the underlying concepts of visualization, informatics,
text, and tool are shown as a light shading in Figure 1.7.
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Chapter

2

Some literature which guides
visualization

This Chapter reviews a range of available visualization techniques. This is done to
establish a framework (taxonomy) of techniques to assist in identifying appropriate
visualizations that might be used with text documents. The analysis of text documents
can be done using numerical or relational data measured from the document. Since
scientific and information visualizations applies to these respective data types, each
visualization type is considered. As will be shown in subsequent Chapters, this data
involves multiple variables, and visualization of more than three variables represent
difficulties which have received consideration in the literature. Such visualizations
have broad application domains and it is in those domains that they are reviewed.
Finally, the focus is shifted specifically to text document visualizations and their associated data types.
The proposed taxonomy, and the visualization examples cited, is investigated for
support of research hypothesis H1 (scientific and information visualization are both
applicable to text documents but there is an opportunity for expansion in such use).
The meaning of the terms contained in that hypothesis are examined in this Chapter,
although further narrowing of which types of text documents are considered in this
research occurs in the next Chapter. The taxonomy indicates were visualization generally, and that specifically related to text documents, can be expanded to increase
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coverage.
These reviews are cast in terms of a proposed taxonomy which links the data being
visualized and the visual used. Each review includes a summary table, with more
complete information on each article contained in Appendix A. Each summary table
includes the classification of the visualization in term of the proposed taxonomy. That
taxonomy is then used to display the range of visualizations available. These reviews
also enable the utility of that taxonomy to be demonstrated.
This research considers computers to be involved both in the analysis of text documents (under human control) and the visualization of the results. But it also asserts
that the analysis and visualization are two distinct functions. To support this, a review
is also made of analysis techniques in which computers have been applied to text documents without producing visualizations. Analysis is the main application to which
these techniques are considered. These alternative approaches to analysis are examined as support for research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides and alternative to
analytical methods for interpreting the same set of text data). In this instance the data
are measurements taken of a text document.

2.1

A taxonomy for text document visualization

Consideration and classification of a wide range of visualization techniques assists the
selection of an appropriate one for any particular text-related objective. A means of
categorizing such visualizations in an abstract manner and relating them to some criteria could assist that selection process. Examples of such a criteria might be the type
of data being processed, the outcome being sought, or the sequence of actions that the
user is to follow. Adoption of a criteria in the text document processing situation then
narrows the range of appropriate visualizations. Without such a criteria, the richness
of available visualizations can distract from the purpose of the visualization. One
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manner of associating visualizations and selection criteria is to employ a taxonomy.
Appropriateness in selecting visualizations in the text document context is a central
thread of this research.
The construction of such a taxonomy appropriate for the purposes of this research
was built upon existing taxonomies. Such taxonomies focus on computer application,
and in particular on using computers to produce visualizations. Three taxonomy approaches were considered.
The first is topic centred. A taxonomy close to the needs of this research is the
Computer Graphics Imaging (CGI) taxonomy of the ACM Graphics Special Interest
Group as described by Ford Morie (2001). That is an evolving taxonomy of detailed
topics which is shown to run over many pages. Although that taxonomy is specifically
aimed at CGI, the stated aim of the effort is to generalize the taxonomy into covering
the broad range of Computer Graphics topics.
However, as discussed by McCormick et al. (1987), visualization lies at the intersection of computer graphics, image processing, computer vision, computer aided design, signal processing, and user interface design. Therefore, the CGI taxonomy will
also have application to visualization, although visualization also has topics that are
specific to it. As Ford Morie (2001) indicates, more work is required in finalizing this
CGI taxonomy. Some of that effort is required in forging stronger embodiment of visualization relate topics.
A second approach is that of the Data Flow Model described by Upson, Faulhaber,
Kamins, Laidlaw, Schegel, Vroom, Gurwitz & van Dam (1989) and the Data State Reference Model proposed by Chi (2000). As opposed to a topic based taxonomy like
those discussed above, here a sequence of activities form the basis of this taxonomy
approach. The Data Flow Model is conceived by Upson et al. (1989) as being part of
the computational cycle, which includes the following repeatedly performed activities:
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• filtering:

selecting the components for further consideration
from the available data;

• mapping:

representing the data in geometric form; and

• rendering:

converting the geometric forms into images.

Implementing each of these activities needs considerable attention to be paid to detail.
In contrast, the Data State Model by Chi (2000) consists of identifying the states of:
• value:

raw data;

• analytical abstraction:

data modelling;

• visualization abstraction:

data as visualizable objects; and

• view:

viewing of the objects on a screen.

The progression between these states results in a visualization.
The states of the Data State Model are arguably related to the activities of the Data
Flow Model. Included in the Data State Model are the processing steps “data transformation”, “visualization transformation”, and “visual mapping transformation” for
progressing from the “value” to “analytical abstraction”, “analytical abstraction” to
“visualization abstraction”, and “visualization abstraction” to the “view” states, respectively. Both of these models (or taxonomies) represent transformations that the
data undergoes in producing a visualization. The Data Flow Model also includes connections between its activities. Chi (2002) shows that both of these taxonomies are
equally capable of representing the same transformations to generate a visualization.
The third taxonomy approach, and the one adopted in this research, is a linkage
approach most easily understood if presented as a matrix. This type of taxonomy is
intermediate in size and discriminating ability between the first and second approach
considered above. Such a linkage taxonomy between the data type being considered
and the user actions that can follow on from a visualization is proposed by Shneiderman (1996). There a visualization taxonomy based on seven data types and seven
user tasks performed on those data types is defined. The seven data types are: 1-
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dimensional, 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional, multidimensional, temporal, tree (or hierarchical), network (or graph). The seven user tasks are of a high level of abstraction
and consist of: overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relative, history, and extract.
OLIVE (1998) revises this taxonomy by adding the “workspace” data type. Table 2.1
shows the matrix of this taxonomy incorporating this revision in data types.
Table 2.1: Revised Shneiderman(1996) taxonomy for information visualization
User task
Data type

overview

zoom

filter

details-on
-demand

relative

history

extract

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
3-dimensional
multi-dimensional
temporal
hierarchical
network
workspace

Based on the descriptions by Shneiderman (1996) and OLIVE (1998), a summary of
each data type in Table 2.1 is as follows:
• 1-dimensional:

a single variable taking on multiple values;

• 2-dimensional:

two variables each taking on multiple values;

• 3-dimensional:

three variable each taking on multiple values;

• multi-dimensional:

greater than three variables each taking on multiple values;

• hierarchical:

the two or more variables present take on values that are
linked to one another is a tree-like manner;

• network:

the relationship between the two or more variables
present is more complex than a hierarchical relationship;

• temporal:

time is one of the variables present; and

• workspace:

relates to the visualization environment in such aspects
as the use and updating of multiple windows.

The user tasks are described as:
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• overview:

summary of total data collection;

• zoom:

narrowing focus and obtaining increasing detail of interest;

• filter:

removal of detail not of immediate interest;

• relate:

view relationships among data items;

• detail-on-demand:

set focus for obtaining detail on data items;

• history:

log of actions performed in visualization; and

• extract:

removal of subsets of data items.

This Shneiderman taxonomy connects data type with user tasks for the purpose
of designing user interfaces to access the data. It also contains many of the features
proposed by Price, Baecher & Small (1993), which built upon the work of Myers (1990).
In all three of these works, the interest was in the tasks performed by the user of
the data, all of which are not confined to visualization. Thus in the context of the
current research, it represents the passage from input to operation, without providing
the insight into the visualization tool which it will be asserted here lies between those
two limits. However, it does give insight into data types to consider and the usefulness
of this form of taxonomy.
In this current research a three part process was proposed. The first station was
the data. The second station was the visual. The third station was making use of the
data, or the result. These three processes are connected in a circular manner as depicted in Figure 1.2 (page 6). One path from the data to the required result goes via
visualization, while another does not; i.e. in some instances, the use of the data does
not involve visualization. A path also leads from the visualization to data, suggesting
that a visualization can generate data which can lead to results. This interplay is depicted in the circular-arrowed relationships of Figure 1.2. The appropriate form of the
visual to apply to the data at any instance of this cycle is a question that the user must
answer.
It is in an attempt to provide this answer which sets the requirements for a taxon35
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omy that associates data type to visualization type. If such a taxonomy is constructed
in abstract terms, specific visualization examples (from possibly other fields of endeavour) can be used to guide visualization selection, in that they provide detail packed
around the defining characteristics used in the taxonomy. Although taxonomies exist
which approach this association, a sharper focus was warranted to support the current
research.
It is assumed that data consists of multiple values of one or more variables, with
those variables having a consistent meaning throughout the data under consideration.
The dimension of the data reflects the number of different variables present in the data:
1-dimensional data contains one variable, 2-dimensional data contains two variables,
etc. The dimension of a set of data is generally constant, and is characteristic of that
data set. However, only a subset of the variables available in a set of data may be under
consideration at the one instance. It is the dimension, or the number of variables, of
that instance which is considered in the taxonomy.
Table 2.2 is a visualization taxonomy constructed in such abstract terms for this
research. The data types used in Table 2.1 (page 34) have been revised to include both
sequential and non-sequential data, in place of the single temporal type. This was done
since temporal data is a particular case of sequential (or ordinal) data. Each of these
two broad classes are divided into seven subdivisions. Together, these subdivisions
form the rows of the taxonomy. The visualization types are the columns of the taxonomy. These columns are divided into one, two, and three dimensional visualizations.
These dimensional groups are then further subdivided as appropriate. The associated cells generated by these rows and columns are general, enabling it to contain all
visualizations encountered in practice. The proposed taxonomy of Table 2.2 is visualization centred compared to that of Table 2.1 which is the activity-centred taxonomy
of Shneiderman (1996).
The proposed taxonomy contains changes to the data types of the Shneiderman
taxonomy of Table 2.1. The data division into sequential and non-sequential data types
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has already been mentioned. What was termed “dimensional” in the Shneiderman
taxonomy is replaced with ‘variate’. Thus a 1-dimensional data type becomes a 1variate data type to reflect closer binding of the data type to the number of variables
being considered in a visualization. A 4-variate data type was added to the taxonomy
of Table 2.2. In application, particularly in consideration of scientific visualizations,
the absence of this data type promoted four variable data into the multi-variate class
despite lacking the more general features of multi-variate data, aside from having
more than three variables. The workspace data type was removed as it no longer had
relevance.
Table 2.2: Proposed taxonomy for Information Visualization
Visualization Type Used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
stacks linked stacks
linked
flat vol across flat vol within across

3-dimensional
stacks
linked
flat vol within across both

1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

The visualization type is divided into one, two, and three dimensional types according to the configuration for the visual. As stated by Bertin (1999), a visualization
can contain up to three dimensions. In the case of the three dimensional configuration,
projection of the three dimensional visual onto a two dimensional display surface is
implicitly assumed. The visualization types are composed of stacks of chips (markers, or counters) positioned in the dimensioned space, or links between markers in
the space to show relationship. The meaning associated with these constructional elements as presented in the taxonomy of Table 2.2 are:
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• stacks flat:

indicators are used to show which cells in the space
are occupied and possibly the variety of such occupiers
when warranted.

• stacks vol:

indicators are used not only to indicate cell occupancy
but also additional information, such as the value of the
occupier if the data contains comparable values.

• linked within:

indicators of connection are provided between values of
the variables in the plane containing the variables, e.g. a
line connecting values in a two dimensional plot. However, these links could be more general, e.g a band of
colour that encompasses a range of values
of the variables.

• linked across:

indicators of connections (e.g. by lines) between all, or
some, of the planes that contain the distribution of the
values of each variable to indicate relationships between
such values.

• linked both:

connections occur both within the plane and between the
planes of the distribution of the values of the variables.

These are the basic elements that make up a visualization. The detail that surrounds
these elements is what makes the visual impact of the visualization and gives the
impression that the visual is unique.
Two example applications of this proposed visualization taxonomy follow. They
are both after Keller & Keller (1993). The category given in that collection for the visualization is given to contrast with the classification using the proposed taxonomy. It
is hypothesised that a greater clarity in description of function and form of the visualization is obtained.
Figure 2.1, which is copied from page 66 of Keller & Keller (1993), is included
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there under the “time” category. The data is derived from a computational simulation in astrophysics and consists of matched sets of density, temperature, and energy
values evolving over time for an ionized stellar plasma. Thus there are three dependent variables and one independent variable. The visualization consists of squares
positioned in a 2-dimensional plot of density against temperature. Each square is
coloured according to the corresponding energy value. The squares are placed in their
time sequenced order. Using the proposed visualization taxonomy, this data would
be characterised as being ‘sequential’, with ‘three variates,. The visualization is ‘two
dimensional’, using ‘stacks vol’ because the colour is being used to change the characteristics of the stack placed on the two dimensional table.

Figure 2.1: Visualization of astrophysics results after Keller & Keller(1993) page 66

Figure 2.2 is taken from Keller & Keller (1993) (page 53) where it is categorized as
“multivariate”. This visualizes values of temperature, carbon monoxide, and sulphur
dioxide samples measured in Colorado Springs (USA) at 10 minute intervals over a
365 day period. Thus there are three variables measured sequentially in time, as in the
previous example. This visualization consists of three coloured plots with different
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colours representing the measured values. The vertical axis of each plot is the time
of day when the measurements were obtained, while the horizontal axis is the date.
The three plots are set one above the other which aligns them on corresponding dates.
Such alignments show the correspondence between three separate visualizations. In
terms of the proposed visualization, the data being visualized is ‘sequential’ data with
‘one variate’, and the visualization is ‘two dimensional’ with ‘stacks vol’. Again colour
is used to show the value of the stack positioned on a two dimensional table.

Figure 2.2: Visualization of pollutant measurements after Keller & Keller(1993) page 53

In the following sections, reviews of the visualization literature are made. The visualization of scientific and information data is considered first for these are the fundamental data types which underlie this current research. Visualizations associated with
greater than three simultaneous variables (high dimensions) are then considered for
this combination of variables occurred often in this research. Finally, visualizations
from the literature of text documents are reviewed. In these reviews, the proposed
visualization taxonomy is used as a classifier of the visualization against the data being displayed. This application of the taxonomy reinforces its purpose as providing a
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framework for comparing the techniques in the literature, and for collecting together
visualizations with the type of data with which they are used.

2.2

Scientific visualization

The amount of literature concerning scientific visualization in comparison to visualization of other information suggests more effort has been applied to the former, at
least in recent years. The availability of large capacity computing devises such as supercomputers is suggested by McCormick et al. (1987) as a driving force for interest
in visualization of numeric data arising from science and technology. Keim (2002) estimates data doubling in three year periods suggests that deployment of digital measuring and transaction processing equipment is a large contributing factor to this data
explosion. A need exists to understand, or inspect, such abundant data.
Naturally, different authors consider the interaction of visualization with data with
respect to their own perspective or purpose. For example, Rhyne, Bolstad, Rheingans,
Petterson & Shackelford (1993) make the statement that environmental visualization
aims to make visible the unseen. Then visualization of ozone concentrations across regions of the United States are considered. A similar viewpoint, but expressed slightly
differently, is made by Silver (1995) who asserted that visualization helps a scientist
understand important features and results of an experiment. The consideration here
is feature extraction from a dataset resulting from computational fluid mechanics experiments.
A separation of scientific visualization from computer graphics is suggested by
Woodward (1993). Scientific visualization is described as being concerned with the
visual presentation of that which cannot be otherwise seen. Its goal is to make a system’s nature apparent at a glance, but not necessarily to make it appear real. This
differs from the purpose of computer graphics which is more concerned with realistic
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rendering of scenes that either do exist, or might exist, in the real world.
A different viewpoint is taken by Taylor (2000) who is concerned more with the
internal functioning of scientific visualization. There it is stated that scientific visualization is not as yet founded on well understood principles but instead relies on
rules-of-thumb. This article probes the effectiveness of a collection of ad hoc techniques
through examination of examples. It presents a number of techniques of representation and the rules associated with each. Techniques considered are:

1. measurement projection in which the data is viewed in its natural spatial extent
providing quantitative insight and understanding of known questions;
2. mapping data into a coordinate system (which is not natural), which can make
the data easier to interpret in the visualization;
3. interactive moving through data by changing the viewpoint, which can assist
insight into the data;
4. simultaneous display of aligned data for the one subject from different datasets,
which assists the understanding of the data relationships; and
5. haptic (or feeling) feedback, which reinforces the meaning of the data.

Taylor (2000) gives examples of each of these techniques. An example of technique
1 is viewing the micro-structure of steel by removing a layer at a time, rescanning
the resulting surface after polishing with a scanning electron microscope, and then
viewing each resulting slice in three dimensions. The purpose of this study was to understand the morphology and distribution of grains and precipitates within the steel.
Technique 2 is applicable to visualizing the results from x-ray crystallography data.
Whereas in three dimensional Euclidean space the data is difficult to comprehend, in a
transformed reciprocal spherical coordinate system greater insight is obtained. Three
dimensional holograms of medical images overlaid on the patient’s actual anatomy
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in a visualization environment is an example of technique 3. This visualization environment enables surgeons to plan their actions in advance. Technique 4 is commonly
used for determining the structure of protein from crystallography data using a density fitting system and thus negating the need to build a physical model. The haptic
feedback of technique 5 finds its application in locating parts of the surface being visualized to where greater precision is required; the feel of the surface reinforcing the
visualization. A force feedback can be especially useful in manipulation tasks.
That rule-of-thumb idea of Taylor (2000) is reinforced by the large collection of
visualizations illustrated by Keller & Keller (1993). Keller & Keller (1993) propose
thirteen categories of visualization: comparison and relationships; multivariate; time;
process; animation; motion; 2-D data; surface and slice; volume; models multiform
visualizations; artistic dues; and black and white examples. This differs from the five
techniques mentioned above as used by Taylor (2000). These categories are offered by
Keller & Keller (1993) as the means to think about data or visualization. Thus, with
two different publications there are two different ways of thinking about visualization of data. An alternative to these two taxonomies (or classification schemes) for
visualization is proposed in Section 2.1 for use in this current research. Although that
taxonomy follows those same rules-of-thumb, the outcomes are different.
The categories of the proposed taxonomy of Section 2.1 are aligned with those proposed by Keller & Keller (1993). Each data point to be displayed is associated with
other values that have resulted in the value of that data point. These are the dependent
variables. For example, a data point in an atmospheric dataset might consist of measurements of carbon monoxide concentration, carbon dioxide concentration, nitrous
oxide concentration, particulate matter concentration, and wet and dry bulb temperatures (further to the data used in Figure 2.2). Such a point has six dependent variables.
Each point is recorded across a city which is considered to be a plane. The location of
each point is also recorded. That location is composed of two parts which define the
point’s location. Each point thus has two independent variables. So a visualization of
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all the data at this data point would need to handle six dependent variables and two
independent variables. The one visual would be composed of many such data points,
each having different values for these six dependent and two independent variables.
Keller & Keller (1993) group visualizations by using the number of dependent and
independent variables simultaneously under consideration when considering their
104 examples. They do this to assist the reader’s selection of an appropriate visualization technique for a new application. Each visualization is of multiple data points.
For that collection, a breakdown of visualization presentations is:
Number of
dependent
variables
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
12
20

Number of
independent
variables
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
2
3
2
3
3
2
4
1

Number of
examples
1
22
44
1
7
9
1
3
2
5
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

This tabulation indicates that most visualizations, or at least those in the Keller &
Keller (1993) collection, fall within the three dimensional space limitation stated by
Bertin (1999). A surface is defined by a collection of three variables and this is the
most complex object that can be drawn. Two independent variables together with one
dependent variable define a point on such a surface which can then be presented as
a visualization (for example, the height of topography at different values of latitude
and longitude). From the tabulation, Keller & Keller (1993) indicate 22 such examples. Alternately, three independent variables can be used to form a single surface
on which the dependent variable is then displayed, using a colour scale to show its
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value variations. Keller & Keller (1993) indicate 44 such examples. These two combinations account for 66 of the 104 examples by Keller & Keller (1993). There is also the
situation, which occurs in a large number of circumstances, where the physical form
of the independent variables suggests how they should be represented. For example,
air flow over a three dimensional relief land surface suggests a box form construction.
In each case, classification of these visualizations centres on the number of variables
being displayed.
However, classification of visualizations based on the number of variables alone is
insufficient. A further classification is warranted to indicate the order of interaction between the dependent variables. The proposed visualization taxonomy in Section 2.1,
which includes such interaction between the variables involved, will be applied here.
Consideration of the process producing the data (the Informatics) produces the number and type of dependent and independent variables. Different levels of interaction
between the dependent variables will prompt the use of different types of visualizations assisted by knowledge of successful combinations obtained previously by others. Both the number of dependent and independent variables, as used in the Keller &
Keller (1993) collection classification, and the data type and relationship being visualized as required by the Information Visualization taxonomy of Table 2.2, are included
in the following examples.

2.2.1

Specific examples

In order to test the utility of the proposed visualization taxonomy of Section 2.1 (page
31), a representative selection of 40 examples from the literature concerning scientific visualization are examined below. This number of examples was a compromise
between covering all the relevant visualizations and brevity. Table 2.3 provides a summary of some of the features of the visualizations that are considered in the following
literature. Such visualizations appear to produce a rich tapestry, but they are also quite
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restricted in the scope of relationships that are displayed. These aspects are shown in
the following examples where the number of dependent and independent variables
under consideration are given together with the layer in the taxonomy of Table 2.2 in
which the example falls.
Further details of each example are provided in Appendix A.1. The column labelled Tag in Table 2.3 is a further key into the descriptions of Appendix A.1.
The following should be noted in respect to the contents of Table 2.3:

• Most of the referenced articles contain a number of examples, but one in particularly receives consideration so as to obtain a wide sample of different approaches
within limited space;
• 3D indicates that 3 spatial dimensions are used;
• CFD mean Computational Fluid Dynamics and is the computer approximation
of the solution to the differential equations which describe the behaviour of fluids, in particular the behaviour of air;
• PET means Positron Emission Tomography and is a medical application of observation of the decay of irradiating positrons in soft tissue in the human body;
• A vector is composed of both a magnitude and direction and both aspects are
encompassed in the visualization;
• MRI means Magnetic Resonance Imaging and is described in application to human heart shape monitoring during the cardiac cycle;
• FEM means Finite Element Methods. This techniques breaks up a continuum
into a series of interconnected finite regions over which an approximation is
generated; the accumulated affect of each region approximates the solution to
the initial problem; and
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pin height over area

pins over area

pins over patchwork

fiber bundles with spheres

manifold intersecting fields

cloth draping

2 faces of cube

S14

S15

S16

S17

S18

S19

S20

streamlines

S9

lines of two-coloured dots

streamlines over colour

S8

S13

cubes of worms

S7

parallel coordinates

jet stream vorticity

S6

S12

wind velocity distribution

S5

coloured scatter plot

multiple molecules

S4

S11

3D object scene

S3

cylinders over tableau

robot arm movement

S2

S10

spiral ladder

Visual

S1

Tag

value colouring

grid coordinates

selective intersection

mapping of potentials

colouring pins and area

pin height and colour

pin surface colouring

colour upon occurrence

dependency following

magnitude scaling

magnitude scaling

glove data locating

superposition of values

feature tracking

value colouring

volume rendering

match creates distortion

data in location

space positioning

particle positioning

Technique Used

ocean simulation

dynamics equations

mapping of potentials

molecular bonding data

forest modelling

forest modelling

forest modelling

multi-processor data

Excel’s PivotTable

Excel’s PivotTable

Excel’s PivotTable

CFD

CFD

CFD

CFD

climate simulation

text searching

sonar data

kinematic equations

CFD

Data Source

Johannsen & Moorhead (1995)

Eberhardt et al. (1996)

Handa et al. (2001)

Handa et al. (2001)

Deutschman et al. (2000)

Deutschman et al. (2000)

Deutschman et al. (2000)

Bosch et al. (2000)

Eick (2000)

Eick (2000)

Eick (2000)

Bryson & Levit (1992)

Shen & Kao (1998)

Silver & Wang (1997)

Woodward (1993)

Crawfis, Max & Becker (1994)

Rohrer, Sibert & Ebert (1999)

Chapman et al. (1999)

Agba (1995)

Stolk & van Wijk (1992)

Reference

Table 2.3: A sample of scientific visualization techniques

1

1

1

1

3

3

5

1

1

2-3

1

1

1

1

2

2

many

1

3

2

dep.

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

many

1

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

many

3

1

3

indep.

Variables shown

continued on next page

sequential,3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

multi-variate|2-D,linked-across

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

2-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

sequential,3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

sequential,3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

sequential,2-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

sequential,multi-variate|3-D,stacks-vol

multi-variate|3-D,stacks-vol

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|3-D,linked-within

sequential,multi-variate|3-D,linked-within

Taxonomy position
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3D block isosurfaces

3D of cardiac strains

bar-code intensities

colour spheres filled cube

contour plot

particle flow past body

car panel colouring

golf ball’s terrain motion

dots on a plane

lattice in a cube

coloured density map

coloured relief map

straw over soil profile

curves over spherical map

surface smooth molecule

pin heights over the US

deformable shaded liver

stacks of blocks

spaced out cards

block of coloured blocks

S22

S23

S24

S25

S26

S27

S28

S29

S30

S31

S32

S33

S34

S35

S36

S37

S38

S39

S40

Visual

S21

Tag

continued from previous page

average value spread

values and position

value colouring

render model position

data in location

curve fitting

volume spline fitting

data superposition

values and location

value colouring

value and location

superposition of data

golf ball’s trajectory

deformation colouring

colour upon starting

constant value lines

ray-cast colouring

grey-scale correlation

MRI tissue tagging

colour wheel to vectors

Technique Used

geo-science data

geo-science data

FEM input data

FEM analysis

network traffic

molecular distribution

weather stations

field and modelling

PET scans

PET scans

charge distribution

game history

equations of motion

FEM analysis

FEM analysis

laboratory data

laboratory data

simulated diffraction

cardiac MRI

ocean modelling

Data Source

Pajon & Bui Tran (1992)

Pajon & Bui Tran (1992)

Crossno et al. (2002)

Cotin et al. (1999)

Koutsofios et al. (1999)

Varshney et al. (1994)

Nielson (1993)

Morgan & Vezina (1993)

Spetsieris et al. (1993)

Spetsieris et al. (1993)

Wolfe et al. (1992)

Pingali et al. (2001)

Lorensen & Yamrom (1992)

Kuschfeldt et al. (1998)

Kenwright & Haimes (1998)

Rushmeier et al. (1995)

Rushmeier et al. (1995)

Kallman et al. (1995)

Guttman et al. (1997)

Johannsen & Moorhead (1995)

Reference

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

dep.

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

indep.

Variables shown

4-variate|3-D,stacks-vol

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

sequential,2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

Taxonomy position
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• in the table the term “pin heights” is used as it appears to better describe what
Koutsofios et al. (1999) refer to as “Cityscape”.

Table 2.4 shows the distribution of the sample of scientific visualizations summarised in Table 2.3 across the proposed Information Visualization taxonomy (introduced as Table 2.2). From this, 15 of the 40 examples (37.5%) are classified as
4-variate data type and a 3-dimensional, stacks-flat visualization type, 12 examples
(30.0%) are of visualization type 2-dimensional, stacks (flat and vol combined), 25 examples (62.5%) are of visualization type 3-dimensional, stacks (flat and vol combined),
while 8 examples (20.0%) have a sequential data type. With 8 examples being of a sequential data type, the majority of the examples (80%) considered the visualization of
non-sequential data. There were no examples of a 1-dimensional visualization type.
Table 2.4: Distribution in proposed taxonomy of sample scientific visualizations
Visualization Type Used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
stacks linked stacks
linked
flat vol across flat vol within across
1
3
1

1
1
3

1

3-dimensional
stacks
linked
flat vol within across both

3
15
1

1
1
1

1
3
1

1

1

The 13 (32.5%) and 27 (67.5%) proportion of the examples occurring in the ‘2dimensional’ and ‘3-dimensional’ visualization type categories of this sample respectively, is consistent with the corresponding proportions suggested by Keller & Keller
(1993) which have been discussed above. Although this sample and that by Keller &
Keller (1993) was not chosen at random, these visualizations might be taken as repre49
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sentative of scientific visualizations. If this is the case, then the distribution shown in
Table 2.4 represents (approximately) the data and type of visualizations that appear in
scientific studies.
Table 2.4 indicates that scientific visualizations show simultaneously occurring values within the Bertin (1999) three variable limit by a ‘stack’ of some form, e.g. of colour.
Relationships between the variables within the data are (generally) not included explicitly in the visualization.

2.3

Information visualization

It is a mistake to believe that computers can only handle numerical information. Although all data are formed in computers as numbers, such numbers can be interpreted
and manipulated to show relationships that transcend those primary values. By considering the values of variables, relationships of higher order can be deduced between
the variables being represented by the values. Relationships more complex than coexistent (simultaneous occurrence) which commonly occurs in scientific data can be
traced. For example, consider the sequential data shown on page 27 of Tufte (1990)
(reproduced here as Figure 2.3) which indicates a timed sequence, in this case of dance
steps. Each position of the feet are represented as a coordinate in a two dimensional
plane. The sequence of feet placement would form a list of pairs of numbers. However, if those coordinates are displayed with connecting lines indicating the sequence
in which those coordinates are traversed, then a network structure is assumed by those
points and this is easier to understand. Using the taxonomy of Table 2.2, the visualization of the numerical sequence for the dance steps shown by Tufte (1990) would be
[2-dimensional, network structure].
An alternative visualization of the above mentioned dance step examples could
be a time sequence of foot placement coordinates, analogous to Figure 2.1 which is
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from page 66 of Keller & Keller (1993). In that example, the time evolution of density
and temperature of stellar plasma is shown with density and temperature used as
coordinates of the visualization. Such a scientific visualization, because of the looping
nature of the sequence involved, could be more difficult to follow than the network
structure offered in visualizing the data as if it were information, and not numbers.
Envisaging data as information offers a richer opportunity “to escape the flatlands”
(as it is described on page 12 of Tufte (1990)), than has been achieved with scientific
visualization.

Figure 2.3: Visualization of dance steps after Tufte(1990)

Success in information visualization is more difficult to achieve than with scientific visualization. Information visualization requires consideration beyond the data.
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The data of a scientific visualization could suggest the pattern existing between the
variables that are then depicted visually. In fact searching for such a pattern is one of
the purposes for visualizing that data. But in information visualization, relationships
within the data are shown explicitly. It is argued that this aspect separates information visualization from scientific visualization. Obtaining such interconnections can
be difficult and are not always suggested by the data.
For these information visualizations, the relationship is revealed by the perception
of the visualization and cognitive processing by the viewer. A visualization is more
successful if it facilitates this meaning generation process effectively.

2.3.1

Specific examples

Information visualization is taken as ‘explanation’ visualization: that which shows relationships explicitly. Such visualizations, as shown in the examples of Tufte (1990),
have a long history. However, their generation via computer has not been as numerous as in scientific visualization. Consequently 35 examples are presented in Table 2.5
(compared with 40 in Table 2.3 for scientific visualizations). Also, some examples
given in Table 2.5 might be argued to be scientific visualizations as opposed to visualizing information. This difficulty arises when relationships between numerical (and
thus scientific orientated) data are shown explicitly and thus taken as information
visualization in contrast to having those relationships deduced from the data visualization.
In compiling Table 2.5 specific example types have been used, avoiding survey articles such as that by Herman, Melancon & Marshall (2000) which covers multiples of
such types. Even so, many articles include more than one type (but not as many as
a survey). In those situations, the type which is described in some detail in the referenced article, is selected for inclusion in the table. This approach resulted in a good
cross section of examples of information visualization which can act as a ‘reference
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symmetric radial tree

association ribbons

bead piles on a matrix

star each document

coloured contour

code highlighting

distorted cube array

I14

I15

I16

I17

I18

I19

I20

3D box of connected tiles

I9

twisted plant growth

coloured scale

I8

I13

plant root growth

I7

twinkling star

insignificant code removal

I6

I12

colour highlighted matrix

I5

coloured sticks and balls

focused magnification

I4

I11

coloured pixel pattern

I3

city links on map

tree of cones with plan

I2

I10

3D space curve

Visual

I1

Tag

distortion for exposure

aggregation of the related

density along projection

ordered theme strengths

document connection

evidence of association

strength of representation

changing relationships

monitoring computer system

hyperlink following

aggregation and display

linkage following

group occurrence sequence

node colouring by type

cut on fractal values

aggregate flow data

focused variable distortion

spiraling relevance factors

link following

direction for each base-pair

Technique Used

values in relation

computer source code

clustered data

themes in document

multiple documents

theme association

concepts in data set

temporal changing data

computer logs

WWW links and content

network traffic

computer source code

data patterns in order

web pages

computer source code

comms. network traffic

relational data

database queries

hierarchical data

DNA sequence

Data Source

Carpendale et al. (1997)

Furnas (1999)

Hinneburg et al. (1999)

Hetzler et al. (1998b)

Hetzler et al. (1998a)

Hetzler et al. (1998a)

Miller et al. (1997)

Benes & Espinosa (2001)

Erbacher et al. (2002)

Gershon (1996)

Eick (1996)

Reiss (1995)

Jerding & Stasko (1998)

Rohrer & Swing (1997)

Koike (1995)

Becker et al. (1995)

Sarkar & Brown (1994)

Keim & Kriegel (1994)

Robertson et al. (1993)

Hamori & Ruskin (1983)

Reference

Table 2.5: A sample of information visualization techniques
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2-3

many

many

1

many

many

2-3

2

many

1

many

2

many

1

1

1

1

many

2

dep.

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

1-8

1

2

indep.

Variables shown

continued on next page

multi-variate|3-D,linked-within

sequential,hierarchical|1-D,stacks-vol

hierarchical|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|3-D,linked-both

2-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

sequential,4-variate|2-D,linked-within

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within

3-variate|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within

sequential,3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|3-D,linked-across

sequential,hierarchical|1-D,stacks-vol

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

network|3-D,linked-within

sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|3-D,linked-across

sequential,1-variate|3-D,linked-within

Taxonomy position
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patch coloured matrix

weird stick man

coloured bar codes

packed coloured rectangles

stick and ball molecule

stars with stars

blurred colour photograph

tree on a 3D globe

distorted characters piles

tree in a circle

syntax diagrams

petri net

concept map

flow chart

Venn diagram

I22

I23

I24

I25

I26

I27

I28

I29

I30

I31

I32

I33

I34

I35

Visual

I21

Tag

continued from previous page

information overlap

sequence of steps

connections with reasons

controlled synchronization

relationship of parts

drawing in hyperbolic plane

frequency and importance

hyperbolic tree projection

positioning of base-pairs

follow link and placement

relative placement of nodes

content counting

data grouping

link following

data grouping

Technique Used

logically related data

algorithm

field of knowledge

concurrent processes

computer program

linked data

biological sequences

linked data

nucleotide sequences

well balanced trees

WWW links

hierarchical data

data with subdivisions

linked data

multiple occurrence data

Data Source

Grünbaum (1975)

Dorn & McCracken (1972)

Novak (1991)

Peterson (1981)

Jensen & Wirth (1975)

Lamping & Rao (1996)

Schneider & Stephens (1990)

Munzner (1998)

Wong et al. (2003)

Herman et al. (1999)

Hendley et al. (1999)

Johnson & Shneiderman

Keim, Hao & Dayal (2002)

van Ham et al. (2002)

Albello & Korn (2002)

Reference

1

1

1-2

1-6

1-3

many

1

many

1

many

many

many

1-3

1

1

dep.

1

1

1-2

1-6

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

indep.

Variables shown

2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

network|2-D,linked-within

network|2-D,linked-within

network|2-D,linked-within

network|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

sequential,1-variate|1-D,stacks-vol

hierarchical|3-D,linked-across

sequential,1-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|3-D,linked-both

hierarchical|2-D,stacks-vol

4-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

network|3-D,linked-both

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

Taxonomy position
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library’ for future applications.
Further details of each example are provided in Appendix A.2. The column labelled Tag in Table 2.5 is an index into the descriptions contained in Appendix A.2.
Table 2.6 shows the distribution of the number of examples from Table 2.5 across
the proposed Information Visualization taxonomy. Of the 35 examples in this sample, 27 (77.1%) and 8 (22.9%) come from non-sequential and sequential data types,
respectively. Similarly, 3 (8.6%), 21 (60.0%), and 11 (31.4%) of the examples were of
the 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional visualization types, respectively.
Although there were no linked type visualizations in those 1-dimensional visualizations, 10 (28.6%) and 11 (31.4%) examples appear in 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional
visualization types, respectively. No visualizations in the form of ‘stacks’ (either ‘flat’
or ‘vol’) occurred in visualizations that had a ‘3-dimensional’ appearance, in contrast
to scientific visualizations.
Table 2.6: Distribution in proposed taxonomy of sample information visualizations
Visualization Type Used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
stacks linked stacks
linked
flat vol across flat vol within across
1
3

3-dimensional
stacks
linked
flat vol within across both

1
1
1

1
1

1

4
4

1

1
2
1
1

3

2
1

1
1
1
2

Because of the relationship focus of information visualization, the use of explicit
links between variables would be expected to appear more frequently than in the case
of scientific visualization. The distributions shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.4 support that
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expectation. However, in both information and scientific visualization cases, the ‘2dimensional stacks’ classification (both ‘flat’ and ‘vol’ types) were occupied, possibly
indicating that type of visualization is broader in application than to visualization of
specific relationship types.

2.4

Visualization of high dimensions

Analysis of text needs consideration of many variables as will be shown later in this
thesis. Each of those variables is a dimension of the problem. Whether data be scientific (numeric) or of a relational type, the visualization of more than three variables
simultaneously represents a problem. Yet simultaneous viewing of greater than three
dimensions is necessary to enable exploration of the interplay between such dimensions. Consideration of visualization techniques available for dimensions higher than
three is thus the next step beyond consideration of scientific and information visualization.
In Sections 2.2 (page 41) and 2.3 (page 50) (with their specific examples) the visualizations were of relationship types known to exist in the data. The manner in which
the dependent variables related to the independent variables was known. The situation of interest in this section is where the dependent and independent variables are
known (in general) but the relationship between them is unclear. From the visualization of that data, insight into such relationships is sought. Numerical and information
type data are considered. Sometimes a technique considered applied to one such type
of data, and in other cases the technique is data type specific. Visualization of data to
deduce its structure is the purpose of this research. Although the specific source of the
data for this research is text, numeric and information data are also examined, thus
placing those techniques into a broader data source context is helpful.
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2.4.1

Specific examples

The examples in Table 2.7 deal with the visualization of dimensions (independent variables) greater than three, in contrast to those in Sections 2.2, and 2.5. Table 2.5 which
also references information visualization, contains two citations to visualizations with
the capacity to exceed such a limit. However, those examples fell more naturally into
that categorisation although they are equally applicable here.
Table 2.7 summarizes a selection of visualizations from the literature as belonging
to this visualization category. There are only 15 examples here, which reflects the overlap with other categories. Further details of each visualization example is contained in
Appendix A.3. The entries in Table 2.7 under the Tag heading is an index for locating
the corresponding description in Appendix A.3.
Table 2.8 shows the numeric distribution of the 15 examples of Table 2.7 across
the proposed visualization taxonomy. Of these, 11 (73.3%) are classified as considering non-sequential data types while 4 (26.7%) consider sequential data. Of the visualization types used, 3 (20.0%) are ‘1-dimensional’ presentations, 10 (66.7%) are 2dimensional, and 2 (13.3%) are ‘3-dimensional’. Only 2 (13.3%) of the visualizations
showed explicit relationship links between elements of the data in contrast to the remaining 13 (86.7%) which visualized numerical data. Multi-variate data, which is one
of seven data types present in this sample of examples, contains 8 (53.3%) of those
examples.
Although the number of examples in Table 2.7 is small and thus limits generalisation, two thirds of them are categorised as ‘2-dimensional stacks’. This category is
also well represented in the scientific and information visualizations of Tables 2.3 and
2.5, respectively, indicating the wide use of visualizations of that type. Conversely, the
low representation of examples in the ‘link’ categories suggests that visualization of
high dimensions has mainly occurred in consideration of scientific data more so than
information data.
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curves from −π to π

collection of faces

rectangles in rectangles

lines of shape symbols

streams of colour

multi-frame scatterplots

cluster of points

characters with encirclements

sequence of 2D scatterplots

lines within triangles

lines between parallel axes

surfaces in multiple 3D axes

farmland from the air

tabulation of graphs

section points in cloud

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

H11

H12

H13

H14

H15

Visual

H1

Tag

section then projection

data cell selection

input signal tuning

frames inside frames

coordinate mapping

settings for data brushing

2D-frame generation

group identification

projecting data on planes

interactive data brushing

theme evolution

base representation

subsystems and their parts

a face for a data value

trigonometric function plot

Technique Used

n-dimensional values

spreadsheet type data

unknown relationship

n-dimensional values

n-dimensional values

relational data

n-dimensional values

amino acids in proteins

n-dimensional values

n-dimensional values

themes in documents

DNA sequence

computer source code

n-dimensional values

n-dimensional values

Data Source

Furnas & Buja (1994)

Rao & Card (1999)

Kohonen (1990)

Feiner & Beshers (1990)

Inselberg (1985)

Fua et al. (2000)

Asimov (1985)

Gaboriaud et al. (1987)

Friedman & Tukey (1974)

Becker & Cleveland (1987)

Havre et al. (1999)

Ninio & Mizraji (1995)

Baker & Eick (1995)

Chernoff (1973)

Andrews (1972)

Reference

Table 2.7: A sample of techniques for visualizing high dimensions

1

many

2

many

1

4

many

2

1

many

2

2

many

1

1

dep.

4-10

many

1

many

4-20

many

many

3

4-10

many

2

2

1

< 18

< 10

indep.

Variables shown

multi-variate|3-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|3-D,linked-within

multi-variate|2-D,linked-across

hierarchical|2-D,stacks-vol

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

sequential,3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

sequential,multi-variate|1-D,stacks-vol

sequential,1-variate|1-D,stacks-flat

2-variate|1-D,stacks-vol

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

Taxonomy position
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Table 2.8: Distribution in proposed taxonomy of sample visualizations of high dimensions
Visualization Type used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized

2.5

1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
stacks linked stacks
linked
flat vol across flat vol within across

3-dimensional
stacks
linked
flat vol within across both

1
1
4

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

Text visualization

Visualization of text documents can be for two purposes; to expose content or structure
of the document. The content component is that which contains the information that is
being communicated, which includes the relationships between the different information elements present in the text. The structure is the manner in which the text is built;
its grammar, choice of words, sentence length, paragraph length, sectioning, headings
used, etc., not only across the document in total, but distributed through its volume.
Thus ‘content’ is similar to what was considered as ‘information’ in Section 2.3 (page
50) and ‘structure’ as ‘scientific’ in Section 2.2 (page 41). Therefore scientific and information visualization considered in those sections should have an association when
visualization is applied to text documents. The literature does contain examples of
text visualization and here we wish to see how those examples align with scientific
and information visualization.
Content visualization can be used to expose the relationships within the document
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for the purpose of analysis, or to assist its reading. Different visualization types would
be expected to be used for those purposes, but both achieve their result by calling
upon the perceptual powers of the viewer. Both these context purposes, together with
visualizing structure, are part of this research. So approaches that have been tried in
these areas act as direct foundations upon which this research builds.

2.5.1

Specific examples

Because text documents are familiar, the selection of visualizations to enhance their
understanding becomes more challenging. Depending whether visualizing the content or structure is being exposed by the visualization could warrant its inclusion in
Table 2.5 (page 53) of information visualizations or Table 2.3 (page 47) of scientific visualizations, or possibly in a different collection such as Table 2.9. An example of this
is provided by Rohrer et al. (1999) who are included in Table 2.3 (page 47) because it
considers text document searching and the relative strengths of match achieved with
database queries. The focus there is not on exposing the content of the documents
being used but on the auxiliary process. Another is the time evolution of themes in
multiple text documents visualized by Havre et al. (1999) and included in Table 2.7 as
information visualization. There the contribution of each document was its ‘theme’
it contained, not obtaining the theme. A further approach is taken by Salton, Allan,
Buckley & Singhal (1995) which is included in Table 2.9 for it visualizes relationships
between topics within a document. To be include in Table 2.9 the visualization is directed specifically at obtaining an understanding of the text document itself.
Table 2.9 summarizes a selection of examples of text document visualizations. More
detail of each example is contained in Appendix A.4, as with the previous summary
tables.
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text faded/highlighted

sentence diagram

T15

terrain map of themes

T9

T14

text at convergence

T8

multi-trace document strips

square house plan

T7

T13

arc of topics with links

T6

temporal topic links

citation strips

T5

T12

paint blobs on sheet

T4

tall grass elevation

columns with colour bars

T3

T11

linked page displays

T2

3D map of links

page with linked miniatures

T1

T10

Visual

Tag

grammatical analysis

finding important words

computed wavelet energy

topic implies another

bending as variance

themes and associations

themes and associations

geometric distortion

self-organising map

find similarity and chop

bibliographic detail

word relation finding

finding similarities

preparation of hyperlinks

information on pages

Technique Used

text sentences

a text document

content-bearing words

corpus content words

document corpus

document corpus

document corpus

document pages

word frequencies

collection of documents

document collection

words in documents

ordered lines of text

related information

related pages

Data Source

Kolln (1986)

Schilit et al. (1999)

Miller et al. (1998)

Wong et al. (2000)

Rose & Wong (2000)

Hetzler et al. (1998b)

Wise et al. (1999)

Robertson & Mackinlay (1999)

Lin (1999)

Salton et al. (1995)

Rao et al. (1995)

Gershon & Eick (1995)

Eick et al. (1992)

Conklin (1987)

Yankelovich et al. (1985)

Reference

Table 2.9: A sample of text visualization techniques

1

1

2

1

many

1

3

1

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

dep.

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

indep.

Variables shown

network|2-D,linked-within

2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

sequential,2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

sequential,hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

multi-variate|1-D,stacks-vol

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within

4-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

2-variate|2-D,stacks-vol

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|3-D,stacks-vol

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat

2-variate|1-D,stacks-vol

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within

Taxonomy position
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A broad range of examples are used. What certainly separates text documents from
other data sources is the interpretation of meaning from the words which make up a
document. This is the document’s content. Some examples consider content from
a large number of documents while others consider the evolution of such meaning
through the length of one document. Others consider visualizations to assist navigation through the many pages of a single document. Of particular importance are
the visualizations and application areas considered by Schilit et al. (1999) and Kolln
(1986) which are tagged as T14 and T15, respectively, in Table 2.9. Their application
areas of author attribution and text structure exposure receive further consideration
in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively. The majority of the examples present visually the
results of computer processing of text documents and only scant assistance in reading
of the documents, which is the subject of Chapter 5.
Table 2.10: Distribution in proposed taxonomy of sample text visualizations
Visualization Type used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
2-dimensional
stacks linked stacks
linked
flat vol across flat vol within across
1

1
2

3-dimensional
stacks
linked
flat vol within across both

1
1

1
3
1

1

1

1

1

Table 2.10 shows the distribution of the number of examples from Table 2.9 across
the proposed Information Visualization taxonomy. Of the 15 examples, 13 (86.7%)
used non-sequential and 2 (13.3%) used sequential data. Similarly, 2 (13.3%), 11 (73.3%),
and 2 (13.3%) of the examples were of the 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional
visualization types. Of those visualization types, 4 (26.7%) of the examples were clas62
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sified as stacks-flat, 5 (33.3%) were stacks-vol, and 6 (40.0%) were linked-within.
This small size sample of text visualizations makes generalization statements difficult. But of interest is the lack of ‘linked-across’ and ‘linked-both’ visualization types
which were not seen in the literature. This was despite such relationships being the
way that the information content of text is composed; the content of one sentence being
linked logically with others. The ‘linked-within’ category, in which the composition
of individual sentences occurs, has the representation in the sample which would be
expected. Also, words are sequential in text documents, thus a greater proportion in
the sequential data type might have been expected.

2.6

Consolidating the visualization techniques

Table 2.11 collates the literature examples summarised in Tables 2.4, 2.6, 2.8 and 2.10
by using the proposed Information Visualization taxonomy. The numerals indicate,
as a percentage of the total of 105 examples, the number of examples applying to
that entry in the table of the taxonomy. These percentages are rounded to the nearest
integer which introduces small errors, but the resulting values are adequate for the
purpose of showing the distribution of the examples.
Apparent from Table 2.11 is the non-uniform occupancy of the taxonomy by the examples examined. Those examples were taken from sources found which covered the
division of visualization chosen in this research, and in application areas which could
be related to the objectives of this research. Visualizing non-sequential data represents
82% of the examples, distributed over 28 of the 84 (= 7 × 12) possible categories in that
portion of the taxonomy. By comparison, the remaining sequential data portion has
16 of its 84 possible categories occupied. The stack-flat subdivisions of the visualization types account for 2%, 26%, and 22% of the examples under the 1-dimensional,
2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional divisions, respectively. By contract, the stacks-
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vol subdivisions of the visualization types account for 6%, 12%, and 4% of the 1dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional divisions, respectively. Similarly for
those dimensional divisions, the linked visualization types are occupied by 0%, 17%,
and 15% of the examples, respective. In total, the 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and
3-dimensional divisions account for 8%, 55%, and 41% of the examples, respectively
(the error in not summing to 100% is due to roundoff error propagation).
Table 2.11: Distribution of all the examples across the taxonomy with text visualizations
highlighted
Visualization Type Used

sequential

non-sequential

Data Type
being visualized
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
stacks linked
flat vol across
2

1

1

1

2-dimensional
3-dimensional
stacks
linked
stacks
linked
flat vol within across flat vol within across both
3
10
4
1

3
1
2
5
2

1
2

3
14
1

7
5

1
2
2

1
1
1
1

2
3
1
1

3

2
1

1
3
1

1
2

2

1

1

1

1

In Table 2.11 the categories in which the text visualization examples fell are shown
shaded. Of the 44 categories of the taxonomy occupied by the tabulated examples,
only 12 categories are occupied by the text visualization examples. The taxonomy has
168 categories in total. This indicates that the full breadth of visualizations have yet
to be exploited in visualizing text using known visualization techniques. This is
more evident in visualization of text documents where only 12 categories out of a possible 168 in the taxonomy were occupied. Considering that both content and structural
aspects of such data are of interest, a broader application of visualization would be
anticipated. Also, the examples classified within the overall field of visualization suggest that many gaps exist within the distribution of developed technique types. This
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suggests that there is much space available for development.
The research presented in later Chapters describes the application of a variety of
visualization techniques to assist human in:
a. efficient and effective reading of text documents; and
b. analysis of text documents for classification, author attribution, etc.

2.7

Non-visual text analysis techniques

The availability of computers has produced increased interest in analysis of text. Particularly the computer’s ease of handling large volumes of numerical and other forms
of data has meant that a variety of techniques (particularly mathematical) have become practical for use with text. Application of such techniques to real texts, not just
those limited so as to enable manual handling of the data involved, is now available.
The outcome of such techniques may be assisted by visual display of their results by
using techniques such as those reviewed in Sections 2.2 (page 41), 2.3 (page 50), and 2.4
(page 56). This contrasts to the direct visual analysis of text as reviewed in Section 2.5
(page 59). However, in each case, some level of data manipulation (informatics) is required. An appreciation of existing non-visual informatic processes which have been
applied to text is warranted.
Such text informatics are considered to have two aspects: for comparing between
texts, and for considering an individual text.

2.7.1

Comparing between texts

Burrows (1992) describes processes for characterising texts using the fifty most frequently occurring words in those texts. For each text under consideration, the occurrence of all words in a sample of 8000 words are counted and ranked in frequency of
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occurrence. If personal pronouns such as I, you, he, she and the verb said rank high
in such a list, then the author proposes that the text is most likely to be a novel. An
inference to the character being discussed in the text sample might be determined by
the comparative frequency of words; for example, words such as she and her if the
character is female. To compare two texts, the statistical correlation coefficient matrix
is proposed for calculation between the ranked word frequency lists of each text and
then observing the components of the first two or three eigenvectors of that matrix. If
word frequency list characteristic of an author is established, then that list can be used
in this eigenvector method for determining whether a new text has this same author.
Determining similarity of content and language of text documents for the purpose
of document retrieval, sorting, and clustering is the aim of the “Acquaintance” technique described by Damashek (1995). It creates a numerical similarity measure using
n-gram, or number of n consecutive letter groups, that appear in a document, as a
basis for determining similarity of documents, not the words that each documents
contains. A vector containing each such n-gram, normalized by the total n-gram in
the document, then represents that document. The claim is made that documents having similar such representing vectors deal with related subject matter. The use of this
vector is shown to cluster documents written in similar languages together. When
the documents are written in the same language, good clustering of documents on
subject matter is obtained by this technique without the need for a training process as
would be required to produce comparable results using neural network techniques.
Suen (1979) presents a comprehensible survey of the occurrence of n-gram in English
language documents.
In contrast, Craig (1999) uses statistical discriminant analysis to compare eighty
five plays against the twelve by the English Renaissance dramatist Thomas Middleton. The plays used for comparison are of the same publishing period in which Middleton was writing. Multiple 2000 word segments are taken from each play. The 155
most commonly appearing words across all the plays are determined. Those words
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are taken as representing both the structural and idiosyncratic characteristics of each
dramatist’s writing style. A statistical discriminant analysis is performed using 110
Middleton and 775 non-Middleton such word segments. This technique identifies all
but one of the Middleton segments as being of Middleton’s authorship, but also classified eight other non-Middleton segments as also pertaining (incorrectly) to Middleton.
Such results indicate more refinement of the technique’s discrimination properties is
required.
Craig (1999) and Forsyth & Holmes (1996) both use text “markers” for comparing
texts statistically. Craig (1999) used ten marker words which appear to be associated
with the plays of Middleton in comparison to the plays of other play-wrights used in
the reported study. Of those ten words, six occur more often in Middleton’s works
while four less often. From these statistics, expected occurrences of such words can be
created for the Middleton plays and compared with the observed occurrences from a
play of unknown writer. Statistical measures can then be used to deduce authorship.
However, Forsyth & Holmes (1996) used five different markers. These markers are the
counts of each character of the alphabet present, the occurrence of the ninety-six most
common words in the document, the most common ninety-six digrams (two letter
pairs), progressive pairwise chunking of character sequence pairs in the document,
and feature finding using a Monte-Carlo technique. These markers were then applied
to a suite of ten problems (three authorship attribution, three chronology, two context
based, and two produced from randomly selected sentences from archives of sixteenth
and seventeenth century writers). For those problems, those respective markers are
reported as ranging from 69% to 79% in success of identifying authorship.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) developed by Chatfield & Collins (1980) as
a statistical procedure is applied to text analysis by Holmes (1992), Holmes & Forsyth
(1995), and Nilo, Binongo & Smith (1999). Holmes (1992) applied PCA (plus other
techniques) to 24 biblical text samples, using the first five principal component vectors
as separators while using five measurements of the “richness of language” used in
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the texts. Considering those principal components in pairs enables clustering of the
documents on the style present. These same measures of language richness are used
by Holmes & Forsyth (1995) as separators for authorship attribution of the Federalist
Papers (see Section 6.1 for an outline of the problem these papers pose) using PCA.
Words occurring with high frequency in papers where the authorship is known, and
also author marker words, are used as additional sources of data for further PCAs
of these papers. In contrast to these application oriented articles, Nilo et al. (1999)
provide a critical analysis of PCA as a means of author attribution. They conclude
that best results with PCA are obtained when comparing anonymous documents with
documents from two known authors. Then, a qualitative suggestion of the degree
of affinity or otherwise between the texts of known authorship and the unknown is
obtained.
Attribution of text authorship using neural networks under different conditions
are described by Matthews & Merriam (1993), Merriam & Matthews (1994), Tweddie, Singh & Holmes (1996), and Hoorn, Frank, Kowalczyk & van der Ham (1999).
A three layer multilayer perception (MLP) technique for discriminating the works of
Shakespeare and Fletcher is described by Matthews & Merriam (1993). They use five
words (are, in, no, of, and the), divided by the number of words in the text sample, as
the discriminators for the MLP. Two different training criteria are used, with both giving excellent results for text samples of the known play-wright. That success is then
applied to plays where there is disputation regarding which of these play-wrights is
the author. Back propagation was used too train the neural network used in this process. A reapplication of that MLP trained using the plays of Shakespeare and Marlowe
is described by Merriam & Matthews (1994) and again good discrimination between
those two play-wrights works are obtained. Tweddie et al. (1996) describe the use of
a MLP neural net for discrimination of the authorship of Madison and Hamilton in
the Federalist Papers. In this case the occurrence of the function words (an, any, can, do,
every, from, his, may, on, there, upon) per 1000 words of each paper, were used as
the data and “conjugate gradients” were used in the training method for the neural
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network. Using this trained MLP, all the disputed papers were assigned to Madison
as the author, a finding consistent with that of Mosteller & Wallace (1984).
Poetry was used as the texts of interest in the work described by Hoorn et al. (1999).
Trigrams (groups of three letter sequences) were obtained for each poem and those
having a minimum occurrence of 0.4% for at least one of the poets were used. A back
propagation neural network using these trigrams was shown to correctly identify the
poet in 72-83% of the cases tested.

2.7.2

Examination of a stand-alone text

Clausing (1993) builds on the work published in Chapter 4 (“Language”) of Bennett
(1976) concerning the Eddington Problem: Getting monkeys to type “to be, or not
to be, that is the question”. Most monkeys at a keyboard will type gibberish; randomly striking the keys of the keyboard. A more general statement of this problem
is: Could all the works of literature be generated by a random process? To investigate this hypothesis, a sequence of random numbers is generated and those numbers
select the next character to be printed. A first-order (1-gram) text is produced when
the random numbers select the next character for printing based only on the known
occurrence in English sentences of each letter of the alphabet. This is done independent of previous characters. If the random number selects a character based on the
occurrence of a character, knowing the previous character selected (2-gram) then a
second-order text results. Texts of third, fourth, and higher orders occur by using 3gram, 4-grams and higher order gram. Suen (1979) contains tables of experimentally
determined 1-gram, 2-gram, up to 5-gram. Bennett (1976) explored up to third-order
text and found that as the order increased, the generated text became more sensible.
Clausing (1993) advanced the order of texts generated by noting that all characters
in successive gram were not available due to constraints introduced by English word
construction. The resulting sparse matrix representing such gram are shown to be rep-
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resentable as linked lists which save on the amount of memory storage needed to hold
such tables. Results indicate that the percentage of meaningful words being generated
approached 70% logarithmically as the order becomes 15. The data by Suen (1979)
indicates few English words exceed 16 characters in length. But although the words
may be valid English words, the sequence of words generated by this random process
may not make grammatical sense.
English word usage obtained by analysis of corpus of different types of text is described by Kilgarriff (1996) and Fang (1997). Kilgarriff (1996) deals with word usage in
formal and natural speech, and written prose from both books and newspapers. The
result is a list of the most frequently used words. Alternately, Fang (1997) considers a
small corpus of spoken and written English in arriving at a ranked order list of English
verb occurrences. In both studies, the ordered rank varies with the source of the text
(be it spoken or written) and the formality, resulting from the intended audience of the
original text. Such overall surveys assist the analysis of an individual text document,
for example, by providing general estimates of word occurrences.
Spelling errors that occur in text documents are surveyed by Kukich (1992). Such
errors can result from optical character recognition (OCR), when software is used to
convert printed text to a machine readable form, and from human error. Human errors
follow more of a pattern than OCR errors. Damerau (1964) presents the observation
that 80% of all spelling errors contain a single instance of insertion, deletion, substitution, or transposition involving a single character. Consequently, most spelling errors
are two characters in length with few (approximately 3%) being the first character of a
word. Each word can be checked by a dictionary lookup but the boundary separating
successive words must be clear as this separator can be the source of an error (e.g.
words running together). N-gram (groups of N letters) have been used for detecting
spelling errors, but these are more applicable for detecting OCR errors than human
generated errors. One possible technique for improvement in the process of detecting
and correcting spelling errors is by considering the context in which the word appears.
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Manning & Schutze (1999) gives a description of the observation by Zipf that English word occurrence frequencies are proportional to the ranked order of those words.
This relationship is shown by Li (1992) to also occur in English texts that are generated
randomly. This relationship is considered further in Section 4.2 of this thesis.

2.8

Use to be made of existing techniques

Upon this foundation of existing visualization techniques, and approaches to obtain
an appreciation of the contents of text documents, this research is built. Existing techniques that have been used in fields other than text documents could be applied when
the underlying basis of such techniques are understood. This is the reasoning behind
consideration of scientific visualization in some detail. As Section 2.7.2 (page 69) indicated, numbers can be used to generate text and to understand its composition, just
as Section 2.7.1 (page 65) indicated that numerical statistics can help resolve questions
such as author attribution.
The purpose of creating text documents is for the carrying of information. But
information occurs in other forms, as well. Attempts at understanding the visual presentation of information, and interactions between different parts of that information,
has potential application to text documents. Existing attempts to use information,
and scientific visualization techniques directed particularly at text are considered in
Section 2.5 (page 59). Both scientific and information visualization can require the
use of many dimensions simultaneously, and this requires consideration of multidimensions as in Section 2.4 (page 56).
The research which is described in the following Chapters uses both a numerical
and a graphical approach, with each augmenting the other. Both of these aspects are
available through computers. The purpose of this research is to assist humans to understand text documents by appropriate use of computer techniques.
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2.9

Summary

This Chapter has dealt with using computers in the general realm of visual analysis
of data. Then the specific application to text documents was considered. Whether the
information contained in the text is to be interpreted for what it is communicating or
being analysed for the way that it goes about that objective, text documents represent
a rich source of data. To enable the full use of visualization, an appreciation of visualization from different data perspectives has been considered. That visualization
provided an alternative manner of interpreting data supports research hypothesis H2
(visualization provides an alternative to analytical methods for interpreting the same
set of text data). The Visualization Information taxonomy of Section 2.1 (page 31) was
used to unify such considerations. This supported the leading part of research hypothesis H1 (scientific and information visualization are both applicable to text documents
but there is an opportunity for expansion in such cases). Support for the second part of
that research hypothesis came from the coalescence of the different types of scientific,
information, higher dimension, and text visualization considered in Section 2.6 (page
63).
Application of computers to the analysis of text using non-visual means was also
considered. This was done so as to provide a foundation onto which visualization
approaches could be laid, while providing additional support for research hypothesis H2 . The two analysis techniques of comparing between texts and examining the
internal composition of an individual text document were considered.
As depicted in Figure 2.4, this Chapter has considered visualization generally and
that specifically related to text. The data being processed, or informatics, was considered related to visualization in general, and to text with and without consideration of
visualization. In the next Chapter the overall internal structure that a text document
can assume is considered. This has implications as to what visualization, and analysis,
might be appropriately applied to that text document. It thus provides more back-
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ground to support research hypothesis H2 . Consideration of specific visualizations to
use with different analyses, and thus providing support for research hypotheses H3
and H4 is the subject of subsequent Chapters.

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 2.4: Progress map from Chapters 2 to 3
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Chapter

3

Visualization via document type

This Chapter is concerned with exploring criteria as to what analysis could be appropriate for a given text document. Different types among text documents give clues
to where appropriate information can be located. Although computers are to be used
to assist such analysis, they are not being used to apply ‘artificial intelligence’ to understand the contents and purpose of the document. So structural characteristics of
the internals of the document (such as sectioning, numbering paragraphs, quoting
of speech, etc.), which are comparatively easily located, are being sought as possible
indicators of information sources that can refine the analysis focus. A visualization
could be a possible outcome of such analysis, but there are alternatives. This Chapter
takes a broad-brush approach to the possibilities which follow from the data which can
be derived from text documents, while the next Chapters are more focused on specific
data. This emphasis on data reflects the prime importance it plays in this research.
That orientation of this Chapter enables investigation of research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides an alternative to analytical methods for interpreting the same set
of text data).
Text documents are the sources which contain the data of interest. Such data can
exist at a number of levels in such documents. However, numerical information such
as word counts, types of words used, sentence structure, etc. can be extracted when
addressing different analytical ends. Obtaining a lead into the ways such analytic information might be fruitful in gaining an understanding of a document, is preliminary
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to deeper considerations. What appears to be superficial treatment of a document can
yield such insight.
Interpretation of the subject matter is taken in this research to be the province of
humans, possibly assisted by the visualizations. But knowledge of the document’s
subject matter can be used to assist in the process of finding the data being sought.
Text documents exist as different types and some subject material is more likely to appear in a particular type of text document. Although linkage of subject matter to text
document type mapping is not exclusive, this association is worthy of exploration.
This leads to the process of classification of documents. Both subject classification and
consideration of the arrangement of the elements hard copy formats only are considered in the following, although generalisation may be possible.
The techniques discussed in this thesis rely upon documents being in computer
readable form. Tsujimoto & Asada (1992) consider some of the issues involved in
conversion of hardcopy documents to such a computer readable form, particularly
when the printed documents involving complex layouts of the textural material. If
Bimbo, Santini & Sanz (1994) are correct, the associated optimisation of optical character recognition (OCR) techniques and procedures is a continuing difficulty in such
efforts. For the purpose of the discussion in this thesis, it is assumed that conversion
of documents from print into computer readable form has been carried out correctly.
A key issue with computer readable text documents is the form in which the document exists – i.e. as plain text or as markup. The implication of these forms are
considered in this Chapter. All work subsequent to this Chapter considers plain text,
although a large proportion of current publishing and word processing systems are
also able to produce “marked up” documents.
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3.1

Markup

Markup is a process of revealing elements within a text document and the relationship between such element, derived from the plain text version of a document. Such
elements could be structural components of the document such as headings, crossreferences to sections within the document, illustration or table links, etc. They could
also be elements of information, which in combination defines the information content
of that document. The markup locates such elements; at least one opinion as to those
elements. Thus, in accord with the argument used on page 59, these elements might
be ’content’ or ’structure’. Since arriving at a particular markup, clues are taken from
the original plain text, different interpretations of such clues can give rise to different
markups. Because markup makes interpretation of the document easier of the human
reader, it can influence the interpretation of the (marked up) document. Consequently
there is both a good and bad perspective to markup. Particularly when visualization
techniques are used to enhance the markup of a text document, both of these aspects
can be heightened.
The use of markup is aimed at improving access to the different layers of information contained in text documents. Markup indicates the type of information present
and how it is to be processed. The markup has the dual function of separating the
information elements present in the document, from the specification of how those elements are to be presented. Both components are retained in the one document which
is viewed as an advantage, particularly from the perspective of the presentation specification, which looses its significance without the information elements. But markup
is not a necessary outcome of text document preparation since such documents can
be prepared without its inclusion. Although markup has advantages, it’s production
requires expenditure of effort, generally including significant human effort.
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3.1.1

Markup occurs in two forms

In Annex A of ISO:8879 (1986), two types of markup are described. “Procedural
markup” identifies the processing that is to be performed upon particular elements
of the text. One method of doing this is to use macros as the representatives of such
procedures and identify the text they operate upon as arguments to such macros. The
TEX systems described by Knuth (1986) is such a markup system and requires such
macros and delineation of their arguments to be added into the document by hand.
Those macros are additional and plainly visible words inserted into the source document during its preparation. With TEX being a publishing markup system, particularly
used for documents containing mathematics, a reasonable level of skill is required in
inserting the TEX directives. Such manual insertion of macro identifiers contrasts with
word processing systems such as Word and Word Perfect. They insert their controls for
identifying processing by inserting special characters into the document. In contrast
to TEX and like systems, those identifiers are generally not visible on the screen. Both
these implementations of procedural markup are not orientated towards identifying
the logical elements within the document, just how they are to be processed.
The alternative to Procedural markup is “Descriptive markup”. In this, the logical elements of the document are identified, for example as being a heading, a list
of items, a paragraph, a label, etc. Generally the start and end of such elements are
specified, using a macro or macro sequences similar in concept to that of TEX. The advantage of descriptive markup is achieved by having the additional step of specifying
how the logical elements are processed. Consequently a document that has undergone descriptive markup can be processed to different end forms, by using different
processing interpretations of the original marked up logical elements. For example, a
text document which has the Descriptive markups which includes headings and subheadings, could be processed to show the document in its entirety. Alternatively, by
redefining how the logical elements of headings and subheadings are processed, a final result consisting only the contents of those headings and subheadings could be
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produced. In both cases there is no change to the original markup of the document.
One such Descriptive markup system is the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) defined by ISO:8879 (1986). In SGML, the markup of the document is
done in terms of “tags”. The manner in which these tags are processed depends on a
Document Type Definition (DTD) that is defined externally to the document containing the tags. Both the markup to be included in the document and the constructs used
in produce the Document Type Definition are defined in that standard. The combination of marked up document and Document Type Definition are coupled together at
the last stage, when producing the final form of the document.
Both TEX and SGML are complete, but complex systems. To assist users who do not
need all the facilities available in these ‘parent systems’, simpler systems have been introduced. The World Wide Web has inspired much innovation in documentation. A
key issue is the need to minimize the human effort required in document preparation
particularly when used in multiple forms. LATEX simplifies TEX, and it is through consideration of LATEX that Goossens, Rahtz, Gurari, Moore & Sutor (1999) describe the use
of TEX in the preparation of text documents for use via the World Wide Web. Similarly,
the Extensible Markup Language (XML) defined by Bray, Paoli & Sperberg-McQueen
(1997) simplifies SGML. The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is described by
Connolly, Khare & Rifkin (1997) as being initially produced for the purpose of creating documents for distribution across the World Wide Web, and only later being
defined in terms of a Document Type Definition of SGML to formalise its definition.
A negative result of the attempt to keep the definition of HTML simple has been it
had limited constructs available, with the possibility for alternate implementations of
some construct’s details. These have given impetus to the creation of XML. But the existence of large numbers of HTML documents will require the consideration of HTML
for some time to come.
Marking up of documents is not a trivial task. But it can be cost effective in industry
if the one (marked-up) document, or parts of it, can be used in multiple applications.
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By using at template in this way the cost of the marking up can be amortized over those
multiple applications. For example, Greenbaum (1994) discusses the of use of SGML
by a German aerospace company in preparation of maintenance manuals (for holding
online) in an endeavour to reduce obsolescence resulting from computer technology
innovation. The advantage achieved with markup defined by international standard is
that those documents so marked will remain readable despite advances that will occur
in the display and storage technology. Initial care is needed to ensure meaningful
tags are applied to assist the extraction of the available information contained in the
document, because revision could nullify the cost advantage achieved.
Both Procedural and Descriptive markup of documents can enable the use of visualizations to the extent intended by this research. Further advances on the use of
visualization with marked up text documents will be made. In extending those tools,
Procedural markup appears the less appropriate technique to use due to the ‘hard
wiring’ of the presentation. A Descriptive markup could provide ‘on demand’ visualization of the internal detail of the document, as considered in this research. But,
at least currently, the effort required to provide this is prohibitive due to the markup
insertion effort. Markup languages such as SGML and XML also appear to require
augmenting to fulfil such a role.

3.1.2

Interpretation of markup

The contrast between Procedural and Descriptive markups is shown in the examples
provided by Wright (1992). In those examples, the distraction of the human reader
of the raw marked up document due to such marks is apparent. But raw marked up
documents are not intended for presentation to a reader; their advantage comes after
processing.
A big advantage of markup follows from the use of ‘links’. A link is a reference
established between one point in a document to connect it to another part of the doc79
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ument. One of the purposes of a document browser is to follow such links, bringing
the appropriate text into view. By this mechanism, a particular relationship between
items in a document, which may not be readily apparent without this technique, can
be revealed. But establishing links is a laborious process for the author of the document. In markup, such links are static and not adaptive to the different requirements
of readers of the document. Even if such relationships could be foreseen, the marking
up of all requirements may be inappropriate. A relationship search engine, of a higher
intelligence to that which follows established links, would be required in the general
instance.
If visualization is to be used to expose the information content of a text document
an interactive approach is most appropriate, following the data-result model of Figure 1.2 (page 6). The level of markup followed, or being displayed at any instant,
would depend on the current understanding of the document by the user, who is
guiding the presentation machine. That presentation machine would interrupt a text
display with a graphic display when appropriate, or when requested. This assumes
that such layering of markup is available in the document in contrast to the single
layer available currently. Markup including a graphics context would be needed to
have been put in place in the document. Such a presentation machine would have a
‘feel’ different from those currently used with markup.

3.2

Plain text

Text documents with no markup present represent the most challenge from the perspective of examining their structure. Many documents are not already marked-up
or when markup is used, that markup may be inappropriate for the desired analysis.
This research assumes the document being processed is of plain text form. It is from
this plain text that the marked up variety could be produced. Plain text has not had
the intellectual and physical energy applied to it for ‘sign posting’ of its information,
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grammatical, or organisational structure. It is the ‘ground state’.

3.2.1

Defining plain text

All computer files are ultimately in binary format, with the vast majority composed
of a sequence of bytes. In text, the sequence of bytes in the file represent (printable)
characters. The correspondence between the bit pattern in each byte and the printable character is defined by international standards. Such definitions mean that text
documents retain their meaning across computer architecture, computer software of
different origins, and time. The one document will print the same on any printer that
supports these standard definitions.
Such standards induce uniform behaviour of text in contrast to that of other binary
files. The interpretation of the byte sequence in most binary files tend to be specific
to either computer architecture, computer software, and time – or a combination of
these factors. If a byte is lost in a general binary file, the whole file can become useless,
whereas in the specific case of a text file, such a lost results in the lost of a single character, which may not have great significance for the understanding of the document.
‘Plain text’ is taken here to be a restricted form of text. The characters present in a
plain text file are not meant to be interpreted as embedded indicators of relationship
between sequences of characters, i.e. they are not markup. Instead, the characters
present are ‘flat’. Any structure between blocks of characters in the document is obtained by interpretation of the words formed by characters within the document. Since
source code of computer programs, and HTML marked-up documents contain special
(although printable) characters to indicate grouping, they are not plain text.
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3.2.2

Significance of such a definition

Plain text presents both a problem and an advantage with respect to understanding
and analysis of documents. The problem is that the location of information or data
is not ‘sign posted’. Finding the relevant information requires more effort than when
markup is used. This can be an advantage in comparison to following the indicated
information (in a marked-up document) which leads to following the wrong course
through the document for solving the exact purpose in hand (i.e. the markup is inappropriate to the current objective). Although the words present are more difficult to
interpret than following any markup present, they contain the information which is
to be interpreted. Also the structure, created by punctuation, the distribution of paragraph breaks (possibly denoted by blank lines), numbering of clauses and sections,
and the grammar associated with the words themselves, also contribute to that information. Each process attempting to understand a plain text document must reprocess
these elements afresh. The outcome in the understanding of the one document might
be different between different processings. Following markup, the same understanding is the expected result.
Marked up text may be the most common form of document in the future, but for
sometime the need to deal with plain text will remain. The plain text produced today
is being adding to a sizable archive of documents in that format. Printed documents,
when scanned, are converted to plain text. That process alone ensures a great need for
dealing with plain text. Indeed, dealing with the plain text form of a document is a
step in converting that document into a marked-up form.

3.3

Approaches to document classification

Converting words to information content (by an automatic process) in the plain text
file is not easy, since there is little assistance available. Words can have one or more
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meanings, and the particular meaning intended can be influenced by the context in
which they are used. Thus the context influences the word-information thread in the
text, but the word-information association influences the context; a circular problem
that can be resolved but with varying degrees of difficulty. One approach is to provide a classification of the document according to its subject matter and this can give
suggestions regarding the words and their meaning expected to be encountered. Documents within a particular document classification can have an associated ordering,
referencing, and style of expressing the information. So knowing the classification of
a plain text document can assist in deciding the manner of processing that file. This
approach is followed in this research.
Documents dealing with similar subject matter, and taking similar approaches, can
be expected to have similar characteristics. Only a small number of characteristics
may be necessary to establish one classification as separate from most, if not all, others considered in the scheme. Such defining characteristics can have hierarchical order, starting with the most general defining characteristics and proceeding through to
more detailed characteristics. A decision has to be made as to the level of matching
in such a hierarchy necessary to be achieved before a document can be accepted into
a classification. So all documents in a classification can be expected to have similar
characteristics, but not necessarily all the same.
For a document to be a member of a particular classification of documents, it must
contain the defining characteristics of that classification. In some instances, such defining characteristics may be difficult to enunciate. For example, a transcript of a parliamentary debate and script for a play have many aspects in common (direct speech
is used, who is speaking is indicated, etc.) but it is appropriate (say) that these documents should be classified as different. Although such documents are similar, the
differences which separate one from the other needs to be defined to enable classification to proceed. An alternative method of allocating classification is to compare the
document to be classified with documents that have already been classified. Matched
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document characteristics are then used to imply matching classification. By this approach, initial classifications influence subsequent classifications but without precisely
quantifying the characteristics which define that classification.
Many text documents contain components (e.g. internal structure, word usage,
and internal referencing) which are similar, or common, across their ultimate classifications. The final classification may result from differences in only one, or few, determiners for that classification. After the classifications are formed, the result could visualized (for understanding of the concepts) as a map on a plane with areas representing
all the classifications found arranged in a manner reflecting their association in the
document. The distance separating different areas might indicate the degree of similarity between the items represented by those areas. Such visualizations which show
‘degrees of association’ have applications beyond document classification and might
be thought of as “self-organizing maps” which are developed by Kohonen (2001); the
“self-organizing” title following from the iterative manner of refinement which is involved the various algorithms that find those associations. From such a map, a tree
representation can be produced as shown by Skupin (2002). If these visualizations
were applied to document classification, such a tree visualization readily shows the
branching which separates on classification from another and any layering that might
be present in such a classification hierarchy. Alternately, the map gives a better indication of how distinct, or separated, one classification is from another. However, before
such visualizations are used, the classification needs to have been performed, and that
can pose difficulties.

3.3.1

Classification by subject content

A simplistic or first order approach to classifying documents is by their subject matter.
Such a procedure is often adopted in libraries and information retrieval systems. This
approach is useful for an overall map of the general neighbourhood where a document
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belongs, but difficulties arise when detail is important.
Consider a hierarchical classification of documents. In this system each class of
document is divided using some criteria into subclasses, and those subclasses are then
subdivided in a recursive fashion until no further subdivision is appropriate. An example of this is the Computer Classification System (CCS) of the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) described by Coulter (1998) for classifying documents with
subject matters related to computers and computing. In the CCS, there are four classification criteria consisting of broad computing area, classification, subclassification,
and finally the subject. Three levels of sub-classes are used in this instance. It is important to note that when using a hierarchical classification scheme (such as CCS) it is
necessary to first consider whether the subject of the document in question is appropriately classified using that particular system. For instance, because computers and
computing have entered most facets of modern life, there may be conjecture as to the
appropriate classification scheme for an article dealing with the implications of having a computer in the home on the socialisation of a child in the school playground.
Does such an article belong to the discipline of Sociology, Education, or Computing,
or perhaps all three?
Classification of documents is essentially a manual process in libraries. Piggott
(1990) discusses the uses of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) which are
widely used in libraries for this purpose. This scheme is designed to place printed
materials, of any recognised subject, in a consistent place in the catalogue hierarchy.
Once placed, those documents can be found when required. Or alternatively, documents available in a particular subject area could be browsed because they would
have a similar ‘address’ within the storage system.
Are there other methods of classification which could be automated? The CCS and
AACR systems mentioned above produced excellent results but are labour intensive.
Perhaps an automated classification system, which may be less definitive but more
cost-effective, could be used in some instances.
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One approach is a word-to-subject association. An automatic document classification system of this type is considered by Kohonen (2001) using word occurrence in a
large numbers of document files. This method starts by forming a vector of word occurrences for each of the documents being considered. This vector is the same length
(dimension) for each document and is fixed by the words prescribed for counting. A
matrix is formed using each of these vectors of counts as its columns. That matrix is
then processed for determining common factors. The number of words and the documents considered determine the dimension of this matrix. As Kohonen (2001) states,
this can result in a matrix having huge dimensionality, particularly when plain-text is
considered. Skupin (2000) considers Multidimensional Scaling, Principal Component
Analysis, and Self-Organizing Maps as techniques for analysis of this matrix. Due to
the high dimension of the matrix, Skupin (2000) considers that Self-Organizing Maps
is the best choice for this analysis. The clustering identified can then be ascribed to subject content of the documents. Means of reducing the word related dimension of that
matrix are considered by Kohonen (2001). Since the words that occur in a document
are used to infer the classification to which that document belongs, this constrains the
word reduction.
A subject-only (or topic) can give a partial classification but it is insufficient in
that it does not consider how the subject is presented in the document. For example,
a screen play based on a novel would have the same subject matter, but the screen
play and the novel as documents would be different. Such differences are important
for this research. Systems mentioned above are more appropriate for classification
of documents for retrieval than for arriving at an expectation of how the subject is
presented in a document. In this research the distribution of the subject through the
document influences (if not determines) what analysis techniques are applicable to
that document.
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3.3.2

An alternative – classification by functional objects

A ‘functional object’ is another characteristic of a document’s construction. Such an
object is a particular element of “Descriptive markup”. It is distinct from the subject
of the document but could be related to that subject. For example, a book about mathematics would be expected to contain mathematical expressions, whereas that would
be unexpected in a book concerning medieval literature. Mathematical equations are
an example of a means for constructing a document, and are a functional object. A
table of values would be expected to appear in the annual report of a business corporation, but not in a theatrical play about family rivalry. Such tables are another form
of functional object. For example, two doctoral dissertations on the subject of aboriginal languages may present their arguments in different manners; one containing
map illustrations, while the other does not. These doctoral dissertations have the same
subject but different functional objects present in the case of the map, while other constructional aspects would be expected to be similar. In general terms, for a particular
subject an expectation follows of the forms (functional objects) that might appear, but
what does appear may be different from what is expected. But a doctoral dissertation
on geography or cartography also would be expected to contain maps, but each is of
a different subject than aboriginal languages (despite all being doctoral dissertations).
It is proposed to classify documents by the functional objects which they contain.
The reason for adopting a functional object classification is that the presence of
similar objects suggests similarity in approach to presentation (display) of the document and approach to its analysis. A document type of being a novel, dissertation,
play, contract, newspaper articles, journal article, etc. might give an expectation of
the types of functional objects that will be present. For example, an applied physics
journal article might be expected to contain the functional objects:

• mathematics in the form of formulae;
• citations to external publications which are listed in the document;
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• figures and tables that are referenced within the text; and
• sections, and subsections that are cross-referenced by explicit means within the
document.
Similarly, an education journal article is likely to contain these same objects, with the
exception of mathematical formulae (although they could conceivably be present). Depending on which functional objects define a particular classification would determine
whether these journal articles are in the same classification grouping, or closely related
groupings. A mapping between document types and their functional object classifications could be established, but it would not be infallible.
Functional objects are physical constructs within a document that can be determined without reading and comprehending the document. Since processing of the
document is to follow from its classification, a different route to obtaining the classification is appropriate. A subject classification needs reading and comprehension to be
applied for its determination.
For this research the functional objects used for document classification were selected to be few in number. Limiting the number minimised the time required in
finding their occurrence and determining the resultant classification for any particular
document. Being physical constructs meant they could be measured directly from the
text without a need to interpret the meaning of the text. This also reduces the effort
needed in determining the presence of the object. The functional objects used, and the
interpretation of each are:
• words: Groups of print characters that have dictionary meaning in the subject
area of the text;
• sentences: Groupings of one or more words followed by a full stop (.), question
mark (?), or an exclamation mark (!);
• paragraphs: One or more sentences that are grouped together and separated
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from other such groupings within the same text document by one or two blank
lines;
• numerals used in the text: Within the text, numerals appear in addition to that
used to reference material in the text, page numbers, or dates;
• equations: An expression which has both a left and right hand side that are
related via a symbol, for example in the mathematical equation y = x + 24,
chemical equation 2H + + O−− → H2 O, and the implication high grades =⇒
conscientious, or very lucky, student;
• illustrations: Within the text, illustrations in the form of images, drawings,
graphs, etc. appear;
• tabular material: Columns of text or numbers that are related down the column
and possibly across each row;
• illustrations referenced: Each illustration included under the above heading
has some form of identifier (in addition to proximity) associated with it and that
identifier is used to uniquely reference that illustration within the text;
• tabular material referenced: Each block of tabular material included under the
above heading has some form of identifier (in addition to proximity) associated
with it and that identifier is used to uniquely reference that tabular material
within the text.
• internal cross references: Explicit pointing to parts of the text from within that
text for the purpose of reference; and
• external document references: The text gives explicit reference to other documents with sufficient detail to enable the reader to find each such document.

Table 3.1 tabulates the functional objects of a collection of document types resulting
from analysis of examples by the author. The functional object types included are a
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*
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external document references

equations present

Document type
technical dissertation
humanities dissertation
technical report
humanities report
financial report
health report
maintenance manual
operating instructions
novel
play
poem
will
legal act
legal regulation
technical specification
contract
email
scientific journal article
humanities journal article
essay
newspaper article
newspaper letters to editor
advertisement
popular magazine article
minutes of meeting
Hansard
financial statement
policy statement
procedure statement
procedural guidelines
corporation annual report

numerals used in text

Table 3.1: Functional objects present in various types of documents

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
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subset of the list above. An asterisk (*) is used to indicate the presence of that characteristic in a document classification type; a blank indicates absence. In compiling this
list, approximately twenty examples of each listed type of document were inspected.
Overall characteristics of each document type are shown because there are exceptions.
For example, some dissertations which fall within the natural humanities classification were noticed to contain figures and others to contain tabular data, while some
technical dissertations contained no tabular data. Some Hansard documents also contain figure illustrations. But the attributes listed in Table 3.1 are associated with the
majority of the documents that belong to the classifications included. However, in the
case of novel, play, and poem none of the listed attributes (functional objects) appear.
All the document types shown in Table 3.1 implicitly contain the functional objects
of words, sentences, and paragraphs. In the case of a poem, the stanza was taken as
a paragraph, while the line used in the laying out of the poem was taken as a sentence. These common functional objects are not shown in the table in an endeavour to
highlight those functional objects that are useful to define each document type.
The document types included in Table 3.1 have in most cases distinguishing characteristics beyond those selected here as functional objects. A number of those additional characteristics are associated with the printed form of the document. Tsujimoto & Asada (1992) describe some of those print associated forms, the difficulties
they present in getting at the plain text present, and means of resolving those difficulties. Document classification is a significant problem requiring research beyond this
project. For this research, the set of common functional objects of words, sentences,
and paragraphs received further consideration. As a result, Table 3.1 indicates that
only a beginning has been made.
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3.3.3

Linking appropriate analysis to classification

As shown by Figure 1.5 (page 23), document classification is important in the document analysis process prototyped by the ‘Serine’ software. The analyses that are
appropriate follow from such classifications. The documents analysed were in plain
text form.
Table 3.2 lists the document analysis techniques described in the following chapters of this dissertation together with the functional objects that each operates upon.
The functional objects of word, sentence, and paragraph which are shown, are the
functional objects common to all the document types listed in Table 3.1. Thus any of
the documents types listed in Table 3.1 could have such analysis techniques applied
to them. Document types contain more specific functional objects (e.g. those in Table 3.1) and more specialised aspects, such as patterns of linking to tabular material
or cross references that occur in some documents types could be applicable to specific
types of analysis. However, such analysis types are beyonds the scope of this current
research. The section number where each analysis technique is discussed is also given
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Techniques of document analysis considered and the functional objects
used
Document analysis technique
Name
Section
frequent word usage
4.3
parallel coordinates
6.3.1
colour histogram
6.3.3
star diagram
6.3.2
6.3.4
Sammon scatter plot
Zipf’s first law
4.2
fractal comparison of plots 6.4
comparing texts (QSUM)
6.5
Shewhart chart
6.5.3
directed word frequencies 4.3.2
typing by word frequency 4.3.3
frequent word fading
4.5.4
top/tail fading
4.5
sentence structure
7.3
word classing
7.2.1
paragraph structure
7.4

Functional objects
wds. sents. paras.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Taxonomy’s Visualization type
(data type|visual type)
multi-var.|2-D,linked-across
multi-var.|2-D,stack-vol
multi-var.|2-D,linked-across
2-var.|2-D,stacks-flat
seq,1-var.|2-D,linked-within
seq,2-var.|2-D,linked-within
seq,1-var.|2-D,linked-within

seq,1-var.|2-D,stacks-flat
seq,1-var.|2-D,stacks-flat
seq,1-var.|2-D,linked-within
multi-var.|2-D,linked-within
seq,multi-var.|3-D,linked-within
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Most of the analysis techniques in Table 3.2 have an associated visualization technique; the association of that visualization with the analysis type is given in the dissertation section listed. The types of such visualizations are shown with respect to
the proposed Information Visualization taxonomy of Section 2.2 (page 37). Such visualizations reflect the underlying analysis of the words present in a document and
the sequence of such words. That is consistent with word, sentence, and paragraph
functional objects carrying such information. Extension to this work would need to
consider analysis and visualization techniques appropriate for the functional objects
of Table 3.1. Although not strictly markup in the sense of Section 3.1 (page 76), the
functional objects of Table 3.1 offer a low level indication of information association
which has the potential for exploitation.

3.4

Summary

This Chapter was concerned with the broad types of data, or information, that are
present in text documents. The use of markup to identify locations of information in
text documents was discussed. A focus on plain text was then made, a focus that is
used in the remainder of this research. A text document being plain text means that
recourse to other information locating techniques, other than that flagged by markup,
must be used. But that has the advantage that the information content specific to
a particular need can be obtained without the distraction of markup that follows a
different course. An expectation of what information structuring might occur in a
plain text document was postulated in this Chapter as being linked to a classification
of that document. A functional objects approach to such classification was proposed
because such objects can then be linked to selection of the appropriate visualization
techniques to use. Further development of that approach is beyond the scope of this
research.
Considerations here have been of the data content in text documents and the sub93
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sequent analysis that might be performed, include visualization. These fulfil the conditions of research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides an alternative to analytical
methods for interpreting the same set of text data).
Detailed consideration of the informatics of finding and then visualizing the information content of plain text starts with the next Chapter. First the frequency of occurrence of words is considered and how that varies with the type of text document and
more particularly, the type of English expression used. It is shown that those expression types are not constant within a document, as well as being different for different
authors. Again this expression is determined by the frequency of occurrence of particular words. It is then proposed that words which occur at different frequency rates
in a text document can be given less attention by the reader of the document without
reduced comprehension of the information content of the document. A tool to implement that proposal is demonstrated. These issues address the research hypotheses H2
(visualization provides an alternative to analytical methods for interpreting the same
sets of text data), H3 (visualization techniques can be used with advantage to aid in
reading and comprehension of text documents), and H5 (text document visualization
can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive
analysis of such text documents).

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 3.1: Progress map from Chapters 3 to 4
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The combinations of visualization, text, informatics, and tool elements that are employed in this and the next Chapter to support the research hypotheses are depicted
in the navigation guide of Figure 3.1.
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Chapter

4

Analysis of documents by word lists

In this Chapter the words present in a document are analysed, not for their grammatical contribution to the structure of the document, just their presence. Of particular
interest is the frequency distribution of all the words from which the text document
is composed. From this distribution, inference can be obtained as to the document’s
type. Such inference is shown to extend to the writing style of individuals, how that is
characteristic of their writing, and identifying an individual as the author of a document. It is also argued that all the words present in a text document are not necessary
for the reading (obtaining the information) of that document and that the overlooking
of selected words can speed up the reading process. It is proposed that words to be
read, and those to be overlooked, follow from the word frequency distribution within
each document. These are specific applications to which knowledge of the word list
associated within a text document can be applied. Such applications are generally analytical, but in this Chapter visualization is also shown to be applicable. This enables
research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides an alternative to analytical methods
for interpreting the same set of text data) to be investigated.
The approach taken in this Chapter is to isolate the words, then determine the
bulk distribution of such words, followed by making use of characteristics previously
‘learnt’ from such distributions. In making use of the words in this manner, they
are considered in isolation; not in context of the grammar or information content being communicated. The algorithms used in this research for the purpose of isolating
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words from a text document is considered first. Experience has shown that reliable
performance of such a task is a non-trivial matter. Two different approaches are then
developed to use the word occurrence frequencies obtained to arrive at insights into
the document. One approach compares the observed word distribution with an expected baseline distribution which is document type dependent. Comparison with
that baseline provides a means for broadly classifying a text document. An offshoot
of this approach is a means of characterising writing style. The other technique postulates that high and low frequency words are of lesser importance in the reading
process and can consequently be given lesser attention. Each of these are taken as being contained within in the research hypothesis H3 (visualization techniques can be
used with advantage by humans to aid in reading and comprehension of text documents). Thus, by investigating those techniques, H3 is also examined. In developing
of these techniques, English literature, historic newspaper articles, and emails are the
text documents used as data for the analyses in this Chapter.
The algorithm used to isolate the word content of a text document is given together
with an overview of the software that implements it. It is applied in a multi-step manner. This is done to examine research hypothesis H5 (text document visualization
can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive
analysis of such documents). In this case, the efficient manner is meant that the visualizations, and the data for their production, can be produced dynamically, consistent
with interactive usage of the software.
Although the techniques considered are principally for text document analysis,
they also form a foundation for reading considerations of the following Chapter.
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4.1

Text transformation

All text documents were transformed to assist subsequent analysis. This resulted in
repackaging of paragraphs, sentences, and words into a data structure which had two
properties. One was that the data structure contained sufficient information in it to
enable the original text document to be reproduced from it. The other was simplification of obtaining individual paragraphs, sentences, and words in comparison to the
original document. In this respect, ‘words’ were considered as generalised character
units (which will be shown below). First paragraphs, then sentences, then words were
isolated from the given text document. In constructing this data structure a number of
compromises were made that needed to be taken into account during the subsequent
analyses.
This transformation was implemented using two suites of computer code. In each,
a multi-step process was employed. One suite allowed manual control of these steps
which enabled access to intermediate results. That implementation was directed at experimentation allowing examination of the processes and the results of modifications
introduced had upon results they produced. The other was more production oriented
directed at producing the end results required by the ‘Serine’ production prototype
outlined in Section 1.4 (page 21).

4.1.1

Isolating sentences and paragraphs

The format of a sentence, coupled with typesetting (and other presentation) techniques enables the trained human eye to readily detect the start and finish of a sentence. This is true without attempting to read the contents of the sentence. Because
sentences are the basic unit that a writer uses to organise the information he wishes
to convey, their ready detection is important. Therefore, sentence structure should be
preserved irrespective of the manner in which the text is presented or displayed. How-
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ever, the length of a line on the page or screen is influenced by such factors as the font
used and the width of type-column allowed. When reading, it is the line which is the
tracking mechanism used by the eye, rather than the primary grouping of meaning.
So if some lines are skipped, the reader needs to find the start of the sentence that contains the lines skipped for the understanding of the information to continue. In other
words, line skipping may devolve into skipping sentences unless it is corrected. This
supports clear indication of the ends of a sentence from a typographic perspective. As
will be indicated in the following, finding such end points in computer readable text
documents can be a little more elusive.
Locating a paragraph on a page is generally an easier task than locating a sentence,
thus it is used as the starting point. Here a paragraph is taken to exist only as a collection of sentences. Grammatically those sentences in the one paragraph should relate
to the same subject, but that point will be considered later when structures higher than
their primary structure are considered. In documents, paragraphs are often separated
by blank lines, making locating them an easy task.
With the paragraph isolated, sentences from which it is constructed can be separated out. The approach taken initially in this investigation was to break a paragraph
into words without considering the sentence structure, i.e. a ‘word first’ approach.
As will be seen, the test for the success of the break down which resulted was to reconstruct the original paragraph, including its sentence structure. Under most circumstances this approach worked. But then computational difficulties were noted.
Punctuation characters, as defined in Chapter 6 of Australian Government Publishing
Service (1992), not only enter into defining the ends of a sentence but they can also
affect the word selection as well. As an example, in emails the string r.maloney is a
single name which should be counted as a single word despite internally containing
the period character. But a period also usually denotes the end of a sentence.
Under that decomposition technique, single quotation marks also pose a problem.
They can appear to indicate possession, word omission or shortening, as well as de99
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limiting direct speech. From the point of view of isolating words, these three situations must be detected correctly. In the first two cases, the quote mark is part of the
word. However, in the case of direct speech, the quote mark is not part of any word
involved. The difficulty with quotation identification is determining where it finishes,
for the quotation mark is also an indicator of word shortening which can be included
in a quotation. The two situations of quotation mark usage must not be confused if
software is to achieve an appropriate approach to word and sentence identification.
Another problem is hyphenated words. Hyphens occur in two main situations; to
join two parts of a word separated by a line break, and to indicate compound words,
complex words, and range of values. In the case of compound and complex words,
this research considered the hyphen as part of the one word. In the case of words
broken across lines and expressing a range of values, the hyphen was taken as part of
neither of the two words being separated. It was the difficulty in correctly removing
hyphens from line separated words that lead to the abandonment of this ‘word first’
approach of text decomposition. An algorithm to isolate sentences before words was
adopted as its replacement in this research.

4.1.2

Algorithm for isolating sentences from paragraphs

Given a text document, paragraphs were isolated first. The assumptions used for
locating a paragraph are:
• one or more zero-length lines separate consecutive paragraphs;
• the end of the file marker terminates a paragraph, i.e. paragraphs are not continued across files.

The assumptions for locating the two ends of a sentence are:
• a sentence always starts with a capital letter;
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• a full stop, question mark, or exclamation mark at the end of the line terminates
a sentence;
• a full stop, question mark, or exclamation mark followed by one or more spaces,
then a capital letter terminates the sentence and creates the possibility for the
commencement of a following sentence;
• a full stop following a capital letter is not the end of the sentence;
• between the punctuation mark terminating one sentence and the start of the following sentence, parentheses may occur;
• in emails, constructs such as ‘:)’ do not indicate an end of sentence; and
• although grammatically incorrect, a phrase alone can occupy a paragraph. This
situation is likely to occur in emails. In that situation the paragraph is composed
of this one sentence.

Based on these assumptions, the algorithm for sentence collection was:

repeat
read the next line in the file;
calculate the number of characters in that line;
if line length > 0
then store that line and get another (the paragraph continues)
else (in this case a paragraph break has been reached)
begin
join all the gathered lines together with a space character added at the join;
split the resulting single line containing all sentences in the
paragraph into the component sentences by replacing any full stop,
question mark, or exclamation mark followed by one or more space
characters, which in turn are followed by a capital letter, by those
same punctuation marks and capital letter but with the space (or
spaces) replaced by a single newline character;
don’t end the sentence if a capital letter precedes a full stop;
send these sentences to the output file;
send another blank line to the output file to denote the end of paragraph;
end
until end of document
join the lines of the final paragraph into a single line;
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split that line into it’s component sentences;
send the results to the output file, using the same techniques as above.

This algorithm combines both paragraph and sentence extraction. The result is that
all paragraphs are separated by two newline characters (two lines of zero length each;
one denoting the end of the last sentence in the previous paragraph, and a single blank
line indicating the current paragraph’s end). The end of each sentence is indicated by
a newline character, meaning that each sentence becomes a single line of text irrespective of how it was arranged in the original text document.

4.1.3

Algorithm for isolating words

Words are the basis of all analyses performed in this research. Therefore, each word
needs to be determined accurately. The original text was to be stored in a form which
assisted its use in subsequent analysis but was such that the original text could be
reconstituted from this stored form. A general algorithm for isolating the words in a
line of text was devised together with a means of storing the results. Each word itself
was recorded in the result together with a marker to locate the end of that word. Thus
all the words occurring in a line of text could be held in one record, with each word
isolated from the other, and packed in the same order to that of their appearance in
the original text line. The marker used was a BELL character, it being judged as being
unlikely to appear in a text document. As a result, each line of the original text is held
by ‘Serine’ as that line with the BELL character separating each word. These lines are
then strung together as a doubly linked list. Figure 4.1 gives a pictorial representation
for the algorithm devised for word locating and storage of the result.
A general definition of what constitutes a word was necessary to encompass both
conventional words as well as punctuation marks and formatting markers, such as
newline indicators and spaces within a line. This was achieved by collecting characters into five categories as shown in the boxes on the left of each the sub-figures of
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Figure 4.1: State-machine for grouping characters into generalised words
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(. . . continued)
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Figure 4.1:
State-machine for grouping characters into generalised words
(. . . continued)

Figure 4.1. These sub-figures show the five state-machines that describe the internal
behaviour of the word isolation algorithm. The original text document is submitted to
this algorithm one character at a time, via each sentence, which has previously been
isolated from the document. Each one character entered into the algorithm can produced one or two characters of output, which is the result that is stored.
The five state-machines of Figure 4.1 have four internal states that are shared by
all machines. Whether a character constitutes an end of a word being formed in the
output of the algorithm depended on the previous character seen by the algorithm.
Each character received in the input is routed to the state-machine through the route
indicated leading from the box on the left hand side which contains that character. The
arrows in the figure between those character collection boxes and the current states indicate checking of the current state of the machine. Depending on the current character
and the current state, the next state is determined together with the output, which can
be either one or two characters. If a single character the same as the input character
is to be output, this is indicated in each of the state-machines of Figure 4.1 by a single
rectangular box on the right of each subfigure. A two character output consisting of
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the input character followed by a BELL character and is indicated by a double box.
The internal states of the machine are shown by the circles which are numbered to
name each state. In most cases, the state does not change and this is indicated in Figure 4.1 by an overlap in the circles denoting the next state. The case for the characters .
, : (subfigure (c)) is the exception. The output of that part of the algorithm depends not
only on the current character at the algorithm’s input, but also upon previous input
character. The initial state of the machine is 0.
The groups produced consists of both single letters and collections of letters. The
conventional words such as man, satisfaction, Julia and numbers such as 2, 8.341, 3..5 are
collected as single groupings. However, an email address such as maloney@murdoch.edu.au would produce seven groupings consisting of maloney, then the @ character
alone, then murdoch, then the period (.) character alone, then etc, etc. Similarly, the
phrase: sneezing is common would be contained in five groups, two of which would
contain a single space character. Compare this to an Internet address such as 192.168.150.1
which would be contained in one grouping. The groupings produced are designed to
assist subsequent analysis.
Some character sequences which are split by this algorithm have significance for
interpretation when grouped together. In these cases, more than one group needs to
be taken into consideration when interpreting the transformed text. Sequences which
have this caveat include the following examples:

• a period mark indicating abbreviation (as in para. for paragraph and R. Maloney
for Ross Maloney) is contained alone in the grouping following that containing
the abbreviation (thus para. would consist of two groupings, one containing para
and the following one containing the period);
• the punctuation mark indicating the end of a sentence is contained in a grouping
by itself; and
• in the cases were parentheses and brackets (curly, angle and square) occur, both
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the opening and corresponding closing members are stored as groupings.

Any matching of pairs of such characters needs to be performed in the analysis phrase
of such transformed text.
Grefenstette & Tapanainen (1994) present an approach for isolating sentences, and
the words within those sentences, from text documents. It was only after designing
and implementing the algorithms presented in this section that the work of Grefenstette & Tapanainen (1994) was found. Although that approach is similar to that presented here, there are also differences. However, that works offers support to the
approach used here.

4.1.4

Software implementation

Two versions of software were written to implement the decomposition of text documents using the algorithms described above. One was as part of the ‘Serine’ software
(outlined in Section 1.4 (page 21)) which serves as a template for a production implementation of this research. It was written in the C language.
The other version was written in the Perl language. Let it be known as ‘PerlBreaker’. It provides a proof of concept implementation, as opposed to one of maximum
efficiency, together with making intermediate results available for inspection. This enabled the modularization of the various steps involved in the text transformation and
the multiple use of intermediate results as depicted in the interconnection diagram of
Figure 4.2. Where graphics results were appropriate, they were created as coloured
Postscript programs by the Perl programs onto disk files for subsequent display or
printing. The version used depended on the immediate outcome required.
Perl, as Humphreys (1992) points out, is ideally suited for linguistic computing.
Schwartz & Christiansen (1997) show that processing files of text by lines, regular
expression search, and transliteration, together with constructs such as the hash (as107
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sociative) array, are available in the standard Perl language. Such attributes make
construction of text processing algorithms relatively easy. In particular, the dynamic
dimensioning available for hash arrays and their use of strings as indices made up
from words, are ideally suited for determination of word frequencies. Experience
showed that the same algorithm programmed in Perl was half the length and took
one third the time to write using Perl as opposed to C. But Perl does not have the processing efficiency of C. As a result, Perl was appropriate for the proof of concept of the
algorithms and the general approach, while C was more appropriate for the ‘Serine’
software.
The Perl version of the software was constructed from separate modules that were
executed in sequence via manual control. The sequencing of execution of those modules is shown in Figure 4.2 together with the files produced. Being Perl programs,
those modules are identified by the name of the file containing each program with a
.pl suffix. In most instances, the data exchanged between modules was by disk file. A
named pipe in the form of a first in, first out connection was used to join and synchronize the output of the intosentences.pl process to the input of the context.pl
process. The termination of a branch in the processing chain is denoted in Figure 4.2
by a black filled circle. The .txt suffix denotes that the associated file of results was
printable. Each of these Perl processes had a single dedicated purpose.
Both the intosentences.pl and content.pl processes use regular expressions in their search processing. Paragraph breaks are passed through this process and
result in zero-length lines in the fragments.out file. The resulting fragments.out
file contains all the information to enable the original text document file to be reconstructed, while being more amenable for analytic processing.
The text document decomposition process of Figure 4.2 consists of the following
steps:

• the process intosentences.pl breaks the original text file (Original text)
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into sentences and presents each sentence in turn to the content.pl process;
• the content.pl process finds all the words, special characters, punctuation
marks, etc. that are present in the sentence and then writes them out to the file
fragments.out using a BELL character as the separator.
Original text

intosentences.pl

pipe

content.pl

fragments.out

wordsummary.pl

createlist.pl

wordlist.txt

occurrence.pl

occur.txt
common.pl

Figure 4.2: Interconnection of implementation software modules in ‘PerlBreaker’ and
intermediate files it generates

Analysis of the original text ensues from the file fragments.out of Figure 4.2.
Two such processing sequences are shown. The createlist.pl process takes the
sentence file and generates another file wordlist.txt which contains the number of
occurrences of each word present. The format of that file is a line for each unique
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word that appears in the sentence file. On each line is a word together with the
number of times that it appears in the sentence file, and thus the original text document. From this word occurrence list, the process occurrence.pl produces the
file occur.txt which tabulates the words present in the original text, grouped according to their frequency of occurrence. The fragments.out, wordlist.txt and
the occur.txt files are decompositions results of the original text file (Original
text) from which all visualizations and tabulations can be generated. The process
common.pl and wordsummary.pl are two such processes which display a summary
of the paragraph, sentence, word distribution, and word occurrence information concerning the original document. These two processes approach that task differently.
For the analyses in the remainder of this chapter and Chapter 6, additional processes are attached to the processing tree of Figure 4.2. In Chapter 5 a constrained
implementation of the analysis results of this chapter is used. In Chapter 7, the ‘Serine’ implementation of this software is again used.

4.2

Zipf’s laws

Starting with Section 4.3, the occurrence frequency of specific words in text documents
will be considered for leading to analysis techniques. It is reasonable that the count
of the occurrence of each word in a document can be arranged in order from highest
to lowest occurrence. Zipf (1949) studied such word distributions. He found that
all the words appearing in any document followed mathematical relationships. Any
particular word, i.e. the, an, aardvark, etc. did not have predictable positions in such
a general distribution. Such general word distributions provide a reference template
for the specific distributions in the following studies.
Manning & Schutze (1999) discuss several of the empirical word relation laws that
were introduced by Zipf (1949). These laws are possibly better ascribed the status
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of rules rather than laws because there is some doubt as to their validity. Zipf (1949)
showed such rules appear in numerous applications, including text documents. These
rules form the basis of the assertion by Zipf (1949) that humans behave in such a manner as to minimize the total effort required associated with a task. In the case of text
documents, the effort in preparation of the original text and any subsequent correction, clarification, possible recrimination, etc. are in total considered in that minimization.

4.2.1

Word frequency verses rank

Zipf (1949) (pages 23–27) asserts that the frequency of a word (f ) (i.e. number of
occurrences) is proportional to the reciprocal of the rank (r) (in a tabulation of most,
to least, number of occurrences) of that word from a text document, that is:

f=

k
r

where k is some constant. For a document, each word appearing in it is determined
and the number of times each of those words appears is counted. Those counts are
then ranked in descending order; the highest count corresponding to the rank of unity.
This rank is that referenced by the law, and the counts correspond to the frequencies.
In application, this law states that when word occurrence frequencies are obtained for
a text and ranked in descending order of numbers of occurrences, the plot on log-log
paper of frequency against rank is a straight line with slope of negative unity.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 each show word frequency against word rank plots for two
documents. Plots of the data for the emails designated andrew and susan are shown
together in Figure 4.3. The corresponding data for the first chapter of Thomas Hardy’s
novel The Mayor of Casterbridge (designated mayor) together with the 43rd article from
the Federalist Papers (designated fed43) are shown in Figure 4.4. These two emails and
the first chapter of The Mayor of Casterbridge, together with another paper from the
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Federalist Papers will be again used later in this chapter. Section 6.1 (page 201) discusses
the significance of the Federalist Papers suite.
The data relating to word frequencies and ranks for those documents are contained
in Table 4.1. In each plot in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the least squares regression straight
line for the displayed data is shown as dashed, with its slope tabulated in Table 4.1. A
solid straight line (corresponding to the equation of law tabulated for each document in
Table 4.1) is shown to indicate visually the degree of fit that the frequency-rank Zipf
law provides to the data. Such lines all have a slope of negative unity. In each case, the
large number of words that occur at low word frequencies tends to decrease the slope
of the regression line. The observed tendency for lower frequencies at low rank than
predicted by the Zipf law can be accounted for (at least partially) by the Mandelbrot
modification to the ‘equation of law’ (tabulated in Table 4.1 for the examples given
here) contained in (pages 25–27) of Manning & Schutze (1999).
Table 4.1: Parameters for examples using frequency verses rank considerations

Text
email (andrew)
email (susan)
article (fed43)
chapter (mayor)

Summary of data
rank
words
263
524
307
578
1024
3452
1546
4500

slope of fit
-0.65
-0.59
-0.81
-0.75

Curves
equation of law
100/rank
100/rank
500/rank
500/rank

Despite the difference in word numbers in these documents, the same general characteristics are present in their frequency-rank behaviour. There are relatively few
words that occur frequently and a large number of words occur one, two, or three
times in the document. This behaviour appears not to be document type dependent.
An expansion on these frequency-rank considerations was provided by Zipf and is
considered in the next subsection. Both those distributions form the basis of the word
fading techniques that are developed in Section 4.5 (page 143).
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Figure 4.3: Word frequency verses rank for email examples
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Figure 4.4: Word frequency verses rank for article and novel chapter examples
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4.2.2

Frequency of occurrence of word numbers

Although some doubt might be levelled at the usefulness of the argument given by
Zipf (1949) (page 31) concerning the observed departure of the given data from the
frequency-rank relation, it does introduce the frequency-number relationship for documents. In a text document, the number of occurrences of each word is the frequency
of that word. It is reasonable to expect that some words will have the same frequency.
For each frequency (of occurrence) f the number of words n having that frequency are
counted and it is postulated by Zipf (1949) (page 32) that:
k
f=√
n
where k is a constant.
The data for the two emails, article, and novel chapter used above were reorganised to obtain frequencies and number of words having such frequencies. Plots of the
results for the documents with the smallest and largest word counts are shown in Figure 4.5. Table 4.2 summarizes the data obtained for all four documents. For the two
documents whose data is plotted, the equation of the law as plotted is given. In all
cases, the slope of the least squares regression line is tabulated.
Table 4.2: Parameters for examples using frequency verses number considerations

Text
email (andrew)
email (susan)
article (fed43)
chapter (mayor)

Summary of data from text
No. of frequencies words
13
524
13
578
38
3452
41
4500

slope of fit
-0.55
-0.47
-0.64
-0.61

Curves
equation
√ of law
13/ number
√
30/ number

Inspection of the slopes of the regression lines in Table 4.2 (slope of fit) indicates
closeness to the −0.5 value predicted by the law. In Figure 4.5 the dashed line denotes
the regression line while the solid line shows the theoretical (or law) line, which again
indicates the closeness of the theoretical and data values. The multiple frequency values at the low number of occurrence end of the data distributions have an influence
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Figure 4.5: Frequency verses word numbers for email and novel chapter examples
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on this difference between these two straight line fits.

4.2.3

A resulting message principle

Although the following are not used further in the developments of this research, Zipf
(1949) makes further observations. These observations may prove fruitful in extending
the research reported in this thesis.
If f denotes frequency of the word occurrence, r the ranked order of that occurrence frequency, L the length of a word, and m the number of meanings that each
word has, then Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 provide evidence to support the claims by Zipf
(1949) that:
1
r
1
f ∝ √
n
f ∝

From page 30 of Zipf (1949), the number of meanings of a word (m) is proportional
to the square of the rank of the word (r) or:

m∝

1
r2

Also, Manning & Schutze (1999) (page 28) attributes to Zipf the law that the length (L)
of a word is inverse proportional to the frequency (f ) of occurrence of that word, i.e.:

f∝

1
L

Resulting from collecting and manipulation of these four proportionalities, is that
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the meaning of a word is subject to the series of relations:
m ∝ f2 ∝

1
1
∝
2
L
n

These relationships expand on the least effort principal in communications proposed by Zipf (1949) (pages 20–21). The originator of the message desires few words
(and thus low n) which have many meanings, while the receiver wants to process as
few words (thus low f ) which would require each word to have as few meanings as
possible. A compromise solution that fulfils the minimum requirements of the sender
and receiver of the message is required. Since these parameters are dependent on
the rank of the words used in the message, then the rank of the words influences the
position of the minimum that is attainable, and the solution attained.
Much of this current research makes use of specific words and/or the frequency
of occurrence of words in different types of documents. These parts used from Zipf’s
work links that approach, through the various techniques used in this research, to the
broader issue of minimising human effort. Although Zipf (1949) devotes considerable
space to consideration of text documents, they were used to support the thesis that
humans behave to minimise the effort needed to perform a task. As was stated in
Section 1.2 (page 7), this research provides approaches to assist humans (which implies
minimising effort) in obtaining information from text documents, which is consistent
with Zipf’s approach.

4.3

Word frequency lists

One implication of Zipf’s laws is that the frequency of word occurrence in text documents is not necessarily due to the grammatical contribution of those words. It is proposed in this section that certain types of words occur more frequently in certain text
document types. Classification of text documents by the ‘functional objects’ that they
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contain was proposed in Section 3.3.2 (page 87), and Table 3.1 (page 90) indicates the
combinations of functional objects different document types contain. Table 3.2 (page
92) shows an association between function objects and analysis techniques included
in this research. Therefore occurrence of those characteristic words is of importance
to this research for they can potentially help to classify a document, before actually
reading it. This section shows that this is partially true. A confounding factor is that
word occurrence varies between different writers as well as document types. It is
also proposed in the following that this relationship can also be considered in the reverse direction; for a given document type, the types of words used might indicate the
writer.
Techniques are examined in this section for performing such discrimination. These
techniques use word occurrence frequency lists as their basis.

4.3.1

Variability in word frequency lists

Word frequency lists are dependent on a variety of factors. The frequency list for
a child’s first reader is different from that used in general adult written communication, which is different from that appearing in transcription of spoken communication, which in turn is different from that for academic writing. With a language such
as English, differences between British and American usage also occur – in some instances. There is also a temporal component to be considered for languages such as
English that are evolving, as distinct from those, such as Esperanto, which have been
defined (or standardised) and are hence reasonably stable. For example, the form of
the English language used in the seventeenth century, and reflected in the works of
William Shakespeare, is different from that used in contemporary discourse.
Although a writer selects all the words used in a text document, some are selected
to carry the information and emphasis, while others follow from the requirement for
grammatical structure of the document. From observation of the particular words
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that repeatedly occur in the higher rank orders when the Zipf’s laws of Section 4.2
(page 110) are applied to a number of text documents, a conclusion was drawn by this
research that the structural words occur most frequent, and the less frequent words
are generally associated with the information content of the text. This produced the
assertion that:

the primary function performed by the most frequently occurring words in
a text is structural, and not information carrying.

Consequently, frequently occurring words can have less attention paid to them when
reading a text for the purpose of extracting the message that is being conveyed. The
message is carried by the words that remain after these frequently occurring words are
suppressed. This assertion is related to the hypothesis tested by Bassin & Martin (1976)
(page 649) that some word redundancy “serves to make a sentence grammatically
correct but does not contribute substantially to the understanding of the sentence”.
The experiment reported by Bassin & Martin (1976) and that reported in Chapter 5 of
this thesis support the truth of this assertion.
A reader could ignore grammatical structure if the text being read conforms to a
paradigm pre-supposed by the reader. The words that confirm such structure are noticed to occur and can, with experience, be given less attention. If the grammar results
in the use of a higher percentage of structural words than information carry words,
then the above assertion is consistent with that situation. Then frequently occurring
words can be given less emphasis during the reading process. The skilled reader could
also predict the ongoing occurrence of such words within the text.
Such a paradigm would be expected to relate to what in this research was considered as the classification of the text. Examples of such classifications are whether the
text is a children’s text, a transcript of an interview, a transcript of a parliamentary
speech, a piece of scientific writing, or an academic writing from the humanities sector. By knowing in which classification the writing belongs, an expectation of message
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content, and its structure, follows. A refinement in appropriate analysis techniques
can then be applied. Techniques adapted for the particular classification of a message
can be expected to yield better extraction results than a more general technique which
is aimed at obtaining that same outcome for unclassified messages.
There are difficulties in obtaining a word frequency list appropriate for all such
purposes. Consider such a list arising from contemporary children’s books. From
the Internet, two word frequency lists based on the books that children read were obtained. Both are American in origin. One is the Dolch Word List1 which is described
as being derived from the words found in books that children read. This results in
these words being suggested for study by first and second grade students. The other
is from the Cache County School District 2 and lists the most frequent words in books
for beginning readers. Table 4.3 tabulates those word lists in the rank order each list
assigns to words it contains. For comparison, the corresponding word for each frequency from a study discussed in Section 4.3.2 (page 123) of overall (adult orientated)
British English is included. In that British English list, the ’s indicates the grouping of
words containing the possessive ’s tail.
In Table 4.3, the first twenty most frequently occurring words from those list are
tabulated. This choice of twenty was a compromise between length of tabulation and
inclusion of high occurrence frequency words in English in general, which is considered in Section 4.3.2.
Inspection of Table 4.3 shows that different word lists obtained from different sources,
although for the same classification of text, show differences. The Dolch and Cache
County word lists have 13 of their 20 words in common. The words in common are
shown shaded dark grey in Table 4.3. In the Dolch list was appears, but not is. But
the Cache County list contains is, but not was. Both was and is occur in the Overall
list. Similarly, only 11 of the words common to both the Dolch and Cache County lists
1

http://www.theschoolbell.com/Links/Dolch/Dolch.html, accessed 8 May 2002
http://www.cache.k12.ut.us/htmlfiles/curriculum/literacy_high_freq_word_
list.htm, accessed 8 May 2002
2
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appear in the Overall list. The differences between the Dolch and Cache County lists
indicate difference due to the source of the list.
Table 4.3: Lists of frequently occurring words in children’s books
Order

Cache County
School District
the
a
and
to
I
in

Overall

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dolch
Word List
the
I
was
for
to
you

7
8
9

said
on
and

is
on
you

that
it
is

10
11
12
13
14
15

it
his
they
he
of
that

it
of
said
can
for
my

was
I
for
’s
on
you

16
17
18
19
20

but
a
in
she
had

but
all
we
are
up

he
be
with
as
by

the
of
and
to
a
in

The differences between the first two columns of Table 4.3 and the final Overall column shows a difference in frequency of occurrence between text documents directed
at children compared to that for a wider audience. Two words, said and but, are shown
using a lighter grey shading, to indicate that they occur in the frequency lists for text
directed at children but not in the more general list. The frequent occurrence of such
words might indicate text directed at children. But it is necessary to be careful and to
critically review word frequency distributions.
In regard to being careful, on page 45 of Farringdon (1996), a list of the 12 most
frequently occurring words in English is given, stated as being taken from the Ladybird
Key Words to Literacy. Those words are: a, and, he, I, in, is, it, of, that, the, to, and was. It is
stated that those words account for twenty-five percent of the words used in English.
In comparison with the words listed in the Overall column of Table 4.3, only eleven
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of the Farringdon listed words appeared among the top twelve words of the Overall
list. The missing word he in the Farringdon list is replaced by for in the Overall list. In
fact eleven of the words in the Farringdon list (the exception being is) appear in the
Dolch Word List, while he, that, and was are absent from the Cache Country School
District list. So word frequency rank varies with the source, and there is variability
with regard to the importance placed on the words.

4.3.2

Derivation of a reference word frequency list

Word usage, and frequency of occurrence of particular words, would be expected to
vary across types of communications, for example, formal or everyday speech, or written prose from a scholarly journal, business memoranda, or newspaper. Establishing
such baselines for types of general English usage are considered here. Such baselines
take the form of lists, ranked in order of occurrence, of the 50 most frequently used
words in the (British) English language.
The data for establishing this list were sourced from the British National Corpus
project described by Kilgarriff (1996) as a large, modern survey of English word usage
over a broad coverage of text documents. The corpus used in that project contained
some 100 million words derived from 4120 separate documents3 . These data were
taken as providing true statistics on the nature of word occurrence in British English.
The data available was in the form of lists of word occurrences processed in a number
of ways.
Word occurrence lists were obtained from the Internet URL4 . Two categories of
word lists were available; lemmatised and unlemmatised. The words in the lemmatised
list were collected into word categories; each word belonged to one word category.
There were 11 such word categories and each word appeared once in the resulting list.
3

http://www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/˜Adam.Kilgarriff/bnc-readme.html, accessed 20
May 2002
4
http://www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/˜Adam.Kilgarriff, accessed 8 May 2002
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To appear in the list, the word had to occur a minimum of 800 times in the corpus.
The result was that the lemmatised lists contained 6,318 words. In the unlemmatised
list a broader aggregation criterion was used based on the part of speech the word
assumed. Under such a criteria, a word could appear more than once due to the different contexts in which it occurred. As opposed to the 11 word categories used in the
lemmatised case, 76 different parts of speech were used as categories with the unlemmatised case. The combination of a word and its associated part of speech identified
a single element, and that occurrence across the corpus was summed. As an example of the consequence of this collection process, the word to appears seven times in
the unlemmatised listing of the British National Corpus; at rank order 6 as an infinitive marker, at rank order 10 as a preposition part of speech, and then at five additional
lower ranks.
Four classifications of documents were considered by the British National Corpus
project, with each generating word frequency lists. The first document classification,
labelled natural speech, was compiled from transcriptions of speech occurring in conversation between families, friends, and the like. The one labelled formal speech consisted of transcriptions of speeches which were more structured having been derived
from meetings, lectures, and broadcasts. The third list, labelled written prose was derived from books, newspapers, both popular and scholarly journals, Hansard, and
similar sources of printed language. The fourth list labelled all combined was a compilation of the other three. The first three of these give word frequency lists that are
language presentation specific. Because of the material from which these lists were
compiled, each list was considered here to be a collection of modern word usage in
the list’s corresponding classification. These four unlemmatised word lists were used
in this research and are summarised in Table 4.4.
The word list contained in each file was composed of four data fields. The first
field contained the number of times the word represented by that entry appears in the
corpus. The second contained the word itself, or a representation of the word group to
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which the entry pertained. Such entries as ’s, n’t, ’re, ’ll occurred here as representing
words that contained the possessive ’s ending, the ending n’t indicating the absence of
characters, etc. The third contained the part of speech that word (or entry) represented.
The final field contained the number of documents in which the word was determined
to have appeared by the British National Corpus project. An example of a extract from
such a list, taken from the all.num file, is:
6187267

the

at0

4120

2941444

of

prf

4108

2682863

and

cjc

4120

2126369

a

at0

4113

Some words appear more than once due to the different parts of speech that they can
assume.
Table 4.4: Summary of the British National Corpus unlemmatised list information
List
formal speech:

File name
demog

natural speech:
written prose:
all combined:

cg
written
all

Description
spoken material from a formal setting,
eg meetings, lectures, parliamentary debate;
transcripts of informal conversations;
published material, eg books, newspapers;
combination of all the other three classifications.

Table 4.5 gives a statistical summary of the contents of the four unlemmatised lists
used. There are several things to note. One is the large percentage contribution by
written prose with respect to the total documents considered. As a result, the number of words in such documents considerably outweigh the number contributed by
formal and natural speech. Also, the sum of the values shown for formal and natural speech together with written prose exceeds the all combined listed value under the
Word units listed, and Unique word units columns of the table. Each value tabulated
was obtained by counting in the corresponding file obtained from the British National
Corpus project and these discrepancies are in that source. But these errors occurred in
words whose occurrence frequencies were outside of the frequency range used in this
research.
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Table 4.5: Summary of the British National Corpus data used
Expression
type
formal speech
natural speech
written prose
all combined

Documents
considered
759
153
3,209
4,121

Word units
listed
79,881
54,531
921,042
938,971

Unique
word units
52,256
35,023
659,269
669,417

Word units
present
6,154,233
4,210,116
89,739,914
100,104,253

% containing
hyp und apo
5.1
1.1
0.3
2.5
1.3
0.5
20.8
0.2
1.2
20.6
0.3
1.2

Span
8,108
27,517
27,965
24,291

Notice also that word units were counted as opposed to words. Such word units
included words containing hyphens (hyp), underscores (und) and apostrophe (apo).
The percentage of word units containing these characters relative to the total word unit
count for each document type is included in the table. In the case of the written prose,
such word units contribute in excess of 22% of the total word units present. In all cases,
the number of word units count separately the root word and those formed by adding
a suffix. For example, in the written prose list, there are over thirty occurrences of the
root thrill in such word units as thrills, thrilling, thriller, thrillers, thrilled, and thrill-seeker.
Further, a large number of word units had multiple appearances in a list. Removal of
those repetitions gave the number of unique word units tabulated. In light of these
structures embedded in these lists, unique word unit counts appeared to be the best
measure of vocabulary associated with each list.
The number of word units present were divided by the number of documents considered to give an indication of word coverage in each of the four expression types.
These values are shown in the Span column. The order of magnitude of these values
indicate word constraint in the formal speech expression type with more homogeneity
between the natural speech and written prose expression types.
From the formal speech, natural speech, written prose, and the combined document word lists, the word occurrence frequency tabulations shown in Table 4.6 were
produced. They were obtained by the following procedure. The number of times a
word appeared in each list was recorded. A large number of the words in each list
appeared multiple times as a result of the different parts of speech they perform in the
documents in which they occurred. The sum obtained of each word’s occurrence was
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thus inclusive of all parts of speech it assumed. Numerical ordering of the words was
then based on those totals. Each total was then expressed as a percentage relative to
the sum of all the individual word sums calculated (this percentage was used later).
Only the 50 most frequently occurring words from the ‘all combined’ expression type
are shown.
Table 4.6: 50 most frequently occurring words in British English

Total
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Word
the
of
and
to
a
in
that
it
is
was
I
for
’s
on
you
he
be
with
as
by
at
have
are
this
not

Written
prose
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
7
9
17
11
13
12
21
15
16
14
19
18
20
27
22
26
25

Natural
speech
Order
4
20
6
9
10
14
7
3
19
21
1
34
5
25
2
13
45
(54)
(112)
(161)
(63)
22
55
40
37

Formal
speech
Order
1
9
2
3
8
11
5
7
13
16
4
22
10
20
6
35
24
32
45
(73)
33
21
30
25
34

Total
Order
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Word
but
had
his
they
from
she
which
or
we
an
n’t
there
her
were
one
do
been
all
their
has
would
will
what
if
can

Written
prose
Order
29
24
23
32
28
31
30
33
38
34
46
37
35
36
43
(53)
40
44
39
41
45
42
(54)
48
47

Natural
speech
Order
30
(67)
(102)
15
(114)
23
(154)
(70)
24
(121)
8
29
(74)
(75)
31
12
(99)
48
(189)
(128)
(80)
(117)
18
51
59

Formal
speech
Order
26
(62)
(124)
15
(59)
(100)
(54)
41
12
(69)
17
23
(176)
(56)
29
19
(72)
46
(94)
(84)
40
(72)
27
31
48

The words in Table 4.6 are shown in the order obtained from the combined (‘all’)
collection. The rank order number of each word from the other three collections are
shown under the column headed by the collection’s label. The occurrence orders
shown in parenthesis in Table 4.6 are beyond the range of 50 that is being tabulated,
but are included to show the order of appearance of the word in that list for completeness. Apparent from this tabulation is the dominant influence of the ‘written prose’
documents which would be expected from the size of this component indicated in
Table 4.5.
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The word frequencies obtained were not affected by suffixed forms of words. Although such forms did occur, their occurrence was beyond the cut off frequency of
interest. In addition, because hyphenated word units also did not appear within the
order considered, it is appropriate to use the term word as opposed to word unit as in
the considerations above.

4.3.3

Influence of the type of document on word frequency

The frequency at which different words appear in a document varies with both the
subject matter and its manner of presentation. Farringdon (1996) used a list of frequent
words from the Ladybird Key Words to Literacy. Those word occurrences are biased
towards words that would be expected to occur in children’s first readers. In Table 4.3
the relative pattern between two other sources of first reader words and those derived
from the British National Corpus project are tabulated. One of the attributes of the
British National Corpus data introduced in Section 4.3.2 is the separation of word
frequency into document types. That data enables documents broader in scope than
children’s first readers to be investigated. Such an investigation is the function of this
section.
The percentage values mentioned in Section 4.3.2 as having been calculated in deriving the results tabulated in Table 4.6 are used to form Table 4.7. That table shows
the dominance of a small number of words over all words counted in the four British
National Corpus word lists. The number of word units counted together with the
number of documents used to create the word list associated with each type of expression (reflected in the type of document) is also included so the size of the word sample
used can be seen. The word counts used (as also in obtaining Table 4.6) are summed
across the various parts of speech that contain that word in the word list. The percentages were calculated as decimal fractions, but are shown in the table rounded to
the nearest whole number because, in this particular application, a decimal does not
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make sense. The summed occurrence frequencies of the first 50 words in rank occurrence order are tabulated. A similar sum is listed for the first 12 words in the ranked
order to provide a comparison with the top 12 words discussed by Farringdon (1996).
Table 4.7: Word variability in the British National Corpus
Expression
type
natural speech
formal speech
written texts
all forms

Unique word
units seen
52,256
35,023
659,269
669,417

documents
considered
759
153
3,209
4,120

First
12 words
25%
26%
23%
23%

First
50 words
45%
49%
38%
38%

The terminology of word units is used in Table 4.7 (as in Section 4.3.2) to indicate that separate counts were produced for compound words containing hyphens
and underscores. However, the first 50 such units in rank order did not contain such
compound entries. Thus the first 50 rank ordered entries are words. Notice that the
percentage of words which these top 12 and 50 words account for changes with the
document type.
If, as seen from Table 4.7, relatively few words represent a large proportion of the
words in a document (or form of expression), when maybe those words can be used to
identify a document as being of a particular type. The ranking of the words in Table 4.6
shows that word frequency does vary with document type. However, the pattern in
word variability between documents types in Table 4.6 is too subtle to act as such a
reliable determiner.
Another approach to document identification is suggested by examining the word
frequency distribution which actually occurs in natural speech, as distinct from those
of other document types. A distinguishing feature of the word distribution obtained
from the natural speech word list was the occurrence of filler words such as er and
erm. These words occur at positions 14 and 18 in the list, respectively. As seen from
Table 4.6, similar words do not occur, at least in the first 50 most frequent words, for the
written prose, formally spoken English, and when all document types are combined
(the words listed in Table 4.6 being determined by that combined list). The occurrence
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of such words in a text might, therefore, be used as determining that text came from
speech.
A closer examination of the expected word frequency patterns in written prose,
formal speech, and natural speech was performed with the aim of using the resulting
information for document discrimination. Table 4.8 contains the results.
A design criteria was that the number of words needing to be included should
be a minimum but consistent with providing reasonable document type recognition,
say with correct determination 75% of the time. From Table 4.7, the 12 most frequent
words are shown to account for approximately one quarter of all words that appear in
each document type. To be able to discriminate documents by considering the 12 most
frequently occurring words in a document type would be an advantage. However,
since those 12 most frequent words are different for the different document types, a
greater number than 12 words would need to be considered to cover all of the 12 most
frequent words for the three document types. Increasing that number of known words
from 12 to 50, would result in a four-fold increase in effort to located such words in
a sample of text. But as Table 4.7 indicates that, at best, would double the number of
words known to exist in a sample. This disparity encouraged the the examination of
words numbering in the order of 12, as opposed to 50.
The sample size in which the word occurrence was actually measured was chosen
as 150 words for these experiments. This size was a compromise between being large
enough to remove the influence of unimportant variations, and being small for minimising the search for words being present. A small sample size would also assist the
use of the resulting discriminator on small documents. This size had implications in
the following.
Which words should be used? The policy adopted was to have the expected frequency of occurrence of the selected word to be at least 0.67% when expressed relative
to the total number of words in a given document type. Consequently, on average, that
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Table 4.8: Word occurrences in various forms of British English: words shaded dark grey
are the top 12 words; light grey shading for the next 6 in order; no shading for words
beyond a ranking of 18

word
the
of
and
to
a
in
is
that
was
I
it
for
Sum
on
’s
with
he
be
you
Sum

written
prose
[%]
6.44
3.11
2.70
2.60
2.18
1.95
1.00
0.99
0.94
0.93
0.88
23.72
0.72
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.67
27.15

we
er
they
n’t
yeah
do
oh
no
what
have
she
well
know
got
there
erm
Sum

natural
speech
[%]
2.74
0.83
2.16
1.70
1.69
1.06
0.84
1.99
0.83
4.02
3.05
20.91
0.79
2.56
1.15
3.21
28.62
0.80
1.04
1.84
1.40
1.29
0.99
0.93
0.91
0.81
0.80
0.78
0.75
0.74
0.75

27.15

formal
speech
[%]
4.81
1.91
2.77
2.54
1.99
1.49
1.14
2.27
0.80
2.30
2.05
0.69
24.76
0.74
1.50

42.45

0.67
2.18
29.85
1.23
1.09
0.86
0.80
0.74

0.71

0.67
0.75
36.70
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word would be expected to appear at least once in a sample of 150 words of text from
that document type. Table 4.8 shows the resulting word lists for the three document
types.
Table 4.8 shows the occurrence percentage of the most common words of British
English as measured for natural speech, formal speech, and written prose. The words
appear in the rank order produced by the indicated percentages by first using those
of written prose, then using natural speech, and then those of formal speech for the
remainder. The 12 most common occurring shown in Table 4.6, which result from
the all forms word list, are shown with a dark grey shading. The accumulated sum
expected occurrence of those 12 words for each document type is shown. A lighter
grey shading is applied to the next 6 words in that same rank order. These shaded
(both dark and light) words indicate those words ranked in the top 18 most frequently
appearing words from Table 4.6. The next two words from Table 4.6, as and by, fall
below of the 0.67 percent criterion for inclusion in this table. In other places where
a particular word occurrence in a document type falls below that criterion, a gap is
present. By using the percentage values for the words in Table 4.8, the ranks shown in
Table 4.6 follow.
The contrast between the word content for these document types is apparent from
Table 4.8. As shown in Table 4.7, 50 words accounted for 38.0% of the total number
of words in the British National corpus. That is an overall figure. Table 4.8 offers a
refinement of that overall figure for written British English prose, in that 16 words
account for 27.15% of the words that appear in that overall total (compared with the
figure for 50 words). For formal speech, 29 words account for 42.45% of the words
appearing. For natural speech, 24 words account for 36.70% of the words appearing.
It follows from Table 4.8 that each of the words tabulated would be expected to occur
at least once in a 150 words text sample (150 ×

0.67
100

> 1.0).
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4.4

Analysis applications using word frequencies

The reason given in Section 3.3 (page 82) for classification of document types was to
assist in their subsequent analysis. In Section 4.3.3 relationships between the words
they contain and their frequency of occurrence was established. In this Section, that
relationship is used to classify documents for assisting selection of analysis techniques
that might be appropriate. These classifications can also give an insight into the ‘style’
of writing used in a document.
Trials were performed to determine the effectiveness of classification of documents
by using the word occurrence patterns of Table 4.8. Two issues were of interest. One
was how the size of the continuous block of text drawn from a document influenced
the classification outcome. The second was how many of the words tabulated in Table 4.8 should be used to arrive at that classification.
The technique of classification consists of the following. A sample of text from a
document was taken which consisted of successive words, without exclusions. Different methods of performing that sampling were considered. All the words in the
text sample were counted, but only those words tabulated in Table 4.8 were considered for determining the document’s classification. The word count percentages of
the occurrence of the words tabulated in Table 4.8 were compared to the expected values for the three document classifications; the closest alignment of measured against
tabulated word occurrence determined the classification of the document sample.
Two approaches to obtaining the text sample for analysis were used. One used the
whole document while the other selected a block of 150 words from the document.
In the first sampling method all words present in the document were counted and
the occurrence of the words of interest calculated as a percentage of that total word
count. The alternative was to consider one or more blocks of 150 words from the
document. In each block the occurrence of the words of interest were counted and
converted to a percentage using the total number of words in that block. In either
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case, the percentages obtained were compared against the standard measures shown
in Table 4.8 and the document type thus deduced. If multiple blocks of 150 words
were used, the resulting determination was for each block.
Another question considered was whether a block size less then 150 could be employed and still maintain a consistent document typing.

4.4.1

Methods using word frequency for classification

The ‘PerlBreaker’ software of Section 4.1.4 (page 107) was used. The required statistics were obtained by applying the software processing tree shown in Figure 4.2 (page
109) to each text separately. From the word occurrence file wordlist.txt produced
from the createlist.pl process, the occurrence of the words of interest were found.
These counts were converted to percentages of the total of all word occurrences counted;
that total word occurrences being taken as the words present in the document. The result of this is that the word counts used in the documents was not constant, and was
in excess of 150 words.
This software was applied to a selection of documents. The first chapters of the
novels Hard Times by Charles Dickens, Black Arrow by Robert Louis Stevenson, and
The Mayor of Casterbridge by Thomas Hardy were taken as representative of classical
novels. Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 which show the results obtained, these documents
are denoted as hard1, black1, and mayor1. The first paper of the Federalist Papers was
used as an example of magazine/newspaper writing and is denoted as fed1. Emails
were used as examples of a modern form of expression. Three emails were used and
are denoted as andrew, susan, and susan2 with the second and third of these from the
same writer. In the case of each email, the ‘header’ information which included the
email addresses involved, together with the subject line were removed, making for
a ‘cleaner’ document. The header line was a potential source of words not relevant
to the analysis being performed, and experience showed that no significant error was
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introduced into the subsequent document classification by deleting the subject line.
Table 4.9: Occurrence percentages of the words of interest in the sample documents

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Words of
interest
the
of
and
to
a
in
is
that
was
I
it
for
TOTAL
on
with
he
be
you
’s
TOTAL
Word Count

hard1
6.36
2.73
3.03
1.82
2.42
0.91
0.91
0.00
2.42
1.21
0.30
0.61
22.72
1.21
1.21
0.00
0.30
0.00
2.12
27.56
330

black1
5.10
2.07
2.85
1.58
2.14
1.37
0.70
0.70
1.02
2.00
0.88
0.67
21.08
0.53
1.05
1.27
0.60
1.23
0.49
26.25
2844

Documents analysed
mayor1
fed1 andrew
6.98
7.22
6.44
2.72
6.05
2.62
3.14
2.28
3.82
1.85
3.82
3.42
2.27
1.42
2.21
1.56
1.54
1.21
0.60
0.80
0.40
0.91
1.60
0.20
1.18
0.00
0.20
0.74
0.86
0.00
0.89
0.93
0.60
0.87
0.62
1.01
23.71 27.14
22.13
0.71
0.49
0.60
0.76
0.31
0.60
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.40
2.10
0.20
0.31
0.37
0.80
0.74
0.00
0.20
27.32 30.41
24.53
4486 1621
497

susan
4.47
0.89
1.25
3.40
1.25
1.07
2.50
1.79
0.36
4.47
1.79
1.43
24.67
0.72
0.00
0.00
0.54
0.54
1.07
27.54
559

susan2
6.29
1.14
2.29
2.29
1.14
1.71
0.29
0.57
0.57
4.57
1.43
1.71
24.00
1.71
0.29
0.57
1.14
0.00
1.14
28.85
350

Table 4.9 shows measured percentages obtained for each of the 18 words of interest listed in Table 4.8 together with total of words present in each document. The
progressive sum of those values is also given; for the first 12 words shown dark grey
in Table 4.8, and then continued to cover all 18 words shaded in Table 4.8. The document size in words is also shown. The natural speech words such as er and erm were
not present in the documents sampled.
From the data shown in Table 4.9 a preliminary classification followed by inspection. The two possible classifications were written prose and formal speech. The totals
for the two word groupings suggested possible classification of the documents. Totals
for the first 12 words of around 23% are indicative of the written prose classification
using the data in Table 4.8, while similar totals around 24.7% indicate formal speech.
Those totals, extended to the first 18 words, would have values around 27% for written prose, while values around 29% would indicate either formal speech. By using
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this technique, the documents hard1 and mayor1 would be correctly classified. Similarly the documents susan and susan2 are correctly classified as formal speech. The
remaining documents do not follow a similarly consistent classification as 12 and 18
word totals are used. This suggests the need for a more powerful test for classification
than that based on percentage totals using at most 18 special words.
Table 4.10: Correlation coefficients (r) obtained when classifying sample documents
Words of
interest
First 12

Next 6

Total 18

Words present
written
formal
natural
Words of interest
Word proportion
written
formal
natural
Words of interest
Word proportion
written
formal
natural
Words of interest
Word proportion

hard1
330
0.890
0.157
0.722
75
22.7%
0.479
0.028
0.046
16
4.9%
0.872
0.176
0.668
91
27.6%

black1
2844
0.873
0.408
0.875
600
21.1%
-0.516
0.183
-0.111
147
5.2%
0.867
0.376
0.792
747
26.3%

Documents analysed
mayor1
fed1 andrew
4486
1621
497
0.969
0.893
0.953
0.201
0.110
0.127
0.840
0.745
0.804
1064
440
111
23.7% 27.1%
22.1%
0.750
0.092
-0.603
-0.308 -0.500
0.227
-0.582 -0.058
0.441
162
53
12
3.6%
3.3%
2.4%
0.973
0.889
0.945
0.207
0.088
0.178
0.776
0.706
0.780
1226
493
122
27.3% 30.4%
24.5%

susan
559
0.289
0.650
0.646
138
24.7%
-0.054
0.487
0.692
16
2.8%
0.458
0.560
0.731
154
27.5%

susan2
350
0.574
0.616
0.785
84
24.0%
0.653
-0.307
-0.136
17
4.9%
0.639
0.455
0.714
101
28.9%

A more powerful technique for document classification involves measuring the occurrence of each word of interest and comparing it against the expected occurrence as
above. Now a sample correlation coefficient (r) between the two set of values is calculated as described by Freund (1972). A positive value of this coefficient indicates a
direct alignment of the data to the expected values, while a negative value indicates
the data and expected values have opposing alignments; a value close to zero indicating little relationship.
Table 4.10 shows the calculated sample correlation coefficients for all the documents under consideration. As with the results reported in Table 4.9, calculations were
performed using the first 12 words of interest shown shaded in Table 4.8, then the next
6, and then for the total 18 words. Table 4.10 shows the correlation coefficients calculated. In that table the results are grouped according to number of terms taken in such
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calculations. Each set includes the sample correlation coefficient calculated with reference to the expected percentages for the classifications of written expression, formal
speech, and natural speech tabulated in Table 4.8 (page 131).
More insight into this data follows. Chatfield & Collins (1980) (page 40) state that
if the regression coefficient (r) is the correlation between two variables y and x, then
the square of that regression coefficient (r2 ) indicates the proportion of the total sum of
squares of y explained by the linear regression of y on x. A derivation of this result in the
case of x and y from a statistical bivariate normal distribution is given by Freund (1972)
(page 384). Further, it is recommended by Chatfield & Collins (1980) (page 41) that
sample correlation coefficients in absolute value of 0.7 or above be taken as significant
(r2 > 0.49, which corresponds to 49%). It is also stated that such coefficients should
only be used when greater than eleven values are involved in obtaining the coefficient,
which is true in the First 12 and First 18 cases. Table 4.11 tabulates the square of the
correlation coefficients contained in Table 4.10, with the Next 6 values removed. Those
coefficients are then expressed as percentages.
Table 4.11: Sample document percentage word occurrence explained by doc. type
Words of
interest
First 12

Total 18

Document
type
written
formal
natural
written
formal
natural

hard1
79.2
2.5
52.1
76.0
3.1
44.6

black1
76.2
16.7
76.6
75.2
14.1
62.7

Documents analysed
mayor1 fed1 andrew
93.9 79.7
90.8
4.0
1.2
1.6
70.6 55.5
64.6
94.7 79.0
89.3
4.3
0.8
3.2
60.2 49.8
60.8

susan
8.6
42.3
41.7
21.0
31.4
53.4

susan2
33.0
38.0
61.6
40.8
20.7
51.0

The classification of a document is taken as that which gives the greatest explanation of the word pattern observed in the document, i.e that giving the largest value of
r2 . All r2 values are tabulated in Table 4.11 although only those greater than 49% are
appropriate for the classification process. The table shows that only in the case of the
black1 and susan documents did a different classification result from using the Total 18
as opposed to the First 12 most frequently occurring words. This indicates the dominance of the first 12 words in such determinations over the contribution of the next
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six. In both the susan and susan2 documents, the r2 values are close to the cutoff value
of 49%. However, in the susan document case, the additional six test words produced
a result, while in the susan2 case the result was less conclusive when using those additional six words, although the same classification was obtained in both instances.
Since both are emails from the same person and in the same environment, the same
classification would be expected.
The documents hard1, black1, mayor1, fed1, and andrew are classified as written documents from Table 4.11 for the most frequent words present matched that type of
document. The words used to characterise written documents showed in excess of
75% agreement between observed and expected occurrence (r2 > 0.75 for the written
document type). Only in the case of black1 did the additional six test words change
the classification and in that instance the written document classification was close to
the natural speech classification obtained using the first 12 words. Despite the concern
expressed above about the coefficients in the case of the susan and susan2 documents,
these are both classified as natural speech type documents.
Production of correlation coefficients using both First 12 and Total 18 words of interest provides an indication of confidence in the document classification obtained by
using either value. As opposed to a single determination, any change produced by
additional data can be taken into consideration in arriving at the classification subsequently assigned. A viewing of two values thus gives at least some indication of the
stability, and thus an indication of confidence, in the classification being assigned.
Reference to Table 4.10 indicates that hard1 and susan2, and the andrew and susan were documents approximately of the same size being measured in hundreds of
words, while black1 and mayor1 were thousands of words in length. Coupling those
lengths to the classifications obtained from Table 4.11, and their progression when using 12 or 18 test words, suggests that document length may not be a major determiner
of the outcome of this classification process.
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4.4.2

Influence on classification of text sampling method used

In this section the correlation coefficient technique described in the previous section
is used with two different manners of sampling the text from a document. In one, the
position in the document from where the sample was taken is considered. In the other,
the size of the sample was decreased to below the 150 word limit previously set as the
text sample size.
Complete lines were taken in succession from a document to produce the text sample of the required number of words. This had two consequences. The sample produced contained its word content in context (which will be used later) in contrast to
what would result if the words were drawn from the document at random. The other
result was the need to adjust the number of lines extracted so as to achieve approximately the required number of words for the sample size of interest. As a consequence
of this process, and the varying number of words per line within and between documents, the number of words did vary between samples. A text editor was used to
obtain the samples, each was saved as a file, and then that file processed using the
‘PerlBreaker’ word counting software of Figure 4.2 (page 109). This procedure was
repeated so that each line in the original document appeared in one sample that was
processed by the word counting software. In general, the final block processed for
each document was smaller than the prescribed sample size due to running out of
word blocks of the required size. That sample size was set at 150 words.
Categorisation was performed using the Total 18 model, since the additional computations above that for the First 12 model did not result in an appreciable time penalty
in arriving at a categorisation, although a slight improvement in category determination might result. The word counters were reset between processing of each block of
lines. Consequently, each classification was independent of those obtained from other
samples within a document.
Each of the documents used in Table 4.10 were processed in this way. The results
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obtained for five of those seven documents are shown in Table 4.12; these being sufficient to show the effect of the process. The classification selected was that which
produced the largest explanation of the measured word occurrence (the r2 value). The
value of the coefficient which led to that classification is also tabulated. To aid in viewing of the changes in classification through the document, a natural speech classification is shaded light grey, a dark grey shading is used on a formal speech classification,
while no shading is applied to the written prose classification. A shading is also applied to indicate explained percentages that are taken as significant (49% or greater).
These tabulations show that document classification may vary across the parts of
one document. In Table 4.12, a written prose classification was determined for the
hard1 and andrew documents, which is consistent with the classification of these documents overall as shown in Table 4.11. Consistent with the overall written prose classification of Table 4.11 for black1, the significant determinations in Table 4.11 show this
same classification. This consistency is not shown by the documents susan and susan2 which are classified as natural speech in Table 4.11, but Table 4.12 indicates that
classification varies through those documents, although those determinations are indicated as not being significant. This indicates the need to know the criterion used in
a classification to appreciate the classification assigned to a particular document.
A different analysis tool is suggested by the progression from the results tabulated
in Table 4.11 through to Table 4.12. In Table 4.11 a classification of a document as a
whole was obtained. In Table 4.12 a distribution through the length of a document
was mapped. This resulted in an ‘expression map’ for the document, the implications
of which will need exploration beyond this research. But in the current research the
question is whether higher resolution maps can be made through a document. It is
appropriate because sampling of a document is used here and the minimum sample
size was assigned to be 150 words.
To assess the influence of a smaller sample size on the classification determination,
the above manner of using the ‘PerlBreaker’ software was reapplied to the susan and
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susan2 documents. The sample size was set at 100 words which is smaller than the
previous minimum designed 150 word size.
Table 4.12: Changing classifications of documents through their length: natural
speech classifications are shaded light grey, dark grey shades formal speech classification; a dark grey shading indicates classifications accounting for 49% or more of
the word pattern measured
Document
hard1

andrew

susan

susan2

black1

Sample
size
159
154
17
160
155
151
31
153
155
151
100
155
163
32
157
161
156
159
163
157
156
153
160
155
156
162
151
157
152
154
155
154
26

Classification
written
written
written
written
written
written
written
natural
written
natural
formal
natural
natural
written
written
written
natural
written
formal
written
written
natural
written
written
written
written
natural
written
written
written
written
written
written

Cor. coeff
r
0.700
0.875
0.612
0.941
0.883
0.892
0.322
0.696
0.676
0.575
0.695
0.649
0.610
0.753
0.585
0.877
0.653
0.737
0.620
0.524
0.567
0.458
0.822
0.883
0.502
0.593
0.548
0.912
0.677
0.746
0.923
0.656
0.838

Percentage
explained
49.0
76.6
37.5
88.6
78.0
79.6
10.4
48.4
45.7
33.1
48.3
42.1
37.2
56.7
34.2
76.9
42.6
54.3
38.4
27.5
32.2
21.0
67.6
78.0
25.2
35.2
30.0
83.2
45.8
55.7
85.2
43.0
70.2

Table 4.13 shows the analogue of the results in Table 4.12 (and colour coded in the
same way): the documents used having been selected for their small size. In the case
of the two documents shown, a variation in classification is shown resulting from the
finer division of the writing during the analysis. However, these classification results
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are consistent with the ‘natural speech’ classification indicated in Table 4.11 for these
documents in total. As in Table 4.12, the ‘percentage explained’ (= 100 × r2 ) parameters obtained are generally low and statistically inconclusive, although the similarities
across these two sample sizes is worth noting. From Table 4.12, similar ’percentage
explained’ results were obtained for these documents with the sample size of 150 (low
values for ‘natural speech’ classification and higher values for the ‘written’ classification). However, in both Table 4.13 and Table 4.12, the sample size is too small for their
to be reasonable likelihood as to obtain greater than eleven occurrences of each word
which is used used in calculating the correlation coefficient (the Chatfield & Collins
(1980) (page 41) criterion cited above). Thus these results, and others not tabulated
here, indicate that using the 100 word sample size produces results comparable to
these with a 150 sample size, but they are only indicative of a document’s classification.
Table 4.13: Changing classification of text through two sample documents using a
smaller sample size: natural speech classifications are shaded light grey, dark grey
shades formal speech classification; a dark grey shading indicates classifications accounting for 49% or more of the word pattern measured
Document
susan

susan2

Sample
size
111
108
106
107
112
15
104
115
112
19

Classification
natural
natural
natural
natural
formal
written
natural
formal
written
written

cor. coeff
r
0.723
0.647
0.612
0.577
0.568
-0.293
0.663
0.422
0.777
0.430

Percentage
explained
52.3
41.9
37.5
33.3
32.3
8.6
44.0
17.8
60.4
18.5

A visualization could be produced using the above process by assigning a different colour to each of the written, formal, and natural document classifications, a
visualization based on results similar to those for Tables 4.12 (and Table 4.13) could be
constructed. Successive classifications of blocks of text sampled from a text document
would be represented as blocks of colour denoting the classification determination of
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that block. A ‘strip chart’ visualization of adjoining coloured blocks would indicate
successive text block classifications for that document. But as indicated in Table 4.12,
and additional colour would be needed to denote blocks of text where the computed
‘percentage explained’ for that block’s determination was less than the prescribed cutoff value. Alternatively, the four colours could each be replaced by a single letter. In
this case the classification sequence would take the form analogous to a DNA sequence
from biotechnology as used by Garrett & Grisham (1999).

4.5

Top-Tail Truncation Technique (T 4)

The Top-Tail Truncation Technique (or T 4 ) is a method proposed for the automatic
compression, or more correctly decreasing in amount of consideration given to, words
in a text document. The limit to which such compression is possible is considered in
Section 5.1 (page 156) as a preliminary to experimental evaluation of the technique in
the Sections that follow. Examined in this Section are the design of the T 4 technique
and its implementation in the context of the ‘Serine’ software prototype.

4.5.1

Design

The words being considered in T 4 are those that actually appear in a document, not
the words that might be expected to occur. This contrasts to the techniques of Section 4.4. The T 4 technique is aimed at assisting the human reading process by highlighting words of different importance in a text document, as opposed to classifying
the document and then providing assistance as a result of such a classification.
Examination of Figures 4.3 (page 113) and 4.4 (page 114) of word frequency verses
word rank for text documents inspired by Zipf shows the existence of three regions.
In the first, successive ranks are formed by one word, with that word having multiple
occurrences. In the second, successive word rankings contain a small reduction in the
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occurrence frequencies of each word. In the third, successive word rankings contain
the same number, or a small reduction, in the frequency of occurrence of such words.
Here, those regions are termed the ‘top’, the ‘body’, and the ‘tail’, respectively.
An assumption made in the T 4 is that all words appearing in a document do not
have the same purpose. Some words carry the main message while others are structural, either grammatical or grouping (or dispersing) the message. To obtain the main
message in the document, the content-bearing words must be located. When located,
visualization (or enhancement) techniques can be used to indicate their position in the
text, and with the expenditure of more effort, their inter-relationship.
The frequency of occurrence of words can assist in separating the content-bearing
words from the structural words. In Section 4.3.1 ( page 119) where frequently occurring words were examined, it was asserted that:

the primary function performed by the most frequently occurring words in
a text is structural, and not information carrying.

The words contained in the top region occur frequently. This implies that words in the
top region of the frequency distribution perform structural functions. In addition, the
least frequently occurring words may also be involved in structuring the text but are
also unlikely to contribute significantly to the content-bearing part of the message. It
is asserted, based on observation and partially verified in the experimental results of
Chapter 5, that:

the information being carried in a text is not primarily carried in words that
appear a small number of times.

The tail region is composed of those words that occur infrequently. Thus words in
the tail region are not expected to contribute significantly to the message content of
the text. If the top and the tail regions do not contain message information, then that
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main message component must be in the 2nd (middle) region of the word frequency
distribution.
The T 4 is not applicable to all reading situations. Sometimes a document is read
to ensure that it makes sense so that changes can be made to correct errors. The T 4
is not meant for use in such applications. But in the majority of cases, the document
is read so as to extract the message contained in it. It is for that application that T 4
is intended. The structure of the document being read is assumed to be correct, and
the structural aspects can be viewed as background, while concentrating on the words
that contain the message.
The border between the three regions of interest to T 4 can be difficult to assign.
This is demonstrated by the plot in Figure 4.3 (page 113), where the difficulty in assigning the two boundaries possibly results from the smaller number of words in those
emails. But the problem is also present in Figure 4.4 (page 114) which shows data from
a newspaper article and a chapter from a novel which have considerably more words
than those in the emails. With the word frequencies generated automatically, a division into three frequency regions is also supplied by the ‘Serine’ software. However,
the facility is also provided in ‘Serine’ for those boundaries to be changed to values
the user believes to be more appropriate.
The automatic setting of the two division lines follows after obtaining the occurrence of each word in the text document and arranging them in descending order of
frequency of occurrence. The first division is automatically set above the occurrence
frequency which occurs more than once. The second division occurs after the frequency which appears occurs less than five times. Placement of these divisions will
be shown in the example that follows.
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4.5.2

An example of positioning frequency regions

A specific example of T 4 operation is its application to paper 36 of the Federalist Papers
suite; the significance of this suite of papers is discussed in Section 6.1 (page 201).
Figure 4.6 shows a summary of the number of words and the number of times
each word appears in Federalist paper 36. Automatically the first boundary would
be set following the word which as that ends the group of words that do not have the
same frequency. The second division line occurs after the group of words containing
There, between, even, etc. which appears 5 times in the article. Because capital letters
are considered distinct from lower-case letters in determining the word occurrence
frequencies, the word And which appears 6 times is in a different region than the
word and which appears 71 times. A results of this division is that the 2989 words
in the document are divided into three regions; the ‘top’ of 1010 words, the middle
of 814 words, and the ‘tail’ of 1165 word. It is argued that the words in the middle
division, i.e. in neither the ‘top’ nor ‘tail’, of this distribution of words are the main
content-bearing words of this article.
Inspection of the words immediately below the automatic positioned cutoff of the
‘top’ region suggested that this boundary should be moved. Specifically, the words
as, or, have, from, and this were less likely to be content-bearing words and hence they
should be moved into the ‘top’ region. This manually set position of the bottom of the
‘top’ division is that shown in Figure 4.6. The top region then contained 1137 words
and the middle region was reduced to 687 words. The result is a distribution with
long ‘top’ and ‘tail’. Removing (or greying out) of the words in the top and tail would
reduce the document to less than one quarter its original size.
The words in the body region (between the horizontal lines in Figure 4.6) are the
message words. Those words include officers, internal, laws, legislature, federal, taxes,
States, taxation, national, government, and State appear to carry the meaning of the paper
while numbering only 687 words. Greying out of the top and tail exposes (highlights)
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the words from the body region of the word frequency distribution which contains the
main information content of the original document.

4.5.3

Implementation of T 4 as interactive software

The ability of some readers to distinguish the important from the less important words
while reading, and thus give more attention to the important words, was emulated in
software. This was done using different colours to indicate the importance of each
word. The manner of determining the importance of each word was by dividing the
words of a text document into their ‘top’, middle, and ‘tail’ regions.
A module to implement T 4 was introduced into the ‘Serine’ software prototype.
The result of this module was the display of the text document with the least and
most frequent words reduced in intensity by using colour. There are three possible
regions a word could occupy, and consequently three different manners in which that
word could be displayed. Words that fall in the ‘top’ region were displayed in a light
blue/grey coloured font and those in the ‘tail’ category were displayed in a green font.
Those words in neither the top or tail categories are displayed in a black font. This
contrast of colour was designed to vary the intensity of words displayed, particularly
between the words in the medium and the two extreme word frequency occurrence
categories. The font style and white background screen colour was the same for each
category of word displayed. Punctuation characters are displayed on screen in the
manner of the medium frequency words (i.e. black). Further research is necessary
to indicate whether such selection of colour for the fonts did achieve the appropriate
visual fading effect, or what colours are more appropriate.
This software module calculated a word occurrence list using the sentence list generated when ‘Serine’ opens the requested document. This list was created dynamically
and took the form of a doubly linked list in which each entry contains the word and a
counter of its observed occurrence in the document. The words were added to this list
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Appear
247
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71
67
44
43
36
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1
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Union all answer any must them those
States either general has most taxation
different federal first knowledge legislature
local other revenue taxes under
As but each such they upon we
And if nature objects on one ought people
than would
There between even far influence internal
kind laws make might no officers should use

Total number of words = 2989
Number of unique words = 907

Figure 4.6: The words present in Federalist paper 36
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as they were observed in the document. As a result, words occurring first in the document were located towards the start of this list. There was no reason to subsequently
reorder this list. The back link was maintained to enable the removal and recovery of
the memory used in the list when it was no longer required.
The user of the software has the option of using the automatic allocation to regions
of a document’s words (as described above) or to interactively modify the placement
of those boundaries. Assistance in selection of appropriate values is provided by the
software after the user has inspected the word occurrence frequencies, as measured.
The maximum and minimum word occurrence is displayed to the user, together with
the mean and statistical unbiased estimate of the standard deviation of those values. In
calculating those means and standard deviations, account was taken of the frequencies
and also the number of words that occur at each frequency.
A document is processed twice; once to obtain the word frequency distribution,
and again to display the document. During the second pass, as each word is located
in the document, it is looked up in the word frequency list. The overall occurrence
of that word is determined from that list and that value compared with the top and
tail boundary values, before being displayed. For book-keeping purposes, separate
counts of words that are displayed in each of the three categories are kept; their final
values give a summary of the display produced.
Figure 4.7 shows an example screen produced when the T 4 module embedded in
the ‘Serine’ software was applied to Federalist paper 36. This example uses the same
paper for which Figure 4.6 presents the word distribution (although the position of
the boundaries between the top and tail have changed). The tail, shown in green font,
contains words that appeared once in the total document. Those that appear 10 or
more times are contained in the top region of the word frequency distribution and
are shown in light blue/grey. The words in black type are those in the body portion
of the word distribution, i.e. those words that occur between two and nine times
in the document. The statistical parameters calculated by this module for the word
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occurrence distribution in the document was:

mean:
standard deviation:

3.20
11.72

maximum word occurrence:

218

minimum word occurrence:

1

These figures confirm that some words in the document appear once, which in this
case constitutes the tail and are shown as the words in the green font in Figure 4.7.
On average, each word appears 3.2 times. But as would be expected with a spread of
1 to 218 occurrence of the words in this document, a large variation (denoted by the
standard deviation in comparison to the mean) from the average word occurrence is
present in the document.

Figure 4.7: Screen shot of ‘Serine’ top/tail truncation technique module applied to
Federalist paper 36: words in the ‘top’ region are coloured light blue/grey, those in the
‘tail’ are coloured green, the remainder are black

This is an example screen resulting from the T 4 word distribution of:
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words in top:

1340

words in body:

858

words in tail:

557

total words:

2755

for the text document. Here the number of words in the top and tail combined are double that displayed in the body, with the effect that the body contains 31% (858/2755)
of the words in the document. That proportion is dependent on the values selected as
the boundaries for the top and tail. In this instance, the boundary for the top which
was set at a value of 10 may be too low. However, if it is not low, the reader can use
the words contained in the body to understand the contents of the document. If it
is correct, the reading effort in using the words in the body alone would reduce the
reading effort to approximately one third of that compared to the reader using all the
words present.

4.5.4

Fading frequent words

A modification of T 4 process is to only fade words of expected high frequency using
the lists of Section 4.3.2 (page 123). In this case, a text is considered to have only a top
and a body. The ‘top’ is defined as consisting of the seventeen words expected to occur
most frequently in any document (in contrast to the full T 4 process where the word
occurrence distribution in that particular document was used). These words were
taken as the first seventeen words shown in Table 4.8 (page 131), up to, but excluding
words containing the possessive ’s. All other words present in the document were
contained in the ‘body’. The advantage of this technique is the ease with which these
words can be located within a document since the search, order, and allocate of the
above full T 4 process are not present.
Software to demonstrate this technique was created for the ‘Serine’ prototype. Figure 4.8 shows a screen produced by this module when applied to Federalist paper 36,
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which is the same document as used in Figure 4.7. In this instance there are 913 words
faded in the top (as opposed to 1897 faded in the combined top and tail of Figure 4.7)
for this document. This example shows that fewer words are subject to fading by this
technique in comparison to T 4 as originally proposed.

Figure 4.8: Screen shot of ‘Serine’ frequent word fade module applied to Federalist
paper 36: words in the ‘top’ are coloured light blue/grey, the remainder are black

In the next chapter, text displays like those of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are examined as
to the influence they have on the human reading process.

4.6

Summary

This Chapter examined the words used in a document and the frequency of their use.
Further, the words present have been broken into those that are content-bearing and
those that are structural (which includes those closely aligned to grammar). Application of the distribution of such words as a technique for classification and reading of
the documents have been proposed. Analytical and visualization techniques for performing these processes were considered to provide support for research hypothesis
H2 (visualization provides and alternative to analytical methods for interpreting the
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same set of text data). In the reading situation, the techniques proposed are aimed
at providing to a wider audience the technique that some human readers have of detecting the more important words present in a text and only using those to extract the
meaning of the text.
Two varieties of word frequency were examined; expected and actual occurrence in
a document. The laws attributed to Zipf were used to introduce the expectation that
word frequency has implication on the internal composition of a document, apparently independent of the author’s purpose for the document. But patterns of occurrence of particular words were shown to depend on types, or style, of documents.
Matching actual patterns of word occurrence against the expected occurrence was
demonstrated as a means of document classification. In contrast to this analytic procedure, word frequency division was demonstrated as a means of revealing the message
words in a document. Visualization following from that decomposition was proposed
as a possible way to facilitate human reading of text on a computer screen. In exploring that approach, support was obtained for research hypothesis H3 (visualization
techniques can be used with advantage by humans to aid in reading and comprehension of text documents).
Software, which is important to this research, was considered with a parallel development of a stand alone implementation together with an integrated tool. An overall
modular design of the software allowed reuse of components. Different end results
would follow by connecting purpose-specific modules to a common, but incomplete,
substrate. The algorithms used to isolate words from a computer readable document
are a basic substrate, and are developed in this Chapter together with their implementation. The stand alone implementation is used for analysis of word frequency
for document classification. The implementation as the tool is then used to examine
reader applications of word frequencies. In combination, production of these software
solutions provided support for research hypothesis H5 (text document visualization
can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive
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analysis of such documents).
Figure 4.9 shows in a dark grey shading the connection between the themes of this
research that are considered in this Chapter. In light grey shading is shown the theme
combination that is consider in the next Chapter.

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 4.9: Progress map from Chapter 4 to 5

Having introduced in this Chapter the algorithmic side of using word frequencies
as an assistant to reading, the next Chapter reports experiments on the use of those
techniques. Theoretical constraints will also be developed on the extent to which these
techniques can be used to reduce the human reading load for documents written in
the English language. Experimental evidence will be given that this approach can be
successful in reading applications. In the next Chapter, further support for research
hypotheses H3 and H5 will be obtained.
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5

Effectiveness of word fading

Presented in this Chapter is an experiment which evaluates the effect of applying particular visualization techniques to text reading and its influence on the information
extraction by the reader. Those techniques are word fading, including the top-tail
truncation technique (T 4 ). The experiment looks at the influence that those word fadings have on the time to read the text and the effectiveness of that reading. Reading
effectiveness is assessed by application of comprehension questions. This is done to
assess research hypothesis H3 (visualization techniques can be used with advantage
by humans to aid in reading and comprehension of text documents).
A subset of the text reduction techniques suggested in Chapter 4 are used experimentally in this Chapter. The main objective is to examine the utility of the top/tail
technique for significantly reducing the number of words in a block of text that need
to be read to obtain a reasonable understanding of the document. For this technique,
reduction is done by fading selected words on a computer screen so that they remain
visible but are so coloured to direct the human reader’s eye away from them to the
other (more significant) words. Both the fading of the seventeen most frequently occurring words considered in Section 4.5.4 (page 151), and T 4 of Section 4.5 (page 143)
are used. A specific program was written for obtaining the required experimental
data. The successful use of that program would provide support for research hypothesis H5 (visualization techniques can be used with advantage by humans to aid in
reading and comprehension of text documents).
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Word fading is a technique for changing visual emphasis. It is common to ‘bold’
important words in a text to catch the reader’s eye. In making a personal study of a
text, words and phrases judged important might be ‘highlighted’ so that they can be
easily located in subsequent reading. By contrast, the word fading used here attempts
to emphasis words by reducing the visual intensity of words judged less important. It
is because of this intensity change that word fading is considered here to be a visualization technique.
Specifically, this Chapter considers:

• the background for the experiment, reviewing the theoretical basis and similar
work reported in the literature;
• the design and implementation of the experiment; and
• the results obtained.

Some additional details are provided in Appendix B and Appendix C.

5.1

Positioning of this experiment

This experiment needs to be placed in the context of the prior experimental evidence.
Such evidence provides clues to the experimental method(s) likely to be successful,
experimental difficulties to be avoided, and expectation of the results likely to be obtained.

5.1.1

Text reduction experiments

Removing text from (immediate) consideration by the reader has the potential to reduce the effort required to obtain information from a document. Such removal is the
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operational thrust of this experiment. However, the experimental parameters must
be based on limits which are theoretically possibly and the results of similar reported
experiments.
The realisation that the English language can be treated as a communication channel (in an information science sense) is first proposed by Shannon (1948). English can
be considered to contain the same attributes as a digital electronic communications
link. In the case of the electronic communications, electrical pulses are used on the
media, and groups of these pulses represent the message. The English language analogue of such pulses are characters.
Shannon (1948) defined several terms; entropy, relative entropy and redundancy. The
entropy, H, is defined mathematically as:

H=−

n
X

pi log2 pi

i=1

where pi is the probability of occurrence of the event i. The ratio of the entropy of
a source to the maximum value it could have, while still using only the same symbols, was termed the relative entropy. The highest relative entropy is the maximum
compression possible when using those symbols. One minus the relative entropy is
the redundancy. The redundancy gives a measure of the amount of the transmitted
message that can be discarded and still have the receiver reconstruct the information
contained in the original message. In the specific case of English text, the redundancy
is the number (expressed as a percentage) of characters in the original message that can
be ignored with the reader still obtaining a reasonable understanding of the original
text. By knowing the statistical distribution of 2, 3, 4, etc. combinations of successive letters in a language, then prediction of the next character in a sequence becomes
easier. How many characters are needed in the given sequence and the number of subsequent characters that can be predicted determines the redundancy of the language.
Through this process, Shannon (1948) then stated the redundancy of ordinary English
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to be roughly 50% when consideration of statistical effects (of English) beyond a distance greater than eight letters were not considered. This redundancy corresponds to
an entropy of 2.3 bits per character when using a 26 character alphabet.
This estimate of 50% redundancy in English is based on experiment. Shannon
(1951) provides experimental results to support the existence of an upper and lower
entropy limits of 1.9 and 1.1 bit per character, respectively when using an alphabet of
27 characters (26 alphabetic characters plus a space character). In determining these
entropy values, the expected statistical occurrence of groups of 2, 3, . . ., up to 100 long
character sequences were considered. The maximum entropy when using a 27 character alphabet is 4.75 bit per character (= log2 27). This factor results in giving the upper
and lower bounds on redundancy estimates as 40% and 77%.
Other redundancy estimates have also been obtained. Cover & King (1978) provides a committee decision estimate of 1.3 bits per character was obtained for the entropy
for printed English. Since a 27 character alphabet was used, this entropy indicates a
redundancy of 73%. An estimate of approximately 2.1 bit per character for the entropy of English is reported by Grassberger (1989). This determination was based on
applying a Lempel-Ziv algorithm to a variety of text document types while using a
modified ASCII code alphabet having a maximum entropy of 4.254 bit per character.
Some experimental scatter is apparent from the reported results. A redundancy of
70% corresponds to that entropy value. Variation of entropy with document type is
also reported by Moradi, Grzymala-Busse & Roberts (1998) where values from 1.9 to
3.0 bit per character are tabulated, averaging 2.2. Assuming the use of a 7-bit ASCII
coding of those documents, the corresponding average redundancy measure equals
68%.
Based on the redundancy measures computed from the published entropy determinations cited above, a value of 67% appeared to be a good estimate. This is an
average, however, it is noted that the type of document is a significant determining
factor. Thus two thirds of the characters in a text could be discarded without loosing
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a significant portion of the information in the original text document. This estimate is
based on the results of general information theory, a link between it and English being
used in Shannon’s original work, which were taken as a guide to practical English text
word reductions in this research.
This theoretical redundancy limit of 67% previously stated is based on characters,
not words. Thus reading 33% of the characters present would enable the information
content of the message contained by all the characters to be read and understood. The
information is constructed by building the characters into words, and it is from those
words that the information is read. Of more interest is the effect on the reading process
if a word cannot be recovered or read. What redundancy exists in English with respect
to words, i.e. the percentage of words which could be lost from a message without
the meaning of the message becoming lost? Although “word redundancy” would
not have the same value as character redundancy, it is anticipated here to be slightly
lower in value, i.e. fewer words can be lost from a message than characters before the
meaning of a message becomes lost. This follows from the expectation that a word
can be deduced using fewer random known characters that form that word, than can
missing words surrounding known words. This expectation needs verification, but
that is beyond this project. What follows from that expectation is what is significant
for this research, and that is that the character redundancy will act as an upper bound
on word redundancy, i.e. the word redundancy in English is less than (or equal) 67%.
Experiments on reducing the amount of text needing to be read have been reported
in the literature, but further work is required to understand its use and implementation. These works reduce the text less than the above theoretical 67% redundancy
condition. Tuinman & Gray (1972) used reductions of 38%, and 50% of their original
document in their reported experiment. The lesser reduction resulted from deleting
all words that were not nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, numbers, copula, pronouns,
address words, possessive pronouns, and the words yes, no, and not. For the second reduction only nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and numbers were retained. A
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significant reduction in comprehension, as measured by correct answers to a questionnaire, was shown between the original documents and the two documents with
reduced words. However, the observed difference between correct answers using the
two word reduced documents was not significant, indicating a possible leveling out
of comprehension loss from word reduction. In the experiment reported by Bassin &
Martin (1976), reductions of 10%, 30%, and 50% were used, resulting from increasing
severity of the reduction technique used, again compared with the original document.
Three such reduction criteria were used: importance of parts of speech present; frequency of words present in the text passage; and a subjective rank ordering of the
importance of words present. Here, no significant reduction in comprehension test
scores were obtained between those using the original and those using the 10% and
30% word reduced documents no matter which reduction technique was used. A similar non-significant difference between using the original and 50% reduced documents
was observed, except in the case of the subjective reduction technique which gave better performance. These results suggest that appropriate word reduction techniques
may retain comprehension of the original document.
Bassin & Martin (1976) also considered reading time and reading speed using both
the original text document and the three levels of word reduction applied to that text.
Surprisingly, no significant change in reading time was observed between using the
original text and the reduced texts. Hence, the speed of reading (in words per minute)
was significantly slower for the reduced texts compared with the original text. Further, as the word reduction increased, the reading speed dropped, independent of the
technique used to perform the word reduction. This suggests that the word reduction techniques used did not increase reading speed, for although there were fewer
words to read, the same time was taken in reading. During this, the same level of
comprehension was retained, possibly suggesting that the readers were interested in
understanding the text being read than hastening their reading.
As opposed to the word reduction techniques mentioned above which used prop-
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erties of the words for determining which to delete, a purely numeric means for locating words for removal has also been reported. Called the Cozy procedure, it is discussed
by MacGinitie (1961) where removing every 24th, 12th, or 6th word is reported as not
affecting the recovery (comprehension) of the original text. Such removals are within
the above redundancy limit discussed earlier in this Section. But deleting every 3rd
word, which is closer to, but still within the above theoretical redundancy limit, did
significantly affect comprehension.
Tuinman, Blanton & Gray (1975) also used this same reduction technique to obtain 30% and 50% reductions in text. The resulting comprehension scores measured
showed a significant loss in text comprehension. These comprehension scores being
significantly below the corresponding results reported by Tuinman & Gray (1972).
Such results possibly indicate that not only the volume of text removed, but how that
removal in determined, is significant.
The effect of greying out of words on reading performance using software to drive
the screen being read is examined by Broberg (2000). This “Text-Col” software greyed
out words in the text based on the assignment of different weights, or emphasis, to
each word. The data tabulated from a controlled experiment using this software indicates this word fading scheme decreased reading speed when word fading was introduced. Comprehension tests consisting of identifying given words from being in
the text, and recalling representative words used in the text, were then given to the
experiment participants. Although those tests were acknowledged by that author as
being subjective in nature, they did indicate that correct and incorrect answers were
not influenced by word fading.
These experiments, summarised in Table 5.1, suggest the need for further experimentation. The cited experiments divide into two groups; one using seventh grade
primary school students, and the other using college (university) students. Although
the first group was not timed during the reading task, the removal of words from
the reading material decreased comprehension. Since the participants were primary
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school students, perhaps the word removal technique was too severe for participants
with that level word experience. The second group contained participants with greater
word experience, and in this group no change in comprehension was observed. This
occurred when words were removed from the text being read (as in the first group)
and also when the words were faded. Whereas reading time was observed not to
change when using word removal, it decreased when word fading was used. So there
is some indication that word fading can reduce reading time without influencing comprehension, but would word fading techniques, such as those of Section 4.5 (page 143),
have that desired outcome? Further, comprehension measurements such as those used
by Dyson & Haselgrove (2000) would give better indication of whether different types
of comprehension were affected. An experiment covering these aspects is described
in the remainder of this Chapter.
Table 5.1: Summary of word reduction experiments cited from the literature
Experiment reported
Tuinman & Gray (1972)
Tuinman et al. (1975)
MacGinitie (1961)
Bassin & Martin (1976)
Broberg (2000)

Word reduction
method
removal
removal
removal
removal
fading

Subjects
seventh graders
seventh graders
college students
college students
uni students

Significant parameter
reading time comprehension
unlimited
decreased
unlimited
decreased
fixed
no change
no change
no change
decreased
no change

From the theoretical word redundancy for English mentioned above, it follows that
33% of words present in a text are critical to reading of that text. However, reading 33%
of the words present is a limit that has not been approached experimentally without
test data indicating a non-significant reduction in comprehension of what was being
read. This limit contrasts with skim reading. Such skim reading techniques, considered by Rayner & Pollatsek (1989), reduce the number of words being handled but at a
consequence of reduction in comprehension. The display produced by the skim reader
used in the Xlibris reading appliance shown as Figure 4 of Schilit et al. (1999) indicates
fewer words highlighted than the 33% limit for reading with comprehension.
Whether the theoretical reduction proposition is practical and how best to select
the words that need to be read in attaining that theoretical 33% limit are open ques162
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tions. Tuinman & Gray (1972) and Bassin & Martin (1976) used different techniques
for selecting such words. The experiments presented in Section 5.2 (page 166) utilise
alternative techniques developed in this research project.

5.1.2

Speed of reading

Establishing expectations of reading speed is important for assessing the duration of
the experiment and anticipated values of such speed from the experiment.
Reading speed is a determiner used in the literature for separating “skim reading” from “rapid reading”. Rayner & Pollatsek (1989) gives special attention to speed
reading. There, it is stated, the average reading speed varies from 200 to 350 words
per minute, with an upper bound of roughly 600 words per minute stated by psychologists working in the discipline. Reading speeds in this range were measured by
Muter & Maurutto (1991), Dyson & Haselgrove (2000), Dyson & Haselgrove (2001),
and Castelhano & Muter (2001). However, the reading speeds reported by Bassin &
Martin (1976) are below this range (i.e. 109 to 188).
Experimental evidence is cited by Rayner & Pollatsek (1989) that higher reading
speeds, particularly those claimed by what are known as “speed-readers”, result from
skimming the text. This reading technique gets the gist of the text but suffers in comprehending the detail that is presented in the text. The results reported by Muter &
Maurutto (1991), and Dyson & Haselgrove (2000) support these observations.

5.1.3

Delivery medium

Computer screens are proposed as the means of presenting the text to participants
in the experiment. However, previous experiments on text removal such as by Tuinman & Gray (1972) and Bassin & Martin (1976) presented the reduced text as print
on paper. Early experimental results reviewed by Dillon (1992) indicate that reading
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from screen was slower than from paper. However, Muter & Maurutto (1991) present
results of repeating previously performed experiments which suggest that off-screen
and off-paper reading are now comparable. This change is rationalised in that paper
to be due to improvement in the resolution of the display screen, together with the
clarity of the fonts used. These technologies have improved even further over the subsequent decade. It could also be hypothesised that readers are now much more used
to reading from screens than in earlier decades. The work reported by Bruijn, Mul &
Oostendorp (1992) indicates that neither the size of the screen used to read the text,
nor the layout of the text on the screen is significant in the comprehension of that text
by human readers. Such works indicate presentation of the text on computer screens
is appropriate for the reading task in the experiment.
The text should be presented in lines of roughly 60 characters. Dyson & Haselgrove
(2001) studied the influence of character line length on reading speed and subsequent
comprehension of text read from a screen. Using line lengths of 25, 55, and 100 characters, the experimental results indicated 55 to be the best. But it is admitted that the
variation of tested lengths was coarse.
It is important in measuring comprehension that the experiment participant is using the information directly obtained from the article just read and not drawing upon
other (prior) knowledge. This drawing upon other knowledge is cited by Rayner &
Pollatsek (1989) as the technique used by speed-reading advocates to overcome the
deficiencies produced by such rapid reading. Although texts used in the experiments
reported by Dyson & Haselgrove (2000) and Dyson & Haselgrove (2001) were of a general interest nature (taken from National Geographic), attention was taken to ensure that
the documents were in fact read. Six types of comprehension questions were designed
to measure either specific information or inference from the text. Those question types
were:

• alternate title for the passage;
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• main ideas present;
• sequential order of items presented;
• main facts present;
• incidental detail; and
• appearance in the passage of a given piece of text.

Each question was presented in multiple choice format. Although this design of
questions is useful, the answers to at least some of the sample questions included in
the paper might have been obtained from outside sources, violating the cautionary
condition given by Rayner & Pollatsek (1989). Allowance must also be made for the
percentage of correct answers due to random choice effects, i.e. guessing the answers,
given the multiple choice format. Unfortunately, such details concerning the questionnaire generally are not included in papers of this nature.
Removing words from text can be a hindrance to the reading of a document which
adversely affects reading time. In the experiment reported by Bassin & Martin (1976),
reading time is seen to not be affected by a reduction in the size of the texts. Although
comprehension was not affected, the reduced words remaining after the reduction did
not decrease reading time as would be expected. In that experiment, the words were
removed and the remaining text blocked up to leave no blank spaces (this is assumed
from the “telegraphic style” mentioned). This is shown to also be the case by Tuinman
& Gray (1972). Hence, readers had to sort out the meaning unaware of where words
had been removed. This takes time. But the intent of these experiments was for the
experiment participants to read through those deletions. This requirement, but with the
possibility to circumvent following it in the word fading case, had implications for the
experiment described in the following Section.
It is argued that there are two types of comprehension; that sufficient to estimate
missing words and characters in a text, and the understanding of the information con165
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tent of the text. It is also acknowledged that these types of comprehension are not
independent of one another. The comprehension considered in both Cover & King
(1978) and Moradi et al. (1998) is of the type to obtain the missing character. By contrast, Tuinman & Gray (1972) and Bassin & Martin (1976) consider the information
content of the text. It is comprehension relating to obtaining the information content
of a text document that is of interest in this research.

5.2
5.2.1

Design of experiment
Hypothesis

Hypothesis: Fading the common frequently occurring words, and words in the exclusion zones identified by the top-tail truncation technique, can be used to decrease
reading time of a text document without significantly reducing comprehension of the
document.
This hypothesis is at odds with the outcome of the experiments reported by Bassin
& Martin (1976) where it was shown that the comprehension was retained as the number of words available for reading in the article was reduced, but the reading time
remained relatively constant. In the proposed experiment, the words recognised as
redundant are faded, whereas in the Bassin & Martin (1976) experiment the redundant
words were removed. By removing the redundant words, and blocking-up the remaining text so the position of the removed words was lost, the resulting text is difficult to read. This might account for the reading time increasing, as the number of
words available to read decreases. By fading the redundant words, the reader is being
encouraged to give such words reduced attention, but they retain their place-marking
property. Indeed, if the reader finds comprehension of the non-faded words difficult
(in some particular place in the document), they can attend to the faded words in that
vicinity, to aid comprehension. This is expected to be a much more effective approach
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to utilising text reduction techniques in practical applications.
In contrast to the experiments summarised in Table 5.1, the design of this experiment enabled analysis of the results in two manners, as opposed to their one. As
with those other experiments, the effects of the test factors upon reading time and
comprehension of the participants in total was performed. The second manner resulted from each experiment participant here being tested under no word fading and
with word fading reading conditions; the participants whose reading times changed
under those conditions could be separated and then analysed. Three groups were
proposed with respect to how each participant’s reading times changed from the no
fading condition through the two word fading conditions, with those word fading
conditions ordered from the least number of words faded to the most words faded.
One group contained those participants whose reading times continually decreased.
Another contained those whose reading times continually increased across those categories. The third group contained the remainder. This separation did not change the
statistical properties of the reading times data, but distributed that data into different
groups of interest which were then analysed directly for the effects of the test factors.

5.2.2

Method

Table 5.2 shows the overall design of the experiment as consisting of two factors (word
fading and texts), containing 4 and 3 treatments, respectively. For each cell presented,
two sets of data were gathered; reading time, and comprehension score from questions
asked concerning the content of the article read.
The texts chosen where science fiction articles. This choice was made so that each
article was self-consistent within itself while dealing with its subject matter in a manner that the reader could not use knowledge from outside of that article. Consequently,
to answer the comprehension questions, the particular article had to have been read.
The only alternative was for that particular article to have been read before participat167
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ing in the experiment. When asked after performing the experiment, each participant
stated that they had never read the articles used in the experiment before. An additional article to the three shown in Table 5.2 was used in the demonstration of the
experiment that each participant was asked to perform before starting the actual experiment.
Table 5.2: Relationship between factors and data filling for the experiment: A and B
denote data from two experiment participants, while 1, 2, and 3 indicate the order in
which those data were produced
word fading

texts

None
clarke

A1

tritten

B2

haldeman

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3
B1

A2
B3

A3

Typographical errors were added to the texts. This was done so that each text emulated an email, it being observed that emails too often contain errors of this type. The
result was texts of greater difficulty to read due to the distracting influence of the typographical errors. If the hypothesis was shown to be true for these error containing text
documents, then it is most likely true in the case with no such errors. However, truth
for the case with no such errors does not imply truth with the errors. The application
to emails is of immediate value in itself.
Four word fadings were used. The treatment denoted as None contained no fading
at all. In Type 1, the first seventeen most frequent occurring words listed in Table 4.9
(page 135) of Section 4.4.1 were faded. Types 2 word fading was the analogue of the
technique of Section 4.5.4 (page 151) for fading frequently occurring words that appear in the article. Type 3 word fading was an implementation of the T 4 technique of
Section 4.5 (page 143).
From the processes under experimental control, it was judged that the articles to
be read were independent of one another while the word fadings had a possible in168
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teractive affect on one another. Changing the order of one article being read before
another would not change the reading performance of a reader for subsequent articles. In contrast, if a Type3 word fading was applied to an article being read, and then
a Type 2 was used on the following article, there was a possibility (although small)
that the Type 2 performance could be changed via that prior using of Type 3. Thus a
randomising of the order of applying the word fadings was thought appropriate in an
effort to remove any order effect that might be present, but that was not warranted in
the case of the different articles being read.
The experiment comprises a demonstration part followed by the experiment proper.
In the demonstration, the experiment participant would be given the one science fiction article to read under the four word fading conditions. The the comprehension
questions associated with that article would be asked. In each of these demonstration parts, the software used would be the same as that to be used in the experiment
proper. The first article using the first allocated word fading techniques is presented
to the experiment participant, and when they indicated they have finished reading,
the comprehension questions are presented. Each comprehension question, together
with its list of six answer options, is presented on the one screen. Then this process
is repeated for the next question, until all questions have been asked. When all questions have been answered, the next article using a different word fading appears in the
screen and the process repeats. This reading/questioning cycle is repeated three times.
As a result, all three science fiction articles are read, but only three of the four word
fadings are used with each experiment participant. One of each three word fadings
will be the None type (i.e. no words being faded).
The experiment design shown in Table 5.2 takes the form of an Analysis of Variance. Multiple observations per treatment (cell) were to be used. The number of observations required per cell was determined by iteration of the procedure described
by Bowker & Lieberman (1959) (pages 339–40).
The null hypothesis of the experiment was that the means associate with the rows
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were equal, and those associated with the columns were equal. The experiment was
to have a 1% probability of rejecting this null hypothesis if in fact it were correct (a
type I error), and a 10% chance of accepting the null hypothesis if in fact it was wrong
(a type II error). The experiment was also designed to reject these null hypotheses if
there was a 20% change in the standard deviation between the rows (or columns). The
iterative process gave the cell size to be 8 observations (as a minimum).
There are 12 such text/fading cells requiring 8 data values. Each experiment participant was to read three text documents, one of which would be under the None
word fading. Thus anyone of the three texts is equally likely to be read under the no
word fading condition. With one text selected to be read with no word fading, the
other two texts have a one in three chance of being read in one of the three word fading modes. Continuing this line of reasoning, 12 selections of each of the three texts
for reading without fading will give 8 readings of all the texts under the three word
fading conditions; each text being read twelve times under no word fading. Thus a
minimum of 36 participants were required.
Table 5.2 shows part of the cell filling by two experiment participants, A and B.
The numbers shown associated with each A and B indicate the order in which that cell
was presented to the participant. The schedule of cells presented to each participant
enabled the contribution from each to accumulate the overall number of cell entries
required. The experiment participants themselves were taken as a secondary factor
in this design. Via this data production process, the experiment participant data contained large numbers of missing values, but this can be accommodated by modern
statistical software.

5.2.3

Implementation

The four science fiction texts used are identified in Table 5.3. The texts banks and clarke
were contiguous sections of the novel from which they were taken, while tritten and
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haldeman were whole short stories. The text banks was used in the demonstration part
of the experiment with no data subsequently analysed. Each text was read from a PC
screen.
Table 5.3: Sources of texts used in these experiments
Document
banks

Author
Iain Banks

clarke

Arthur C. Clarke

tritten

Larry Tritten

haldeman

Joe Haldeman

Publication
”The Bridge”
Macmillan, London, 1986, pp 29–31
”Childhood’s End”
Harcourt, Brace & World, New York, 1953, pp 187–91
”The Lord of the Land Beyond”
Asimov’s Science Fiction, Nov. 1992, pp 230–5
”Giza”
Asimov’s Science Fiction, March 2003, pp 98–101

The comprehension questions contained in Appendix C were associated with each
text document. Each question had six alternate answers, only one of which was correct. The question and the answer options were displayed on the PC screen after
the experiment participant indicated having finish reading of the document. First the
document was removed from the screen before displaying the first question. Only one
question and its possible answers appeared on a single screen. There was no facility
to more forward or backwards through the questions.
Errors were introduced into the texts to emulate emails. As shown in Table 5.4
under the heading Typos, a small number of typographical errors were introduced into
the texts that were displayed to the experiment participants. Theses errors consisted
of a missing word, repeating of a punctuation mark, a letter being left off the end of a
word, letters being transposed in a word, and a long word being incorrectly broken in
two by a space character. Those errors did not interfere with the information content
of each story. They were also such that they were not easily detected automatically, for
the error words remained valid word spellings. They were also randomly distributed
in the text, which sometimes resulted in an apparent clustering.
Before starting the experiment, a file of word occurrences for each of the four texts
used was prepared using the Perlbreaker software process depicted in Figure 4.2 (page
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109). From these, the experiment software determined whether each word in the displayed text should be at full, or reduced intensity. Small additions were needed to such
files because the difference in the manner the experimental software handled words as
opposed to that by the software process of Figure 4.2. Punctuation marks in the texts
and their proximity to proper words were the source of such incompatibilities. These
files were then processed further.
Table 5.4: Words remaining unfaded in texts after the cut off conditions used
Document
banks

clarke

tritten

haldeman

word distribution
total words
not faded
tail faded
top faded
total words
not faded
tail faded
top faded
total words
not faded
tail faded
top faded
total words
not faded
tail faded
top faded

Cut off
>3
<2
> 20
>3
<2
> 20
>3
<2
> 20
>3
<2
> 20

None
1008
1008

Type 1
1008
760
248

Type 2
967
645
322

1644
1644

1644
1214
430

1589
1150
439

2383
2383

2383
1747
636

2323
1591
732

1665
1665

1665
1283
382

1606
1104
502

Type 3
967
470
322
175
1589
760
439
390
2323
924
732
667
1606
792
502
312

Typos
1

7

10

3

Table 5.4 shows results of Top/tail diagrams equivalent to Figure 4.6 (page 148)
of Section 4.5 for the four texts. They were used to determine the partitioning of the
words to be shown unfaded and faded. Words with an occurrence frequency of 5 or
greater were regarded as being part of the word distribution’s top. Those that occurred
twice or less than were regarded as part of the tail. In Type 2 and Type 3 conditions,
words determined as being part of the top were faded. In Type 3, the words in the tail
were also faded, but with a different fade shading than those words in the head. In
Type 1, the first seventeen most frequent occurring words listed in Table 4.9 (page 135)
of Section 4.4.1 were faded. In None case, no words were faded. If not faded, a word
appeared on screen in a normal intensity weight. Appendix D shows an example of
these four word fading techniques as presented to the experiment participants.
The experiment software was written in the Tcl/Tk scripting language and exe172
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cuted on PCs operating under the Microsoft Windows XP operating system. The texts
were presented for reading in a Palatino font in a normal weight at 20 point size on a
17 inch colour display configured at 1024 by 768 pixel resolution using 24 bit colour.
The reading screen had an 80 character line length and the scroll window was 28 lines
high. All characters were set against a white background with the non-faded characters using a black foreground, the low occurrence frequency words with a grey95
foreground, and a grey90 foreground for the high occurrence word’s fading. Characters in this latter shade were barely discernible from the white background.
The same process was followed for each experiment participant. Before starting the
experiment’s software, each participant had read to them the contents of the starting
instructions contained in Appendix B. Then, using the experimental software, each
participant was given a demonstration run by the experiment software to show the
operation of the software and the fading techniques that were being tested i.e. the
demonstration phase. The banks text alone was used for this purpose. All three fading
techniques and the non-fading were used in that demonstration, in the order None,
Type 1, Type 2, and then Type 3, where the Types correspond to the fading techniques
indicated in Table 5.4. After the four types had been shown on that text, the associated comprehension questions were presented for answering as demonstration of
what would be required in the actual test. The experiment itself followed.
When the participant started the testing part of the experiment, a schedule of no
fading (None) and two out of the three remaining fading types were assigned randomly. The documents were presented in the order clarke, followed by tritten, and
finally haldeman. But according to the schedule allocated to that experiment participant, the documents would be presented with different fadings applied. The experiment participant indicated starting and finishing of each phase of the experiment by
a mouse click on the screen. The software recorded the time occurrence of each such
click for determining the required experimental timing data.
The experiment’s participants were undergraduate and postgraduate students at
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Murdoch University recruited by placing notices on campus notice boards offering
$14 for participating. The respondents had a variety of study majors from IT, environmental science, veterinary science, psychology, economics, and journalism. They also
were of different national origins and different educational backgrounds and ranged
from first year students to those about to complete their doctorate; aged from eighteen
year olds to mature aged students.

5.3

Preliminary result processing

From each participant in the experiment, the software produced a dataset containing a
record of that session. This consisted of the performance of the experiment participant
during both parts of the experiment; during a warm up where the different word
fading techniques were demonstrated and the experiment participant responded to 5
test questions, and the experiment proper. Reading start and stop times were recorded
in seconds by the experiment’s software. The schedule of word fadings and their
order of presentation was also recorded as well as responses to the comprehension
questions.

5.3.1

Verification of experiment’s length

Reports by Tuinman & Gray (1972) and Bassin & Martin (1976) concerning experiments which explored questions similar to those of interest here divided their experiment participants into groups and then administered one treatment to each group.
The participants were thus not asked to perform repeated reading operations. In the
current experiment, asking participants to repeat the same process, although using
different tests, introduced a fatigue factor which might effect the results. However, this
was offset by the advantage of direct measurement of the effect of the different treatments on individual participants. It did introduce the possibility of ‘learning’ within
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the experiments, affecting the results. To minimise this factor, the order of presentation
of the different conditions was randomized.
Was the experimental design used here too ambitious? After the experiment, a
number of the experiment participants commented that they felt tied. This was assumed to have resulted from the attention effort required by the experiment process.
Several participants also took small duration rest breaks between different sections of
the experiment. But each participant completed all parts of the experiment. These observations were taken as an indications that the effort required was approaching the
limit that the experiment participants were prepared to provide. If four, as opposed
to three, word fadings had been administered to each participant then that limit may
well have been exceeded.

5.3.2

Resolution of dataset anomalies

Four adjustments were made to the data before proceeding with the analysis. Firstly,
experiment participants whose results indicated there they were not taking the experiment seriously or (less likely) were not suitably skilled for the purposes of the study,
were eliminated.
An implicit assumption was made that each participant would exhibit a reasonable level of comprehension ability associated with their reading. Although reading
time was the central concern, the error rate was important. The quality of the data
are reduced if the reading times for ineffective readers are included. Effectiveness of
reading was deduced from the participant’s comprehension errors during the demonstration portion of the experimental procedure, which used the banks text. Part C.4
for Appendix C contains those questions. Of the 44 participants, 9 made no errors, 20
made one error, 9 made two errors, 4 made 3 errors, 1 made 4 errors, and 1 made 5
errors. Those making 3 or more errors in this part of the experiment (6 participants)
were eliminated, being judged as not taking the experiment seriously and/or having
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inappropriate reading skill. This reduced the sample size to 38.
The scatter plot of the reading time data shown in Figure 5.1 indicates three reading times of unreasonable long duration (outliers). These data belong to two of the
experiment participants. Examination of the reading times for these two participants
indicated that all their reading times were of longer duration than what would be expected, and in comparison with the corresponding data from other participants. The
data from these two participants were eliminated from further consideration on the
basis that they constituted extremes of the population possibly indicating lack of interest in the experiment, and thus producing an inappropriate mask for the population
behaviour under consideration.
Secondly, one participant received a mobile telephone call during one of the reading phases of his trial and hence that resulting time was assigned as a missing value.
Thirdly, reading times were normalised according to the different lengths of the
texts. The total word length of the texts shown in Table 5.4 under the Type 1 column
were used for this purpose. The value 2383 given for the tritten test was taken as the
reference length. Multipliers of 1.45, 1.0, and 1.43 were then applied to the computed
reading times associated with the clarke, tritten, and haldeman texts respectively.
All analysis was done using this revised set of data consisting of 36 records corresponding to the second part of the experiment (not the demonstration phase). The R
statistical package was used for the statistical analysis (calculations and plotting).

5.4

Reading speeds using all participants

Considered in this Section is the effect the factors such as word fading in use, the text
being read, and comprehension errors resulting after performing the reading, had on
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reading time.

5.4.1

Summary of the data

Figure 5.1 is a plot of the reading times data remaining after the elimination of some
data as described in Section 5.3.2 (page 175). The plot is of reading times against the
word fading in use when the reading time was measured. The two experiment participants associated with the three reading time outliers shown were eliminated from
subsequent considerations, it being reasoned that these participants were extremes of
the reading population or were not sufficiently engaged with the experimental task.
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This reduced the 38 participants to 36.

None

1

2

3

word fading types

Figure 5.1: Strip-chart plot of measured reading times against word fading type (including outliers which were removed before further analysis)

In Figure 5.1 the reading times appear evenly distributed across the same range of
time values, indicating no obvious affect of word fading. The slightly higher value for
the start of the distribution of reading times for word fading factor 1 in comparison to
the other fading factors may indicate this factor to be even less affective in changing
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reading speed. The lack of reading times about the 650 and 700 seconds, and the 850
to 950 seconds marks in the three word fading factors appears to be merely an artifact
of this experiment.
Figure 5.2 is a plot of the reading times of the 36 experiment participants used in the
analysis, plotted against the text being read. These reading times had been subjected to
the normalisation procedure described in Section 5.3.2. The similar spread of reading
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1000

times indicates the success of that procedure.

Clarke

Tritten

Haldeman

text being read

Figure 5.2: Strip plot of reading time data used in analysis against text being read

Table 5.5 shows summary statistics of the experiment data obtained from the remaining 36 experiment participants. These statistics are across all values which contribute to the category listed. In the case of the gender of participants, each participant
contributed three time measurements in the dataset. In all grouping of factors, the
means of within each factor are within one standard deviation of the another factors,
indicating the closeness between these factors.
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Table 5.5: Summary statistics for ANOVA reading time cells using all participants
Category

Mean

Std. Dev.

No Fading
Fading 1
Fading 2
Fading 3
Clarke
Tritten
Haldeman
Male
Female

687.1
709.2
715.2
746.1
680.0
728.5
727.2
701.1
720.1

205.5
180.1
184.9
209.7
196.0
202.8
189.3
211.4
183.5

No. of
values
36
22
25
25
36
36
36
48
60

Figure 5.3 is a histogram of all the reading times obtained from the 36 experiment
participants. Those 108 measurements had a mean of 711.8 and a standard deviation of
195.5. The curve of a Normal distribution having those parameters with its ordinate
expressed in term of the cell frequencies used in the histogram is superimposed in
Figure 5.3. The agreement in shape of the histogram with that distribution suggests
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of all reading time data

The two peaks present in this histogram suggest that the distribution could be bimodal. Attempts to separate this data into two mono-modal distributions based on
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factors such as the participant’s sex, year of study, whether studying technical or humanities participants, country of origin, and English as a first language were unsuccessful. The separation of these two peaks is the 600 second region. As commented
above, this pattern appears to be an artifact of the data. The data were taken as Nor-
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Figure 5.4: Strip plot of reading time data against comprehension error

If the experiment participants were being cautious in their reading to enhance their
comprehension, then increased reading time would be expected to accompany a reduced comprehension error. Figure 5.4 which plots the comprehension error against
the corresponding reading time indicates the correspondence between these two outcomes. No immediate pattern is apparent. The Pearson correlation coefficient is −0.11,
indicating that there appears to be a very weak relationship in the data directed in the
manner indicative of caution being exercised. Comprehension errors are considered
further in Section 5.5 (page 184).
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5.4.2

Analysis of results

Reading times are a continuous random variable. From the above Section, the approximately Normal distribution of reading times was adopted. Bartlett’s test indicated
homogeneity of standard deviation of reading times for each of the factors of word
fading being used, text being read, and the experiment participant performing the
reading. Analysis of variance was appropriate.
Analysis of Variance in combination with a linear model of response variable against
factors gives:
Response: time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
fading
3
51752
17251 0.4415 0.7238
text
2
53734
26867 0.6876 0.5051
Residuals 101 3946466
39074
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

This indicates the factors of word fading (fading) and text being read (text) to not
have significant influence on the reading time (time). This is strongly influenced by
the large standard deviations. However, the residual sum of squares accounted for
by these two factors is small in relation to that remaining. This also indicates that
fading alone, without the text, is not significant. The secondary variable of the experiment participants performing the reading (person) was introduced as a factor into
the ANOVA to investigate its influence on this high residual sum of squares. This gave
the result:
Response: time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
person
35 3460622
98875 13.2564 < 2e-16 ***
fading
3
56782
18927 2.5376 0.06409 .
text
2
42276
21138 2.8340 0.06595 .
Residuals 66 492272
7459
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

This indicates that the experiment participants did account for a large proportion of
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the observed variation (sum of squares). Both fading and text are insignificant
(P r ≈ 0.065). However, text approaching significance is of interest and should be
viewed with caution in any future work. Although not a variable in the experimental
design, the gender of the person doing the reading was added to the analysis but was
found to account for a smaller proportion of the sum of squares than the fading or
text factors. The gender factor thus received no further consideration.

5.4.3

Discussion

The introduction of word fading in text is not shown to significantly affect reading
time; although the means were somewhat higher with increased number of faded
words. This non-significant affect of word fading factor measured in this experiment
is aligned with the findings of Bassin & Martin (1976). They attributed the lack of
influence of word reduction on reading time to the possible factors of:

• that the participant had mentally adopted a reading rate that gave them a comfortable rate of information input which they did not voluntarily exceed; and
• they were not accustom to reading word reduced text.

In contrast to Bassin & Martin (1976), in this experiment the words were not removed but reduced in visual intensity with the experiment participants asked (largely)
to ignore such words. However, comments from some of those participants after completing the experiment concerned the difficulty they experienced reading the faded
words. That difficulty, combined with actual reading of the reduced intensity words,
possibly accounts for the results.
For the three documents read under the experimental word fading conditions, the
mean and range of reading speeds (in words per minute) were:
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Clarke

Tritten

Haldeman

mean

210

197

197

smallest

130

127

128

largest

385

389

346

These values are in line with the 200 to 350 word per minute range that is given by
Rayner & Pollatsek (1989) as average reading speeds as cited in Section 5.1.2. However, these reading rates are higher than those reported by Bassin & Martin (1976).
There is a need for longitudinal studies to examine whether word fading can be
learnt as an effective reading time reduction technique. Although each experiment
participant was exposed to two instances of each word fading technique she/he was
allocated, the required learning aspect was not reinforced. The data on the performance of the participant during the demonstration phase of the experiment showed
no strong relation to the performance of that participant during the second phase of
the experiment. This can be expected as the participant was told that the first phase
of the experiment was only a demonstration of the technique. In the second part, two
different word fading techniques were used, not a repetition of one technique. There
was no feedback to the participant as to her/his performance using the word fading
technique, either in reading speed or comprehension score, in comparison to her/his
performance without using word fading. To ignore words that appear faded out on
a screen is an unnatural act. In post-experiment discussions with participants, a large
number of them commented that they “found it difficult to read the faded out words”,
which was in contradiction to the direction they had been given.
Eye motion and fixations might also be monitored in future experiments to obtain
an understanding of the manner in which the participant copes with the word fading.
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5.5

Comprehension errors using all participants

In this Section the influence of word fading on overall comprehension error recorded
in the experiment will be considered. This is the second part of the experimental hypothesis proposed in Section 5.2.1 (page 166); that the use of word fading does not
decrease the reading comprehension. The errors are those resulting from the multichoice questions administered in the course of the experiment. With six options for
each question, the chance of guessing the correct answer without comprehending the
content of the text is designed to be low. Such questions were designed to examine
different error types which are considered later in this Section. The specific questions
asked for each of the texts used are listed in Appendix C.

Summary of the data
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error [%]

60

80

5.5.1

None

1

2

3
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Figure 5.5: Strip-chart of percentage comprehension errors against word fading

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the incorrect answers obtained from all the
comprehension questions. The number of errors recorded in the set of questions asso184
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ciated with each text is expressed as a percentage of the number of such questions. The
distribution is plotted against the word fading condition used when the text was being
read and combines contributions from each text. Multiple occurrences of a number of
errors are to be expected and were seen to occur. These errors are generally distributed
between 15 to 85%. With the exception of one result, the errors made when using word
fading groups 2 and 3 were less than those of group 1 and when using no word fading
(which had similar distributions).
Table 5.6 gives the descriptive statistics for the comprehension errors. These statistics are separated into the four word fadings used and the three texts used. As in
the case of the reading times, the means of the word fading cells are within one standard deviation. This also occurred in the case of the texts. As in Table 5.5, the values
contributed by the experiment participants are three times their representation in the
experiment due to of each participant contributing three set of data.
Table 5.6: Summary statistics for ANOVA comprehension error cells using all participants
Category
No Fading
Fading 1
Fading 2
Fading 3
Clarke
Tritten
Haldeman
Male
Female

Mean

Std. Dev.

38.8
39.1
42.2
43.7
42.6
44.2
35.6
41.9
39.9

15.4
19.6
13.9
14.5
18.0
14.8
13.1
15.1
16.3

No. of
values
36
22
25
25
36
36
36
48
60

In each of these word fading and text grouping, there is a small difference between
the mean of the groups within each factor and the standard deviation indicating little
affect of each treatment on the comprehension error. By contrast, individual experiment participants showed group means of comprehension error separated by values greater than their standard deviations. This indicates that comprehension error is
likely to respond to individual differences as opposed to the word fading applied and
text being read.
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Figure 5.6 is a histogram of the distribution of the comprehension error data. Notice the zero occurrence in the 10, 20, 40, and 70 percent bins. The first three of these
four bins did not appear in the data. The data was composed of the percentage errors
for 6, 10, and 11 questions. Since only integer values were used (a questions was only
right or wrong), these three question numbers could not produce values covered in
the 10, 20, and 40 percent error bins of the histogram. The lack of a value in the 70
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Figure 5.6: Histogram of percentage comprehension errors

Lumping together, all 108 comprehension errors (3 sets of errors for each of the 36
participants) had a mean of 40.8 and standard deviation of 15.8. These values were
used to produce the Normal curve with ordinates of percentage comprehension error
that is superimposed on Figure 5.6. There is reasonable agreement between the shapes
of these two curves to enable the comprehension error data to be considered Normally
distributed.
McConkie, Rayner & Wilson (1973) suggest reading comprehension be divided
into five components: factual, numeric factual, inferential, structural, and recognition.
It was reasoned that the factual, factual numeric, and inferential components were
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most appropriate for this experiment and the questions listed in Appendix C reflect
this decision.

5.5.2

Analysis of results

Bartlett’s test indicated the standard deviations of the errors were homogeneous across
the groups in each of the factors of word fading used, the text being read, and the experimental participant. Using the ANOVA procedure with a linear model describing
the comprehension error, gave:
Response: error
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
fading
3
480.4
160.1 0.6659 0.57489
text
2 1532.1
766.1 3.1855 0.04551 *
Residuals 102 24529.8
240.5
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

This indicates that word fading (fading) did not have a significant affect on comprehension error (error) but the text being read (text) did. Since the residual sum of
squares left unexplained was high when using these two factors only, the experiment
participant (person) was added to the ANOVA model, giving:
Response: error
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
fading
3
480.4
160.1 0.7254 0.54036
text
2 1532.1
766.1 3.4702 0.03681 *
person
35 9739.1
278.3 1.2605 0.20596
Residuals 67 14790.7
220.8
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

The text alone remained significant at a 5% level of significance. By use of a pairwise
t test with its associated Bonferroni adjustment, the individual text responsible for
this significant affect was that of Haldeman, indicating its lower mean reported in Table 5.6 to be of significance. The gender of the experiment participant did not significantly affect the residual sum of squares in the ANOVA process.
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The factual, factual numeric, and inferential comprehension errors were also used
separately in place of the total comprehension errors used in the above ANOVA. These
analyses yielded no indications of significant effects.

5.5.3

Discussion

The important result is that comprehension error was not significantly affected by
the word fading applied in reading the text although the mean number of errors is
slightly higher with successive increases in the number of words being faded. This
applied when considering the combined comprehension error, and factual and inferential comprehension errors separately. The word fading factor ranged from No fading
through fading 1, 2, and 3 which represented techniques that greyed out an increasing percentage of the words of the text. This non-significant effect of increasing word
reduction is in agreement with the experiment reported by Bassin & Martin (1976),
but contrasts to the significant adverse effects reported by Tuinman & Gray (1972), for
comprehension error with increasing word reduction. However, those experiments
removed the reduced words completely from view in contrast to the greying out used
in this experiment.
The value of the errors were higher than expected considering the population
from which the experiment participants were drawn (undergraduate and graduate
students). On average the experiment participants were making approximately 40%
errors, or alternately, getting 60% correct. If the participants were guessing the answers, the expected error for each of the Clarke, Tritten, and Haldeman texts would
be 83.3% (all questions asked presented six optional answers). So the mean values of
the observed error occurrences shown in Table 5.6 indicate that the participants were
answering the questions based on their reading. The two standard deviation spread
is therefore 10% to 70% errors (or 90% to 30% correct). These values would suggest
that some participants did have real comprehension difficulties in reading. The data
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suggests that this difficulty was not dependent on the word fading condition, but text
related.
It could be inferred that the experiment participants were concentrating on reading
the faded texts carefully, rather than quickly, as they made no significantly greater
numbers of errors and took approximately the same time as for the non-faded texts.

5.6

Those whose reading time did decrease

Part of the hypothesis for this experiment stated in Section 5.2.1 (page 166) was the
monitoring of each participant as they progress through the different parts. A consequence of this was that the influence of each experiment factor upon the performance
of each participant could be measured directly as opposed to inferring that influence
from group statistics. In Sections 5.4 (page 176) and 5.5 (page 184), reading time and
comprehension error were analysed by pooling together the relevant data gathered
from those participants. Here that pooled data is collected into two groups. These
two groups are analogous to the purpose described by Atkinson, Atkinson, Smith &
Bem (1993) (page 459) for the Binet IQ scale to separate children for schooling. In
this case, group A contained readers whose reading times decrease for both applications of word fading (or word reduction) techniques applied to the texts they were
reading. This allocation was done without consideration of the magnitude of those
reading times, only that they got smaller. Group B contained all the remaining readers, i.e. those whose reading timed did not decrease with both applications of the
experiment’s word fading techniques. Groups A and B contain a redistribution of the
same reading times (and comprehension) values used Sections 5.4 and 5.5.
Groups A and B contain separate samples of the population of ‘all readers’. Looking for differences between those population samples, aside from their size relative to
the population from which they were obtained would be inappropriate. The influence
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of the experiment factors on each groups, however, is appropriate. These population
samples are thus different from those used in the experiments from the literature summarised in Table 5.1 (page 162).

5.6.1

Summary of the data

From the original data considered in Section 5.4 (page 176) for 36 experiment participants, 11 were assigned to Group A, and the remaining 15 to Group B. Figure 5.7
shows histograms of the reading time and comprehension error associated with Group
A (under all word fading conditions), together with those of Group B for comparison
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Figure 5.7: Reading time and comprehension error histograms for improved and nonimproved groups
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Table 5.7 contains the corresponding statistical summary of those two groups. As
before, the number of values reflects that each participant contributed three sets of
data.
Table 5.7: Summary statistics for Group A and B reading times and comprehension
data

Group A
Group B

Data type

Mean

Std. Dev.

Reading time [seconds]
Comprehension error [%]
Reading time [seconds]
Comprehension error [%]

729.4
36.7
703.9
42.6

207.5
13.0
109.7
16.6

No. of
values
33
33
75
75

These statistics indicate that the members of Group A took more time to read than
Group B, but their comprehension error was less. Using these statistics as parameters, the corresponding normal curve is superimposed on each histogram. The histogram/normal curve combination indicates that both the reading time and comprehension error data for Group A can be considered to be normally distributed.
Table 5.8: Summary statistics for ANOVA reading time and comprehension error cells
for Group A

Reading times [seconds]

Comprehension [%]

Reading times [seconds]

Comprehension [%]

Category

Mean

Std. Dev.

No Fading
Fading 1
Fading 2
Fading 3
No Fading
Fading 1
Fading 2
Fading 3
Clarke
Tritten
Haldeman
Clarke
Tritten
Haldeman

806.2
709.0
687.1
675.9
36.8
31.4
41.1
38.6
660.8
760.6
768.9
36.4
39.1
34.7

218.2
172.6
199.5
236.7
16.1
9.8
8.0
14.2
192.5
202.0
228.3
10.1
15.1
14.0

No. of
values
11
8
6
8
11
8
6
8
11
11
11
11
11
11

Table 5.8 shows descriptive statistics for reading time and comprehension error for
Group A against the factors of word fading and text read, respectively.
Figure 5.8 shows for Group A the distribution of reading times and comprehension errors across word fading factors. Figure 5.8 also indicates that as more words
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were faded in passing from Fading 1 through Fading 2 to Fading 3 the reading times
reduced, on average. However, the means of the groups within the factor are within
one standard deviation indicating that the individual word fading affects may not be
significant. As in the combined (Group A and Group B) sample, the means of the
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plots of reading times and comprehension error against word fading
in the group with decreasing reading times (Group A)

5.6.2

Analysis of results

The reading time and comprehension error were considered to be approximately normally distributed (although the number of participants is low). Each of the factors
of word fading, text being read, and the experiment participant were indicated by
Bartlett’s test as having groups of homogeneous standard deviations in relation to
both reading time and comprehension error. The use of Analysis of Variance was appropriate.
Using the factors of word fading (fading) and text being read (text) against the
reading times (time), the ANOVA table was:
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Response: time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
fading
3 101926
33975 0.7424 0.5361
text
2
39850
19925 0.4354 0.6515
Residuals 27 1235602
45763
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Both factors had no significant effect on the reading time. But the sum of squares not
distributed to the factors (fading and text) is too high. In an attempt to resolve
this difficulty, the experiment participants (person) was introduced, resulting in the
ANOVA table:
Response: time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
fading
3 101926
33975 13.0048 0.0001161 ***
text
2
39850
19925 7.6268 0.0043242 **
person
10 1191189 119119 45.5953 2.770e-10 ***
Residuals 17
44413
2613
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

This indicates that the three factors of word fading, the text being read, and the individual experiment participant themselves had significant effect on the reading time in
Group A. Because of the manner which this group was selected, it is not surprising
that word fading was significant, however, it was not a necessary consequence of that
group’s formulation.
For the comprehension error, the ANOVA table was:
Response: error
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
fading
3 368.28 122.76 0.7173 0.5552
text
2 153.24
76.62 0.4477 0.6464
person
10 1931.63 193.16 1.1287 0.3971
Residuals 17 2909.42 171.14
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

This indicates that comprehension error was not affected by word fading nor the text
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being read, after the individual differences of the experiment participants (person)
had been taken into consideration.

5.6.3

Discussion

The experiment was conducted with the participants not having access to a clock nor
was timing information provided to them via the software. Thus participants adjusting their reading time so as to show increased reading times with increased word
reduction would appear unlikely to have occurred. However, the values of the mean
and standard variation of the group which improved their times with increasing severity of word fading (Group A) were larger than the other group. Those differences were
not statistically significant. As a result, one conclusion might be that the participants
assigned to Group A had greater ‘opportunity’ to improve than the others.
Group A contained 11 of the 36 experiment participants, representing 31%. Statistically, the occurrence of members belonging to Group A is described by a Binomial
distribution having a population parameter θ. From page 264 of Freund (1972), the
minimum variance unbiased estimate (i.e. the best estimate) of the parameter θ is 0.31
(= 11/36) for the available experimental data.
An estimate of the size of Group A in a broader population can be obtained using
Bayesian statistics to update the value of 0.31 obtained in this experiment. This parameter (θ) is from a Binomial statistical distribution and Iversen (1984) describes this
updating process, starting from initial estimates.
As an illustration of the Bayesian process, assume initially estimates of the mean
and standard deviation of θ are 0.4 and 0.2 respectively, i.e. that half of the reading
population would benefit from word fading and that most experimental measurements of that proportion lie in the range 0.0 to 0.8 (two standard deviations about
the mean). These mean and standard deviation values give 2.0 and 3.0 as estimates of
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the Beta distribution parameters α and β used, as shown by Iversen (1984), to describe
the parameter θ. The a priori probability of the parameter θ is given by:
!

36 11
P (Data; θ) =
θ (1 − θ)25
11
and the probability of the value of θ is (retaining the standard form for the Beta function):
P (θ) =

Γ(5)
θ2−1 (1 − θ)3−1
Γ(2)Γ(3)

So the expression for the posterior probability of θ given the experimental data is:

P (θ; Data) =

P (Data; θ)P (θ)
P (Data)

= kθ13−1 (1 − θ)28−1

where k is an unknown constant value unimportant to the current considerations.
This probability is another Beta function and the mean and variance of that statistical
function is shown by Freund (1972) to depend only on the values of the parameters α
and β which specify the function. Using these relationships, the posterior mean is:

µ=

α
= 0.32
α+β

and the corresponding variance:
σ2 =

αβ
= 5.15 × 10−3
(α + β)2 (α + β + 1)

Using the experimental value of 0.31 one cycle of Bayesian inference has revised the
initial estimate of the proportion of the reading population who improve when using
word fading from 0.4 with a standard deviation 0.2 to a new estimate of 0.32 with
√
a standard deviation of 0.07 (= 5.16 × 10−3 ) after one cycle of Bayesian inference.
Subsequent experimental values of the size of Group A would be used in this process
to revise this estimate of the true value of θ.
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This Bayesian process suggests that approximately one third of readers could benefit by the use of word fading. It may be that the ability to benefit from word fading
may be linked to cognitive style or it may be capable of being learned. But conversely,
for two thirds of readers word fading does not appear applicable. The response from
some experiment participants that they had been trying to read the faded words despite being told to ignore them, might indicate a benefit of training, a potential result
from which would improve their reading time. These results also indicate that software for general use that employs word fading techniques should make these techniques optional, so that individuals can choose (based upon their experience) whether
to use them or not.

5.7

Summary of experimental findings

The experiment hypothesis had two parts to it and the experimental results support
one but not the other. The first part was that fading the common frequently occurring words, and words in the exclusion zones (top and tail) identified by the top-tail
truncation technique, would reduce document reading time. This was not supported.
However, the other part of the hypothesis that such word fadings do not influence the
comprehension of the document’s information content, was supported.
The data suggested that increased reading speed was aligned with patterns of behaviour adopted by the experiment participants. Despite being given the direction to
ignore the faded words, many participants commented on the difficulty they experienced in reading such words. This implied that the direction was not followed. If the
individual’s normal reading style was to read every word, then difficulty in interpreting a word (due to fading) would cost a large amount of time. If the individual read
words selectively, and if the words selected were faded in the experiment, then reading speed would suffer, but possibly not to the same extent as if all words were being
read. The experiment was interacting with those individual reading styles. To edu196
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cate the participants to following the experiment’s reading style requires a different
approach than the demonstration phase used here. Further work should give more
emphasis to this education process.
Possible statistical significance of the affects of word fading were masked by the
large standard deviations measured in reading times. This may be due to the misalignment of the experiment’s required reading style with that of the individual as
mentioned above. Another cause could be the attitude of the participant: Were they interested in performing the experiment, or getting the remuneration? A larger number
of experiment participants would give more confidence that the experiment sample
was a true indicator of the population.
Overall, the results of this experiment were suggestive of further work. It is understandable that the word fading, having never before been seen by the experiment
participants, slowed their reading speed. Despite this, there was a group of approximately 30% of the participants that did show increased reading speed. Whether ‘training’ can be used to increase this proportion needs further investigation. Samples taken
across a wider educational background are necessary to enable the results obtained to
generalise to the broader population.

5.8

Summary

This Chapter considered theoretical and experimental possibilities of using computer
generated visualization to assist human reading of text documents. Thus, research
hypothesis H3 (visualization techniques can be used with advantage by humans to
aid in reading and comprehension of text documents) was under consideration. The
reading being assisted was not skim reading which is aimed at obtaining an idea of
the information content, but reading of the content so that the detail is retained in
that reading. Such visualizations were by fading words that were less important in
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carrying the information contained in the text to the reader. Word fading using T 4
developed in Section 4.5 (page 143) was used, as was the more direct word selection
technique of Section 4.5.4 (page 151). The theoretical considerations using Shannon’s
entropy theory were used as a limit to partitioning of the word frequency distribution
of T 4 .
The experimental evidence obtained suggests that these technique are not advantageous to the reading of all people; for some readers it had an adverse affect on their
reading, whereas for others improvement was obtained. This suggests that research
hypothesis H3 is not true for all human users. These results were produced using
software that provided support for the research hypothesis H5 (text document visualization can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for
interactive analysis of such documents). The results indicate that such a toolkit containing these techniques needs to enable the user to select or deselect its use. As in the
H3 , this research hypothesis is supported, but with qualification.
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text
Figure 5.9: Progress map from Chapter 5 to 6

The combination of informatics, visualization, and their interaction with text considered in this Chapter is depicted in the dark shaping applied in Figure 5.9. The next
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Chapter considers those themes in the context of analytic techniques. Their combination is shown shaded light grey in that Figure.
The next Chapter considers several analytic techniques applied to text. Of particular interest is the problem of assigning authorship of a text of unknown authorship by matching patterns embedded in other texts of known authorship. Visualization is considered as one technique for exposing such patterns. Such patterns introduce a multi-dimensional character to consideration of text; a dimensionality greater
than three, which is a limitation commonly encountered in visualizations. In some
instances, comparing such visualized patterns can become subjective making it desirable to have analytic techniques that can assist such comparison. A technique to
perform that function is include in the next Chapter. Such considerations are made
to investigate research hypotheses H5 , together with H2 (visualization provides and
alternative to analytical methods for interpreting the same sets of text data) and H4
(visualization can assist in finding similarities and differences in the composition of
text documents).
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Chapter

6

Visualizing numeric data

Numerical analysis is possible for all text documents. Data in the form of counts are
often used to characterize text documents. Such counts might be the number of words
in the document, the number of sentences, number of subjects dealt with, etc. When
computers become involved, production of such counts proliferate and sorting out
which counts are useful becomes more challenging. Simultaneous consideration of
different counts can assist such an evaluation process but such increasing ‘dimensionality’ creates difficulties in coordinating such comparison, for example, in ensuring
that all possible comparisons have been considered. Assigning numbers to the results
of an analysis, whether that analysis is performed numerically or not, can assist comparison across analyses. Those numbers can also assist in coordinating the analysis
as a whole. But to facilitate that process, a systematic, rather than heuristic, analysis approach is more useful. Such processes are considered here to be applied to text
documents.
Visualization can assist such a process by converting numerical values produced
into visual patterns which assist the human user to coordinate the overall analysis, and
assess the final outcome. Examination of that process is also an investigation of the research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides and alternative to analytical methods
for interpreting the same set of text data). It is shown that analysis of text documents
readily yield multiple variables that are best treated simultaneously; sometimes for
the document as a whole, and in other instances, evolving through the length of the
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document. This Chapter focuses on that complexity, and the synergistic use of visualization and analytic processes in such an environment. Extracting (or surfacing) of
patterns present is examined, followed by distilling them, comparing them, and evaluating them. The software to perform this repetitive process would need to implement
research hypothesis H5 (text document visualizations can be produced in an efficient
manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such documents).
One application for such complex text document analysis is the author attribution
problem. In it, patterns embedded in a text document in which the authorship is in
question are extracted and compared with similar patterns from other documents of
known authorship. Similarity in such patterns is then used to assert that the documents have a common author. An understandable difficulty is finding patterns that
contain the writer’s characteristic traits which separate his writing from those of all
others. Problems associated with finding and comparing such traits are used in this
Chapter as an example application for the combined use of visualization and analysis
of text documents. The objective at hand is to examine the processes involved, rather
than to assign authors to particular documents. But in the process, an examination is
also obtained of research hypothesis H4 (visualization can assist in finding similarities
and differences in the composition of text documents).
The emphasis in this Chapter is on analysing measurements made from text documents, not on reading such documents.

6.1

A classic author attribution dataset

A series of eighteenth century papers were used in this research as sources of text
document data. The controversy regarding the authorship of a number of those papers
exists to this day.
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6.1.1

Background

The Federalist Papers, described by Mosteller & Wallace (1984), are an example of a set
of documents to which author attribution has been applied in the literature, and part
of this data set was used in this research. The documents are a series of papers which
are numbered according to their order of publication in four New York newspapers
between October 1787 and April 1788. Eight additional papers were added to those
already published, when they were all released in book form in May 1788. According
to Holmes & Forsyth (1995), that book has remained in print for over 200 years. Each
paper was written with the purpose of persuading the reader to vote for ratification of
the proposed United States constitution about to be put to the people. The difficulty
and interest in these papers follows from them all appearing under Publius as the
indicated author. Subsequent to their publication, three men claimed authorship of
various papers. The authorship claims by two of those men, Alexander Hamilton
(who was an army general) and James Madison (who was the fourth president of the
United States), overlap for 12 papers.
In these 85 papers, there are three groupings of authorship. Some papers are
known to have been written by one author, others are known to have been written by
two authors in collaboration, and yet others are of disputed single authorship. Hence
these papers offer opportunities to study variables in documents that can be ascribed
as the style of the author, and whether that style can identify the correct author in the
case of the papers of disputed authorship.
Each paper is titled by topic. This title can be used as an indicator of the author’s
intent of the paper. That intent needs to be retained by any processing that is applied
to the document.
Table 6.1 lists the paper number and author attribution given by Mosteller & Wallace (1984). These allocations are those contained in the computer readable version
of the papers held in the Project Gutenberg website. Such assignments are generally
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consistent with other published author attributions, however in some publications the
disputed papers are all assigned to authorship by Madison.
Table 6.1: The literature’s allocation of authors to the Federalist Papers: The notation
[49,58] indicates papers numbered 49 to 58, inclusively.
Author
Madison
Hamilton
joint Madison/Hamilton
Jay
disputed

6.1.2

Paper numbers
10, 14, [37,48]
1, [6,9], [11,13], [15,17], [21,36],
[59,61], [65,85]
[18,20]
[2,5], 64
[49,58], [62,63]

Total papers
14
51
3
5
12

Patterns to observe

A number of approaches to the Federalist Papers author attribution problem have been
attempted. In all cases, the investigations used multi-dimensional data derived from
the papers. Some approaches use standard mathematical statistical methods. For example, Mosteller & Wallace (1984) used rate of occurrence of“marker words” as discriminators of the papers written by Hamilton and Madison and then used Bayesian
analysis to make inferences about the authorship of the disputed papers. But as
Holmes & Forsyth (1995) observe, the purpose of the Mosteller and Wallace study was
directed at investigation of the Bayesian analysis process itself, as opposed to resolving
the Federalist Papers’ problem, although it is the reference against which all other such
determinations are measured. The result of the Holmes & Forsyth review is to widen
the scope of techniques which might be applied to the Federalist Papers problem; it
considers techniques of vocabulary richness, word frequency analysis, and rule-based
genetic algorithms.
Other studies have used neural networks. Kjell (1994) considers a three-layer neural network with back-propagation, using two-letter tuples as the data for discriminating the papers. In some configurations of the network, Hamilton is attributed the
authorship of one or two of the disputed papers. An extension of that approach is
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the two-layer neural network study described by Tweddie et al. (1996) which uses
eleven “function” words obtained from the papers as the input data. Here, Madison
is deduced as the sole author of the twelve disputed papers. Both of these approaches
contrast to that described by Martindale & McKenzie (1995) who use “context” words
to differentiate the Federalist Papers using a Probability Neural Network (PNN). There,
the context in which a word appears in a text is brought into consideration, as well as
its frequency of occurrence. The result was that the disputed papers were probably
written by Madison, but not with great certainty.
In the majority of cases, these techniques suggest that Madison was the author of
all the disputed papers. Following from these determinations it could be said that
Madison is ‘favoured’ as the author of the disputed papers, but the issue has some
uncertainty.
Those approaches have drawn upon other author attribution studies not directed
at the Federalist Papers. For example, Burrows (1992) used the twenty, twenty-eight,
fifty, sixty, and seventy-five most frequent words occurring in texts for their comparison. Those frequencies were then normalised using Pearson product-moment methods. Principal component analysis was then applied, and the distribution of the first
two or three eigenvectors that are produced was observed. Another relevant study is
that by Martindale & Tuffin (1996) where the occurrence of the 100 most frequently
occurring words, the 100-200 most frequently occurring words, and those words occurring at a frequency of 0.01% or less in the classics Iliad and Odyssey were considered. They proposed discriminant analysis as the means for such text comparisons.
The central component of each of these techniques was vectors of data derived from
the words present in the text documents.
Other approaches have been tried for author attribution using data derived less
directly from the words present. Holmes & Forsyth (1995) report the use of sentence
length, proportion of nouns, proportion of adjectives, number of one-letter and twoletter words, and the frequency of the definite article. Holmes (1994) offers in addition:
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word length, syllables per word, and percentage of verbs and adverbs. This determination of author by writing style, or stylometry, is described by Tweddie et al. (1996)
as having considered “almost every conceivable” measurable pattern of writing style.
Figuratively, such patterns of equal importance could be represented as lying on a
level plane. An alternative to this view is expressed by Hayes (1983), where the characteristics of style are considered as a hierarchy; successive higher layers in the hierarchy encapsulate more precise characteristics of an author’s style. In this research the
planar view is adopted. This enabled the visualizations which resulted to be applicable to finding patterns that might be present in the data of previous author attribution
studies, and the power of such visualizations are not dependent on the appropriateness of any hierarchy used.
In this research some preliminary processing was performed on each of the Federalist Papers before applying the analysis techniques. A copy of these papers was
obtained via the file ’feder10a.zip’, compiled by Project Gutenberg1 . Each paper was
extracted and placed into a separate file with the first line containing of the title of the
paper. A blank line followed. The salutation “To the People of the State of New York”
followed, which was separated from the body of the paper by another blank line. The
result was that the body of the paper started at paragraph three (line five in the resulting formatted file). The name of the author, where it appeared, was removed. If
numbered footnotes appeared in the paper, they were included at the end of the paper after the PUBLIUS signature; if not, the last line of the file contained the PUBLIUS
signature.
Table 6.2 lists the data variables that were collected from each of the Federalist
papers and used in the analyses that follow. This data were produced using the standalone ‘PerlBreaker’ software shown in Figure 4.2. The T 4 software described in Section 4.5 was also applied to each paper and the composition of the resulting tail measured, giving values corresponding to variables 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12. In light of the
1

URL: http://www.library.adelaide.edu.au/etext/gp, accessed 18 July 2000
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comments by Holmes (1994) (page 104), this particular set of variables is unlikely to
provide a definitive resolution to the Federalist Papers author attribution problem. But
they do give data which enable exploration of techniques that might assist in resolving
that problem. Consequently, these variables were used in other parts of this research
as providing characterisation of text documents.
Table 6.2: Variables used for analysis of each Federalist paper
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Description
Federalist paper number
Total number of words
Number of unique words
Occurrence number of the highest occurring word
Number of words that appear once
Number of words which fall on the tail
The occurrence number of the word at which the tail commenced
Total number of paragraphs
Total number of sentences
Number of unique words which fall on the tail
Total number of words accounted for by the tail
Number of word occurrence groupings that appear in the tail
Total of all word occurrence groupings present

The Federalist paper number (variable No. 1) in the list of variables of Table 6.2 has
two functions in that data set, although being at apparent odds to the measurements
which form the other variables. It identifies the paper to which the other values relate.
More significantly, each of the papers were published sequentially, giving rise of the
paper’s number. Thus the paper’s number indicates a possible temporal evolution
inherent in the other variables. The significance of this will be discussed later.
With 85 papers, there are 85 sets of these 13 data variables. One means of looking for possible relationships among the data variables is to generate the matrix of
correlation coefficients. Table 6.3 is the diagonal and upper triangular portion of the
correlation coefficient matrix for that data. As in Section 4.4.1 (page 134), off-diagonal
coefficients greater than 0.7 in value in that matrix indicates a possible relationship between the corresponding variables, and are shown shaded in Table 6.3. Only variables
1, 6, and 7 (Federalist paper number, number of words which fall on the tail, and the
occurrence number of the words at which the tail commenced) appear independent
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of the other variables. These dependencies will be explored through the visualization
techniques which are applied to this data.
Table 6.3: Correlation coefficient matrix of the Federalist Papers’ data set
1
2
1 1.00 0.24
2
1.00
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3
0.03
0.92
1.00

4
0.36
0.93
0.80
1.00

5
-0.10
0.80
0.97
0.67
1.00

6
7
0.03 0.35
0.09 0.65
0.08 0.51
0.08 0.64
0.07 0.38
1.00 -0.13
1.00

8
0.06
0.77
0.74
0.69
0.67
0.11
0.50
1.00

9
0.19
0.94
0.91
0.87
0.82
0.10
0.60
0.79
1.00

10
0.14
0.79
0.67
0.75
0.55
0.36
0.38
0.63
0.73
1.00

11
0.29
0.99
0.85
0.94
0.72
0.12
0.65
0.75
0.91
0.84
1.00

12
0.25
0.92
0.81
0.89
0.69
0.15
0.63
0.69
0.86
0.81
0.93
1.00

13
0.26
0.94
0.82
0.90
0.69
0.12
0.67
0.70
0.87
0.78
0.94
0.99
1.00

In the next Sections visualization techniques which assist finding patterns of similarity, and dependencies between variables, are examined. A ‘variable rich’ environment is considered analogous to Table 6.3. The existence of multiple variables (greater
than three variables) leads to difficulty in interpreting the interaction between the variables in the matrix of Table 6.3. Such multiple variables also influence the visualization
techniques that can be used. This complexity introduced into the visualization is eloquently put by Bertin (1999) when he writes (page 62):

With up to three rows, a data table can be constructed directly as a single
image, producing a scatter plot or correlation diagram, in which the objects
are in the z. However, an image has only three dimensions. And this barrier is impassable.

With this research, those rows are the variables (also called dimensions) and they number greater than three. It will be shown that this barrier can, at least partially, be
surpassed.
It should be noted that the correlation matrix of Table 6.3 is for all 85 Federalist Pa207
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pers. When these papers are considered in the visualizations of the following sections,
that full set of papers is broken into four groups. Differences in correlation between
variables within each group would be expected, and different from that of the total set.
However, because of the number of strong positive correlations shown in Table 6.3 for
the papers in total, a large proportion of representations of such positive relationships
is to be expected within the visualizations of each sub-group.

6.2

Parallel Coordinate plots

In Section 2.4 (page 56) and its associated summary Table 2.7 (page 58), techniques
for visualization of multi-dimensional data are reviewed. As indicated there, techniques of varying sophistication have been devised in an attempt to overcome the
three dimensional spatial constraint with which humans are familiar, but still exploit
the comparative capacity of human vision. Most such techniques use some recursive
application of the three dimensions at a time principle. An alternative technique is Parallel Coordinate plots.
Parallel Coordinate plots is a technique for visualizing simultaneously the relationship of individual data interacting with multiple variables. In combination across
a set of data, those influences indicate how the measurement variables are related. The
sample provided in the data is used to deduce broader relationships between the measurement variables, which are deduced visually. Such attributes are rarely available
in combination. But as remarked by Wegman (1990), interpretation of Parallel Coordinate plots is not intuitive due to their unfamiliar basis. However, the effort involved
in obtaining that familiarity pays dividends.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of multiple data points having 13 coordinates (or
variables) each displayed using two implementation forms of these ideas. The data
used (and these plots) will be considered later. These two forms of plot have both
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similarities and differences, which in turn determine the use of each. The same data is
used in both examples.
1
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13

13
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12
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10
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2
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1
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(a) Parallel coordinate example

6
2
7
1
8
13
9
12
10

11

(b) Star plot example

Figure 6.1: Examples of data plotted as Parallel Coordinate and Star plots

The application of Parallel Coordinate plots derive from their properties. A general
coverage of those properties is provided by Inselberg (1985), while a more application
oriented set of properties is considered by Wegman (1990). Examples of such applications are interpreting drug response data described by Gennings, Dawson, Carter &
Myers (1990), examination of four-bar kinematics by Cohan & Yang (1986), and data
mining examined by Inselberg (1999). The properties most commonly used by these
applications are:
• representation of a point from an n-dimensional space in a two-dimensional
space; and
• the pattern in the plot that denotes dependency between multiple data points
which are the basic properties. In Appendix E an outline of a development of these
properties is given. In addition to these properties, the application to which Parallel
Coordinate plots are applied here, necessitated examination of:
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• the influence that disturbance in the data has upon the theoretical behaviour of
the Parallel Coordinate plots; and
• the number of Parallel Coordinate plots necessary.

It was felt that these issues were not explored sufficiently in the literature seen, despite
the practical influence they have on the deductions made via the Parallel Coordinate
plots. Each of these issues is considered in the following two subsections before applying Parallel Coordinate plots to the author attribution problem, using the Federalist
Papers. Although consideration of these issues divert from text documents, they are
important and are used subsequently for text document analysis.

6.2.1

Effect of noise and scaling on the Parallel Coordinate plots

One of the properties of Parallel Coordinate plots (the second significant result of Appendix E) enables detecting linear dependency between the dimensions (variables)
present. If there is a negative linear relationship between adjacent variables (i.e. as
one variable increases, the other decreases), the lines representing the data will intersect between the parallel coordinate axes representing those variables. If the variables
are directly proportional, then the lines between the corresponding parallel axes will
be parallel. For any other positive linear relationship, the lines will intersect, but not
between the corresponding parallel coordinate axes of the Parallel Coordinate plots.
With measurement data, the embedded relationships between the variables are
more complex than simple linear dependencies. The effect that such impure relationships have upon the appearance of a Parallel Coordinate plots is examined here. Noise
is introduced into the data which initially contains known relationships between the
variables. In using Parallel Coordinate plots, matching of observed behaviour in the
plot to the Parallel Coordinate plots resulting here from perturbing the known relationships, gives insight into the existence of possible relationships between the vari210
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ables.
Implicit in observing the tendency for intersections of the data lines, and the positioning of such intersections, is how the Parallel Coordinates are plotted. The behaviour of the lines (see Figure 6.2 (page 212)) between each pair of coordinate axes is
influenced by the scale used on each axis to plot the data values. Lines that are parallel
when plotted using one set of scales for a pair of axes, can become convergent when
plotted using another combination of scales. Similarly, lines that should converge due
to the numerical relationship in the data can appear parallel with some scales used for
plotting. The scale selected for each axis must also contain all the values that are to be
plotted along its length. So selection of the scaling of the axes in the Parallel Coordinate plot influences the appearance of the plot and the expected information that can
be obtained from it.
Also, measurements are rarely exact, but instead contain errors embedded in them.
In Section 6.3 (page 220), Parallel Coordinate plots are applied to the measurements of
the Federalist Papers to examine the influence of the variables in Table 6.2 (page 206).
Such measurements will contain errors of the type considered here. The interest here
is how much disturbance can be introduced by such a measurement process and still
maintain detection of the dependencies between the variables by a Parallel Coordinate plot. Or, how can a Parallel Coordinate plot look in practice which indicates an
underlying dependence between the variables?
Both scaling along the axes of the plot and the influence of disturbance in the data
(noise) has on the plot is only implicitly considered in the literature. Parallel Coordinate plots of 3-dimensional data are considered here to assist subsequent implementation of the technique and interpretation of the results produced. Data with three
independent variables (dimensions) is sufficient to be considered multi-dimensional
data while retaining simplicity for implementation as an illustrative example.
An example set of data for use in this investigation (which has no known physical
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significance) was generated by the expressions:

x1 = {−10, −5, 0, 5, 10}
x2 = −2.1 ∗ x1 + 34.9
x3 = −4.6 ∗ x1 − 3.1 ∗ x2 + 35.7

Successive values from the set of five values {−10, −5, 0, 5, 10} were selected for x1 .
With that value defined for x1 the value for x2 and x3 were computed via the subsequent equations. A data set of five values for the three variables x1 , x2 , x3 resulted. The
maximum and minimum values produced for (x1 , x2 , x3 ) were ({10.0, −10.0}, {55.9, 13.9},
{−53.39, −91.59}).
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(b) automatic max/min scaling

Figure 6.2: Effect of change in scaling of axes on Parallel Coordinate plots

In Figure 6.2 two means of applying the scale along each parallel coordinate axis
are used. In Figure 6.2a a manual process was used to assign the scaling, whereas in
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Figure 6.2b an automatic process was used. The axes in both plots are numbered with
the index of the associated variable, and each plot starts and ends with the same (x1 )
variable.
For the Figure 6.2a plot, the range of data values were inspected and the maximum
and minimum values to be assigned for the four parallel coordinates axes were selected. The values ({20.0, −20.0}, {60.0, 10.0}, {−50.0, −100.0}) were used. The intersection of the data lines between the 1-2 and 2-3 axes indicate the negative relationship
between the x1 and x2 variables, and the x2 and x3 variables, respectively. By contrast
the data lines between the 3-1 axes appear to intersect outside of the area between
those axes, indicating a positive relationship between the x3 and x1 variables. These
implications are true, following from the equations which generated the data that is
plotted.
In Figure 6.2b the maximum and minimum values for the data for each variable
were again obtained. In contrast to Figure 6.2a, those extreme values were directly
used as the maximum and minimum value on the corresponding parallel coordinate
axes. The internal intersections between the 1-2 and 2-3 axes again occur as in Figure 6.2a. However, the intersection of the data lines between the 3-1 axes is not apparent: the scaling used resulted in those lines appearing parallel.
The automatic scaling of parallel coordinate axes to the maximum and minimum
corresponding to those variables in the data was adopted for use with Parallel Coordinate plots. Negative relations between variables continue to give intersections of
data lines. The apparent lose of intersection of data lines associated with positive relationships can be overcome as the complement of the internal intersections of data
line. That is, if the data lines intersect between a pair of axes then the associated variables are negatively related; if they don’t, then they are positively related. The case
where two variables are corresponding one-to-one is a particular case of a positive
relationship.
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To the equation generated data a noise component was added to simulate the behaviour of measurement data. This noise was from a Normal distribution of zero
mean. The noise values used were obtained from the R statistical software
package via a standard function call as in rnorm(15,mean=0,sd=1.5) which generates 15 Normally distributed numbers with a mean of zero and a standard deviation
of 1.5. The values of x1 , x2 , and x3 were computed, as before, using the above equations. Then the first five of the noise values were added to the x1 data values, the
second five to the x2 values and the final five to the x3 values. For that level of noise,
the maximum and minimum data values were found and used to generate a Parallel Coordinate plot for that data. This process was repeated for each of the standard
deviation (s.d.) values of 0.5, 1.5, 2,5 and 5.0. The resulting Parallel Coordinate plots
are shown in Figure 6.3. These plots are of the same type and basic data as that of
Figure 6.2b.
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Figure 6.3: Parallel Coordinate plots of simulated data with noise added
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To be noted from the Parallel Coordinate plots of Figure 6.3 is the influence of increasing noise in the data as introduced by the standard deviation (s.d.) values. The
theoretical intersection of lines at one point between coordinate axes that have a negative relationship (1-2 and 2-3) is disturbed as the noise increases. The lines continue
to intersect, but at more than one point. But this intersecting property remains more
pronounced than that for variables with a positive relationship (axes 3-1).
The addition of noise into the original data does change the relationships between
the variables in that data, which is reflected in the Parallel Coordinate plots. The intersection between the 1-2 and 2-3 axes in Figure 6.3 is retained with increasing amounts
of noise. The consequence of this is that the underlying negative linear relationships
between the variables represented by the enclosing axes can be deduced. But contrast, the positive linear relationship between the variables of the 1-3 axes become less
clear as that relationship becomes more perturbed. A consequence is that, presented
with a pattern in a Parallel Coordinate plot like that between the 1-3 and the 1-2 axes
of Figure 6.3d, there is a component of judgement in the determination whether the
relationship is a positive or negative linear relationship, or a linear relationship at all.

6.2.2

The number of Parallel Coordinate plots required

A Parallel Coordinate plot contains a coordinate axis for each of the independent variables. Thus the number of axes corresponds to the dimension of the visualization.
But the power of the visualization offered by the Parallel Coordinate plot applies only
between the variables depicted by the coordinate axes which are drawn adjacent. In
one Parallel Coordinate plot each variable appears once and is adjacent to two other
variables. Which variables are adjacent to others is dependent on the order in which
the variables are selected for generating the plot.
How many Parallel Coordinate plots are required so that every independent variable in the data appears as a coordinate axes adjacent to every other variable? In what
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order (in each plot) should those coordinate axes be assembled? To assist the viewing
of such plots, the required number of plots should be a minimum.
As shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, one technique of reducing the number of Parallel
Coordinate plots is to repeat one of the coordinate axes. As in those Figures, this
can result in the one Parallel Coordinate plot having all three axes adjacent to one
another. If that coordinate is the same as the first coordinate, then the coordinate axes
are numbered with all the variables in a circular manner, concluding from where they
commenced. Despite the potential saving that this repetition presents, the Parallel
Coordinate plot literature that has been seen, does not pick-up on this technique. Of
particular note in this respect is the automobile example given by Wegman (1990).
The proposed solution is based on Graph Theory. If each of the n variables are
numbered 1 to n and arranged in order around the perimeter of a circle, then they
represent the vertices of a graph. The edge connecting one vertex to another represents the adjacency of the corresponding vertices. All vertices are adjacent to only two
others when the path of edges connecting each vertex once finishes at the vertex from
where the path started.
A vertex ordering generated by the expression:
nk+1 = [nk + (−1)k+1 k] mod n

for

k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1

while using the definition that 0 mod n = n mod n = n, is suggested by Wegman
(1990) as a solution to this adjacency problem. There are n/2 and (n + 1)/2 such sequences, respectively, for n being even or odd valued. The first sequence starts with
n1 = 1, the next with n1 = 2, etc. However, these vertex sequences do not return
to the starting vertex, this being a requirement for the parallel coordinate plot, in the
approach used in this research.
Graph Theory also provides an alternate solution through an analogous problem.
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The “seating problem” where in n people are to be seated around a table is examined
by Deo (1994). The seating is to be repeated a number of times, but at each repetition different neighbours are required, i.e. each person is to be adjacent to someone
different. The problem is to determine the number of table settings until all persons
have been a neighbour to every other person in the set. Arranged as a graph, this
problem is equivalent to finding the edge-disjoint Hamiltonian circuits within a complete
graph. It is proven by Deo (1994) (Theorem 2-8) that there are (n − 1)/2 such graphs
for n an odd integer ≥ 3. These Hamiltonian circuits together cover all vertices of the
graph. Deo (1994) (page 6) states that for n even, there are (n−2)/2 such arrangements
(Hamiltonian circuits). Omitted from Deo (1994) is that these (n − 2)/2 arrangements
do not include all edges, which requires additional circuits to complete the solution.
However, all n vertices in a complete graph have n − 1 edges contained in them, and
each Hamiltonian circuit has two edges for each vertex. Thus one additional nonHamiltonian circuit is required. Both values for the number of arrangements (circuits)
are less than the corresponding values from Wegman (1990) outlined above.
There is a difficulty with this Graph Theory approach. There is no general algorithm for finding Hamiltonian circuits (or sequencing of the vertices of the original
graph) which takes polynomial-time (i.e. the problem is NP-complete). This contrasts
to the sequencing given by Wegman (1990). To overcome this difficulty, Table 6.4 tabulates a selection of Hamiltonian circuits for use with Parallel Coordinate plots.
The Hamiltonian circuits shown in Table 6.4 were generated algorithmically, but
manually. The solution process utilised the graph-to-matrix construction process described by Aldous & Wilson (2000) after producing an edge matrix. This matrix is
central to the algorithm. Because the edge matrix contained each vertex once, only the
upper triangular part of that matrix is needed in the algorithm. The algorithm is (for
the number of vertices n odd):
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Table 6.4: Sequences of vertices for use in Parallel Coordinate plots
number of
vertices
4
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

sequence of vertices
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
2
3
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
7
2
3
4
6
2
3
6
4
5
2
3
4
10
6
2
3
4
5
6
10
2
3
4
5
6
8
2
3
4
5
6
9
7

3
2
3
5
3
6
2
3
7
7
3
8
8
3
3
6
9
4
3
6
2
2
8
3
5
7
6
2
3
7
6
12
11
2
3
13
13
2
4
10
3
14
14
12
8
5
8

4
4
4
2
4
4
6
4
5
2
4
5
2
5
4
9
3
2
4
8
9
7
2
4
8
10
3
4
4
12
12
9
8
11
4
7
8
6
10
12
4
2
7
2
3
8
2

1
5
4
5
2
5
5
2
6
5
2
6
2
5
2
7
8
5
10
3
3
4
5
10
2
8
8
5
2
10
2
2
3
5
2
2
8
2
6
5
9
2
4
12
14
3

1
1
6
5
3
6
4
3
6
7
3
4
6
5
2
3
6
2
5
8
6
6
4
5
2
11
6
4
2
6
7
6
6
9
12
4
13
13
6
6
13
11
9
12
6

1
1
7
6
5
7
4
7
6
7
7
6
5
7
5
7
5
10
7
6
11
11
7
7
8
5
8
10
4
7
4
3
11
5
11
7
12
9
9
14
7
4

1
1
1
8
6
5
8
8
4
8
9
8
9
10
10
3
8
11
3
4
3
8
5
11
10
4
9
8
12
6
3
12
2
8
4
3
7
11
13
9

1
1
1
9
8
5
7
9
4
4
6
7
9
9
9
9
10
9
10
7
3
12
5
9
8
9
10
9
4
9
8
5
3
2
4
5

1
1
1
1
10
7
8
9
9
10
2
6
7
5
10
6
9
11
3
7
10
5
11
13
3
7
10
13
10
13
5
6
14

1
1
1
1
11
7
8
5
9
11
9
3
4
5
12
11
10
5
9
8
3
11
5
6
6
7
2
10

1
1
1
1
1
12
11
8
7
9
8
12
6
7
7
11
5
12
11
11
14
4
10
12

1
1
1
1
1
13
11
10
12
7
9
13
7
8
10
10
3
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
14
10
12
8
13
11
13

1
1
1
1
1
1
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calculate the number of Hamiltonian circuits[= (n − 1)/2] to be found;
construct the edge matrix;
construct the first circuit as 2 to 3, 3 to 4, . . . , n − 2 to n − 1, and then n to 1;
indicate this circuit in the edge matrix;
set f ound = 1;
repeat
make selection any vertex connected to vertex 1 that has not been previously used;
set count = 0;
10: repeat
mark selection as having been selected;
find a vertex to connect to selection that has not been selected;
that vertex then becomes selection;
increment edge count by 1;
until count == n
if selection == 1
then increment count of circuits f ound by 1;
else go to 10
until f ound ≥ circuits

The algorithm finds Hamiltonian circuits that start and finish at the vertex numbered 1. In the path selected does not have that as its final vertex, then the path is
invalid. This is the reason for the ‘go to 10’ clause of the algorithm; if the final path
is invalid, try again. Using this algorithm showed that this ‘trial-and-error’ process
increasing in occurrence as the number of vertices increased and also the number of
previously obtained solutions increased.
With n even, the above algorithm was used to produce the (n − 1)/2 Hamiltonian
circuits, with the remaining (one) non-Hamiltonian circuit obtained by connecting the
unconnected n/2 vertices, alternating with n/2 edges already connected.
As an example of this solution process, consider a circuit containing 9 vertices.
Table 6.5 shows the edge matrix as it is used to construct the required vertex combinations. The matrix shows the instance where the path 1-4-9-7-2 has been traced and
an edge leading from vertex 2 is about to be selected. The matrix row index is shown
greyed to indicate the vertices that have been selected already for this circuit. Notice
that the edges which are a part of previously determined circuits (1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-1
and 1-3-6-9-2-5-7-4-8-1) are shown greyed to a different shade, with that same shade
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of grey indicating members of the one circuit. Those greyed edges (i.e. those selected
for previous circuits) were excluded from further selection.
Table 6.5: A 9 vertex edge matrix in use constructing a Hamiltonian circuit
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
1-2

3
1-3
2-3

4
1-4
2-4
3-4

5
1-5
2-5
3-5
4-5

6
1-6
2-6
3-6
4-6
5-6

7
1-7
2-7
3-7
4-7
5-7
6-7

8
1-8
2-8
3-8
4-8
5-8
6-8
7-8

9
1-9
2-9
3-9
4-9
5-9
6-9
7-9
8-9

The solutions obtained via this process are not unique. For example, the solution
shown in this example for the 9 vertex case differs from the solution given by Deo
(1994) (page 6) and that in Table 6.4. However, all circuits obtained for a given number
of vertices, together represent the complete solution which connect each vertex to each
other vertex once only.
In the case when the number of vertices is an even number, the above technique
was also used to determine the (n − 2)/2 Hamiltonian circuits. In this case, however,
one edge from each vertex remains unselected at the end of the process. These edges
are connected into a Hamiltonian path by using previously used edges. These results
are also shown in Table 6.4 (page 218), but without the final connection back to vertex
1.

6.3

Visualization of the Federalist Papers’ variables

In this Section the properties of Parallel Coordinate plots considered in Section 6.2
(page 208) are applied to visualization of the multi-dimensional data discussed in Section 6.1 (page 201) and summarized in Table 6.2 (page 206) obtained from the Federalist
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Papers. After application of Parallel Coordinate plots, alternatives to those plots provided by Star plots, and Colour Histograms, are demonstrated. These two techniques
use differing amounts of the properties considered in Section 6.2.
There are 85 Federalist papers. As indicated in Section 6.1.2 (page 203), 13 variables
were computed from each text document representing features of the writing. Thus
a 13 dimensional space is considered in these visualizations. From Table 6.4 (page
218), for 13 vertices (variables), 6 separate Parallel Coordinate plots each containing
different pairings of the 13 variables are needed to explore all combinations of those
variables and thus the relationships that exist between those variables.
The interest in the Federalist Papers is not in any relationship that those 13 variables
have running through all the papers, but in how any such relationships differ between
their authors. It is accepted in the literature relating to these papers that three people
(Jay, Madison, and Hamilton) were the authors. The authorship of most of the individual papers is known, but there is a set of 12 papers which both Madison and Hamilton
claim to have individually written. The resolution of this authorship question in the
main has been approached using statistical means as surveyed in Section 6.1.1 (page
202). Here, a visual examination of these claims is performed. A matching of the visual patterns between such variables across the papers of each known author is then
compared to that obtained for the papers of disputed authorship. Since this question of whether Madison or Hamilton wrote the disputed papers has been ongoing
for two hundred years, a definitive answer is not expected. Although a judgement
will be offered, more of an appreciation of the difficulty of answering this problem is
expected to be obtained from the visualization. These types of visualization could be
used successfully to resolve more tractable author attribution problems.
Of the 85 Federalist papers, 80 fall into one of four groups used in this investigation.
Those groups were the papers known to have been written by Madison (14 papers),
and Hamilton (51 papers), individually; those by Madison and Hamilton jointly (3
papers); and the disputed papers ( 12 papers). The first two groups were used to
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characterize the writing of the two contesting authors. The joint authorship group
was taken to be of secondary interest for comparison with the individually authored
papers, since it contained only three papers. The behaviour of the variables for the 12
papers in the disputed authorship group was of main interest, being compared against
the Madison and Hamilton groups. The visualization comparison is of the behaviour
with respect to the variables plotted of each group as a whole, not of individual papers
in those groups.
All plots were generated using stand-alone software, written in the Perl language,
that used the data described in Section 6.1.2 (page 203). Values for each of the 13 variables were gathered for the papers from each of the four groups. This data was then
processed by a Perl program, separate from the plot generating program, to generate
a file containing the maximum and minimum values of each of the 13 variables within
each group. Where applicable these results were used to scale the axes of the plots.
The plots produced were themselves Encapsulated Postscript programs which could
subsequently be viewed or printed.

6.3.1

Parallel axes plots

For 13 variables, Table 6.4 (page 218) indicates that 6 Parallel Coordinate plots are
needed to display each variable as a parallel axis that is adjacent to each of the other
twelve variables. All six such plots produced for the Federalist paper data are included
in Appendix E.3, with Figure 6.4 included here to indicate the form those plots assume.
The ordering of the variables for the axes correspond to the tabulated sequences of
vertices in Table 6.4, tagged by the vertices (variables) for the problem – in this case 13.
There is one plot for each of the four groups of papers with grouping based on their
(assumed) authorship: Disputed papers, Hamilton papers, Joint authorship papers,
and Madison papers. To assist comparison of the plots between groups, a set of four
group plots using a common ordering of variables are displayed together. In these
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Figure 6.4: Parallel Coordinate plots of Federalist papers – arrangement 1
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plots, the pattern produced by the data between these parallel axes is of interest.
A thick, red coloured line is plotted on the Parallel Coordinate plots for the Madison and Hamilton papers to show the mean of the data values in that group. This
can simplify comparison between groups. This mean behaviour is in contrast to those
plots for the joint and disputed papers groupings. In those, the focus is on the form
of the plotted line for each individual paper. It is those individual plots that are compared to the mean behaviours of the Madison and Hamilton paper groupings for arriving at a possible match, and hence possible authorship, on that individual paper.
Although not apparently used in the Parallel Coordinate literature, this mean curve
might have direct application to comparing data, and author attribution in this instance, based on that data. Similarity in the shape between groups of these mean
curves contained in the six Parallel Coordinate plots (each having a different arrangement of parallel coordinates) was taken as an indicator of similarity in the style of
writing in the papers. Plots such as those in Figure 6.4 show the distribution of all the
measured data about the mean values. For establishing association of any particular
document with other documents, the data line for that document is compared against
the mean value line used to define the comparator, in this case, against that for the
Hamilton and Madison documents. The same scaling and technique of producing the
plot is used in the plots being compared. For example, in Figure 6.4, each plot axis
was scaled to encompass individual maximum and minimum values. In most cases,
multiple sets of such plots need be compared. In the case of the Federalist papers used
here, six such plots are required.
A general principle used in this research is that similar objects produce similar
visualizations. A person not knowing how (or using what variables) a visualization
was produced can still identify similarities between visualizations of different objects,
without having to understand the significance of such similarities. A major difficulty
can be determining what variables characterise one group of objects and separate them
from other objects. Section 6.1.2 discussed this for the case of the Federalist Papers
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from the perspective of identifying one author’s style of writing from that of another.
If appropriate variables are selected, correct identification of similar objects, and separation of dissimilar objects, follows. So any user of a visualization can group similar visualizations together without understanding the consequence of that grouping,
while trained users would appreciate the significance. The trained user would appreciate the interplay of the variables used, similarities of visualizations produced, and
what changes need to be made in the next step in using this visualization technique.
Consider the curves of Figure 6.3.1 labelled as being produced by the Federalist
Papers written by Hamilton. Individual curves do vary from the mean (red) curve. But
by taking an individual curve representing any particular paper from this Hamilton
group, its visualization (curve) is more similar to the mean (red) line of the Hamilton
group than of that for the Madison group. It is argued that the visualization alone and
matching patterns enables grouping of the papers.
Similarity in the curves implies membership of a group. From the curves of Appendix E.3 (of which Figure 6.4 is an example), there is some similarity between the
Madison and Hamilton papers, but the mean (red) line also indicates a degree of dissimilarity. By visually comparing the individual curves for the twelve disputed papers
with these Madison and Hamilton ‘mean’ lines, the conclusion from the literature reviewed in Section 6.1.2 (page 203) that Madison probably wrote all the disputed papers
cannot be concurred with; at least half of those papers appear to follow the Parallel Coordinate pattern of the Hamilton papers. The conclusion, based on the variables used
in this analysis, is that Madison did not write (at least some) of the disputed papers.
Using the consideration given in Section 6.2.1 (page 210) of the appearance of linear relationships in ‘practical’ Parallel Coordinate plots, the Madison, Hamilton, and
disputed paper groups, show few clear positive linear relationships between the variables. This is an apparent contradiction to the correlation coefficients of Table 6.3 for
these papers. One exception from Figure E.2 (page 400) (which is reproduced in Figure 6.4) is that a positive linear relationship appears to exist between variables 12
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(number of different word occurrences that appear in the tail) and 13 (total number
of word groupings in the document). Another is the positive relationship between
variables 3 (number of unique words present) and 5 (number of words in the paper)
suggested in Figure E.7 (page 405). In contrast to these few clear positive linear relationships, no clear negative linear relationships between the variables were observed
in any of these groups. The lack of such relationships supports the difficulty of assigning authorship to the disputed papers, as suggested in the Federalist Papers literature.
However, more arguably positive linear relationships can be found in the set of six
Parallel Coordinate plots to suggest that Hamilton was the author of the disputed papers. Chief among these are the 5-6 and 6-7 relationship in Figure E.2 (page 400), the
2-6 and 6-8 relationships in Figure E.5 (page 403), and the 12-6 and 6-13 relationships
in Figure E.7 (page 405). There appear to be stronger relationships in the Hamilton,
as opposed to the Madison, group while also occurring in the disputed papers group.
Other relationships appear in the six Parallel Coordinate plots, but with equal emphasis in each of the Madison, Hamilton, and disputed papers groups. Such emphasis
counters their separation. The conclusion of similarity between the Hamilton and disputed paper groups is consistent with that conclusion arrived at above via the mean
data line.

6.3.2

Star plots

Star plots presented by Fienberg (1979) are shown in Appendix B of Wegman (1990)
to be similar to Parallel Coordinate plots, however, they lack some of the statistical
interpretation that can be given to the parallel axes form. In their favour is the fact
that Star plots are more compact, and the closed shapes that they contain can be easier
to recognise.
From the perspective of this research, Star plots are reformatted Parallel Coordinate
plots. The parallel coordinate axes are replaced by radial coordinate axes with their
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minimum values co-locating at the centre of the Star diagram. The maximum value is
located on the circumferential end of each axis. The spacing between each axis is such
that all axes divide equally the circular space about the plot’s centre.
Each data point to be plotted consists of multiple values which collectively represent one instance of the data. These multiple values are the contribution to the data
point from each of the multiple variables represented by the radial coordinate axes of
the Star plot. A data point is plotted as a sequence of straight line segments which
connect the value of the variables that compose that data point located on adjacent
radial coordinate axes. A closed figure results from each such data point if the starting
axis of the Star plot is also the concluding axis. Thus, the Star plot is a folded version
of the Parallel Coordinate plot considered in Section 6.2 (page 208).
The shape of the Star diagram is determined by which variables are associated
with adjacent axes. As with the Parallel Coordinate plot case, the same considerations
of Section 6.2.2 (page 215) result in there being a definite number of arrangements of
adjacent axes for any Star plot. For a given set of data, each of these different arrangement of axes produces a different Star plot. But the sequence of such pairings (which
determine the overall shape of the closed Star plot) are not unique. Figure 6.5 is a set
of such Star plots which will be discussed below.
It is shown by Wegman (1990) (Appendix B) that the point-line duality present in
the parallel axes plots does not apply to Star plots. Consequently the statistical interpretation of the straight line segments representing data values between the associated
radial coordinate axes in Star plots cannot be applied. However, a line connecting the
means of each variable for all data values plotted, forms a characteristic shape which
can be used to compare datasets. A similar approach was used in Section 6.3.1 with
Parallel Coordinate plots.
The Federalist Papers are an example where comparison between groups of papers
is required and where Star plots, like Parallel Coordinate plots, are applicable. The
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characteristic shape which the data assumes will change with different allocation of
adjacent variables (axes). For the data generated from these papers as described in
Section 6.1.2 (page 203), there would be 6 such characteristic shapes; this value being obtained in the same manner as that used to determine the number of Parallel
Coordinate plots.
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Figure 6.5: Star plots of Federalist paper’s statistics – self scaled

Figure 6.5 is one of the six required plots if Star plots were used to analyse the
Federalist Papers, as in Section 6.3.1 (page 222). It contains the same data as Figure 6.4
(page 223), with the same variables plotted adjacent to one another, so that the centre
of the diagram corresponds to the minimum value of each variable. The outer radius
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along each axis corresponds to the maximum value of that variable. In Figure 6.5 the
mean value of each variable is plotted using a thicker line coloured red.
Based on the shape of this Star plot, the variables plotted indicate similarity of
the disputed papers with those papers authored by Hamilton. The closed form of
the mean value line in Figure 6.5 enables detection of similarity between plots more
readily than the corresponding Parallel Coordinate plots in Figure 6.4. Similarity of
shape is reinforced by the spike resulting from variable 6 (the number of words which
fall on the tail). This is the same conclusion obtained from Figure 6.4 (page 223) in
Section 6.3.1. This viewing of closed forms highlights data behaviour more readily
than the Parallel Coordinate plots of Figure 6.4. For example, the minimum value behaviour of variable 7 of the joint authorship papers is more obvious in Figure 6.5 than
in Figure 6.4. A full analysis of the data would require production and examination of
all six Star plots as was done in Section 6.3.1 for Parallel Coordinate plots.

6.3.3

Colour Maps

Colour Maps provide an alternative visual to Parallel Coordinate plots for locating
linear relationships between variables. The range of values that a variable assumes is
divided to a specified fixed number of equal cells, each of which is assigned a colour.
In practice, 5-15 such cells are typically specified. The occurrence of each value in the
data is then represented by the colour of the cell in which the value falls. If a data point
contains multiple variables, and the value of each of those variables in the data point
are coloured in accord with this colouring scheme, then a representation of those data
values is produced. Relationships between data points, and between the variables, are
determine by matching the patterns of colour.
‘Colour Maps’ here are modelled after the Colour Histograms proposed by Wegman (1990). The process of forming the Colour Histogram, as described by Wegman
(1990) (page 672), starts by selecting one variable as a reference. The values of that
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variable in all the data values (or observations) are arranged in ascending order. That
arrangement of values is then divided into bins, with a colour assigned to indicate
each bin. For the reference variable Wegman (1990) (pages 673) states:

. . . blocks of colour are arranged according to the colour gradient, with
the width of the block being proportional to the number of observations
falling into the colour bin. The observations on the other axes (variables)
are arranged in the order corresponding to the reference axis (variable) and
colour coded according to their magnitude.

This process appeared complex, and somewhat at odds with the example Colour Histogram given by Wegman (1990) (page 673).
What was thought to be a more direct approach than Colour Histograms was
adopted as the Colour Map. Colour Maps use the same bin coloring as Colour Histograms. The range of values of each variable across the data values (observations) is
converted to an equal number of bins. Each of those bins uses the same sequence of
colours, although the same colour would represent bins of different numerical value
for different variables. Colour Maps visualize each value of a variable in a data point
with equal sized colour patches. The frequency of occurrence of a range of values,
represented by a colour, is obtained visually and not used as part of the visualization
algorithm.
By knowing the key (or sequence) of the colouring used in a Colour Map, the pattern of values across variables can be deduced. For relationship detection, the values
represented by the colours is not important for they are of the proportion for all variables. The patterns in colour indicate the terrain produced in the data by the variables.
If variables are positively related, then the order in the terrain of ‘hills’ and ‘valleys’
produced across data points will be similar. If the size of those hills and valleys are
produced by the same number of colour patches, then the corresponding variables are
positively related in a linear manner. With unequal numbers of colour patches forming
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the hills and valleys, the relationship is positive, by nonlinear. Similarly, if the order
of hills and valleys are reversed in order between variables across the data, then those
variables are negatively related. The linear on nonlinear nature of that relationship
follows the same determination as for the positive relationship case above. Because of
the way in which the colour key is derived, the colour representing the maximum and
minimum value must be present in each row of the overall map.
Figure 6.6 shows Colour Maps for the Federalist Papers known to have been written
by Madison, and Hamilton, and those of disputed authorship. The maps are in terms
of the same 13 variables used in previous Sections where those papers were examined
using the Parallel Coordinate and Star plots. Successive columns across each map contains the data associated with each paper, with the variables running vertically. Issues
of adjacency of variables which occur when using Parallel Coordinate and Star plots
does not occur here as different pairings of the variables does not alter the perceived
patterns of colour. The meaning of each variable is that shown in Table 6.2 (page 206).
The three maps use the common colour key as shown. In the rows of each map which
represent the variables, the colours represents the comparative maximum and minimum value of that variable relative to that key.
In the Colour Maps of Figure 6.6 the terrain of colour along the columns of each
of the three maps is the main issue. Each column shows the values of each of the
variables for one paper. Variable 1 (the paper’s number) is of little use in that regard,
but it does show (by the uniform colour gradient across each map) that the columns
are the data from successive papers from each grouping. A difference appears to exist
between the later papers in the Hamilton group (those to the right end) compared to
the others in that group. Aside from the occasional black colour, a large number of
the papers from Hamilton are coloured in the low end (left end) of the colour key.
Some of the later papers are coloured more in the centre and upper part of that key.
By contrast, the disputed papers are coloured more in the centre of the colour key, as
are the Madison papers. This suggests that some papers were written by Madison and
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Figure 6.6: Colour Maps of the variables measured in the Federalist papers
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others by Hamilton, as was concluded by the analysis using Parallel Coordinate plots
in Section 6.3.1 (page 222).
The Colour Maps of Figure 6.6, consistent with the Parallel Coordinate plots of Section 6.3.1 and the Star plots of Section 6.3.2, indicate that the 13 variables used for this
analysis of the Federalist Papers are not constant in behaviour across all papers. For attributing authorship, different variables appear to be necessary. The literature dealing
with the author attribution problem in the Federalist Papers does use variables different
that the 13 used here. The Colour Maps effectively indicate that the distribution of the
variables changed over the evolution of the papers (as indicated by variable 1).

6.3.4

Reducing the number of variables by Sammon plots

An issue with the 13 variables introduced in Section 6.1.2 (page 203), and used in the
above visualization to analysis the Federalist Papers, is whether those variables are independent. If the behaviour of one variable can be expressed in terms of the behaviour
of one or more other variables, then the first variable is not independent of the other
variables. Thirteen variables are within the scope of consideration of the visualization techniques considered. But a reduction in that number of variables might assist
in more simply locating similarity in the papers, and thus attribute authorship to the
disputed papers.
Reducing the number of variables is the purpose of Cluster Analysis (Chatfield
& Collins (1980) (Chapter 11)). A more visual approach is that of “Self-Optimizing
Maps” which in turn builds upon the work of Sammon (1969). Sammon plots are one
approach to overcoming visually the curse of dimensionality.
Self-Optimizing Maps (also know as Kohonen Maps) show relationships between
variables as described by Kohonen (2001). Techniques of this type reduce the amount
of data by categorising or grouping similar data items together into data clusters. One
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implementation of Kohonen Maps is the software package SOM PAK (Deboeck (1998)).
Both Kohonen and Deboeck link the success of Kohonen Maps to their use of the nonlinear mapping algorithm of Sammon (1969) which itself was designed to display
multi-dimensional data so as to expose any underlying structure in that data. Each
structure in the data is described by a variable. So uniqueness in structure implies
independence in the variables which describe those structures.
The ‘Sammon’ algorithm is based on the idea of multi-dimensional space. The
variables in a set of data specify the dimension of the space that defines that set of data.
So a data set containing multiple variables is defined in a multi-dimensional space.
The nonlinear Sammon algorithm maps points in one multi-dimensional space into
another multi-dimensional space of reduced dimension, such that the structure in the
data is approximately preserved under the mapping. This is done such that proximity
of data is preserved under the transformation, i.e. if there is a ‘close’ relationship
between data in a high dimensional space, it is also close in the reduced dimensional
space. A ‘measure ’ is defined relative to the separation of the data, and the algorithm
proceeds to optimally reduce the number of dimensions while mimimising the change
in the sum of that measure.
In the SOM PAK distribution, this is implemented as sammon. The sammon program, as with most of the eleven programs provided in that distribution, could be run
independently of one another. The problem to be processed was expressed via a data
file the first line of which contained the number of variables that were contained in all
subsequent lines of that file: one line per set of data. Best success was achieved by requesting the sammon program to produce its graphical output in Postscript form, and
then converting that into an Encapsulated Postscript file. The number of iterations
was specified via a command line parameter. The correct functioning and use of the
program was verified by running the circular, helix data, and nonlinear data from the
Sammon (1969) paper (pages 403-5) for 300 to 600 iterations to obtain the published
results.
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Figure 6.7 shows the output produced by sammon for the Federalist Paper data described in Section 6.1.2 (page 203), but with the paper number removed. For these
twelve variables (or dimensions), the algorithm was run for 480 iterations to produce
the variable separation shown on a two dimensional plane; the small filled circles
in the plot denote the positioning of the 85 Federalist papers. The sammon software
placed the associated labelling of the data point.
The relative location in Figure 6.7 of the data indicates that an underlying (but
undefined) structure exists in this data. There is a general trend from the top left, to
the bottom right of the diagram following a non-linear curve with some dispersion.
The documents known to have been written by Madison (labelled M) tend to cluster
in the centre of the distribution. Those believed written by Jay (four of them) are in the
lower part of the distribution. Those known to be of Hamilton’s authorship populate
the whole distribution with a concentration in the lower part of the diagram. This part
of the figure also contains the majority of the papers of disputed authorship.
Similarity in data associated with each data point is an interpretation of close proximity of data points. The clustering that appears in Figure 6.7 suggests that the data associated with the disputed authorship papers are a combination from both Hamilton
and Madison, lending support to the conclusion using the Parallel Coordinate plots
technique of Section 6.3 (page 220). If this data correctly characterises the Federalist
Papers, then Hamilton should at least be accredited with authoring some of the disputed papers. Again reinforcing those other visualization techniques, there is no clear
separation of Madison, Hamilton, and the disputed papers. There are some points
representing the disputed papers that are closer to points depicting Madison’s papers
than those for Hamilton. In those instances, either could have been the author of that
disputed paper. In the light of this visualization, Madison alone does not have a style
of writing which aligns him exclusively to the style present in the disputed papers.
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Figure 6.7: Sammon plot of the Federalist Papers data: Labels J, M, D, and B indicate
authorship by Jay, Madison, disputed, and both Madison and Hamilton, respectively;
the unmarked are of Hamilton authorship
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6.3.5

Summary of multi-dimensional visualization section

Four techniques for visualizing multi-dimensional data were applied to the Federalist
Papers. That data corresponded to thirteen variables which were measured for each
of the 85 papers. These variables may not appropriately represent the writing styles
of the three authors known to have written those papers, but the visualization techniques give an indication of patterns which result, as well as being consistent within
themselves. These techniques do indicate that there is little difference in the patterns
from those papers, and particularly across the papers known to be written by the two
contending authors. This reinforces the controversy that has surrounded authorship
of the disputed papers for two hundred years.
These techniques offer alternatives to numerical techniques which are commonly
used. Although visualization is a powerful tool which is frequently used, there are
difficulties in applying it to more than three dimensions, or variables. This is testified by the visualization literature reviewed in Chapter 2. The four techniques used
in this section overcome this limitation. In terms of the visualization taxonomy of
Section 2.1 (page 31), these four techniques are 2-dimensional visualizations flat stack
(colour map and Sammon plots) or linked across (parallel coordinates and star plots)
types. They are most appropriate for visualizing multi-dimensional data types with
dimensions of three or greater.

6.4

Fractal dimension – a toolkit number

In Section 6.5 (page 254) successive data values are obtained from text documents and
visualized using a ‘trend line’. According to the taxonomy of Section 2.1 (page 31)
such a visualization is of type ‘2-dimensional linked across type’ of 1 or 2-variate data.
To compare two (or more) such lines, and thus the text documents from which the data
was obtained, a comparison of the trend lines is necessary. As the complexity of such
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lines increases, that comparison becomes more difficult. Finding the fractal dimension
of each trend line allows the comparison of (potentially) complex lines to be reduced
to comparing a number which has been computed from, and contains the aspects of
character of, each line.
The fractal dimension can be computed for two and three dimensional visualizations. As a result, fractal dimensions provide a means for comparing visualizations
which extend beyond the two dimensions in which they are used in Section 6.5 (page
254). So a tool such as the ‘Serine’ prototype should use them. The work reported in
this Section uses a stand-alone software implementation of fractal dimension computation to examine the properties which would be used in such a tool.
A common technique when plotting data is to fit a straight line through the individual points, with the line being (say) a least-squares fit. The equations of such straight
lines could be compared directly, and the scatter (the variation of the data about those
lines) compared statistically. An alternative is to consider the line to be composed of
segments connecting the actual data points by calculating its fractal dimension. Such
a dimension (or number) gives a comparative measure of the ‘wiggly nature’ of the
line, and hence the data being represented.
Thus the fractal dimension gives an alternative to visual comparison of data, without the need for the data to be ‘smoothed’.

6.4.1

Fractal dimension theory

Clarke & Schweizer (1991) cite four methods for experimental determination of the
fractal dimension of a line (and five methods for a surface). A line (or surface) is used
in those methods because it can be measured with continually increasing precision.
For example, in Figure 6.8 the length of a curve is being measured by stepping along
its length with a fixed-length rule (or divider). The derived length of that curve is the
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sum of the lengths from each of the rule’s steps needed to cover the original curve’s
length. Two different measurements of the curve’s length using different lengths for
the rule are shown in Figure 6.8. In this example, the resulting length for the curve is
longer when using the rule with the smaller length. This results from the mis-match of
the curvature of the curve compared with the rules which are straight; so the length of
the curve is being measured as the straight line equivalents. If the curve being measured
was itself straight, the length estimates obtained by this process would be the same.

Figure 6.8: Changing length of a line due to measurements taken

This technique for estimating the length of a curve is the same as that used by L.F.
Richardson, as described on pages 60–62 of Kaye (1993), for estimating the length of
coastlines and national boarders. Richardson plotted such estimates against the length
of the step used in obtaining that estimate. That plot was done on a log-log basis so
as to accommodate the large range of data lengths. Although that straight line tends
to infinity as described by Mandelbrot (1983) for decreasing measurement steps, the
slope of the straight line is a constant. The slope of that line is the fractal dimension,
which follows from the definition of “fractal dimension”.
From Voss (1988) (page 28), the fractal (or “self-similarity”) dimension D is defined
as:
D=

ln(N )
ln( 1r )

where N is the number of segments being counted, each of length r. With curves
that retain their wiggling structure with decreasing segment length, this expression
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can be used directly to determine the fractal dimension of that curves. In this case
this determination is repetitive. However, if this similarity nature of the curve being
measured is limited or constrained, a modification to this approached is needed. Such
a constraint exists in the application to which fractal dimension is proposed for use
here and its implications will be considered below.
For determination of the fractal dimension D of a real curve when it alone is available, the experimental approach can emulate the above repetitive method. In Euclidean geometry (following the logic by Voss (1988)), if a straight line of unit length is
divided into N equal segments, each of r length units, then r =

1
N

is the size of those

N segments. If a unit square is divided into N equal parts, each r units on a side, then
r=

1
√
.
2
N

If a unit cube is divided into N equal parts, then r =

1
√
.
3
N

So in general, the

length of each N equal subdivision of a unit figure is:
1
r= √
D
N
where D is the dimension of the space being subdivided. Re-writing this last expression in terms of N :
N=

1
1
= ( )D
D
r
r

By taking logarithms, and rearranging the terms, the defining expression for D is obtained. In Euclidean geometry, D has integer values; in the fractal case this is allowed
to take on real number (decimal fraction) values.
More rigorously, Barnsley (1993) defines (page 173, and after appropriate change
of symbols) the fractal dimension as
(

D = lim

r→0

N

)

1
r

where N is a function of the length r. Thus from the above the length of a curve, L,
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which is composed of N such segments each of length r, is

L=N ·r

has the property that it also is a function of the length of the measurement r and
subject to a limit process. Figure 6.8 shows two instances of that limit process where
decreasing the measurement lengths (r) gives better approximation of the length of
the curve. The length of the curved line is being approximated by two sets of straight
line segments, the first of three segments (terminated by circles) and the second by five
segments (terminated by squares). It is seen that the sum of neither the three or five
segment lengths gives the true length of the curved line, the five segment (having a
lower segment length r) is closer than the three segment approximation. As the length
of the straight line segments decrease in length, a better estimate of the length of the
curved line is obtained.
Experimentally determined values of the number of length increments and their
length (inverted) tend to the required value of the fractal dimension of the given line.
The slope of the straight line through those measured values gives the required fractal dimension as the size of the length increments decreases. Different experimental
methods used different ways of obtaining the length increments and the number of
such increments needed to approximate the length of the given line.
For higher dimensional cases of surfaces and volumes to be fractal dimensioned,
the length being covered is replaced by the surface and volume whose fractal dimension is sought. The incremental length is then the size of the sides of the area or volume
used in that covering process.
When considering experimentally determined fractal dimensions, Barnsley (1993)
(page 188) states:

. . . when the fractal dimension of a physical set is quoted, some indication
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of how it was calculated must also be provided. There is not yet a broadly
accepted unique way of associating a fractal dimension with a set of experimental data.

This must be considered when stating values that are computed.

6.4.2

Algorithm used

Fractals can be considered to be of three types: those that are lines in a plane, those
that have area in a plane, and surfaces in three dimensional space. Kaye (1993) gives
indepth coverage of determining fractals of lines in a plain. Barnsley (1993) examines
the fractal dimensions of lines in a plane and areas bounded by such lines. Clarke
(1986) and Clarke & Schweizer (1991) extend such considerations to determining the
fractal dimension of irregular surfaces in space.
Of the different experimental approaches for determining fractal dimension described by Barnsley (1993), an algorithm based on Box Counting was developed in
this research. This algorithm involved overlaying a grid of equi-spaced lines on the
line whose fractal dimension is to be measured. The intersection of these lines form
boxes. The number of boxes which contain any portion of the line being dimensioned
are counted. This count is recorded together with the spacing of the lines that gave
that count (Figure 6.9). The spacing between the grid lines is then halved and the
counting and recording process repeated. This process is repeated for as many times
as box counts can be obtained.
Through the data pairs of box counts and their length (on a side) obtained, a numerical equivalent of a log-log plot (known as a “Richardson plot”) is produced and
a straight line fit to that data obtained. In that plot, the inverse of each box length is
used so as to obtain 1r . Natural logarithms and a least squares line fit were used.
A manual process could be used to obtain the number of boxes through which
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the curve being measured pass. However, this was found to become difficult and
unreliable, particularly as the separation between the grid lines (and thus the side dimension of each box) decreased. A limiting situation occurred as the thickness of the
lines defining the grid became comparable to the spacing of the grid, and the thickness
of the curve itself. An algorithmic means of deriving the required data was the outcome of that limitation. Such algorithmic approach would also make the use of fractal
dimensioning a more accessible tool.
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Figure 6.9: Positioning of boxes over data to determine their fractal dimension

The total algorithm, and the program ‘linefd’ which implements it, considers a
curve in question to be composed from a sequence of connected straight line segments, as shown in Figure 6.9. A grid of known spacing is generated to cover the total
curve. Each segment in the sequence is examined separately within that grid. Those
grid-generated boxes which overlay (or cover) that curve segment are counted. If a
box is included in such a count was also included in a similar count for a previously
examined straight line segment, then that box is removed from the current count. So
that each grid-generated box is counted only once in covering the line. As shown
in Figure 6.9, this process starts at the straight line segment at the bottom left of the
figure, and continues until all straight line segments which compose the original line
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have been examined. The sum of all such component box counts produces the count
for the total line for the grid spacing used.
The heart of the box counting method is determining which boxes cover any portion of the line segment being examined. Figure 6.10 shows the construction used.
First, the box containing the start of the line and the end of the line are determined.
The box at the start of the line is the first box selected. Two candidate boxes are then
examined for next box in the sequence by proceeding from the currently selected box
to the box containing the end of the line segment. In Figure 6.10, boxes 1, 2, and 3 have
been determined as covering the given line segment, and the next box adjoins box 3.
Two candidates are considered (the third candidate is a special case); the box immediately above, and that to the right (shown stippled in Figure 6.10), of the currently
selected box. The successful candidate is the box through which the line segment
passes. This selected candidate becomes part of the cover, and then assumes the role
of the next candidate selector. This process is repeated until the box containing the
end point of the line is contained in one of the two candidate boxes.

2

3

1

Figure 6.10: Construction for determining the box cover of a line

In selecting between two candidate boxes, the one through which the line passes
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through is selected. But there is also the possibility that the line may pass through their
common vertex. In that case the box between the two candidates would be selected as
the covering box.
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Figure 6.11: A method of determining whether a line enters a box

Figure 6.11 shows the approach used to determine whether a line passes through a
particular box, which is assumed to have equal length sides. The approach is based on
the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm described by Foley, van Dam, Feiner &
Hughes (1990) (page 114) which is used to determine whether specified straight lines
pass through a viewing frame thus necessitating their display. However, the situation
here requires only that the line enters the screen (box), without knowing how the line
enters the screen. In the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm the positioning of a line in the
plane of the screen is considered and uses a four binary bit descriptor for that purpose.
By considering only the column of space that passes vertically through the box of
interest, the algorithm used here employed a corresponding two bit binary descriptor.
The value of the line was obtained at the x-extremities of the box. A descriptor of two
bits was associated with each of those two values. If the value was greater than the
upper y-value of the box, the first bit of the descriptor was set to one. If the value was
less than the lower y-value of the box, the second bit of the descriptor was set to one.
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In all other cases it was zero. Figure 6.11 shows the values of the descriptors in relation
to the box with respect to the line’s value at the box x-extremities.
The entry of the line into the box follows. If both bits of either descriptor were
zero, the line entered the box. If corresponding bits of the left and right descriptors
had opposite values, then the line passed through the box. In all other cases, the line
did not enter the box.
The situation depicted in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 is the case where the line being covered had a positive gradient (slope). Two additional situations required modifications
to this algorithm for it to be of general use. In the case of a line to be covered with a
negative slope, the two candidate squares were those to the right and below the last
selected square, as opposed to the right and above in the positive gradient case. A vertical lines also needed to be handled separately. Because of the need to evaluate the
line at the x-extremities of the box, the equation of the straight line passing through
the given end-points was formed. But this equation is undefined when the line is vertical. For the vertical case a more direct approach was followed based on the vertical
stacking of the grid boxes. This was taken as a special case.
The above process is performed for each of the components which make up the
line being fractal dimensioned. In recording boxes which cover each component line
segment, boxes which have been used to cover other line segments are not counted
again. The total box count for all line segments is then recorded together with the
grid spacing used in obtaining that count. The grid spacing is then halved, and the
whole process repeated. This continues until a prescribed grid spacing in attained. A
Richardson plot of the natural logarithm of the box counts against the natural logarithm of the inverse of the grid spacing is made. Then a least squares line is then fitted
to that plot. The gradient of that line is the fractal dimension sought. The overall
‘linefd’ algorithm for determining the fractal dimension was:
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read all the data points which define the curve to be dimensioned;
determine the ‘x’ range and ’y’ range of those data values;
side = length to the larger of the two ranges;
for i = 1 to N
begin
sides = range/i;
count = 0;
for all line segments
for all grid squares
if grid square covers line segment
and that grid square not counted
then
begin
count = count + 1;
record that square has been counted;
end
end for
end for
end
record count and sides;
end for
the N pairs of sides and count are used to determine the fractal dimension

There were three conditions associated with this technique that needed special attention. They were:

1. the situation where the line being covered was vertical, or near vertical;
2. only one square should cover a particular point on a line.
3. the range of grid spacings that should be used.

The first of these conditions, the case of a vertical line segment, has been previously mentioned. This needed to be extended to include the near-vertical case. In the
near-vertical case, the accuracy of the floating point arithmetic could potentially introduce error into determining the crossing of the line into the boundary of a square. To
overcome this problem, these near vertical cases were converted into a vertical case,
and handled by that special condition.
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Implicit in the examples of determining fractal dimensions of lines shown by Barnsley (1993) and Kaye (1993) is that only one box covers any particular point of the line
being fractal dimensioned. A problem occurs when using a regular grid of lines to
produce the boxes that are used in the covering process. In the situation where the
line being fractal dimensioned passes through the intersection of two lines, there are
four squares that could be used to cover that intersection point. This second condition
was overcome by providing a more exact definition of the extent of a box. Using Figure 6.11 as a reference, the horizontal (x direction) of a box was defined as x1 ≤ x < x2
and vertical extent (y direction) was ymin ≤ y < ymax . For programming, the upper
inequalities were converted to new limit values, a small distance inside the maximum
value and thus forming the maximum limits to a box. The intersections of the line being dimensioned are shown circled in Figure 6.11 and have the reference value of the
top of the box for defining entry into the box being that reduced value (shown hashed
in the figure).
The third of the special conditions pertains to the appropriate range of covering
box size that is appropriate for determining the fractal dimension of a particular line.
More box covering data may not lead to a more accurate determination of the fractal
dimension. This is alluded to in the demonstration examples for experimental fractal
determination by Barnsley (1993). The range of box-sizes used in the determination is
recommended to be included when giving the fractal dimension obtained. Decreasing
the size of those boxes assumes that the data contains what Peitgen, Jürgens & Saupe
(1992) describe as “self-similarity”; the complexity of the data is retained with increasing magnification of scale. Although self-similarity is at the heart of fractal dimension
determination, this condition can be relaxed, but with caution. In data, the degree of
self-similarity is constrained by the scale of the measurements. That limitation needs
to be observed when using the box-counting method for obtaining an estimate of the
fractal dimension. If the size of the covering boxes is incompatible with the data, a
poor fractal dimension will be obtained. This is demonstrated by the following two
examples.
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6.4.3

Some practical issues in fractal dimension measurement

To verify correct functioning of this fractal dimensioning algorithm implementation a
comparison was sought. Books such as Kaye (1993), Mandelbrot (1983), and Barnsley
(1993) contain many examples of fractal dimension determinations. However, when
the data is given from which such determinations are derived, they are simplistic with
little structure. A curve of more useful data is often given which consists of more complex data (for example in the Strahle (1991) paper, page 411) but taking off coordinates
from such curves for use as test data proved impractical. Available software for determining fractal dimension also used data incompatible with the implementation being
tested. Without access to their source code, this could not be changed. Changing the
test implementation to process data compatible with the available software would not
provide testing of this algorithm’s implementation. As a result, another approach was
followed.
A straight line and a more complex line similar in form to that used by Strahle
(1991) were used. It is known from theoretical considerations that the fractal dimension of a straight line is unity. So a straight line broken into segments for data should
give that unit value. The more complex line was similar in form, but has less selfsimilarity than that of the Strahle (1991) example (Fig. 1(b), page 410) whose fractal
dimension was given as 1.58. So the fractal dimension of this complex line is known
to be higher than unity for a straight line but less than 1.58 of the Strahel line.
A straight line between the points (1,3) and (15,16.1) was analysed in the coordinate
block of 0 to 20 in both x and y directions using the software of Section 6.4.2 (page 242).
The size of the covering boxes ranged from 5 to 0.0098 (= 20/2048) units. The length
of the sides of the boxes were halved between measurements. The boxes were in the
form of squares. Figure 6.12 shows the log/log plot (analogue of the Richardson plot)
of the covering box sizes and counts obtained.
Using the ten data points obtained, the slope of the least squares fitting line (shown
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as a solid line in Figure 6.12) was 0.970 which would be the fractal dimension measurement. In Figure 6.12 a line of unit slope, which corresponds to the theoretical fractal
dimension of a straight line, is also shown – bashed. The inclusion of the lower covering box sizes (at the right-hand end of the plot) in the least squares determination
accounts for the difference in these two lines. Excluding the first two points gave a
least squares slope of 0.989; excluding the first three, gave a slope of 0.993. The expected accuracy of a fractal dimension determined by this experimental method is
one, may be two, decimal places. The determination of 0.99 suggests that these small
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Figure 6.12: Log/log plot of box counts for the straight line example

So, for the straight line between the coordinates (1,3) and (15,16.1), its fractal dimension was 0.99 over the range of length from 2.5 to 0.0097.
The second validation of the ‘linefd’ algorithm involved the measurement of the
fractal dimension of the data plotted in Figure 6.13. Ninety (x,y) value pairs with the
x data values ranged from 0 to 17.8 units at a uniform increment of 0.2. The shape
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of this curve is similar to, but lacks the self-similarity, or wiggly nature, of the Strahle
(1991) temperature probe data that is analysed as a demonstration example by Barnsley (1993). As a consequence, the fractal dimension of the data of Figure 6.13 was
expected to be greater than the value 1.00 of a straight line but less than the 1.58 value
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Figure 6.13: Plot of data that produced the wiggly line example

Application of the box counting software produced results that are plotted on
log/log axes in Figure 6.14. Four sets of data are shown. These respective data sets
had initial box size assignments of 30, 25, 21, and 19 units and are represented in Figure 6.14 by the circle, triangle, plus sign, and multiply sign, respectively. The size
of these initial covering boxes was such as to cover the whole of the line data being
measured. Those box sizes with a box covering count of one are included in the plot
of Figure 6.14. Following the box counting algorithm, a data point was produced for
each halving of those initial boxes. This halving process was stopped after 9 cycles,
whereby the box size was smaller than the 0.2 increment in the data. As shown in
Figure 6.14, this resulted in a uniform coverage of box sizes (plotted as the inverse of
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Figure 6.14: Log/log plot of box counts of the wiggly line example

Superimposed on the data in Figure 6.14 is a dashed line of unit slope together
with a solid line that indicates the slope of the fractal dimension which was deduced.
The line of unit slope runs through the data values with 1/r values above 5.0 which
corresponds to the r value of 0.2 which is the increment in the data being fractal dimensioned. These values were thus measuring the straight line segments between the
data values, which is not a part of the data that is required to be measured. Consequently, these points were removed from the determination of the fractal dimension
of the data.
At the other end of Figure 6.14, the four 1/r values having unit counts were those
of the initial covering boxes. Except for one of those four values, they are off the line
passing through the remaining points. Their inclusion with the other points in fitting
a straight line would tend to increase the slope of that fitted line, and hence the fractal
dimension determination. On this basis, these four points were removed from further
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consideration.
The least squares fit straight line through the remaining point in Figure 6.14 had a
slope of 1.35 and was taken as the fractal dimension of the data shown in Figure 6.13.
That fractal dimension of 1.35 was determined over a 15 to 0.234 length range.
As a side issue, the data of Figure 6.13 was translated in the y direction by the
addition of an offset to each y value. This translation was needed to enable negative
values appearing in the data set to be accommodated within a positive range of values on which the initial size of the covering boxes could be selected. It was found
that for this translation not to introduce difference in the experimentally determined
fractal dimension, the translation needed to be a integer power of two of that covering box size. For example, with an initial covering box size of 24, a translation of 6
introduced no change, but a translation of 4 would cause a change in the determined
fractal dimension determination of the translated line. Under such special conditions,
translations do not change the relative count of the boxes covering the line.

6.4.4

Summary of this fractal dimension section

Fractal dimension was introduced as a tool-kit item for assessing a line. The specific
line considered was that passing through data points appearing on a two-dimensional
visualization. In terms of the proposed visualization taxonomy of Section 2.1 (page
31), the fractal dimension was linked to 2-variate or sequential 1-variate data types
using a 2-dimensional linked within visualization type. The fractal dimension is a
decimal fraction in the range between 1 and 2. The use of such an item is to assist
human comparison of lines appearing in different visualizations.
Being a number, the fractal dimension is computed using data derived from the
visualization of the line. However, the value arrived at depends on what data is used
in that computation. If inappropriate data is included then the desired result is not
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obtained. It was shown that visualization of that data can assist filtering of the inappropriate parts. Although the same class of visualization in used during that filtering
process, the data is different from the data whose fractal dimension is sought. The
process of fractal dimension determination was derived as consisting of:
• visualize the original data;
• apply the fractal dimension algorithm
• visualize the box size against box covering counts that result;
• eliminate inappropriate box count data; and then
• fit a straight line to the remaining data to give the fractal dimension.
As stated at the start of this Section, fractal dimension is proposed in this research
for comparing ‘trend lines’ of data derived from text documents. Because such lines
are drawn from discrete data, this imposes constraint on the algorithm that is used to
compute that fractal dimension in that continuous reduction of the ‘step size’ is not
practical. This Section has considered not only an algorithm for computing the fractal
dimension of such data, but also the consequences associated with that limit process.
The next Section considers formulation of such ‘trend lines’, the problems associated
with comparing them, and the use of fractal dimension to reduce this difficulty.

6.5

Variation trending

Successive or ordered values of a variable can be plotted to show variation (or trend)
in that variable. In an industrial process, the measurements could be a sequence over
time. In a text document, the measurements could apply to each sentence, paragraph,
or chapter, which occur in succession. From the visualization of how the variable
changes over that sequencing (the variation trend), deductions about the reason for
the observed change (across the text document) can commence.
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The relationships being visualized in this Section are thus of a different type than
those of Section 6.3 (page 220). Visualization of high dimensions is appropriate when
a number of variables are observed simultaneously, for example, the variables listed
in Table 6.2 (page 206). In this Section, one variable is followed as it takes on different
values through a document, for example the number of nouns that appear in each
sentence. With a difference in the type of visualization that results for these different
types of variables, there is a difference in the conclusions that can be drawn.

6.5.1

An overview of QSUM

The QSUM is a technique for deducing the authorship of texts which utilises trends
in variables through the text including, importantly, in legal cases. Farringdon (1997)
demonstrates the technique applied to text document analysis. However, QSUM is
a modification of the cumulative sum (Cusum) technique which Montgomery (1997)
shows to have its roots in statistical control of industrial processes.
Montgomery (page 314) introduces the Cusum technique as building upon Shewhart control charts. Sequential measurements are taken of a process that potentially
could produce change. In an industrial process such as a machine that fills beer cans,
the measurement is (for instance) the level of beer in each can, and those measurements are sequential in time because each can is filled in turn. The requirement of the
process is to fill each can, one after the other, to the same level. The resulting plot of
levels is a called a Shewhart chart. The variable being plotted has statistical properties
and from those properties upper and lower limits can be set on the variable to indicate allowable values of normal fluctuations. The modification of the Shewhart chart
to produce the Cusum chart results in increased sensitivity of the chart in detecting
significant fluctuations. This modification is explored below.
Farringdon (1996) gives a detailed discussion of the QSUM technique for performing text document analysis for the purpose of attributing authorship. The QSUM tech255
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nique attempts to match the text under consideration to the characteristics of text of
known authorship. If a match is obtained, the two texts are claimed to have the same
author. The matching is implemented by using a Cusum process.
There are two aspects of the QSUM technique; that associated with the underlying
Cusum technique, and that associated with the variables (called habits) which are used
to characterise the authorship. Despite the apparent success of the QSUM technique,
it has received criticism centred about the mathematics on which the technique is built.
Criticism, such as that by Hilton & Holmes (1993), has also been directed at the author
habits that are used. In answering those criticisms, Michael Farringdon in Farringdon (1996), uses the analogue with finger prints for identifying an individual person.
Initially finger prints were not considered conclusive evidence, but subsequently acceptance has been achieved. The QSUM technique has been in operation since the
late 1980s, and although firm scientific evidence of its validity may not be available,
the technique has been made to work by selecting habits that produce the results required. In this research it is argued that QSUM was appropriate for the purpose of
author attribution in the type of text document in which it was applied.
QSUM and Cusum both give a visual presentation of trend within data. Their
difference is in the data they use and the interpretation resulting from its visualization.
The fractal dimension considerations of Section 6.4 (page 237) will be shown below as
a means to augment visual comparison of sets of trend data as is necessary in using
QSUM for author attribution. In that work the Federalist Papers will again be used.

6.5.2

Environment used to examine QSUM

To experimentally apply QSUM, software and data specific to that requirement were
used. The Federalist Papers considered in Section 6.1 were used for obtaining that data.
Farringdon (1996) claims that the habits indicated in Table 6.6 have proven successful
in author attribution and were used in this research for discriminating authorship of
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the Federalist Papers. The occurrence of such habits are measured in each sentence
of the text document. Those habits are composed from five counts of distinct word
types: two-, three-, and four- letter words, words starting with a vowel, and the total
words present. From these five counts, the eight habits indicated in Table 6.6 were
constructed.
Table 6.6: Successful QSUM habits included in Farringdon (1996)
Designation
23lw
ivw
23lw + ivw
234lw
234lw + ivw
34lw
34lw + ivw
not 23lw

Meaning
two- and three- letter words
words starting with a vowel
both two- three letter words and words starting with a vowel
two-, three-, and four- letter words
two-, three, and four- letter words plus words starting with a vowel
three- and four- letter words
three- and four- letter words plus words starting with a vowel
every word which is NOT a two- or three- letter word

These five required counts are readily extracted from computer-readable text, once
the difficulties mentioned in Section 4.1 (page 98) for isolating sentences and words
from a text document are overcome. However, opinion varies concerning the utility of
the use of these eight “habits” for characterising an individual’s writing style. Hilton
& Holmes (1993) are critical that the habits of the number of initial vowel words (ivw)
and nouns (additional to the above list) per sentence are not useful. In contrast Farringdon (1996) argues the use of verbs in a sentence is not a habit, but supports the use
of initial vowel words, adding that such habit is regularly available in a text sample
as it occurs in 35-50 percent of English expression. A high occurrence rate of whatever
the measure, is an advantage in collecting data; small counts make comparisons difficult. Experience has show that these five habits listed in Table 6.6 do have that high
occurrence. Having a high expected occurrence rate makes obtaining of a representative sample of a writer’s habits more likely in a given number of sentences from a text
document.
Hilton & Holmes (1993) suggest that habits do not consistently recur in an individual’s writings. For the purpose of this research, the more common opinion favouring
the use of habits is adopted. However, the limitations of the technique must not be
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ignored.
fed17.txt

intosentences.pl

one
(pipe)

content.pl

fragments.out

habits.pl

counts.txt

qsum.pl

linefd.c

qsum.txt

linefd.c

Figure 6.15: Relationship of software and files used in this part of this research

Figure 6.15 shows the relationship of the software components used in this research. The file fed17.txt is an example file input to the software chain shown
in Figure 6.15. As in Section 4.1.4 (page 107), the Perl script intosentences.pl was
supplied with the text being analysed. The output of this process consisted of the
original text rearranged so that each sentence occupied one line, which was piped into
the content.pl Perl script which generated an output file called fragments.out
consisting of all the sentences with their ’words’ isolated from one another. That output file consisting of the original text with all its sentences and words identified, was
processed by the Perl script habits.pl to yield the text file counts.txt.
Each line in counts.txt contained information about a single sentence from the
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text file processed by the intosentences.pl script. Each successive line represented successive sentences in the original text. Each line contained:

• paragraph number in which the sentence appears;
• chronological sentence number;
• count of two-letter words present;
• count of three-letter words present;
• count of four-letter words present;
• count of words present starting with a vowel; and
• total number of words in that sentence, i.e. the sentence length.

That text file (counts.txt) could be treated as data representing a Shewhart plot, or
processed further using the qsum.pl script to produce the qsum.txt file of a QSUM
plot. The fractal dimension of such plots would be obtained from the linefd.c program using either of those two text files as data.
The QSUM technique is not applicable to all text documents. Michael Farringdon
in Chapter 10 of Farringdon (1996) claims the QSUM technique is inappropriate for
text documents consisting of lists, sentences with frequently occurring words, short
answer questions consisting of yes and no, and academic writings. One indication of
such academic writing is the appearance of referencing and footnotes, and their citation within the document. An examination of the 85 Federalist Papers showed that those
papers listed in Table 6.7 used such a citation scheme and as a result were excluded
from being selected for this series of experiments. In Table 6.7, the paper numbers
shown in italics had two to four occurrences of footnote numbering using a numeral
in square brackets; those in bold type containing five or more; while all others have a
single occurrence of a reference citation. It is interesting to note that of these 33 papers,
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only paper 40 is known to be written by somebody other than Hamilton (paper 40 was
written by Madison, and paper 56 is of disputed authorship).
Table 6.7: Numbers of the Federalist Papers that employ reference citations
1
11
22
36
40
56
60
70
81

6
12
24

7
15
27

8
18
28

59
67
71
82

68
73
83

69
77
84

9
19

78
85

79

Of the applicable Federalist Papers, papers 13 and 17 were taken from the set that
are generally recognised as Hamilton’s writing, while paper 37 was taken from those
similarly recognised as due to Madison. Those papers were taken at random as samples of their writings, at least in the context of the Federalist Papers. Paper 49 was taken
as representing the disputed papers. All these documents were of the same format
– newspaper articles, basically with the same subject – that of the proposed United
States constitution and its operation, and with the same intent – that of influencing
the reader to vote favourably for the adoption of the constitution.

6.5.3

Handling of Shewhart and Cusum charts

The QSUM technique of author attribution is based on the Cusum algorithm used
in industrial process control. In Montgomery (1997) the Cusum algorithm is demonstrated as being able to detect a shift of one standard deviation in a process with an
underlying Normal distribution. This is put into perspective by Tukey (1986) where
the observation is made that for statistical processes in general, detecting a shift of
5 standard deviations is nearly trivial, but detection a shift of 0.05 standard deviations is nearly impossible, when there are systematic errors present in the data. So the
correct terminology in testing whether two pieces of text are from the one author is
that the texts, according to the test used, are different or alternatively ‘they have not
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been shown to be different’. The last statement does not imply that the authors are

15

necessarily the same.

5
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variable
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Shewhart chart
cusum chart
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30

sequential step

Figure 6.16: Plot of Shewhart and Cusum charts for the same input data

Figure 6.16 shows examples of Shewhart and Cusum charts. In the Shewhart chart,
the variable being followed by a succession of measurements is represented by those
measurements, plotted against an indicator of their order of occurrence. In the case
of measurements relating to sentences, the number of successive sentences could be
taken as such an order indicator. As reported by Montgomery (1997) (page 314), the
Shewhart chart plots a value relating to the current data measurement and ignores
any previously obtained measurement in the formation of that value. This results in
Shewhart charts being less sensitive to change and more applicable to detecting large
changes in a succession of measurements. But this simplicity in calculating the values
plotted is an advantage of the Shewhart chart as it gives an immediate view of the
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progression of the measurements.
Cusum charts involve more calculation to produce a plot. The resulting visual is
a chart referenced to a zero value while the Shewhart chart is referenced to a nonzero value (generally). This reference value is the “control point”. Whereas the visual
Shewhart chart directly shows the data relative to this control point, that control point
is implicit in the Cusum chart visual, due to the control point being incorporated in the
Cusum calculations. For the Cusum, each measurement is subtracted from the control
point value and that difference added to a cumulative sum which is initially set to zero.
The Cusum chart plots that cumulative sum at each measurement. As a consequence
of this, Cusum charts use knowledge obtained from previous measurements and as
a result have greater sensitivity to changes. The Cusum chart is used in the QSUM
technique.
The Shewhart and Cusum charts shown in Figure 6.16 are based on the same data.
The top line of Figure 6.16 is the Shewhart chart and the Cusum chart is the bottom
line. The data is from Montgomery (1997) (page 315) and consists of a stream of random numbers from a Normal distribution with a variance of unity (1). Initially the
mean of that Normal distribution was 10, but at sample 21 that mean was changed
to 11. This change in mean corresponds to a shift of the value of the variance in the
process being charted. Montgomery (1997) states (page 314) that this change is below
the level of sensitivity to change that the Shewhart chart can detect. This is confirmed
in Figure 6.16 where the Shewhart chart shows no change, but the Cusum chart indicates a drift from the zero (mean) value without oscillating about the mean value.
This degree of oscillation was used in this research as a technique to assist comparison between Cusum charts; a comparison of importance when using these charts in
association with text documents.
The fractal dimension software of Section 6.4 can assist in comparing two or more
Shewhart or Cusum charts. In this regard, the purpose of the fractal dimension is
to capture the oscillatory characteristic of the chart. A complication in determining
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that fractal dimension is that the chart-line being dimensioned is defined by discrete
values with straight line segments drawn between those values, as in Figure 6.16. A
technique for over coming this difficulty is proposed in the following paragraphs.
For starting box sizes of 45, 40, 37, 35, 33, and 31 units (the box size is denoted as r
in the plots), box counts were obtained and plotted for the total Shewhart and Cusum
charts of Figure 6.16. In Figure 6.17 the symbols inverted triangle, circle, triangle, plus
sign, multiply sign, and diamond represent the data from those box sizes, respectively.
Similar counts were obtained for those charts from their commencement, up to the
step where the change was introduced (at step 20). This division of the charts was
taken as representing the effect of the change in the data being plotted at step 20.
Figure 6.17, which is of the results for the total Cusum chart of Figure 6.16, is typical
of the results obtained. A line of unit slope is superimposed on the data in that figure.
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The distribution of the data about this line indicated a need to filter this data.
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Figure 6.17: Box covering data obtained for the Cusum chart

The box count data for the four charts were filtered before they were used to obtain
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fractal dimensions. Plots of the original box count data, such as Figure 6.17, suggested
that counts below one unit in size be not used as they were within the data and indicated linear interpolation between the data points. Box sizes which resulted in one or
two such boxes covering data was thought too small, and were removed. Figure 6.18
is the result when such revisions were done to the data of Figure 6.17. The straight line
shown through the data in Figure 6.18 is the least squares fitted line. By this process,
the slope of the least squares fitted lines, which represent the fractal dimensions of the
data were:
total Shewhart chart

1.06

Shewhart chart before change

1.04

total Cusum chart

1.13

Cusum chart before change

1.19

10

counts

20

30

40

60

when measured between 11.25 and 1.031 units.

0.1

0.2

0.5

1.0

1/r

Figure 6.18: Box covering data used to find Cusum chart fractal dimension

In using fractal dimensions, care must be taken to ensure that the data alone (or
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predominately) is used in its determination. In this case, attempting to extract too
much data for the calculation will give an incorrect value for the required line. With
this observed, the measured fractal dimensions above indicate that the response of
Shewhart and Cusum charts to change are detectable by fractal dimensions. There
is a slight change in the fractal dimension of the Shewhart chart resulting from the
change in the data of the chart. This indicated change is close to the error that is associated with this method of fractal dimension determination. This is consistent with
the visual behaviour observed in Figure 6.16. A more substantial change is indicated
in the fractal dimensions of the parts of the Cusum chart, consistent with Figure 6.16.
Those differences in the fractal dimensions were observed using a common range of
measurement in their determination.

6.5.4

Author attribution using QSUM and fractal dimension

The QSUM technique used with the author habits listed in Table 6.6 (page 257) is
described by Farringdon (1997). The distribution of these habits across successive
sentences in a text document is proposed by this technique as being characteristic of
an author, and different from that of other authors. In this respect, a sentence is used
as a convenient divider of the whole text document. A chart is used to track that habit
across successive sentences and to compare it with a similar chart using the length of
those successive sentences. It is proposed that the fractal dimension can be used to
compare such charts, as opposed to using visual comparison alone.
The technique consists of three stages. For a sample of text, the occurrence of the
selected habit is counted. Then:

1. the average occurrence of that habit across all sentences in the sample is calculated;
2. that average is subtracted from the counted occurrence of that habit in each sen265
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tence; and
3. a cumulative (running) sum of those differences is calculated for successive sentences, starting at the first sentence of the sample, and its value (after adding the
difference associated with that sentence) is recorded against that sentence.
The cumulative sum produced in that final stage is the same type of data as that used
in Section 6.5.3 (page 260) to produced Cusum charts, and the fractal dimension of
such a trace. For a given author, such Cusum (called QSUM in this application) charts
produced using different habits, ‘follow’ one another, i.e. show similar pattern of
change. The examples by Farringdon (1997) trace the behaviour of such habits against
the sentence length distribution of the sample text document. This is used as a reference
distribution. In that reference distribution, the above three step process is applied
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using the number of words in a sentence as the habit.
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Figure 6.19: QSUM plots of sentence length, 23lw, and 23lw + ivw Federalist paper 17

Figure 6.19 shows QSUM plots for Federalist paper 17 (by Hamilton). QSUM
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curves for the distribution of sentence length, 2 and 3 letter words, and 2 and 3 letter words combined with words commencing with a vowel. The selection of these
variables is based on Farringdon (1996) and Farringdon (1997) were sentence length
is used as the reference distribution, and it is stated that 2 and 3 letter words, and 2
and 3 letter words combined with initial vowel words, are distributions which have
been most commonly used with QSUM. These are Cusum plots, showing the cumulative sum of of the three variables with respect to the mean value of that variable. A
similarity in the behaviour of each curve is apparent. If the original data were plotted
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without applying such summations, a Shewhart plot would result.
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Figure 6.20: QSUM plots of sentence length, 23lw, and 23lw + ivw Federalist paper 37

Figure 6.19 is of the QSUM plots for Federalist paper 17 which is known to have
been written by Hamilton. Figure 6.20 shows the same information for Federalist paper 37, which is known to have been written by Madison. In both cases, the 23lw (2
and 3 letter word) and the 23lw + ivw (2 and 3 letter word plus initial vowel words)
track the behaviour of the sentence length QSUM distribution. But the overall pattern
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is different between the two sets of curves.
The fractal dimension of each curve was calculated using the software discussed in
Section 6.4 (page 237). This was done to verify that the visual similarity of the curves
in Figure 6.19 and those of Figure 6.20. Covering boxes (denoted by r in the plots)
used ranged in size from 50 to 1 unit. Figure 6.21 shows a plot of that box count data
for the sentence length, 23lw, and 23lw + ivw values obtained from Federalist paper
17 and shown in Figure 6.19. The parallel distribution of the three streams of data in
Figure 6.21 supports the similarity of the curves in Figure 6.19. Similar corresponding
data were obtained for Federalist paper 37. The conditions used to handle these data
were as described in Section 6.4.3.
The fractal dimensions of these data for the three curves derived from Federalist
paper 17 were:

sentence length

1.26

23lw

1.16

23lw + ivw

1.22

sentence length

1.29

23lw

1.22

23lw + ivw

1.28

and for Federalist paper 37:

Federalist paper 17 is known to have been written by Hamilton, while paper 37 was
written by Madison – different authors. These fractal dimensions of the QSUM charts
most commonly used habits for author attribution indicate that not only do the curves
follow only another for each of these two text documents (and authors) but are also
remarkably similar between documents. This similarity is not readily apparent from
viewing the corresponding plots of the curves in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. The low value
of the fractal dimension of the 23lw curve for Federalist paper 17 indicates that it is
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inappropriate for the QSUM of this document (due to low variability of this habit).
This selective nature of which curve of habit to use is described by Farringdon (1997),
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and is a criticism of the QSUM technique.
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Figure 6.21: Plot of data used to calculate the fractal dimension of Federalist paper
17

As described by Farringdon (1996) and Farringdon (1997) author attribution by
QSUM is performed by appending text documents of unknown authorship to those
of known authorship. This is analogous to the Cusum example of Section 6.5.3 (page
260). The behaviour of the QSUM curves of the habits are observed relative to the
QSUM curve of the sentence length (number of words in each sentence). Since QSUM
is Cusum, a change in the track of the plotted variable (be it sentence length, 23lw, ivw,
etc.) is a result of a change in the underlying statistics of the process being observed. In
the example used in Section 6.5.3 this was due to a change in the mean of that statistical
process. For author attribution, that change results from the habits of different writers,
with the point of change being the point where the documents are joined.
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(b) Federalist paper 17 appended to 37 (different authors)

Figure 6.22: QSUM plots of appended texts from selected Federalist Papers
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To test this process, Federalist papers 13 and 49 were used together with papers
17 and 37. Federalist paper 13, like paper 17, was written by Hamilton. Paper 37 is
known to be written by Madison while Paper 49 is of disputed authorship. The contents of paper 13 was appended it the end of the contents of paper 17, and the contents
of paper 37 to the end of paper 17. Sentence length, 2 and 3 letter words, and 2 and
3 letter words with initial vowel words were used as the QSUM habits. The mean
of each of these habits was determined for the original Federalist papers 17 and 37.
Those corresponding means were then used to form the QSUM habits that are plotted in Figure 6.22. Those means are tabulated in Table 6.8. There is some difficulty
in assessing from those Figures whether the 23lw, and 23lw + iv curves continue to
follow the sentence length curve. The fractal dimension of each of those curves are
also tabulated in Table 6.8. The closeness of the fractal dimension values of the sentence length and the 23lw + ivw habit curves of combined Federalist papers 17 and
37 against those for those for the 17 and 13 combination is of note. This contradicts
what would be expected according to QSUM, since Federalist papers 13 and 17 are of
Hamilton’s writing, while Federalist paper 37 is from Madison. The habits of those
two authors should be different and this should be reflected in the QSUM plots.
Table 6.8: QSUM results employing fractal dimensions for selected Federalist papers
Text document
Fed paper 17
Fed paper 37
Fed papers 17 + 13
Fed papers 17 + 37
Fed papers 17 + 49
Fed papers 37 + 49

means of QSUM data
sentence length 23lw 23lw + ivw
35.98
14.00
26.25
35.04
13.81
25.83
34.16
13.25
24.31
35.38
13.88
25.98
31.00
12.73
23.18
31.70
12.94
23.70

fractal dimension of QSUM curve
sentence length 23lw 23lw + ivw
1.26
1.16
1.22
1.29
1.22
1.28
1.27
1.22
1.21
1.31
1.25
1.29
1.16
1.15
1.17
1.19
1.17
1.19

To examine the disputed authorship question associated with Federalist paper 49,
it was appended to Federalist paper 17 (representing Hamilton) and also to paper 37
(representing Madison). Again the means for the three habits used in producing the
QSUM plots of Figure 6.23 were those corresponding to the reference papers although
the means for the habits of the appended documents are tabulated in Table 6.8. It is
unclear from the QSUM plots of Figure 6.23 which of the two sets of curves contain the
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Figure 6.23: QSUM plots of appended texts from selected Federalist papers for author
attribution
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best correspondence (followings). The fractal dimensions of those curves are tabulated
in Table 6.8. The closeness of these values indicates a similar degree of similarity
between the habit curves of each set. This would indicate, that the QSUM technique
is unable to resolve who was the author of Federalist paper 49.

6.5.5

Concluding remarks on QSUM

The QSUM technique of authorship attribution of text documents has been performed,
linking it with its counterpart in statistical quality control. The assumption was made
that the QSUM technique is appropriate for its stated purpose. The use of habits, although a basis of the criticism of QSUM by Hilton & Holmes (1993), has been used in
this examination. Fractal dimensions have been shown to be a useful means of comparing Cusum charts which form the basis of QSUM analysis, offering an alternative
approach to visually comparing varying lines. From the documents analysed here,
QSUM may not conclusively differentiate one author’s writings from those of another
author. However, the role of this study has been to indicate the availability and use of
trends in measurement made in text documents, some of the difficulties in employing
such techniques visually, and for providing assistance in interpreting visualizations.

6.6

Summary

This Chapter has examined techniques for visualizing the patterns in numerical count
data that can be obtained from documents. Two classes of data have been considered. The first class visualized the occurrence patterns of data from multiple variables
simultaneously. This encompassed determining the number of visualizations of this
type that are necessary to view all patterns between such variables. The second involved tracking the values of one or two variables between successive sentences in a
text document in such a manner as to show change in the pattern. Fractal Dimensions
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were introduced as a technique applicable to detecting such change in reinforcement
of visual determination. This interplay of visualization and analytical techniques gives
support to research hypothesis H2 (visualization provides an alternative to analytical
methods for interpreting the same sets of text data).
The processes used in this Chapter can generate new visualizations quickly when
different data becomes available. This enables the extraction, visualization, and analysis of what results to be performed interactively using software although the ‘Serine’
prototype toolkit was not considered. That this interaction is a possibility supports
the truth of research hypothesis H5 (text document visualizations can be produced
in an efficient manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such
documents).
This work has been cast in terms of processes for determining the authorship of
text documents. This is a comparison process; looking for patterns, and matching
the observed patterns in a text of unknown authorship to that of texts of known authorship. The documents used were from the Federalist Papers. This is a classic set
of newspaper articles in which the authorship of most articles is known but where
the authorship of others is disputed between these known authors. In using that set
of documents, the purpose here was not to resolve the dispute, but to demonstrate
how the visual techniques being examined might be used in such a delineation of authorship. This provides support to research hypothesis H4 (visualization can assist in
finding similarities and differences in the composition of text documents).
The visualization techniques of Parallel Coordinates, Star plots, Colour Maps, and
Cusum charts were all applied to the Federalist Papers to examine patterns in numerical
count data derived from the papers. The author attribution technique of QSUM, which
is derived from Cusum, was also applied. But these techniques are known to result in
comparing plots for their similarity. So fractal dimensions were introduced to assist
in that assessment. These techniques indicate the difficulty of author attribution for
the Federalist Papers, by showing the similarity of those documents. In some cases,
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application of these techniques resulted in same assignment of authorship as in the
literature, while others gave the opposite conclusion.

informatics
Legend
Not used
Next chapter
This chapter

text
Figure 6.24: Progress map from Chapter 6 to 7

Figure 6.24 indicates that this Chapter considered information extracted from text,
and alternate analytical and visualization of the results obtained. The next Chapter
examines a different manner of visualizing the composition of text documents, which
includes the distribution of word types in the sentences it contains. This will provide
another means for examining research hypothesis H4 . Also, because the software to
perform that visualization is integrated into the ‘Serine’ prototype, the next Chapter
also provides a means to further examine research hypothesis H5 .
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Chapter

7

Visualizing document composition

This Chapter develops a new visualization of the composition of text documents for
use by an expert analyst. Like the visualizations of Chapter 6, it is not intended to assist in the reading, or understanding, of the information content of the document upon
which it is used. But unlike those of Chapter 6 which extracted measurements from
a sentence for display, this visualization represents the words and punctuation marks
present, and preserves their appearance order. This visualization has the dual purpose
of being a specific representation and also a means of exploring research hypothesis
H4 (visualization can assist in finding similarities and differences in the composition
of text documents). Implementation of the visualization enables further exploration of
research hypothesis H5 (text document visualization can be produced in an efficient
manner to enable their use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such documents).
The visualization represents each sentence in the text document, from the composition of each sentence, through how individual sentences are gathered into paragraphs, on into the arrangement of those paragraphs in the composition of the whole
text document (or of any particular part). It is called a ‘sentence stick’. It contains a
large amount of detail. It is of interest what influence that detail has upon research
hypotheses H4 and H5 .
The ‘sentence stick’ approach is similar to the visualization of molecules at the
atomic level as used in modern chemistry. Figure 7.1 shows an example of a “wire-
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frame” visualization produced by the Rasmol1 program often used in molecular modelling. It uses coloured lines2 to represent the atoms that compose the amino acid
Cysteine. This amino acid combines with itself and others to form complex molecules
of proteins. Such a composition can also be visualized by Rasmol to obtain an understanding of its structure. This building from component parts up to larger, more
complex structures, is similar to the visualization developed here for text documents.
An example of a sentence visualized by the proposed scheme is also given in Figure 7.1. These are similar in that both are constructed principally of coloured straight
lines arranged in a branching structure, but differ in what they represent.

(a) A “wireframe” visualization of
Cysteine

(b) A ‘sentence stick’ visualization

Figure 7.1: Similarity of ‘sentence stick’ and molecular visualizations

The following will give an overview of the ‘sentence stick’ visualization, its design
and construction, and examples of its use. Evaluation of its usefulness to an expert
text document analyst is not carried out, but sufficient detail is included to assist that
person to obtain the required background for its use. Feedback on its usefulness from
a wide user base is sought, particularly in regard to difficulty of the vassal’s interpretation. It is proposed that by using this visualization an attempt can be made to answer
the question: What does Shakespeare look like? This classic question is difficult to answer if the question is about the prose, not the writer. One answer is that Shakespeare
(at least the plays of William Shakespeare) implied theatrical performance from which
an answer follows. Application of ‘sentence stick’ visualization provides another an1
2

home page located at http://openrasmol.org
black for carbon, red for oxygen, green for hydrogen, yellow for sulphur, and blue for nitrogen.
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swer, which is proposed as being closely related to the writing in those plays.

7.1

Two styles of sentence diagramming

Diagramming of sentence structure has long been used as a technique for teaching
analysis and construction of English sentences. A pictorial representation of the sentence is the result. Such visualizations might be used, or act as the starting point, for
visualizations of the sentences contained in a text document.
Two such visualizations are the branching syntactic parse-tree and the Reed-Kellogg
diagram, examples of which are given in Figure 7.2. In his treatment of English grammar, Radford (1988) used a branching tree diagram with the branches labelled according to the part of speech each formed. Kolln (1986) introduces basic concepts of
grammar using similar tree diagrams but then develops on from those using ReedKellogg diagrams. In a Reed-Kellogg diagram a vertical line separates the sentence
subject from its predicate, horizontal lines denote key structural elements (such as
verbs), and angled lines denote modifiers. Both of these techniques show the parts
of speech present in the sentence being represented. Both have a rigorous method of
construction that is followed in their formulation. This not only helps in generating
the visualization from the sentence, but also in reconstructing the original sentence
from a visualization.
S
M
NP
N

VP
students

would
NP

gave

apple
an

e

Th

V

Drunks

get

off

D

the

(a) A labelled syntactic parse-tree

N
bus

teacher

e

P

th

V

(b) A Reed-Kellogg diagram

Figure 7.2: Sentence diagramming using syntactic parse-tree and Reed-Kellogg diagram
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In both the syntactic parse-tree and Reed-Kellogg diagram approaches, a sentence
is broken into its subject (noun phrase) which is shown on the left, and its predicate (verb phrase) which is shown on the right (Radford (1988) also includes a central
branch for the Modal (verb)). These binary components are then subdivided into component parts as necessary by the structure of the original sentence. These diagrams are
read from left to right to reconstruct the words in the order they appear in the original
sentence. An example (from Radford (1988), page 90) of a syntactic parse-tree for the
sentence:

Drunks would get off the bus.

is shown in Figure 7.2a. There, the sentence S is divided into a noun phrase NP, a verb
phrase VP, and the modal verb M, which are further divided as necessary; the leaves
of the tree contain the words from the sentence. An example (from Kolln (1986), page
18) of a Reed-Kellogg diagram for the sentence:

The students gave the teacher an apple.

is given in Figure 7.2b. In each of these examples the formulation of the sentence is
being visualized, however, the original sentence can be recovered from the visual.
Problems occur with both these sentence diagramming methods if the subject is not
in the left hand part of the sentence. The difficulty is in reconstructing the sentence
from the visual. As an example of this (from Kolln (1986), page 22), the sentence:

After midnight the subway is almost deserted.

is shown in Figure 7.3 as a Reed-Kellogg diagram. The subject is not on the left of
the sentence. When reconstructing the original sentence using the same technique as
that used in Figure 7.2b, the original sentence becomes lost if special precautions are
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not taken. The need for such special conditions detract from quickly indicating the
character of the sentence visual.
subway

is

e

th

Af

deserted

al

te

r

midnight

mo

st

Figure 7.3: A Read-Kellogg diagram with sentence recovery difficulties

From the view point of this research, the Reed-Kellogg diagram offers the better
visuals of these two alternatives. However, it does have problems. A visualization
is required which provides a quick overview of the sentence, without engaging the
user in detailed analysis. In this, the compact spatial form of the Reed-Kellogg diagram is an advantage. The words themselves are a detail of the sentence, with its
structure denoted by the lines. Colouring of the lines representing the different word
types could be used in place of the words themselves. The sentence as a result would
be represented as a branching structure of coloured lines. Although this is attractive, visuals analogues to Figure 7.3 would have difficulty in indicating the start of
the sentence. Another problem with the Reed-Kellogg diagram is that the sentence
does not flow through its structure: one word (or line) leading onto the next. It was
never designed for that purpose; it is designed to show functional relationships. Thus
two sentences which have different construction but the same functional relationships
are represented by the same Reed-Kellogg diagram, whereas the visualization should
indicate that difference in construction, together with the similarity in functional relationships.
A new sentence visual was sought that employs the ideas embedded in the ReedKellogg diagram but which can be immediately interpreted as representing a particular sentence.
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7.2

‘Sentence stick’: A sentence visualization

The aim is to produce a visualization of a sentence which is:
• consistent for the occurrence of the same information present in the sentence,
within and between, text documents;
• readily interpreted by an expert familiar with how it is constructed and hence its
use;
• a unique representation of each unique set of information present in a sentence;
and
• a representation that can act as a modular component for visualizing an entire
text document.

The ‘sentence stick’ model is used to achieve these goals. Figure 7.1b (page 277) is an
example of such a visualization of a sentence.
A sentence contains both the idea being communicated, and the structural elements needed, or chosen, for that communication. The visualization here represents as
straight line segments (or sticks) the words that form the sentence. The words in a sentence, how those words are used, and the sequence in which they occur, characterise
a sentence. With those words represented as straight line segments, the visualization
is locked to the original sentence.

7.2.1

Word class selection and refinement

Classes of words, not each word itself, that appear in a text document are used in the
visualization to represent the structure and style of the document. Each class is represented via a straight line segment. One approach is to use word classes composed of
nouns, verbs, and adjectives that occur in each sentence. However, general algorithms
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for identifying such words can be complex. A substitute for such word classes is used
here.
An implementation constraint on word class selection was imposed. The standard
‘class’ of a word can change with the context in which the word is used. For example,
‘Jack’ could be a proper noun, a verb, or a noun, depending upon the context in which
it is used and the location in the sentence (the capital letter can denote a proper noun,
and also the first word of a sentence). A modified ’class’ for words was adopted that
enabled a word’s class to be determined from the sentence in isolation from surrounding sentences in the text. This word class determination could then be performed by
a function in the software that is passed only a single word at a time. Thus word
characteristics that depend on in situ behaviour of words which would be obtained
by parsing the sentence for determining such characteristics are not relevant to this
method.
Swan (1995), with his practical survey of current general English usage, helped
to define the set of word classes. However, that division resulted in too many word
classes; many of which were context dependent. A modification to such classes was
proposed. Having too few classes, could lead to increased chance of inconsistent classifications of the same word in different usages. But if there are too many classes,
then their visual representation becomes difficult from a recognition perspective. This
modification was also to be such that each word class was not tuned to a specific type
of text document. As discussed in Chapter 3, particular word classes can be more appropriate for specific text document types, however, the modified ’classes’ used here
would be more uniform in interpretation across different text document types.
The following is a list of word categories which offer useful characteristics in a
sentence. They also fulfil the above implementation constraint. Some of these word
categories are common with Section 4.3.2 (page 123), where primary structure components were being discussed. Those words, their category, and their interpretations are
as follows:
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Category A: words, other than those at the start of a sentence, which commence with
a capital letter. Such words were taken as proper nouns;
Category B: personal pronouns I , me, you , he , him, she , her , it , we , us, they ,
them, who and whom;
Category C: numbers, or words that begin with a number;
Category D: words ending in ing (gerunds) are selected because Swan (1995) describes
such words as falling into either verb, adjective, adverb, or noun categories;
Category E: the seventeen most frequently occurring words – i.e. the, of, and, to, a, in,
is, that, was, I, it, for, on, with, he, be, and you;
Category F: those words ending in ’s;
Category G: Swan (1995) gives the words can , could, may, might, must, will , shall,
would , should, and ought as the modal auxiliary verbs of English. Although
a small fraction of the verbs that are possible, these are easily identified;
Category H: the Articles - a , an , and the - the correct use of which Swan (1995) describes as posing one of the more difficult elements of English grammar;
Category I: demonstratives - this , these, that , and those;
Category J: possessives - my, your, his , her , its, our, their , one’s, and whose;
Category K: what Swan (1995) classes as Group B determiners, in that they say how
much or how many - some, any, no, each, every, either, neither, much, many,
more, little, less, least, a few, fewer, fewest, enough, all , both, half, several,
what , whatever, which, whichever, other, and one , two, three; and
Category L: all others words not included in the above categories.

The significance of the shading of words in this list is explained below.
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Examination of membership of these word classes indicates some words do appear
in two or more classes. Such overlap between classes has a disadvantage: In which
class is a particular word to be included? Specific overlaps are:

• the and a appear in the Articles and the seventeen most frequent occurring words;
• I, he, you, and it appear in the personal pronouns and the seventeen most frequently occurring words;
• the word that appears in the seventeen most frequently appearing words and the
demonstratives

Each of these overlappings involve the word class containing the seventeen most frequent appearing words. The overlapping words of the, a, I, he, you, it, and that were
removed from that group of seventeen, reducing that class to ten words. Those overlapping words were left as part of the other class. The other overlap was the word her
that appeared in both the personal pronoun and possessives classes. This word was
removed from the possessives class and hers substituted in its place.
Word class F consists of words ending in ’s, which in most instances indicate the
possessive. Consequently, word class F was not taken as a separate class and was
made part of word class J. However, in a number of situations the apostrophe s (’s) is
not used to denote possession, but to indicate removal of letters in the formation of
one word from two (for example, who’s for who-has, or who-is). This situation in not
guarded against in the word classes considered here; the occurrence of such words
would be interpreted as possessives. But the words ours, theirs, and yours do denote
possession and should be included in word class J.
In selecting these word classes there should be a reasonable chance of their appearance in a sentence. A guide to that expected occurrence can be gained by considering
the 50 most frequently occurring words in British English (which aligns with Table 4.6
(page 127)). Table 7.1 shows such words with the word classes, revised as above, su284
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perimposed to show coverage of those words by the words classes. Eighteen words of
the 50 are left uncovered – i.e. for inclusion in the general word class L. This suggested
creation of a new word class to include those uncovered words with the exclusion of
the words ending with n’t. This word class replaced the class which initially contained
the ’s ending words.
Table 7.1: Inclusion of the 50 most frequently occurring words in British English by the
proposed word classes
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Word
the
of
and
to
a
in
that
it
is
was
I
for
’s
on
you
he
be
with
as
by
at
have
are
this
not

Class contained
H
E
E
E
H
E
I
B
E
E
B
E
J
E
B
B
E
E

I

Order
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Word
but
had
his
they
from
she
which
or
we
an
n’t
there
her
were
one
do
been
all
their
has
would
will
what
if
can

Class contained

J
B
B

B
H

B
K

K
J
G
G
K
G

Resulting from these changes, the revised word classes are:

Category A: words, other than those at the start of a sentence, which commence with
a capital letter. Such words were taken as proper nouns;
Category B: personal pronouns I, me, you, he, him, she, her, it, we, us, they, them, who
and whom;
Category C: numbers, or words that begin with a number;
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Category D: words ending in ing because such words often fall into either verb, adjective, adverb, or noun categories;
Category E: the seventeen most frequently occurring words now become the ten most
frequently occurring words of, and, to, in, is, was, for, on, with, and be;
Category F: words ending in ’s have become part of word class J, so this class is replace by the top 50 leftovers - as, by, at, have, are, not, but, had, from, which,
or, there, were, do, been, has, and if ;
Category G: the modal auxiliary verbs of English - can, could, may, might, must, will, shall,
would, should, and ought;
Category H: the Articles - a, an, and the;
Category I: demonstratives - this, these, that, and those;
Category J: possessives - my, your, yours, his, hers, its, our, ours, their, theirs, one’s, whose,
and words ending with’s;
Category K: Group B determiners - some, any, no, each, every, either, neither, much, many,
more, little, less, least, a few, fewer, fewest, enough, all, both, half, several, what,
whatever, which, whichever, other, and one, two, three; and
Category L: all others words not included in the above categories.

The 50 most frequent words are expected to account for 38% of words appearing
in a sentence (see Section 4.3.2 (page 123)). Because revised word classes A through K
cover 49 of those top 50 most frequently occurring words, those eleven word classes
can be expected to appear as 38% of the word classes identified in a sentence. The
remaining 62% of words would be of class L. Although this percentage appears disproportionately high, the results reported in Section 7.3.1 (page 293) do not indicate
that word class L dominates the ‘sentence stick’ visual. If word classes A to K were
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reduced in number, class L would increase, disturbing the visual balance produced in
this visualization.
These word classes do depart from word classes that are common in literary use.
However, the purpose of this classification is to produce a visualization of a sentence,
and of a text document by building upon that sentence which an expert can use to
analyse that document. Such an expert would be familiar with the word classes used
in this ‘sentence stick’ visualization.

7.2.2

Special word classes

Three additional word classes to the above were introduced to represent marks in a
sentence that are significant. One consisted of punctuation marks such as the comma
character, colon, and semi-colon, that are internal to a sentence. Another contained
brackets of different types, slash, and the @ symbol which were considered as grouping marks within the sentence. The final addition was the class contained full stop,
question mark, and exclamation mark that act as a marker for the end of the sentence.
The presentation of such marks in a sentence are absent from the Reed-Kellogg diagram.
These classes are different from the other classes. This necessitates a different representation. The end of one sentence must occur before the next one can commence.
Thus a representation of the end of sentence can also indicate the commencement of
the following sentence. If a sentence is represented as a line, then the end of the sentence is represented by the tail component that ends the line. Similarly, the grouping
class segments of that sentence line (the internal punctuation) provide breaks along
that line.
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7.2.3

Representation of the word classes

Figure 7.4 is an octagon of connected and directed line segments that was use to represent word classes. A regular eight sided figure was selected as a compromise. Eight
equally spaced directions on a page can be readily discriminated by eye. Those directions are to represent fourteen word classes were proposed in the previous Sections
(twelve word categories A to L, plus internal punctuation, plus grouping markers, but
not the end of sentence markers). Less than eight sides is too few. More sides than
eight become too complex. If eight directions are used, then some directions will need
to have multiple word class assignments. Such multiple assignments present an implementation issue. This difficulty was overcome by the use of colour, as described
below, in the implementation.
X
Y
L
1

B
8

J K

A
2

7

3

F G
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6
I

E

5

D H

C

Figure 7.4: The Octagon of directions and their corresponding word classes

The path representing the structure of a sentence, and in turn a text document,
is formed by adding head to tail the line segment which represents successive word
classes identified in that sentence. Figure 7.4 shows each side of the octagon identified
by a numeral contained in a circle. Also shown is the allocation of word classes to the
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available directions. Each side of the octagon is a ‘vector’ which has a positive, negative, or zero x and y increment determined by the defined location of the x and y axes.
Such increments are associated with word classes by assigning those word classes to
positions on the sides of the octagon. Thus for a given sentence, the allocation of the
position of word classes on this base octagon influences the shape and position of the
end point of the path traced out to represent that sentence. The length of each side of
this octagon are equal.
A colour is also used with each word class. Because this colour has a different
purpose than that of Chapter 5, different techniques for selection were necessary. By
representing the words in a sentence as connected coloured ‘sticks’ having their orientation, as well as their colour, determined by that category gives rise to a shape for
the sentence. It is that shape that is used to visually characterise the sentence.

7.2.4

Implementation

With the twelve word classes (A to L) and the three additional classes representing the
marks (internal punctuation, grouping marks, and end of sentence), a total of fifteen
different entities were available for visualization.
The algorithm for producing the ‘sentence stick’ visualization used the definition
given in Section 4.1.3 (page 102) as what composed a word. That definition was used in
all the ‘Serine’ software components. In this definition, a word was as general grouping
of one or more characters from the text document file. Such a word could be made
up of a space character, a punctuation mark, a collection of alphabetic characters, a
collection of numerals, etc. All decisions about the characteristics of the document
were based on the individual words isolated by this process. The algorithm is:
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repeat
break sentence into its word components;
for each word in sentence
for all word classes
if word = wordclass
begin
draw line representing that class;
break from inner for-loop;
end
end for
draw sentence end indicator;
end for
until end of document

In this algorithm, word classes were implemented as functions that were called
with the word being tested passed as a parameter. If the function returned a positive match, then the action corresponding to that word class was implemented and
all remaining comparisons were aborted. To make this process as efficient as possible,
the functions were called in order of the most probable to return a match, to the least
probable. Thus the function to detect a sentence terminator was called after the function that determined whether the word was a space character. Functions for detecting
possessives and determiners were called last, since they were the least likely to return
a positive result of any given word.
Although the directions shown in Figure 7.4 form a closed figure, each side of that
octagon represents a direction of a line segment. Associated with each line segment is
one or two word classes. The direction to follow in the stick diagram representing a
sentence is determined by the word class of the next word of the sentence. The direction of that line segment is determined by the assignment of direction to word class
contained in Figure 7.4. That assignment determines the shape of the resulting representation of a sentence and is a tuning process in achieving an acceptable pictorial
result. The degree of closure that is achieved with a sentence is determined by the
word class direction assignment made through such a diagram.
In an attempt to give the occurrence of the special word classes (those representing
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punctuation marks, grouping marks, and sentence termination marks) greater prominence, they were implemented as a circle filled with colour. The assignment of such
colour followed from the process used with the other word classes.
Directions and colours needed to be assigned to twelve of the word classes, and
colours to the remaining three special word classes. With only eight directions available using an octagon representation, some classes needed to be assigned to the same
direction. This was done so as to even out the occurrence of such directed line segments in the resultant diagram for a calibration sentence. Although classes may share
a direction, each was to be coloured uniquely.
The allocation of colour presented a more challenging problem. As MacDonald
(1999) note, a seven nominal colour code leads to an easily discerned diagram, but
increasing that to eleven results in loosing some of its effectiveness. Going to 14 as
needed here, is more difficult. But again from MacDonald (1999), bright colours on
a dark background are dramatic and eye catching. A black background was used for
the screen generated by the software. The required total colours were divided into
two halves; one half would be full intensity colours, and the other half paler colours.
In the ‘Serine’ software an option for generating a Postscript version of the stick
model produced on the screen was provided. This Postscript was generated from
the same data as the on-screen presentation, but used different code. The differences
between those versions were cosmetic and included:
• filled coloured circles denoting word classes M, N, and O in the on-screen version was replaced by open circles in the Postscript version;
• the vertical bar and filled circle denoting the end of sentence was shown white
on-screen and black in the Postscript version; and
• the on-screen version used a black background.
The Postscript versions are used in this report. The colours assigned to the word
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classes in both the on-screen and the Postscript versions are shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Colour assignments used for the word classes
Word
Class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Class description

Colour description

capital first letter
personal pronouns
numbers
ing endings
frequent words

light green
red
dark orange
khaki
yellow
dark olive green
sandy brown
dark cyan
green
light pink
skyBlue2
blue
red
white
white

modal auxiliary verbs
articles
demonstratives
possessives
Group B determiners
none of the above
internal punctuation
groupers
sentence enders

Colour gun values
red green blue
8f
ee
8f
ff
00
00
ff
45
00
f0
e6
8c
ff
ff
00
bc
ee
67
f4
a4
60
00
8b
8b
00
ff
00
ff
b6
c1
7e
c0
ee
00
00
ff
ff
00
00
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff

The word classes adopted had a direction and a colour associated with each for representation in the ‘sentence stick’ diagram. The colours were predefined as red/green/blue values for screen presentation. The directions were represented as increments in
the x and y directions for the end point of the line segment relative to its starting
point. When a sentence was being viewed in two dimensions, those values were either zero or the positive or negative value of a grid on the drawing surface where
the line was drawing. This representation generalised to a three dimension projection
representation which is described in Section 7.4 (page 305). In that situation, the x and
y increments were chosen to impart the impression that the lines all lie on an inclined
plane in a three dimensional space.

7.3

Calibration of this visualization

Displaying a shape for a sentence is like implementing a metaphor. The impact and
effectiveness of that metaphor can be assisted by adjusting parameters within the
metaphor. The metaphor being used here is of a spatial distribution of classes of words
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within a sentence presented as a visualization.
Unlike physical structures where sub-elements have defined orientations and positions, the spatial relationship of the word classes in a sentence do not have a natural
angular alignment that is to be preserved in the visualization. An angular disposition
of word classes could be introduced into the visualization if appropriate. A freedom
is available for the selection of the form that shape assumes. But form must satisfy the
constraint that adjacent words in the sentence must be represented by adjacent word
classes in the model and its visualization. The visualization should readily assist the
detection of functional word classes and their groupings.
The sticks (or line segments) of the proposed model represent the word classes
identified in the sentence. These sticks join together to represent the classes contained
within that sentence. Colour and orientation of these sticks are variables available for
selection to achieve a useful visualization. An experimental process was used to make
that selection. In that process the resulting formation for a sentence was required to
enable multiple sentences to be assembled, as they appear in a text document, but yet
have each sentence individually comprehensible.

7.3.1

Sentences used in this tuning

Table 7.3 is a collection of 18 sentences taken from a variety of publications ranging from literature, through government publications, to popular press. They act
as the tuning set for the assignment of directions for the word classes being considered. All 15 proposed word classes appear multiple times across these sentences: 12
word classes proper, and three word classes representing punctuation and grouping
marks. This sample gives an indication of the relative occurrence rate of the different
word classes, disregarding the more specialised classes such as C, D, M, N, and O. Experience with the set during the experimentation showed that opposing behaviours,
which would be expected to appear across a broad selection of sentences, did appear
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Table 7.3: Test sentences used to determine the word class direction allocation
Identifier
sandwich

now
processing
done
packages

fed5

salton

finishing
colourmap

quit
learnt

passage
first

battle

sherlock

penicillin

facts
bullen

Sentence contents
Mary had a little lamb,
Her father shot it dead,
Now Mary takes the lamb to school,
Between two hunks of bread.
Now is the hour for all good men to go to the aid
of the party.
Ideally, changing the execution priorities for some of the jobs
would solve such a problem.
The work that has been performed, results obtained, and thesis
sections already prepared all fall into this revised framework.
You may also notice that some packages have different
versions, and that packages listed here are not mentioned
in the installation program (and vice versa).
QUEEN ANNE, in her letter of the 1st July, 1706,
to the Scotch Parliament, makes some observations on
the importance of the UNION then forming between England
and Scotland, which merit our attention.
An alternative, less obvious but also less refined
theme generation method is to build a text relation
map with the use of a high similarity threshold
(where the number of linked text excerpts is small).
When, oh when, will this interminal thesis be completed?
Creating your own colourmap is done when your application
has many colors that it needs to use, or when you must
have specific colors and you cannot allocate them in the
current colourmap.
Quit now, and at least you will retain your sanity!
It has been learned how ships and aircraft, with
information provided by the tracking network, can
locate and retrieve a spacecraft after it has landed.
Had they even sent him as much as a postcard when they
vanished over the skyline?
In this extract Neville Duke describes how, on a July
day in 1951, he took into the air for the first time
a Hawker Hunter.
So determined was the British defence, so effective these
tactics, that the German formations were again instantly
broken up.
So swiftly was the examination made, that one would
hardly have guessed the minuteness with which it was
conducted.
In many serious injuries and illnesses, the common
antiseptics cannot be used, because, although they
might kill the dangerous bacteria, they would also
destroy the healthy parts of the body.
You can only form the minds of reasoning animals upon
Facts: nothing else will ever be of any service to them.
In this problem it is desirable to show in separate
diagrams all the forces on the particle, all the forces
on the wedge, and the accelerations of the wedge and
the particle.
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in this set.
The tuning process was performed by assigning directions to each word class, embedding those choices in the ‘Serine’ software introduced in Section 1.4, and then observing the result obtained for the test sentences of Table 7.3.

7.3.2

Occurrences of the word classes

Table 7.4 (page 296) shows word class sequences and counts for each of the word
classes A to L that appear in the sentences of Table 7.3. Notice that the special word
classes M (internal punctuation), N (group markers), and O (sentence terminators)
appear in those sequences but are not subsequently in the words counted as they made
no sense in that context. Under the Size column is the count of word classes A to L
present in each sentence. This is used as an indicator of size of the sentence. Both the
counts of word classes present, their nature, and sequence influence the selection of
direction allocations for the word classes in drawing the stick diagrams.
From Table 7.4, the dominance of word classes L, E, and H is apparent. These
classes account for 49.1%, 13.6%, and 10.4%, respectively, of all words in the eighteen sentences considered. Thus class L accounts for approximately half of all classes
present. Classes L, E and H together accounted from approximately three quarters
of the words present in the sample set of sentences. The remaining one quarter of the
words fall into the remaining nine word classes. It is those remaining word classes that
in the sentence stick visual separate the positions for the L, E, and H words classes in
a sentence. If those nine classes were reduced in number, such separation would be
compromised, aside from reducing the detail. Alternately, if those nine word classes
were increased in number by creating new classes, there members which here fall into
word class L, might decrease that separation. However, they would also increase the
information contained in the visualization, which is already reasonably high.
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Table 7.4: Word classes that appear in the test sentences
Identifier
battle

bullen

colourmap

done
facts
fed5

finishing
first

learnt

now
packages

passage
penicillin

processing
quit
salton

sandwich

sherlock

Word class sequence
LLEHALMLLI
LMIHALFLL
LLO
LILBELELEL
LKHLEHLMKHL
EHLMEHLEHLE
HLO
DJLLELLJL
FKLIBLELMFL
BGFLLEBLLBE
HLLO
LLIFFLMLLMEL
LLLKLLILLO
LGLLHLEDLLAM
DLGLEEKLEBO
LAMEBLEHCLA
MCEHAAMLKLE
HLEHALDLA
EAMFLJLO
LMLLMGILLELO
LILAALLMEHA
LECBLLHLEHLL
HAAO
LFFLLLELME
LLFHDLMG
LELHLLBFLO
LEHLEKLLELE
HLEHLO
LGLLIKLFL
LMEILLLFFL
EHLLNELLNO
LBLLBFKFHLLB
LLHLO
LKLLLLMHL
LLELMLMLB
GLHLLMBGL
LHLLEHLO
LMDHLLEKEHL
GLLHLO
LLMEFKBGLJLO
LLMKLFLKL
LLLEELHLL
LEHLEHLLLN
LHLELLLELNO
LFHKLM
ALLBLM
AALHLELM
AKLELO
LLEHLLMIKG
LFLHLEKBE
LO

Size

A

19

2

Counts of word classes appearing
B C D E F G H I J

1

32

1

33

4

8

1

19
21

1

1

34
9

7

1

25

5

25

1

1

2

4

3

1

2

2

4

1

6
1

1

1

3
5

25

3
3

30

2

15
10

1

19

4

2

2

7

1

1

1

2

1

13

1

15

1

13

1

9

1

1

10
6

1

10

4

4

4

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

13

3

3

2

L

11

2

1

7

1

14

2

1

8

2

4

1

19

1
1

3

1
1

7
4

1

2

1

1

2

2
1

1

6

1

4

2

22

1

2

1

2

2

10

1

3

1

2

8

35

22

1

3

16

16

1

K

1

1

2

1
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Data in Table 7.4 was used to tune the sentence stick visualization. It was assumed
that set was representative of the sequence order of the word classes across a broad
range of English sentences. Thus tuning via this set would be applicable to wider
sentence usage. The specific issues from Table 7.4 are:

1. word class L is the most common;
2. the sequence LE is the most common two class sequence. This in no surprise
as word classes L and E contain all the words not otherwise allocated to a word
class, and the eleven most frequently occurring words, respectively;
3. the word class sequences EH and EL occur at approximately the same frequency,
which is half that of LE, but are the next most common word class occurrence
sequences observed;
4. the three word class sequence LEH had an occurrence rate approximately that of
the two word class sequences EH and EL;
5. the sentence identified as now contained the least number of word classes, being
L, E, H, and K;
6. sentences salton contained the same word classes as sentence now but also added
word class F, but the occurrence of L, E, and H were of a greater frequency in
salton;
7. the 18 sentences contain from 4 word classes in sentences now and finishing through
5, 6, 7, and 8 to sentences colourmap and fed5 which contain 10;
8. large counts of word class occurrence in a sentence do not necessarily imply large
numbers of different word classes. For example, the sentences colourmap and
fed5 contain high word class counts and 10 different word classes being present,
while salton contains 5 different word classes but a similar number of total counts
to those other two sentences.
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These observations will be used in selecting the orientation directions for each of the
word classes being considered.

7.3.3

Direction assignment

The orientation of the line segments (sticks) representing each word class in the visualization is central to the success of the visualization. The spatial extent, convolution,
cross-over, and partial superposition of the path of the visualization of the sentence is
controlled by such selections. Making such selection was a complex matter. A number of issues, which were both stand alone and interrelated, needed to be taken into
consideration.
Table 7.5: Word class directions tested
Word
Class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Class description
capital first letter
personal pronouns
numbers
ing endings
frequent words
top 50 left overs
modal auxiliary verbs
articles
demonstratives
possessives
Group B determiners
none of the above
internal punctuation
groupers
sentence enders

Direction assignments
Original Shortening Final
1
1
1
7
5
1
4
2
6
3
6
7
7
5
2
2
7
2
2
7
5
3
3
5
5
6
3
6
2
6
6
3
7
0
0
0

Colour description
light green
red
dark orange
khaki
yellow
dark olive green
sandy brown
dark cyan
green
light pink
skyBlue2
blue
red
white
white

Table 7.5 lists three sets of word class to direction allocations that were considered
experimentally. These directions correspond to the sides of the octagon shown in Figure 7.4 (page 288). The first allocation was that resulting from intuition. This assignment is shown graphically in Figure 7.4. The second set was selected in an attempt to
reduce the spread of the resulting stick model produced by the first selection. Notice
the absence of direction side 4 in this selection. This was done to ensure the path for
the L word class was less likely to be over-written by another word class. The third
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set was the final allocation which produced a acceptable spread of the stick model
without excessive overlapping of the path in the sentence model progression. This
could only be achieved for most of the test sentences, not all, because of the variation
in characteristics embedded in each sentence. Word classes M, N, and O are shown in
Table 7.5 with blank direction assignments due to their representation as circles, not
sticks. The remainder of this Section gives the detail associated with these direction
allocations.
From the perspective of assigning directions to classes, the frequency of appearance of the classes and their sequence of appearance are significant. Table 7.4 (page
296) gives the occurrence sequence of the word classes in the test sentences. Examination of those sequences indicates the dominate classes in each sentence are in line with
the overall behaviour observed. The sequencing and clustering of those word classes
is also available. Allocation of directions to classes with higher presence naturally influences the spread of the ‘sentence stick’ model. As each word class in the sentence is
processed, its assigned direction results in incrementing the x and y direction spread
for the whole sentence. These aggregate to give the coordinates of the end point of the
sentence (given the start point). Taking the directions from the column headed Original in Table 7.5 and using a common unit increment of 20 units (pixel for on-screen
and points for Postscript), the form and resulting end point for each of the eighteen
test sentences was obtained. The left-hand column of Figure 7.5 shows the six (for sentences tiled battle, bullen, colourmap, fed5, processing, and salton in Tables 7.3 (page
294) & Tables 7.4 (page 296)) most significant results obtained. All line drawings are
to the same scale.
A number of factors influence the horizontal and vertical space occupied by the
‘sentence stick’ for each sentence. The end point, easily calculated, gave an indication
of the spread and appearance of the diagram. A large spread was accompanied by
an elongated diagram while too small a spread resulted in folding of the path and
crossing of the sticks in the diagram. What was too large or too small was not quan-
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(a) battle original

(b) battle shortened

(c) bullen original

(d) bullen shortened

(e) colourmap original

(f) colourmap shortened

(g) fed5 original

(h) fed5 shortened

(i) processing original

(j) processing shortened

(k) salton original

(l) salton shortened

Figure 7.5: Change in stick model visualizations resulting from direction allocations to
reduce model spread
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tifiable and were thus evaluated qualitatively. The size of the sentence should, but not
necessarily, have an influence on the spread. The reason for attempting to minimise
this spread was that adjacent sentences would be attached at the sentence end points,
which would otherwise result in the total visualization growing unmanageably.
After the initial word class direction assignments listed under the column Original
in Table 7.5, the directions shown under the column Shortening were chosen to reduce
the spread of the sentence stick representation of the test sentences. The effect of these
direction assignment on the same six sentences when using the Original are shown in
the right-hand column of Figure 7.5.
There are several things to note from the line drawings in Figure 7.5. Drawings
(a) and (k) contain double parallel lines of different colour (green and yellow in this
instance). This shows successive occurrences in the sentence of word classes that are
on opposite sides of the direction octagon. In diagrams (d), (f), and (j) the start point
and/or the end point of the diagram are not extreme points of the diagram. Thus the
end point resulting from the ‘sentence stick’ visualization is not a true measure of the
spread of the diagram, only an approximation. The compression of diagrams (c) and
(i) to diagrams (d) and (j) respectively, was accompanied by folding and overlapping
of the internal sticks, increasing the complexity of the representation.
In selecting the Shortening word class direction assignments shown in Table 7.5, the
occurrence of the L, E, and H word classes were considered. To minimize the spread
along the y direction, the most frequently occurring word class, L, was given no y
component - side 0 in the direction octagon. To counter the x growth from the L word
class, the classes E and H were selected to have directions with x components opposite
to L. Because of the observed successive occurrence of L, E, and H word classes, E and
H were allocated to octagon sides 5 and 3 respectively. This would avoid the need to
use avoidance measures to present overwriting of these classes when they occur in a
sequence. The remaining 9 word classes were assigned directions, excluding sides 0
and 4, so that no more than two were given the same direction; their different colours
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avoiding them becoming confused. Side 0 was left exclusively to word class L, and
side 4 was unused to avoid the need for avoidance measures associated with class L.
This Shortening direction allocation was reasonably successful in reduce the spread
of the ‘sentence stick’ diagrams. It was observed that a reduction in the area (the
combination of the x and y directions) occupied by the resultant stick diagram was
achieved in fourteen of the 18 test cases. The six sentence diagrams in Figure 7.5 are
from that set of fourteen. However, these gains were achieved at the cost of complicating the ‘sentence stick’ visual. Another direction allocation was judged necessary.
As tabulated in Section 7.3.2 (page 295), the sequence of occurrence of word classes
in the test sentences influences the allocations of directions for visualizing the word
classes. That analysis indicated that word class sequence LEH (word class L, followed
by word class E, then word class H) occurred frequently. If that sequence was visualized by a triangle then it would be readily identified in a visualization, which would
represent an advantage. To achieve this, direction assignments for the L, E, and H
word classes would be appropriately allocated from the sides from the direction octagon (Figure 7.4). But the start point and end point of such a triangle are coincident.
Consequently successive LEH sequences would overwrite completely, and successive
LE and L word classes would partially overwrite a LEH sequence in a visualization.
The presence of overwrites in a visualization inhibits interpretation of that visualization. Also, selecting directions for word classes which might overcome overwrites
constrains the adoption of closed structures (such as a triangle) in the visualization
despite their recognition value. An overwrite avoidance technique when producing
the visualization was necessary.
A localized overwrite avoidance technique was adopted in contrast to a global
avoidance technique. A visualization of a sentence was incrementally built up by
adding the contribution of the word class of successive words. The positioning and
orientation of the last three word classes added to the visualization were retained by
the software algorithm. The latest word class to be added to the visualization was
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checked that it did not overwrite one from this list of three. If it did, the start point
of the line representing this new word class was offset from the point it would have
otherwise have used, thus locally avoiding overwriting. This approach worked well
with the sentence examples used in this research.
With overwrite avoidance available an incremental approach was followed in selecting the word class direction assignments. Those assignments were done by considering the word class combinations which were met. The statistics of the test sentences
in Table 7.4 (page 296) were used. Each sentence was selected in turn such that it
introduced a minimum of new word classes into those that had been considered to
that point. Except for the first sentence selected, this process introduced a single new
word class for consideration. The sentence now was selected first since it contained
four different word classes (as does finishing) and three of those classes were L, E, and
H. Experimentation was used to arrive at direction allocations for these four word
classes that produced visually and functionally adequate diagrams. This process was
followed using the succession of sentences salton, done, packages, bullen, battle, quit,
learnt, and first, in that order. The remaining nine sentences were then used as checks
that the results obtained carried over to more sentences.
The word class direction assignments obtained via this process are shown under
the Final column of Table 7.5 (page 298) . For comparison of the results achieved by
the above process, a selection of visualizations for six of the sentences are show in
Figure 7.6 together with the corresponding visualizations using the original word class
direction assignments.
Locating the starting and end point of the paths in Figures 7.5 (page 300) and 7.6
can present difficulty. But their location is important for the interpretation of the visualization. To assist locating of the start a small square, filled with black colour, is
placed at the commencement of the sentence. At the end of the sentence, a small circle
filled with black colour in the screen version and unfilled in the Postscript (printable)
version was fixed to the end of the path. A black line was drawn vertical from the
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(a) battle original

(b) battle final

(c) bullen original

(d) bullen final

(e) colourmap original

(f) colourmap final

(g) fed5 original

(h) fed5 final

(i) processing original

(j) processing final

(k) salton original

(l) salton final

Figure 7.6: Change in stick model visualizations resulting from word class direction
allocations to minimize spread and diagram complexity
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centre of that circle (in the printed version). This indication of the start and end of
sentences is discussed further in the next section where visualization of multiple sentences is considered.

7.4

Extension for paragraph visualization

Generally a text document is composed of more than one paragraph and a paragraph
composed of more than one sentence. It is proposed that a visualization of a text document be built from visualization of their component sentences using the techniques
of Section 7.2 (page 281). This Section considers how that is achieved.

7.4.1

Two approaches to visualizing sequential paragraphs

Since the paragraphs, and the sentences in them, are sequential within a text document, a visualization, including the stick model visualization, should preserve that
situation. That sequential component in the text document was achieved by stacking
of the parts together. Two means of stacking sentence models were considered and
are reported here. One approach was to stack the sentences in their occurrence order
and provide an indication of the grouping of those sentences into paragraphs. The
other approach was to stack the paragraphs in their occurrence order and consider the
sentences as component parts of those paragraphs. In both cases, the visual stacking
was done vertically.
The first stacking technique was sentence centred. It arranged all the sentences
vertically, one above the other. In this, all sentences started with the same “x” coordinate in the visualization. A vertical space separated one sentence from the next, with
a larger vertical space used to indicate a paragraph break. The resulting drawing was
tall and thin. The height was the consequence of the total number of sentences present
and their vertical space requirements. That vertical spacing had to be sufficient for
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the individual sentence structures to be clear, not interfering with its neighbours, but
sufficiently small for the sake of compact presentation. This distance was a function of
the height component resulting from the stick model of the corresponding sentence.
However, this technique resulted in a rapid vertical evolution in the model of the overall document. The alternative stacking technique did not have this problem and also
gave better modelling of the flow of sentences within a paragraph. For these reasons,
no further work on the first stacking technique was performed.

Figure 7.7: Visualization without rotation of example text containing multiple sentences
and paragraphs

The alternative technique was paragraph centred shown in Figure 7.7. It stacked
the paragraphs vertically. The sentences that composed each paragraph were arranged visually in a stair-case manner. In this alternative, the start of the first sentence
of each paragraphs had the same x coordinate in the visualization. A vertical space
separated the start of each paragraph. That also was the starting point for the stick
model of the first sentence of the paragraph. The next sentence in the paragraph was
positioned to start at the end point of its predecessor. The start of the next sentence
was coincident with the terminating point of the vertical line which indicated the end
of the preceding sentence. The visualization showed one sentence leading to the next
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in a progressive manner, with a jump to the start of the next paragraph.
One difficulty was visually locating the start of a leading sentence. All lead sentences started with the same x screen coordinate. But the visualization of the classes
that formed the sentence grew in unanticipated directions. Depending on the ‘shaping’ that had been applied to the directions representing those classes, the body of one
sentence could overlap the start of subsequent sentences. This difficulty was overcome by using a marker in the form of a small filled square, placed at the start of each
paragraph’s first sentence. The form and colouring of the sentence terminator was
sufficient for detecting the sentences that concluded each paragraph.

7.4.2

Implementation in the ‘Serine’ software

This visualization was implemented in the ‘Serine’ software introduced in Section 1.4
(page 21). In that implementation, the start of the next sentence was placed in the
visualization before the existence of the next sentence was determined. This resulted
in a clear end of document indicator. At the end of a text document there are no
further sentences to be displayed. The end of a document was denoted as sentence
start square in the visualization without any attached lines denoting word classes.
That end of the document would be at the top of the displayed page if all the document
was being displayed.
The visualization of Figure 7.7 was produced by the ‘Serine’ software for the small
text document consisting of these paragraphs:

It is Wednesday, 8 January 2003 and I am about to start looking at visualization of documents as a stick model. This task builds upon the stick model
representation of single sentences. A document is assumed to consist of
multiple sentences. So the required document model should be formed by
stacking together the models of each component sentence.
A number of problems are foreseen. One of those is the vertical growth of
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the model. If the model gets too high, it will not fit on an output page.
This is the document used to demonstrate the ‘Serine’ software handling of
documents. This document contains three paragraphs. The first paragraph
is of 4 sentences. The second paragraph contains three sentences. This
paragraph contains six sentences. Separation of sentences and paragraphs
must be considered as part of this modelling process.

This example text was purposely constructed to contain three paragraphs, and each
paragraph to contain multiple sentences. It is a compromise between complexity and
text document size for demonstration purposes.
Figure 7.7 is paragraph centred. All paragraphs start vertically above one another
on the left of the figure. The component sentences of each paragraph run towards the
right from that starting point. The end of each sentence is apparent from the black
vertical line with a circle at its base. All sentences and paragraphs are visualized on
the one plane, that of the page.
Note in Figure 7.7, in common with all similar ‘Serine’ produced paragraph visualizations, that the first paragraph of the document is at the base of the visualization,
and the last at the top. This was a construction convenience which does not interfere
with the purpose of the visualization in representing the composition structure of a
text document.
A different appearance to the visualization than Figure 7.7 was produced by rotating the paragraphs. By rotating the planes on which the paragraphs are drawn, an
apparent three dimensional visualization of the text document is obtained. Figure 7.8
shows a diagrammatic representation of that situation. The three planes shown correspond to planes containing the first sentence of three successive paragraphs. Each
subsequent sentence in the paragraph would be presented on a plane parallel to that
containing the first sentence. Those sentence planes are joined together via the vertical
line from the end point of one sentence to the start of its successor in the paragraph;
that line being normal to the plane that contains the visualization of the sentence. A
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result of this construction is that all sentences are then represented on parallel planes.
As indicated by the octagon in Figure 7.8, the visualization of each sentence is
created using the colour and direction assignments defined for each word class as
examined in Section 7.3 (page 292). The coordinates corresponding to each word class
direction increment, defined in the X–Y plane of Figure 7.8, is projected onto the P–Q
plane of the output page. The orientation of the X–Y planes is chosen such that there
is no vertical lines in the P–Q plane resulting from the representing of word classes
in the X–Y plane. A vertical line in the P–Q plane indicates a end-to-start connection
between successive sentences in a paragraph.
P

Z

Q

Y

X

Y

X

a paragraph plane

Y

X

Figure 7.8: Diagrammatic representation of stacking multiple paragraphs for visualization

The octagon of directions was defined on a grid with a uniform 15 unit spacing.
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This octagon was then rotated about the axis normal to the plane of the octagon (z axis)
and then about its x axis using standard homogeneous coordinate transformational
methods. The result was a distortion in the size of the sides of the original octagon,
and consequently the size and orientation of the word class directions. The rotations
of 200 and 500 about the z and then x axes gave a rotated directions octagon used in
the work reported below. The decimal values of the octagon’s sides after rotation were
rounded to whole numbers for subsequent graphical work.

Figure 7.9: Visualization with rotation of example text containing multiple sentences
and paragraphs

Figure 7.9 is a visualization of the same text document as that of Figure 7.7 but incorporating the plane stacking and rotations of Figure 7.8. The word class colour and
direction assignments are those of Table 7.2 and the Final column of Table 7.5, respectively. Both Figure 7.7 (page 306) and Figure 7.9 are shown at the same magnification.
The rotation introduced in Figure 7.9 has reduced the vertical spread of the total visualization. In a larger text document this would result in more of the visualization to
be viewed on screen simultaneously. However, distinguishing triangular formations
produced by word class sequences are retained, although reoriented, by the rotation.
Such formations can assist in comparing different text documents. But as indicated by
these visualizations in the case of the second paragraph, such rotations can result in
greater convolution in the visualization. Overall it appears that both unrotated and
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rotated forms of this type of visualization are appropriate for use in different circumstances.

7.5

Two examples of potential applications

As stated at the start of this Chapter, the ‘sentence stick’ visualization is experimental
and proposed for use by experts in their analysis of text documents. The words, the
classes of those words, and the sequence in which an author uses each word influences the ‘character’ of the document via those word patterns. Such characteristics
are distinct from, but yet interact with, the information contained in the document
obtained by reading it. Such patterns often indicate the style of the author’s writing.
Author attribution considered in Chapter 6 assumes that the one author continually
uses such a pattern, although in Chapter 6 only limited sequences (consistent with
patterns followed in the current literature) were used. The current visualization provides another tool for examination of the word patterns existing in a text document.
An expert analyst can then provide an interpretation to their significance.
The patterns of interest is the repeating sequence of word type occurring throughout a text document. Some combinations, or styles, may be grammatically incorrect
and this visualization might provide one route for detecting such errors. But as shown
in Section 3.3 (page 82), some styles are appropriate for particular writing tasks (and
types of documents), but inappropriate in others. Given a particular type of document, the style present a document might be characteristic of the document’s type or
it might be more characteristic of the document’s author. The interpretation of the
significance of the patterns produced by the ‘sentence stick’ visualization is up to the
human viewer.
The next two sections indicate example patterns produced by text documents and
their interpretation. They operate from the base of knowing the characteristic present
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in the document to viewing the visualization and the characteristics that visualization
contains. Work beyond this research is needed to establish whether such ‘sentence
stick’ visualizations can be used to reverse this process, that is, are useful as a technique for identification of a document’s characteristics.

7.5.1

Difference in writing style

Here word occurrence frequencies were used to provide an indication of possible differences in a small set of emails. The question being asked is whether three emails
were from the one individual. The approach here is different to that used in Section 4.4 (page 133). This question is distinct from (but with similarities to) whether a
particular individual wrote a particular document (e.g. an email), which is discussed
in the next Section. The ‘sentence stick’ visualization (as implemented in the ‘Serine’
software) was used to probe an answer to this question.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show visualizations of the three sample emails indicating
their respective word class compositions. In Figure 7.10 the visualization is with all of
the sentence in the one plane, while in Figure 7.11 the planes are parallel to one another, but rotated, as in Figure 7.8 (page 309). As a chemist would examine a chemical
structure by using “wireframe” visualizations such that in Figure 7.1a (page 277) by
rotating the structure, these visualization provide a similar approach. Each of these
visualizations are shown to the same scale. To use these visualizations for analysis
of the emails from which they are drawn, similarities and differences in the patterns
appearing are observed.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show overall shapes resulting from the combination of sentences in the texts. With such figures the composition of each sentence is not being
considered here (although it could be in another context). Instead, trends in overall
shape induced by those individual sentences are being observed and discussed. The
shape contribution of each sentence will be enhanced as more sentences are joined to
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Figure 7.10: Visualization without rotation of emails of sample emails
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Figure 7.11: Visualization with rotation of emails of sample emails
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form a paragraph. Paragraphs with few sentences offer less indication of the ‘style’ in
the text than paragraphs with a greater number. Vague terms are used here to reflect
the unquantified nature being used to recognise such shaping trends. But as a guide,
paragraphs with fewer than four sentences will tend not to show the desired trending.
In Figure 7.10, email 2 shows a tendency to ‘droop’ as the sentence chains within
any paragraph becomes longer. This is also seen in email 3. Both diagrams were generated from emails written by the same person (called Susan). In contrast, sentence
chains in email 1 show a tendency to remain horizontal or to rise. There appears to
be a difference in the manner of writing, indicating that this sample of emails may
have been written by two writers. In fact email 1 was written by a different individual
(called Andrew).
Figure 7.11 shows the rising and drooping behaviour for this same email sample
but these individual behaviours have been reversed due only to the rotation applied
to the planes on which the sentences were drawn. The same conclusions could be
reached. The introduction of rotation of the sentence planes is an experimental element that can be used to separate trends when comparing samples of text. Different
styles of writing by these two authors has been found by observing overall trends built
from the detail manner each author used to compose these sample text documents. A
sample of three, as here, would be insufficient to perform author attribution, but it is
sufficient to provide evidence that more than one writer was involved in producing
the emails. It does serve to illustrate how the techniques of ‘sentence stick’ visualization could be applied to detecting similarities in text documents, particularly those
small in length as with emails.

7.5.2

The Federalist Papers

Detecting a writing style of an author which can be used to identify that author can be
elusive. An example of this difficulty is provided by the Federalist Papers. After two
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hundred years of consideration, there is still doubt about the authorship of twelve of
those papers. In Chapter 6 those papers were described and several techniques applicable to that analysis were examined. Here the ‘sentence stick’ visualization technique
is used to give an additional, and alternative, visual indication of the similarity of writing style of the authors involved. Again it indicates the closeness of the writing styles
of the authors giving rise to the difficulty of the author attribution associated with this
documents collection.
The Federalist Papers have the desired characteristics which make them suitable
for consideration of style. They are all newspaper articles published over a period
of one year. Thus the influence of time and document type on style are not large
factors. They also have the same purpose, that of persuading the reader to favourably
consider voting for the adoption of the new constitution of the proposed United States
of America. So the influence of differing purpose on style is also not present. Only
the authors Hamilton and Madison are considered here. For each of these authors
there is at least ten articles from the total collection of eighty five papers in which their
authorship is not disputed. Consequently a reasonable sample of each authors writing
style is available.
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 each contain three samples of visualizations of papers known
to have been written by Hamilton and Madison, respectively. The numbering of the
paragraphs that appear in these figures indicate that only a portion of the total visualization of the indicated Federalist paper is shown. The rotated plane version of
the visualization is used in each case. This was chosen as it best showed the overall
effects that are being considered, in contrast to the detailed composition of each sentence. These figures show the portion of the visualization that was judged to act as a
signature of the author of the paper. This selection was compiled after viewing similar
visualizations for the greater set of papers from the Federalist Papers collection known
to have been written individually by Hamilton and Madison.
Conclusions based on the observed trends in these examples are indicative, not
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Figure 7.12: Extracts from ‘sentence sticks’ for the Federalist Papers know to be written
by Hamilton
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Figure 7.13: Extracts from ’sentence sticks’ for the Federalist Papers know to be written
by Madison
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definitive, of writings of these two authors. The ‘sentence stick’ visualizations resulting from Madison’s writings show a greater tendency for adjacent paragraphs to
‘come together’ than do those from Hamilton. Having all the visualizations at the one
magnification assisted this observation. Together, those sentence lines tended to remain together as the sentence line continued. Once this coming together had occurred,
the sentence line from Madison’s writing in some instances changed to following an
adjacent paragraph’s sentence line. More precisely, those lines were coincident as opposed to following. There was also a slight tendency for the sentence lines in Hamilton’s writings to rise above the horizontal while those of Madison’s tend to be more
horizontal. In the samples shown in the figures, these trends were strongest towards
the end of the document.
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(b) Federalist paper 55

Figure 7.14: Extracts from stick diagrams for the Federalist Papers for which authorship
is disputed

Similar visualizations are shown in Figure 7.14 for two of the Federalist papers
(numbers 52 and 55) for which the authorship is disputed. In both these papers, there
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is a tendency for the sentence lines between adjacent paragraphs to follow one another. The sentence lines tend to be horizontal as opposed to rising above the horizontal, in the paragraphs with larger numbers of sentences. Both these characteristics are
aligned with those seen in Madison’s writings suggesting that Madison was the author of both Federalist papers 52 and 55. This agrees with Mosteller & Wallace (1984)
who base their determination on classical techniques. This is consistent with a determination (not included) using the Parallel Coordinate technique of Section 6.3.1 (page
222) and the Star plots technique of Section 6.3.2 (page 226).
As with the other visualization techniques applied to the Federalist Papers in this
research, definitive results of author attribution are difficult to obtain. The variation in
author determination obtained here is consistent with the close similarities observed
for all these papers under all of these visualization techniques. Both similarities and
differences between these documents is examined via this visualization. The visualization is proposed as a tool to assist comparing and contrasting the documents.
More detailed comparisons can be made by examining the paragraph composition
revealed by ‘sentence stick’ visualizations (i.e. the sequencing of word types). However, this was considered to be beyond the scope of the current research as it could
involve very complex interpretations.

7.6

Summary

This Chapter has presented a visualization (‘sentence stick’) which indicates the constructional details of a text document. Such detail is composed of the sequence of
word classes into which the words forming the document fall. Those word classes are
followed through sentences which build into paragraphs. Both shape and colour are
assigned to represent each of these word classes by a straight line segment. A spacefilling curve representing the document is the result. This is a generalisation of the
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H-curve proposed by Hamori & Ruskin (1983) for representing the DNA molecule of
molecular biology, and the “wireframe” molecular visualization such as in Figure 7.1a
(page 277) but in this case using an ‘alphabet’ of fourteen word classes in contrast to
the four letter ‘alphabet’ of DNA.
The detail contained in the visualization does provide a means of comparing one
document against another, or one part of a single document against another part. As
such, the visualization fulfilled the conditions of research hypothesis H4 (visualization
can assist in finding similarities and differences in the composition of text documents).
This document composition visualization was implemented as an option in the
‘Serine’ software prototype. As such, considerations of all the four aspects of text,
visualization, informatics, and tool were included. Detail of the implementation was
covered as this is needed in understanding how the visualization works and in interpreting the resulting visual. In terms of the visualization taxonomy of Section 2.1
(page 31), this visualization is of a linked within type, using data of a multi-variate
type. The computation needed to produce the visualization were performed at speed
appropriate for interactive use of the visualization, this fulfilling research hypothesis
H5 (text document visualization can be produced in an efficient manner to enable their
use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such a document).
As with a number of the other visualizations produced for this research, the detailed interpretation of a stick model visualization is not easy. However, it is envisaged that such visualizations will be used by experts who will become familiar with
the representations involved and hence find them useful for detailed interpretations
of text documents. An assessment of the utility with which such experts can apply
these visualizations is beyond this research.
In the next Chapter the outcomes of this research as a whole will be discussed.
Mention will be made of the new techniques developed, and new applications of existing techniques, which have been embodied in this research for understanding text
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documents. Possible future research directions are also discussed.
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Chapter

8

Conclusions and future directions

This research is an investigation of the potential synergy between numerical statistics, information distribution, and visualization, applied to text documents. Interactions between these three are proposed to assist humans to gain better access to the
meaning in text documents. The particular type of text documents considered in this
research are those which are accessed by computers; whether that be email, Internet
web browsing, or other forms of electronic document exchange. It is a truism that text
documents are not new. But their growing occurrence, particularly in electronic form
has created a need for new approaches which at least augment existing methods of
processing and analysing such documents.
This research has been concerned with developing a collection of techniques which
could be applied interactively to text documents via an analysis tool. It is interactive in
that application of one analysis presents data or information to the user that suggests
a modification before re-applying an analysis. The analysis loop depicted in Figure 8.1
(which is the same as Figure 1.2 (page 6)) shows such an approach, with a human interpreting the results of an analysis and giving the next direction of exploration. Thus
a ‘human in charge’ approach is being proposed, using the intelligence of the human
as the controller and offering a tool to assist his exploration of the text document. But
‘analysis’ means different things to different people. To cater for those differences,
different analysis approaches were considered. Acknowledging that there are many
such analysis techniques for diverse analysis purposes, a selection of each has been
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considered in some depth. These fit into the framework of the proposed interactive
analysis approach.
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Figure 8.1: Meta-level interactions in ’human in charge’ text document analysis

Presentation of analysis results in the form of graphics has been proposed in this research. Today’s computers provide good graphics capacity, so this research examined
whether that capacity can be used to assist human appreciation of analysis techniques
applied to text documents.

8.1

Critique of this research

In this section an overall evaluation of this research is given. Consideration is given
to what this research did, together with what it did not do. First a summary of the
visualizations considered in this research is given. Then outcomes of the research are
compared against the research hypotheses proposed. Finally the limitations of those
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outcomes are discussed.

8.1.1

Placing the visualizations considered into perspective

The focus of this research has been the use of visualizations in association with text
documents. Both visualization itself, and its application to text documents were reviewed in Chapter 2, the purpose of which was to indicate that both have received
much attention. One manner of depicting that effort is as contained in Table 8.1 (which
has similar content to Table 2.11 (page 64)) by using the visualization taxonomy proposed in Section 2.1 (page 31). The numerals indicate the percentage each is of the total
(rounded to the nearest whole integer) of different pairs of visualization type and data
types cited. A grey shading patch indicates that a text document application with that
combination pair is included in the reviews in Chapter 2 and Appendix A.
Table 8.1: Relationship between the visualizations of this research and the literature
Visualization Type Used

sequential

Data Type
being visualized
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network
1-variate
2-variate
3-variate
4-variate
multi-variate
hierarchical
network

1-dimensional
stacks linked
flat vol across
2

1

1

1

2-dimensional
3-dimensional
stacks
linked
stacks
linked
flat
vol within across flat vol within across both
3
10
4
1

3
1
2
5
2

1
2

3
14
1

7
5

1
2
2

1
1
1
1

2
3
1
1

3

2
1

1
3
1

1
2

2

1

1

1

1

Also indicated in Table 8.1, by an open circle ( ) in the corresponding cell of the
taxonomy, are the corresponding entries for the visualizations examined in this research. These show the visualization applications considered in this research are, in
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most cases, different from those noted from the literature. The occurrence of one open
circle can indicate more than one visualization of that type in this research. This indicates that this research fulfilled its objective of examining new types of visualization
which might be applied to facilitate analysis of text documents.
Since count data is readily visualized by some form of marker in a ‘stack’ configuration, the high proportion of the ‘stack’ visualization type in Table 8.1 indicates that
visualization is broadly directed at count data. The shading included in that Table
indicates that tendency carries over to text documents. Since text documents contain
‘threads’ of information which link developments of such topics throughout a document, the use of ‘linked’ visualization types would be expected to receive greater
use. Although it is seen that most data types have been visualized, the sequential
data which might be expected to be found in text documents has not received as much
consideration. This would appear to be a paradox, given that text documents are composed from a sequence of words. Some effort in re-establishing this balance is achieved
using the visualizations developed in this research, is indicated by the

8.1.2

in Table 8.1.

Evaluation against the research hypotheses

This research is evaluated against each of the research hypotheses stated in Section 1.3.2.
Hypothesis: H1 : scientific and information visualization are both applicable to text documents but there is an opportunity for expansion in such use
This research has considered data to be of two type: scientific and information.
These were surveyed in Chapter 2. Simplistically, scientific data is numeric, while information involves data that embodies some measure of relationship or association.
In the context of text documents, scientific data would be the number of words in a
sentence, or the position of the verb of a sentence. Information would be how the verb,
nouns, adjectives, and other parts of grammatical structure are placed relative to one
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another in a sentence. Scientific data is more related to measures (or counts) while information data is related to structure. As indicated in the taxonomy of Chapter 2, there
are different types of data which are in both the scientific and information categories.
A visualization attempts to show relationships among the data. An outcome of this
logic is that visualization of information data involves indicating relations among the
relations embodied in the data. The simultaneous consideration of different aspects of
those data types were shown in Chapter 2 to lead to consideration of high-dimensional
data. Those types data were then shown to be applicable to text documents.
Visualization of scientific and information data in a variety of application areas
was surveyed in Chapter 2, locating the visualization and the data which it visualized, in a taxonomy indicated in Table 8.1 (page 325). Visualizations relating to text
documents from the literature are indicated in that table. The table indicates that the
distribution of visualizations is not uniform across that taxonomy. To those, add the
visualizations of text documents considered in this research. Chapter 6 includes a
number of scientific visualization techniques used with count data derived from text
documents. Information visualization techniques have been used in Chapters 4, 5,
and 7. In those, counts again were used, but the visualization was of structure that
followed from such counts. In Chapter 5 that visualization of structure was directed
at reading the document.
A uniform distribution of visualizations relating to text documents across the taxonomy of Table 8.1 is not to be expected. Some data types and visualization types may
be inappropriate in the context of text documents. However, that taxonomy does indicate that growth in visualization of text documents to fill in the gaps, is to be expected.
Such visualizations can also introduce new combinations of data and visualization
types.
The use of the visualization taxonomy proposed in this research, together with
applications made of it during this research, provides support for research hypothesis
H1 as being true.
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Hypothesis: H2 : visualization provides and alternative (or a supplement) to analytical methods for interpreting the same sets of text data
This hypothesis received the most examination during this research of all five research hypotheses. It is central to this research, the hypothesis being explored in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6. This hypothesis represents a strong current trend in scientific investigations to supplement analytical or numerical methods with the use of visualization
of those results. Analysis has built up a large catalogue of techniques over centuries.
However, the solution produced can be difficult to interpret. For example, expected
change in temperature of a metal bar while being heated can be predicted analytically, but that solution which consists of a sum of algebraic terms (a Fourier series)
is difficult to interpret. By contrast, a visualization describing that situation, whether
it is produced directly from the analytical solution or via other means, presents the
change in temperature of the metal bar in a form more easily understood. Most of the
examples of scientific visualization cited in Chapter 2 are of this model.
This research was built upon using measurements as a form of data. Such measurements could be the counts of sentence length and numbers of two and three letter
words (23lw) used in the plot of Figure 6.19 (page 266), or the position of the dancer’s
feet used in Figure 2.3 (page 51). The process used comprised obtaining the measurements, then finding patterns in those measurements in an attempt to understand
those measurements. Finding the patterns might be done numerically, possibly using
statistical techniques, or by visually representing the data. For example, a numerical
correlation coefficient is used in Section 4.4.1 (page 134) to indicate how the measured
occurrence of expected frequently occurring words is matched against that predicted
(by the type of text document being measured). Alternately, in Section 4.5 (page 143)
word occurrence count measurements are used to produce the T 4 visualization proposed to enhance human reading of that text document. The one type of data, word
occurrence counts, has been used both for numerical pattern presentation and for production of a visual display.
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Chapter 3 was important to this research hypothesis because it introduced measurement of text documents. As shown in Section 3.3.2 (page 87) the occurrence of
particular functional objects in such measurements suggests the type of the text document, which in turn suggests what analysis might subsequently be applied. Table 3.2
(page 92) indicates the different numerical and visualization techniques which are subsequently examined are all based on word counts, with sentence and paragraph counts
used in a selection of those techniques. Once measurements are obtained, alternate
approaches can be used for their analysis, but each using the same measurements (or
sub-parts of them).
A further example of this re-use of data is the QSUM of Section 6.5 (page 254). This
was presented as a technique to indicate trends of word usage in successive sentences
of a text document. The fractal dimension of Section 6.4 (page 237) was then applied
to this same data in Section 6.5.3 (page 260) as shown in the QSUM. The same data
was used: the QSUM produced a visualization while the fractal dimension gave a
numerical value.
Repeatedly throughout this research, data in the form of measurements derived
from text documents were analysis by numerical and visualization methods. After the
data was obtained, the appropriate analysis method was then used. This is consistent
with the concept design of this research shown in Figure 1.4 (page 20). The success of
this approach supports the truth of research hypothesis H2 . However, the QSUM and
fractal dimension pairing would suggest that visualization is not only an alternative
to analytical methods (as in the research hypothesis) but that analytical methods can
also be an alternative to (or supplement) visualization.
Hypothesis: H3 : visualization techniques can be used with advantage by humans to aid in
reading and comprehension of text documents
The text document visualization techniques of T 4 proposed in Section 4.5 (page
143) and fading frequent words proposed in Section 4.5.4 (page 151) were evaluated
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by experiment which is reported in Chapter 5. The interpretation given to the research
hypothesis’s phrase used with advantage was that reading time decreased. With such
a decreased reading time, comprehension of the contents of the article being read did
not decrease. Alternately, if the reading time increased, comprehension increased.
In this experiment, approximately one third of the participants had their reading
times decreased. For another third of the experiment participants their reading times
were unchanged, while for the remaining third their reading times increased. The
results of this experiment, in contrast to the experiments cited in the literature, gives
an indication of all readers which fall into the three divisions that would be expected
to be present.
These results indicate that word fading, which is one type of visualization technique, can be used to decrease the reading time of some, but not all, readers. Thus to
avoid non-beneficial reading effects, software providing such a visualization service
should be presented as an option to the reader. Training and/or experience in use of
this visualization technique could well increase its usefulness to readers.
The experiment indicates that word fading, as a visualization technique applied to
text documents, does not influence the comprehension errors made by human readers
of such documents. The comprehension errors made when using word fading were
not changed with respect to those made when reading without word fading. This
finding is counter to findings reported in the literature where complete elimination
of words did increase the comprehension errors being made. It would appear that
fading a word but still having it visible, in contrast to removing it, is less disruptive to
the reading process. These findings remained the same whether there was any change
(increase, decreased, or remained unchanged) in the reading time. The nature of the
particular documents being read had greater influence on comprehension errors made
than the impact of word fading.
The comprehension errors were then sub-divided into two groups; inferential er-
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rors, and combined factual plus numeric factual errors. Neither of these error groupings were found to be significantly influenced by the word fading conditions in use
when the corresponding reading was performed.
Limited support for research hypothesis H3 was obtained. For approximately one
third of the reading population word fading was found to increase reading speed without a decrease in comprehension. For the other two thirds of the population the hypothesis was not supported. In this group, comprehension of what was being read
was not impaired. These results indicate that if word fading was to be introduced into
general ‘browser’ software then a user facility to make it available/unavailable would
be required. These results also indicate that more experimentation is warranted, as is
discussed in Section 8.3 (page 338).
Hypothesis: H4 : visualization can assist in finding similarities and differences in the composition of text documents
If visualization gives an overview of data, then it can assist comparing different
data sources. Text documents were the source of such data considered in this research.
There are different kinds of comparisons. A count of characters, words, and lines
present in two text documents might give a primitive comparison between those documents. The names of the writers of the text documents is another such comparison.
However, most analysis based comparisons of text documents require more data than
just a few quantities. The Colour Map visualization of Figure 6.6 (page 232) is an example where a number (in that case 13) variables are used to compare documents. In
this case visualization assists analysing the behaviour within individual documents,
together with providing comparison between those documents.
Consider the QSUM techniques of Section 6.5 (page 254) and the ‘sentence stick’
visualization of Chapter 7 as examples of that kind of comparison. In QSUM, the algorithm on which the plot is based highlights changes in the internal construction of
a document. This was exploited by constructing one text document by joining two
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documents head to tail and noting the behaviour of the plot of that compound document, particularly that resulting from the text in the immediate vicinity of where
the two documents were joined together. The shape of the QSUM plot across a single text document is not considered of much interest. But in the case of the ‘sentence
stick’ visualization, the construction of each sentence in a single document is shown.
A visualization for each document being compared would be done so as to facilitate
comparison of the documents via the patterns in those visualizations.
In a practical comparison of text documents a combination of individual values
and overall patterns of values is needed. Visualization assists with over viewing of
values used in the comparison. As indicated in Section 6.5.1 (page 255), the dispute
about the ability of QSUM to perform author attribution is based on the variables used
in the visualization, not on the use of visualization.
To use a visualization for detecting similarities and differences between text documents depends on the familiarity the viewer has with the visualization. This is especially so as the complexity of the visualization increases. One would expect that most
people could comprehend a graph of one variable against another, as in Figure 6.19
(page 266) which shows a QSUM plot of the number of words in a sentence having
different properties against the number of the sentence. The significance of such a visualization might not be understood, but the viewer should be able to interpret this
as a graph depicting a succession of values, the values being those denoted by labels
on the axes of the graph. Contrast that with Figure 6.4 (page 223) which shows a parallel coordinate plot of 13 variables. Not only the significance of such a visualization
could be difficult to interpret by those unfamiliar with that kind of visualization, but
an interpretation beyond a ‘mess of lines’ requires familiarity. Familiarity is required
in the graph case, but more people would be expected to have that familiarity than
in the case of parallel coordinate plot, which is more applicable to an expert analyst.
Although the patterns present in a visualization can be recognised by most people, the
greater expertise is needed to recognise the implication of the pattern. To exploit the
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potential of any visualization requires familiarity with that visualization.
In support of this familiarity requirement, consider looking for similarities in more
than three columns of numbers. This is known to be a difficult problem. Contrast
that to the Colour Map of Figure 6.6 (page 232) which is used for the comparison of
the equivalent of 13 columns of numbers. This tableau of colour represents computed
values. It is argued that patterns of similarity are more easily detected is such a visualization via the use of colour. The complexity level of Figure 6.6 is closer to the graph
of Figure 6.19 than to the parallel coordinate plot of Figure 6.4. As a result, although
instruction is needed to enable a human to effectively interpret the Colour Map, that
level of instruction would remain approximately constant for three or more variables
being compared.
This research supports research hypothesis H4 as being true by demonstrating how
visualization facilitates comparison of text documents, for example, in the case of author attribution.
Hypothesis: H5 : text document visualization can be produced in an efficient manner to
enable their use as a toolkit for interactive analysis of such documents
For use as a toolkit, visualizations must be generated at sufficient speed by software so that an interactive approach to text document analysis remains attractive to
the software user. If there is too much delay between the request for an analysis and
the production of the resulting visualization, the human user of the toolkit is likely to
become frustrated. Any delay exceeding one second needs to be accompanied by a
visual indicator that processing is proceeding, as for example the ‘sand glass’ used by
Microsoft.
The toolkit ‘Serine’ consists of developed software which is selected by menu, in a
fashion demonstrated by the example of operation shown in Figure 8.2. Each analysis
requested would require data processing associated with the text documents. As described in Section 1.4.2 (page 25), the ‘Serine’ implementation of the proposed toolkit
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re-uses data processing between analyses so as to minimise the overall processing performed and hence reduce delay in displaying any visualization.

Figure 8.2: Use of the ‘Serine’ software toolkit

This research indicates that production of an interactive toolkit for text document
analysis by visualization is plausible. Such a toolkit as ’Serine’ provides a common
user interface to a selection of techniques collected together under pull-down menus.
The overall design of ‘Serine’ is described in Section 1.4 (page 21). When implemented
experimentally, the time between a user’s request to the appearance of the visualization was less than a second in elapsed time when executing on a laptop computer employing a 1.6MHz Pentium Mobile processor. This response is within acceptable limits. The standalone processing and associated visualizations required similar elapsed
times. In such processing the text documents had word counts of 3500 or less. These
visualizations were directed at analysis.
The reported reading experiment used computer word occurrences to generate visualizations in an endeavour to reduce reading time, not to analyse the document. In
that experiment, the word fadings were pre-processed and hard-coded into the software used in that experiment. This was only done to facilitate the movement of the
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coding for word fading of that experiment into the more general environment provided by ‘Serine’. However, the data structures used were common, where appropriate, to those used in the ‘Serine’ prototype so as to enable the ‘on demand’ use of such
word fadings in future work.
Although the ‘Serine’ software was developed only to a prototype stage, the research was able to demonstrate its effectiveness in producing visualizations to facilitate interactive interpretation of text documents. This provides support for hypothesis
H5 although an interactive usability study is warranted to provide more substantial
evidence. This would require a fully developed prototype version of the software, together with appropriate documentation, tutorials, and help files. This was considered
to be beyond the scope of this research project.

8.1.3

Beyond the limits of this research

It is recognised that this research is exploratory rather than conclusive. It has investigated the interactive support that can be provided by visualizations to the understanding of text documents. Indicative examples have been provided and prototype
software developed. However, the research has not sought to conclusively prove that
the application of the techniques has improved interpretation in specific instances.
Since many aspects of the interpretation require participants with considerable expertise, such an approach was beyond the scope of this research.
It is recognised that the conclusions based on the reading experiment of this research might apply only to the ‘educated’ portion of the general populace, for it was
from a university student population that the participants used were drawn. Making
generalisations to the wider population needs to be undertaken with reservation. To
widen such conclusions, these experiments need to be repeated using a random sample drawn from business, industry, and the community in general. Greater funding
and time would be necessary to do such a research project. However, the participants
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did vary in age, their level of study in the university, and many were of nationality
where English was not their first language.
All of the text documents considered were of prose types. But as outlined in Chapter 3, such text document types are a selection from the classifications used in Table 3.1
(page 90). From the available mass of documents, these types may be the most common, but in certain areas of business and industry this is not so, for example contract and specification documents are more common in an engineering than a public
library setting. So techniques considered in this research may be of less value (or possibly greater value) in analysing such documents in contrast to the prose type. Further
research is necessary to determine whether these same techniques apply to such contract and specification documents, or medical records. The topic of visualization of
information threads which appear in most text documents, and which was beyond
the scope of this project, would be one technique that will be of general usage. By
contrast, most techniques considered in this research were more aligned to a ‘literary
analysis’ more likely to be associated with prose, and topics such as author attribution
that branch off from such a stream. But nevertheless, the techniques would be useful
for writers, poets, literary critics, etc.
Although the ‘Serine’ software package has been used during this research to perform analysis of text documents, it is not complete. Many items of software engineering (for example, error recovery) would need to be incorporated in it for it to be of
wider use. But as a research platform, for which it was created, it performs its function. Other techniques have been implemented outside of the ‘Serine’ software for
reasons of experimental need in languages such as Perl and Postscript which directly
serviced those needs. Effort would need to be made to integrate those techniques into
the ‘Serine’ software if it was to be developed into a general ‘production’ version.
A selection of visualization techniques was used in this research to explore the
principle analysis steps for prose type text documents. Understandably there could
have been other techniques selected. But the purpose of the research was to exam336
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ine a selection of techniques and consider their application to text documents, not to
provide a catalogue of all techniques of possible use.
In doing this examination, a visual approach has been followed. In the application
of such techniques to the author attribution problem associated with the Federalist Papers, these selected techniques demonstrated the difficulty of this problem and why
it has survived unresolved for two hundred years. These techniques indicated how
similar are the subject documents. But this particular problem was treated as only an
application target for the visualization techniques without intention of resolving this
particular author attribution. In all cases, the visualization techniques were the main
topic of interest and the research focused on details of their application to example text
analysis problems, rather than the solution of the particular problems themselves.

8.2

New in this thesis

The principal contributions made by this research may be summarised as follows:

1. a taxonomy for visualization that associates the data being visualized and the
form of the resultant visualization;
2. examination of visual methods of exploring patterns present in multi-dimensional
data derived from text documents;
3. application of visual methods to the Federalist Papers in contrast to numerical statistical methods which suggested that Hamilton may have a claim of authorship
to at least some of the twelve disputed papers;
4. refinement of particular visualization techniques, e.g. by repeating the first axis
of a parallel coordinate plot as its last, the total number of plots necessary is
reduced;
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5. the solution of the Graph Theory “table seating” problem was used to indicate
how many Parallel Coordinate plots are necessary for a given number of variables and the ordering of axes in each plot;
6. examination and extension of QSUM and then its application as an author attribution technique to the Federalist Papers;
7. exploration of constraints needing to be observed in the process of determining
fractal dimensions of plotted data so as to exclude the influence of too large and
too small a division of the measurement space;
8. application of fractal dimension to the comparison of various types of visualizations, including QSUM techniques, when the complexity of the visualization has
the potential to make difficult the comparison of contained detail;
9. direct exploration of the influence on reading speed and comprehension by word
fading in comparison to those factors normally achieved for each individual
from a representative sample of ‘readers’;
10. new methods of word fading which utilised the T 4 (top and tail truncation technique) developed in this research;
11. a new visual technique (’sentence stick’ model) to show the constructional aspects of a text document;

Not all of the above may be new. However, if accounts of them do exist no evidence
of them has been seen in the context developed in this thesis.

8.3

Future directions

From this research, further work suggests itself. Some potential topics, linked to the
parts of this research, are discussed below.
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The word fading techniques used in the experiment of Chapter 5 indicated that
comprehension of the document being read under those conditions did not decrease,
but also that there was a potential for increased reading speed. Future work might
address whether human readers can be ‘trained’ to use word fading so as to increase
their reading speed. The reason why word fading had differing results on human
readers also needs further research. Lack of familiarity may have been the reason
for slowing of reader times in the experiment reported in Chapter 5. Training may
also further increase the speed of those already exhibiting an increase. But the group
possibly to benefit more from training are those which showed no change with respect
to their normal reading speed.
One immediate application of word fading is for increased reading speed in reading of emails. But the text documents used in the experiment of Chapter 5 were longer
than the general email. More research is needed to determine whether the word fading techniques used are directly applicable to text documents smaller in length, and if
not, what changes need to be made.
In the implementation of the T 4 top-tail truncation technique, green and blue/grey
colouring of the font was used to produce a ‘fading’ of words judged less important
in a text document. Further research is needed in determining whether such a fading
was effective visually and whether other colour selections would be more effective.
The ‘sentence stick’ visualization proposed in Chapter 7 for text documents is a
‘space filling’ structure. A dynamic means of rotating such structures in three dimensional space is needed to assist in their examination, similar in effect to that used in
the RasMol software used to visualized the structure of atomic molecules.
The ‘sentence stick’ models give some idea of the word/sentence/paragraph construction of a text document. Those words contain the threads of information that is
contained in that document. The next step is to show the development of those information threads, superimposed on the graphic of the stick model. This might take the
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form of coloured ribbons connecting words that contribute to that information thread,
similar in concept to the Rainbow visualization presented by Hetzler et al. (1998a).
Such a visualization would give a clue to the location and distribution of the information content. More research is necessary to examine whether a text document ‘expert’
can effectively use the information exposed by stick model visualizations.
Another application of the ‘sentence stick’ model of Chapter 7 is detection of incorrect sentence construction. This would require the establishment of what a correctly
constructed sentence stick model should look like. Then in application, a means of
detecting such models of abnormal (or questionable) constructions amongst a sea of
correct configurations would have to be resolved.
An application of the stick model used in Chapter 7 was as a means to determining
author attribution of a text document. This was done by looking for similarity in
the manner of construction of sentences within the document. Further research into
using fractal dimensions to characterise such sentence representations for comparative
purposes, similar to that used in Chapter 6, might prove fruitful.
Combinations of techniques such as word occurrence frequencies that led to the
word fading techniques in Chapter 4, might be considered with stick models as composition traces in text documents to indicate style. Then, maybe in combination with
other evaluation techniques, changes might be introduced into the document to change
that style. This might have application is converting the complexity of documents
such that the information content is not lost. Such an application might be the conversion of legal documents (for example wills or contracts) to ‘plain English’.
A prototype for implementing interactive analysis of text documents was introduced with the ‘Serine’ software. The stand alone software used in parts of this research should be incorporated into ‘Serine’ to improve the techniques it makes available. However, more techniques are needed, and these should be added to further
develop the utility of the software.
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An open question is whether using such a prototype, with a collection of analysis
techniques available, does in fact assist the user to obtain the knowledge they want
concerning a text document. Can that knowledge be obtained via an interactive interaction with the document using a succession of techniques? Is such an approach more
effective than others? More research is needed to resolve such questions. This would
require the involvement of appropriate text analysis experts.
The question of whether a visualization is comprehensible needs further research.
Once the visualization is understood it can be of assistance in assessing analysis results. But the amount of ‘training’ that a user needs to effectively use a particular
visualization remains an open question.
In the end of Section 4.4.2 (page 139) an ‘expression map’ for text documents was
proposed by building upon classification of whole text documents. A visualization depicting such a map was then proposed. Work needs to be done to determine whether
such maps can be used to characterise different subclasses of documents or authors. In
that Section it was shown that for the email subclass of text documents, the andrew
document by one author was different from the susan document (and susan2) written
by another.
Further work needs to be done on the Graph Theory based algorithm for ordering
of the axes in Parallel Coordinate plots. The algorithm developed in this research
contained a ‘trial-and-error’ component that needs to be eliminated so the procedure
can be included in general Parallel Coordinate software.

8.4

Overall conclusion

In this research a wide range of new and improved visualization techniques for use in
analysis of text documents have been described. However, no one technique has been
dealt with comprehensively or its particular application to a text document analysis
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problem pursued to finality. To have done so could have consumed all the resources
available for this research. Rather, the author has chosen to only discuss each particular technique in sufficient detail so as to explain its purpose, indicate its possible area
of application, and evaluate its potential utility.
This fulfils the objectives stated in Chapter 1 and expanded upon in Chapter 2,
were a range of new possibilities for text visualizations were identified via the taxonomy developed in that chapter. This is the major contribution of this research. It is left
to other researchers to identify (from the information provided) which particular visualization(s) might fulfil their specific requirements, then to develop their application
in full detail.
This research has demonstrated that visualization can facilitate interpretation of
text documents and that interactive software utilising such an approach can assist in
analysis of text documents. Although considerable more work is required in this field,
the research reported in this thesis makes a contribution to this effort.
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Appendix

A

Snap shots of the visualization
literature

This Appendix contains summaries of the sample of the visualization literature considered in Chapter 2. Each type of visualization considered occupies a Section. An
index number is included in each summary to assist linking of the description with
the associated entry of the summary table contained in Chapter 2. With each summary, the number of dependent and independent variables used in the visualization
is given, together with the position the visualization occupies in the propose Information Visualization of Table 2.2 from Section 2.1.

A.1

Examples of scientific visualization

Stolk & van Wijk (1992) and van Wijk (1993) describe a surface particle technique to
visualize two dimensional, time dependent flow. The surface particles are very small,
flat parts of the surface representing the variable to be visualized. Each particle has a
normal direction associated with it and the visualization exploits the light reflecting
properties of the surfaces such particles trace. Coloured pictures are given in the papers showing the visualization of flow velocity magnitude and direction in a rotational
flow situation. Stream surfaces, stream tubes, and a combination of particle trajectories
and spheres moving in the flow are used in different visualizations [S1] [2 dependent, 3
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independent variables

sequential,multi-variate|3-D,linked-within]. The depen-

dent variables are the flow velocity’s magnitude and orientation, with these depending on two spatial dimensions and time. In the data being visualized, a dependency
of the flow velocity magnitude is not shown as depending of the velocity orientation;
they occur together. van Wijk (1993) continues the use of this technique to visualize
air flowing through a television receiver.
Agba (1995) describes a combined simulator and remote control system for a vehiclemounted manipulator arm is described. Although described for the general case, the
three-link arm with grasping device upon the free end is the subject of the graphics
given. The visualization of the positioning of the arm and warnings of potential obstruction by other objects are coupled with the solution of the equations that govern
the motion of the mechanism. With the equations being the informatics, this article belongs to the class that combines informatics and visualizations. The position in three
dimensional space of each arm follows from solution of the equations of motion which
contain the constraints such as the fixed length of each arm. The resulting visualization shows position in three dimensional space of each point along the three independent arms plus the grasping device

[S2]

[3 dependent, 1 independent variables

3-variate|3-D,linked-within]. There is no time component to the visualization, although different orientations of the arms occur at different times. Each one of those is
a different visualization.
Chapman et al. (1999) presents three different end-purpose applications of visualizations following on from digital terrain maps produced from sonar data. Each data
point consists of the contents (e.g. water, rock, steel, etc.) of a point in space underwater identified by a set of tuples consisting of Easting, Northing, and sea bed depth.
From the same data source, software tuned for specific features in the input data produces different outcomes. Visualizations showing debris at the foot of the harbour
wall at Ijmuiden, Holland, the form of a sunken ship, and a underwater pipeline are
given in the paper. The visualizations are three spatial dimension scene interpretation
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of the data [S3] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].

Rohrer et al. (1999) explore a visualization technique for displaying the results of
data mining of text databases is described. The search engine is the public domain
Smart Information Retrieval System code created by G. Salton. The interaction with
the database is through the Smart software, but the results are presented as three dimensional molecular shapes as in chemistry. Each component of the query is mapped
equi-spaced onto a sphere, with one such sphere for each document that contains a
match. The relative strength of the match from each document is represented as a
length along corresponding directions in each document’s sphere. A smooth curve
is then fitted over such lengths to give a spatial, and relative, representation of each
document’s match for the provided queries. The search engine handles the informatics component, then that numerical information is converted to a relative measure
between one or more documents by the visualization
independent variables

[S4]

[many dependent, many

multi-variate|3-D,stacks-vol]. Each document is a inde-

pendent variable and each query is a dependent variable, but no relationship beyond
occurrence together in a document, is shown.
Crawfis et al. (1994) consider two categories of techniques for visualizing vector
fields such as wind velocity, fluid vorticity, and electrical and magnetic wave propagation studied in weather, fluid mechanics, and electromagnetics, respectively. Such
fields occupy three dimensional space which introduces problems of display on a two
dimensional display. Two existing techniques are reviewed. The first visualization
paradigm is an arrow plot of some part of the flow, and the second traces the behaviour
of a set of particles in the flow. The fact that little advancement has been recently made
in the first of these paradigms is reported. The article introduces a technique called
texture splats which belongs to the second paradigm. This technique mathematically
incorporates a known uniform texture into the visualization. Distortion of that uniform texture in the visualization process is used to indicate the direction components
of the vector field. Colour is used through the field to indicate of the magnitude of
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the quantity being visualized. Magnitude and direction are being visualized [S5] [2 dependent, 3 independent variables

sequential,multi-variate|3-D,stacks-vol]. This

technique contrasts with the particle distribution visualization technique mentioned
above due to van Wijk (1993).
Woodward (1993) discusses the visualization of large data sets produced by simulations in fluid mechanics. At the time of writing, the computing power of supercomputers was sufficient to enable real-time human interaction with the fluid flow
simulations in 2 dimension, but not in 3 dimensions. Still, large amounts of data were
produced that required visualization. To offset the computational power shortfall, unrealistic rendering of the data is favoured to achieve more rapid rendering. One example showing this is volume rendering of fluid vorticity (fluid speed and direction) in a
cube fixed in space inside a turbulent flow (presumable of air). Ray tracing techniques
but ignoring the complications due to light scattering are used. This cube contains the
flow field across two spatial dimensions, with time along the third side of the cube [S6]
[2 dependent, 3 independent variables

sequential,2-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].

Other approaches to visualization of time varying fluid flow have also received
attention. For example, Silver & Wang (1997) consider the visualization of time evolving turbulent flow motions as objects, following on from the work reported by Silver (1995). The visualization is in the form of the position and shape of each object
at discrete times

[S7]

[1 dependent, 3 dependent variables

sequential,3-variate|3-

D,stacks-flat] with each shown in a cube of the flow. This contrasts to Shen & Kao
(1998) which gives another computational technique for generating streamline around
objects in air flows which are varying in time [S8] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

sequential,3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] which is presented as a time sequence

evolution of streamlines using colour to represent additional values.
Within that same fluid mechanics theme, a data-glove interface to the data from
numerical flow simulation is described by Bryson & Levit (1992). The visualizations
available are numerical analogues of those used in real wind tunnels; such as tufts,
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streaklines, particle paths, and streamlines. The glove is used to position the visualization source which is then computer integrated using the available flow simulation
data to produce the required flow visualization. The data-glove facilitates interaction
with the data and thus facilitates the obtaining a visualization which is presented in
a three dimensional space [S9] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-

D,stacks-flat], different colours being used to distinguish the common value defining
each streamline.
Eick (2000) defines a data cube as the raw data structure in a multi-dimensional
database which organises information as a series of categories. The categories are
called dimensions and the data, called measures, are stored in cells. The cube dimensions are frequently organised into hierarchies and usually include a dimension representing time. The standard interface for viewing and manipulating data cubes is
a Pivot Table or Cross Tab. The paper presents three visualization techniques. One
visualization is of a single measure to answer what questions
independent variables

[S10]

[1 dependent, 2

2-variate|2-D,stacks-vol] and takes the form of cylinders

over an annotated grid. A scatter plot using colour and two spatial dimensions is
examined for exploring why questions [S11] [2-3 dependent, 2 independent variables
multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol]. Then exploring three to 20 measures is considered
using parallel coordinate plots [S12] [1 dependent, 1 independent variables

multi-

variate|2-D,linked-across]. These visualizations do not show the data, just the existence of patterns from which the user might deduce relationships.
Bosch et al. (2000) describe the Rivet software tool for visualizing computer system performance. Diagrams are given to show the process of taking the data taken
concerning the computer’s performance, the transformations that are applied, and the
visualizations that results. Gantt charts are the basis for the visualizations depicting
the simultaneous access occurrences across multiple processors over a period of time,
of task scheduling and memory access
ables

[S13]

[1 dependent, many independent vari-

sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol]. Each processor is an independent
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variable whose behaviour over a period of time is being visualized.
Deutschman et al. (2000) cites Tufte (1983) as arguing that modern graphics do
more than replace statistical tables but instead offer the simplest and most powerful
means of reasoning about quantitative information. The paper shows visualizations of
the output of a program simulating growth in a forest. One visualization shows the 2
dimensional spatial distribution of three tree species together with their height and diameter [S14] [5 dependent, 2 independent variables

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol].

The data values are shown by colouring the inner and outer surfaces of the pins used
to show location in the model. Another shows the spatial distribution of three individual tree species [S15] [3 dependent, 2 independent variables

multi-variate|2-

D,stacks-flat] by using coloured pins, while another considers the distribution of those
species and the corresponding light on the forest floor [S16] [3 dependent, 2 independent variables

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol] using coloured pins to represent tree

species over a tiled area denoting light availability. The pin distribution visualization
used is most effective in producing the required insight into the data. Each visualization shows the pattern of occurrence, but not that one occurrence is caused by another.
Two visualization techniques of the electrostatic fields within atomic molecules are
presented by Handa et al. (2001). These fields are of interest in determining participation of the molecule in chemical reactions. The visualizations are directed at manipulation of these fields. One technique uses a mathematical extension of the defined
topological atomic skeleton of the molecule
ables

[S17]

[1 dependent, 3 independent vari-

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] with line of electrostatic potential along the atomic

bonds. In the other, selective functions are used to isolate parts of the molecule of
interest [S18] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] and

are shown as manifolds in the visualizations. Three dimensional molecules are shown
shrouded by the surface containing the variable of interest.
A particle interaction system as a model for cloth draping is described by Eberhardt et al. (1996). The information content consists of modelling distance-force rela348
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tionships between the particles which enables the simulation of the cloth behaviour
in situations as a table cloth overhanging the sides of a table top. The visualization
shows the drape of the cloth under different conditions [S19] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. It is composed from the position assumed

by the many particles that simulate the cloth.
Johannsen & Moorhead (1995) described a visualization system which takes its
data from an ongoing simulation of the Pacific Ocean. The data visualized is magnitude of flow. The visuals take the form of a cube. One set of results are displayed with
a plan view on top of the cube with a slice through the ocean depth [S20] [1 dependent,
3 independent variables

sequential,3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] through the depth to

show flow variations at sequential depths. Other results show the flow magnitudes in
a portion of the ocean which is visualized internal to a cube using colour to show flow
variation [S21] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].

Comparison by visualization means of cardiac magnetic resonance detected motions of a target heart and a reference heart is described by Guttman et al. (1997). The
visualization is a 3 dimensional surface of the heart computed from the data
dependent, 3 independent variables

[S22]

[1

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. The time compo-

nent of the motions are not part of the visualization. Dark tagging bands are added
on the target image to assist the visual detection of deformations which can be used
as an indicator of medical problems. The informatics component for the visualization
is matching the tagged data from the target and reference heart.
Kallman et al. (1995) describe the visual presentation of the simulated deformation
by an indenter of a single crystal of silicon. The informatics is the simulated diffraction. The visualization of the results is in the form of electron and X-ray diffraction
patterns for these are the forms that experimenters in this science are most familiar [S23]
[1 dependent, 2 independent variables

2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. The diffraction

patterns are in a two dimensional plane. Visual comparison is also offered between
two samples by constructing bar-code plots is demonstrated.
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Rushmeier et al. (1995) visualize the data obtained from a burning pool of liquid
fuel. A concentric cylindrical grid of spheres is used to visualize the irradiation from
the fire as a time invariant distribution with the colour of the spheres indicating the
irradiation values [S24] [1 dependent, 3 dependent

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. When

the data is rotationally symmetric, a two dimensional visualization of the results can
be used [S25] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].

It is important to locate vortexes around aircraft because of their adverse influence
on the aircraft structure. Kenwright & Haimes (1998) describe an eigenvector method
to improve the visual analysis of aerospace flow datasets resulting from flow simulations generally done via finite element methods. The eigenvector is used as a predictor
of the position of were a vortex will occur and at that point the finite element mesh
can be refined locally to obtain more definitive data. The resulting visualization is of
streamlines

[S26]

[1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]

with colour to indicate the different magnitudes of the fluid velocity, the vortex being
seen a rotating streamlines in a three dimensional space.
Kuschfeldt et al. (1998) and Schulz, Reuding & Ertl (1998) describe efforts to use
visualizations to improve the analysis phase of simulation of car crashes performed
using finite element methods. Schulz et al. (1998) indicate that 60% of the time involved in analysis is involved in post-simulation assessment and communications of
finding which visualization can offer reductions. Kuschfeldt et al. (1998) give an example where colour with texture mapping is used to indicate degrees of deformation
of the car body displayed in three dimensions [S27] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. Schulz et al. (1998) provide other examples along

the same theme.
Visualization is finding application in support of televising sporting events. Golf
ball’s rolling path visualization is the subject of Lorensen & Yamrom (1992) where
the topography of the green is coupled to the equation of motion of the ball. The
numerical solution of the resulting boundary value problem gives the path of the ball
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[S28]

[1 dependent, 3 independent variables

3-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] which can

then augment television coverage of golf tournament giving predicted putt results.
Another application to sport televising is provided by Pingali et al. (2001) were
the LacentVision System for visualization of tennis matches is described. The system
tracks players and ball using a network of eight TV cameras and stores the observed
motion trajectories in a database. A query driven system produces visualization such
as court coverage, landing points for first and second services, and graphs of ball
speed over course of match. Each of these dependent variables, is displayed one at
a time on a two dimensional representation of the tennis court
independent variables

[S29]

[1 dependent, 2

sequential,2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].

Wolfe et al. (1992) use volumetric rendering to visualize the electronic charge density data produced in numerical condensed matter physics. A rendering of surfaces
containing an interval of electronic charge density is done as a luminescent cloud contained in the three dimensional space of the material’s structure
3 independent variables

[S30]

[1 dependent,

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. This approach contrasts to the

stick and ball approach which concentrated on the geometric relationships of the atoms
and their bonds. Numerical simulation produces the data being visualized. The paper
centres consideration on the atomic arrangement of silicon atoms.
Visualization of positron emission tomography (PET) data used by physicians and
neuroscientists in studying the functioning of various organs is described by Spetsieris
et al. (1993). Biomathematical algorithms transform raw PET data, in the form of radioactive tracer decay counts, to physiological parameters for quantitative analysis.
The software enables the user to select via a menu to have this quantitative data presented in the form of coloured sections

[S31]

[1 dependent, 2 independent variables

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat] or as three dimensional surfaces through the organ [S32] [1
dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].

Morgan & Vezina (1993) use visualizations to combine different data collected
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across a landscape to show common patterns of occurrence. Data such as soil surface
topography, rainfall, soil moisture content, and straw distribution are used to understand water infiltration and erosion. Visualizations of straw distribution above the
soil surface topography are presented in relief mapping style across a plain. A three
dimensional cube is used, with the straw distribution plain suspended above the corresponding soil surface topography

[S33]

[2 dependent, 2 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].
Nielson (1993) presents a number of techniques for displaying measurements whose
distribution is a function of three spatial dimensions. Projections in such situations
can loose an independent variable. This paper includes surface-on-surface visualizations which are appropriate when then independent variables form a surface such as
a sphere; the surface representing the data is superimposed on the uniform reference
sphere. An application of this technique is given showing EEG data measured at different time arranged on different spheres [S34] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables
4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. A similar technique is used by Rhyne et al. (1993) to show
ozone concentration distributions on a sphere representing the world.
Another visualization of molecules is given by Varshney et al. (1994) which describes an algorithm for computing smooth molecular surfaces for molecules composed of many atoms. This smooth surface is defined as the surface that an exterior
probe-sphere touches as it rolls over the spherical atoms of the molecule. This surface changes with the diameter of the probe being simulated. One example given is of
the crambin molecule using different probe diameters [S35] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat]. A similar approach is given by Waldherr-

Teschner, Goetze, Heiden, Knoblauch, Vollhardt & Brickmann (1992).
A Visualization of telecommunication network traffic is shown by Koutsofios et al.
(1999). An interactive visualization for the total network traffic is provided by a user
movable slider on a graph over time of the total traffic. With the time selected, detailed histograms of the network traffic at that time are given superimposed on the
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corresponding geographic position on a map of the United States of the data
dependent, 2 dependent

[S36]

[1

3-variate|2-D,stacks-vol].

Cotin et al. (1999) describe a simulation technique for liver-surgery in real-time.
The experimentally determined deformations of parts of the liver and a geometric
model of the liver determined by medical scanning techniques act as input to a finite
element solution for deformations of the whole liver. A visualization in the form of
a two dimensional projection of the three dimensional computed deformation of the
liver results [S37] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].

This is done in real time. Load is applied to the model through a force feedback device
to provide input from the surgeon and the resulting visual of the liver produces a
visual-force feedback.
Visualization as a means of locating problems in finite element meshes is described
by Crossno et al. (2002). Finding errors in such three dimensional meshes can result in
the expenditure of significant amounts of human effort. Problems such as an inverted
element are located readily when the assembled mesh is visually rendered. Errors in
assignment of material properties to element are more readily seen when colour is
associated with those materials. The resulting visualization resembles a three dimensional assembly of blocks coloured according to the corresponding finite element’s
properties [S38] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat].

Pajon & Bui Tran (1992) describe subsoil visualization as a set of distorted parallelepipeds. One visualization is of a three dimensional cube which is sectioned to
show two dimensional slices which depict the data [S39] [1 dependent, 3 independent
variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-flat] at the corresponding plain of the data. This

technique is shown for both discrete and continuous data. Multi-layered data is displayed as superimposed, but separated surfaces. Another technique is to isolate a
three dimensional cube of the visualization, and then show the data as colourings on
the stack of parallelepipeds which compose that cube [S40] [1 dependent, 3 independent variables

4-variate|3-D,stacks-vol].
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Hamori & Ruskin (1983) give a visualization in the form of a twisted line in three
dimensional space which represents the base-pair sequence along a DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) molecule. The line consists of equal length straight line segments
whose orientation relative to the point representing the current base-pair is determined by the next base-pair in the sequence
ables

[I1]

[2 dependent, 2 independent vari-

sequential,1-variate| 3-D,linked-within]. A cube with the four possible base-

pairs arranged at the corners of its base is positioned at the centre of its top face on the
current base-pair. The line from this centred position to the corner of the cube denoting the next base-pair determines the direction of the line segment representing that
next base pair. This cube centring and direction determination is repeated for each
base-pair in the sequence. The resulting three-dimensional position is mapped in to
a two dimensions. This technique is offered as an alternative to the letter sequence
(e.g. AAGTGCCCTTA) that is commonly used to represent such sequences. This 3D
representation assists examination of the whole molecule for regions of interest more
so than the letter sequence representation.
The representation of hierarchical data in the form of a tree of cones is presented by
Robertson et al. (1993). The file directory structure of a computer system follows such
a data structure. Starting at a root point, the apex of the first cone is drawn. Around
the perimeter of the cone’s base, the data of the children of the apex are distributed
evenly. Each child then becomes the root of another cone, and the construction process
is continued. The use of transparent cones in the visualization [I2] [many dependent,
1 independent variables

hierarchical, 3-D,linked-across] enables other members

on the base of each cone to be seen as belonging to the same data cluster. This membership understanding is also assisted by providing a plan of the cone tree utilising
shadows. The alternative of the cone tree growing horizontally as opposed to vertically downward is also shown.
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Keim & Kriegel (1994) use display pixel colouring to show the distribution of
database elements relevant to queries containing greater than one component. Selection, or mining, of databases using two or more selection criteria is common. The
relevance of each entry in the data base is measured against each selection criteria
(considered as dimensions) and that measure is mapped into a colour. A spiral arrangement is used as the visualization [I3] [1 dependent, 1-8 independent variables
sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat] showing successive database entries. Each
entry in that spiral consists of a block containing a consistent arrangement of the
colours representing that data entry compared to each selection criteria. The resulting visualization gives an overview of the database content against the given selection
criteria.
Selective magnification of detail in related data by using a fisheye view is proposed
by Sarkar & Brown (1994). All links connecting the data elements present are displayed as nodes in a network with the links drawn according to the relationship
present in the data. That network is distorted by selective application of a magnification to provided detail on data elements of interest while retaining the overall context
of that data. Different manners of producing distortion of the network in the visualization [I4] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

network|3-D,linked-within] are

explored.
Ineffective and effective representation of the same communication network traffic
overload data in the United States is shown by Becker et al. (1995). The ineffective
display consists of lines jointing communication nodes superimposed on a map of
the United States. The result is too congested to enable detail to be obtained. That
same data is effectively represented as a to/from matrix where a coloured square is
used to represent the overload between the from column and the to row network node
[I5]

[1 dependent, 2 independent variables

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. An effective

graphical representation of email traffic between users is shown using lines of different thickness and colour to represent messages between the users arranged around
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the perimeter of a circle, in a fashion similar to, but not the same, as that used by
Salton et al. (1995) which is described later in these reviews. A low order hierarchy is
displayed connecting pairs of nodes in the data.
Computer software is an example of relational data that could be visualized as
a tree structure. Koike (1995) proposes a visualization of hierarchical data as a tree
structure where each branch from a given node is assigned a computed fractal value.
Although the data at all nodes linked (by the data tree) to a given node appear in the
visualization, their size is decreased by using the successively decreasing fractal values [I6] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,hierarchical|1-D,stacks-

vol]. The technique is applied to visualizing computer source code by scaling the
fonts by the computed fractal value of lines as their content relates to the line that is
the centre of interest.
Rohrer & Swing (1997) present the hierarchical structure of Web pages as a cone
tree. What is different here from that of the cone tree by Robertson et al. (1993) ([I2]
above) is that the nodes are colour coded according to their content, function, and
organization type

[I7]

[many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-

D,linked-across]. The links in the visualization contain the Web hyperlink. The purpose of the visualization is to enable document extraction from the Web. A user selects an organization node, clicks the link to the required node type leading from the
node representing that organization, and the associated Web document is loaded into
a browser.
Jerding & Stasko (1998) described the Mural algorithm for representation of large
datasets for the purpose of obtaining an overall view while examining a portion of
that dataset in detail. Colour and intensity are used to portray attributes and density of information within the dataset by application of an algorithmic mapping
[2 dependent, 2 independent variables

[I8]

sequential,3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. One

example given is the editing of a LATEXdocument with the sections of the overall document shown as coloured bars in the scroll bar of the editor. Another example is
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the occurrence of keywords in documents which are shown as coloured patches on a
black area which represents the document. This indicates the relative occurrence of
these keywords.
Reiss (1995) describes visualizations of hierarchical data arranged inside a cube [I9]
[many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within]. La-

belled tiles representing the data are placed in a 3 dimensional cube with lines showing the relationships between those data elements. The positioning of the tiles in the
cube changes when different methods are used in selecting the depth coordinate. For
example, the depth could be selected to be unique for each tile, or an averaging of
the depths of all nodes connected to the current node which have been previously positioned. A plan of the 3 dimensional hierarchy is given on the base of the cube as
shadows as if cast from an above light source. The hierarchical data considered is that
occurring in computer source code.
Eick (1996) considers visualization of public access electronic network traffic using
colour to denote traffic density. Coloured lines are drawn superimposed on a map (in
one case of the United States, and the world in another case) connecting the geographic
source and origin of each piece of traffic [I10] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables
3-variate|2-D,linked-within].
Visualizing the World Wide Web is considered by Gershon (1996) via presenting a 3
dimensional space distributed diagram containing balls and sticks [I11] [many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within]. Each ball could

represent a page or a collection of pages with the connecting sticks representing hyperlinks. By varying the separation of balls their association can be depicted. By
varying the ball’s diameter, the importance of a Web sight or relevance to a particular
information criterion can be indicated. The result is a visualization of hyperspace.
Erbacher et al. (2002) describe a visualization of information in a computer log file
which indicates intrusions and misuse of the system to assist system administrators.
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The visualization is in the form of a star with the ray of the star indicating the amount
and type of user activity by using different line types
dent variables

[I12]

[2 dependent, 1 indepen-

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. This visualization is continually updated

to indicate the current activity as a sequence of visualizations. What the underlying
software identifies as an intrusion is shown on the visualization of that user’s activity
line (ray) in red.
Benes & Espinosa (2001) describe a visualization technique using particles which
shows the evolution over time of a simulation. The interest is in the shape, topology, and spatial distribution of all particles and their trajectories, all of which together
generate a texture which produces the visualization
dent variables

[I13]

[2-3 dependent, 1 indepen-

sequential,4-variate|2-D,linked-within]. The texture produced is

dependent on generators that create the particles, attractors that attract or repel the
particles, and cutters the control the trajectory of the particles. This technique has potential applications in visualization of simulations with temporal evolution because of
its reduced computing time relative to other particle following systems.
Miller et al. (1997) explore the use of several techniques for visualizing the information contained in text documents. A fractal projection visualization displaying
the results from the 12,000 MedLine abstract database for documents about cancer
is described. It takes the appearance of a tree growing radially outwards which is
generated via a fractal process

[I14]

[many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. Documents, or other information, are then assigned
to the nodes of this tree in such a manner that the distance on the visualization is
proportional to a criteria of separation of the documents. The advantage of this visualization is the compact representation achieved.
Hetzler et al. (1998a) explore a number of techniques to visualize relationships in
datasets generally, and text documents specifically. In a visualization called Rainbows,
coloured arcs are drawn connecting names that appear in Shakespearean plays
[many dependent, 1 independent variables

[I15]

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. The
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placement and relative separation of each name in the visual depends on the corresponding proportional separation of those names in the text. The colour of the connecting arc represents the relationship of the characters of the connected names. Another visualization, entitled Connex View, has the appearance of stacks of beads in
an ordered array [I16] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

2-variate|2-D,stacks-

vol]. The elements being related are arranged along the sides of the array, and beads
are added at the intersection of each row and column when the relationship being
visualized is present in the data.
Hetzler et al. (1998b) describe the Starstruck visualization for comparing the contents of different data clusters. In the example given, the clusters are different text
documents in an anthology. Each cluster is drawn as a star with the rays of each star
representing the presence in that cluster of a particular attribute, with the length of
the ray proportional to the strength of the attribute in that cluster [I17] [many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-both]. Similar clusters are

identified through the visualization as having stars of similar shape.
Visualization of the results of clustering analysis in data is presented by Hinneburg et al. (1999). Forms of dependencies are found among the clusters which can
be expressed as a hierarchical tree. By the algorithm proposed in this paper, projections are created from these hierarchical data dependencies to provide separation
between the clusters. Those projections are presented as coloured icons. From those
icons, a two dimensional colour map [I18] [many dependent, 1 independent variables
hierarchical|2-D,stacks-flat] is formed indicating the distribution of data of different types in the original dataset.
A text display-type (in contrast to a graphical) visualization called a Fisheye View
is demonstrated by Furnas (1999) for showing the structure of text. The text being
displayed is assumed to have an internal hierarchical structure, with computer source
code taken as an example of such text. Line numbers, missing lines, and the current
line of a flat window as it is moved through the text file is shown in the Fisheye View
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[I19]

[2-3 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,hierarchical|1-D,stacks-

vol]. The overall hierarchical structure (called Degree of Interest) of the file is indicated
by the use of underlines which, together with the current position of the flat window,
form the visualization.
For data arranged in a three dimensional structure, Carpendale et al. (1997) propose a distortion visualization for providing visual access. The technique is designed
to maintain the detail of the focus point in context of the remaining data. Different
distortion algorithms result in different distortion and apparent size of data about the
point of interest while retaining the three dimensional nature of the structure in the visualization [I20] [6 dependent, 1 independent variables

multi-variate|3-D,linked-

within].
Albello & Korn (2002) show a two dimensional matrix representation of telephone
call density between US states placed along the rows and columns of the matrix.
Shades of colour are used to indicate the density at the interacting row and column
[I21]

[1 dependent, 2 independent variable

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. An alterna-

tive is multiple wedge radial displays with each radial a histogram. The system implementation (MGV) that includes these displays is designed to enable an overview,
zooming, and filtering of data in large datasets having prescribed relationships in the
data.
van Ham et al. (2002) describe the interactive visualization of large finite state machine transition diagrams. A state machine’s nodes are ranked and the visualization
in the form of links of varying thickness and shades of colour are used to show ranks
proceeding down the screen with fine lines showing backward interconnections
[1 dependent, 1 independent variable

[I22]

network|3-D,linked-both].

The bar chart is one means of displaying categorical data with the height of bars indicating numerical relationship. Keim et al. (2002) present the use of a bar chart where
the width of the bar represents the relative size between the categories in the bars pro-
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ducing a space filling display which uses the available display screen space effectively.
Division of data along the length of each bar and within each sub-bar part that results
is presented as coloured pixels according to the value of the data value being represented

[I23]

[1-3 dependent, 1 independent variables

4-variate|2-D,stacks-vol].

Each bar can in turn be broken into a sub bar chart creating a hierarchical display,
with the same division representation recursively applied.
A compact visualization in two dimensions of hierarchical data is given by Johnson & Shneiderman (1999). Each level in the hierarchy is represented by a block of
colour. The children of each layer are represented at right-angles to it along its length
by a block for each child. So under each block representing a parent, its children are
contained within its length. This recursive filling process continues until the given
hierarchical tree has been covered [I24] [many dependent, 1 independent variable
hierarchical|2-D,stacks-vol]. The visualization is applied to representing the contents
of the file system of a Macintosh computer.
A visualization of the World Wide Web in the form of a three dimensional stickand-ball model is given by Hendley et al. (1999). The visualization software is called
Narcissus. Given data containing links, this software places the nodes of the visualization using a force of attraction principle to the nodes, and over a small number
of iterations and appropriate stable position of the relates nodes (or objects) is obtained suitable for visualization

[I25]

[many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-both]. The visualization takes the form of a two dimensional
projection of that resulting three dimensional arrangement.
Visualization of hierarchical data using a balloon view is included by Herman et al.
(1999) while describing the Latour tree visualization software. The links from each
node in the hierarchy are spread out to surround that node. A node connecting to a
link is positioned at the end of its representing link, and its links are drawn in a similar
fashion

[I26]

[many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|2-D,linked-

within]. This process is applied recursively to include all node of the hierarchy in the
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visualization.
Wong et al. (2003) present a compact pixel visualization of nucleotide sequences.
Each of the four nucleotides is assigned a colour. That colour is used to represent
each nucleotide in the sequence by painting a pixel on the screen with sequence line
following a Hilbert curve. Image processing techniques of filtering, equalisation, and
smoothing are then applied to enhance the pattern created in this laying down process
[I27]

[1 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,1-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].

This is shown to reveal detail in the sequence sufficient to assist in aligning nucleotide
sequences and exploring their features.
Munzner (1998) describes an implementation of linked graph representation on a
sphere that can handle graphs two orders of magnitude larger than previous systems.
The nodes and links present in the data a mapped into a mathematical hyperbolic
space which is projected on to the surface of a sphere [I28] [many dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-across]. The resulting visualization is

useful for locating links and filtering between a large number of items.
A technique to display as a logo the relative frequency and importance of sequences
of bases in DNA, RNA, and proteins is given by Schneider & Stephens (1990). The sequences are represented as characters (such as A, T, C, and G for DNA). The sequence
is first divided at identifiable points, say at binding sites. The bases between those
points are counted and sorted into their relative frequency. The most frequent base is
the consensus at that position. An entropy measure of the significance of each position
is then computed. This entropy measure, expressed as a length, is then proportioned
according to the relative frequency of each base in printing the character representing
that base. The resulting visualization is of a stack of characters equally placed along
the sequence but of distorted heights in accord with the determined relative frequency
[I29]

[1 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,1-variate|1-D,stacks-vol].

Lamping & Rao (1996) propose a hyperbolic browser for visualization of large sets
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of hierarchically related data. The visualization takes the form of a branching network
of links that terminate on the perimeter of a circle [I30] [many dependent, 1 independent

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. Each node of this graph represents a topic

and can thus be labelled according to that subject. Moving the focus to different nodes
in the displayed tree results in the visualization showing only related branches of that
node from the overall data structure.
Syntax diagrams are used by Jensen & Wirth (1975) to visually describe the BNF
definitions of programs written in the Pascal computer programming language. The
overall syntax diagram is broken into sub-diagrams, each defining an aspect of the
language. Each of those sub-diagrams has a unique descriptive tag. When the definition being portrayed in one sub-diagram requires the definition defined in another
sub-diagram, the associated descriptive tags of that sub-diagram is included in the
current diagram. The embedding of such definitions together with the reserve words
of the language in these syntax diagrams yields an overall visual description of paths
through a Pascal program when it is syntactically correct [I31] [1-3 dependent, 1 independent

network|2-D,linked-within].

Petri net graphs resemble electronic circuits at first sight but are constructed to
show interaction of concurrent activities that also need synchronization. They were
developed in the 1960s for that purpose and are now the subject of standardisation
(ISO/IEC 15909). These graphs are made up of circles (called places), bars (called
transitions, dots in the circles (called marks), and directed arcs (arrows)
pendent, 1-6 independent variables

[I32]

[1-6 de-

network|2-D,linked-within]. The purpose

of these symbols is described by Peterson (1981); conditions are depicted by circles
(places), events (actions) occur at bar (transitions), and dots (marks) indicate refinement on a condition. A Petri net allows multiple arcs from one circle or bar to another.
It is the use marks which enables depiction of the synchronization of different parts of
the system depicted in the Petri net. Marsan, Gribaudo, Meo & Sereno (2001) provide
an application of Petri nets, their visual representation, and the modelling that can
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follow.
Concept maps are described by Novak (1991) as an effective learning tool for visualizing the inter-relationship of concepts, facts, and processes - all of which together is
called knowledge. Such maps are mainly hierarchical in nature but with cross links occurring between hierarchical branches. The boxes in the map contain the concepts or
facts and are labelled with a single word or short phrase. A Link between associated
concepts is shown using a line, with that line becoming an arrow if there is a causal
relationship between the two concepts. Such links are labelled with a word or short
phrase describing the process that is being depicted by such a link [I33] [1-2 dependent,
1-2 independent variables

network|2-D,linked-within]. The purpose of the map

is to clarify knowledge by visualizing how one piece of knowledge relates to another
piece. If that knowledge is complete, then the map is also complete; but if there are
gaps in that knowledge then they will also appear in the map as well.
One method of describing the sequence of steps required in implementing a computational process is via flow charts as used by Dorn & McCracken (1972). A collection
of diamond, rectangular, rhombic, and circle-ended rectangles are jointed together by
straight arrows

[I34]

[1 dependent, 1 independent variables

network|2-D,linked-

within]. Each arrow indicates the direction of progression from one flow chart element
to the next. The diamond, rectangle, rhombus, and circle-ended rectangle have predefined meanings as decision element, general function, input/output, and start/finish,
respectively. Each of these elements is labelled in a specific flow chart according to the
specific operation it performs for the process being visualized by that flow chart.
Grünbaum (1975) traces the origin of Venn diagrams, which show logical relationships between data, to the nineteenth century English logician John Venn, . They are
widely used in mathematics but are applicable to any situation that involves multiple collections (sets) of information each of which contains multiple topics and such
topics can occur in one or more of those information collections. In a two dimensional space, each set is represented as an enclosed area (say a circle) with overlap364
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ping of topics of interest in each set visualized by overlapping of the corresponding
areas representing the sets concerned [I35] [1 dependent, 1 independent variables
2-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. Conventional Venn diagrams are limited to handling five
sets. For larger sets Edwards (1989) shows a Venn diagram solution using projections
onto a sphere to overcome this limit, while Fisher, Koh & Grünbaum (1988) present
a mathematical process which uses rectangles in place of circles in such diagrams. In
situations depicted in Venn diagrams the standard meaning of dependent variables
becomes difficult to apply.

A.3
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To examine the n dimensional data x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ), Andrews (1972) proposed that
the function:
√
fx (t) = x1 / 2 + x2 sin t + x3 cos t + x4 sin 2t + x5 cos 2t + ...

be plotted over the range −π < t < π. A similar plot would be produced from each
vector of multi-dimensional data, each overlaid upon the other
< 10 independent variables

[H1]

[1 dependent,

sequential,multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. A number

of properties of the resulting composite plot are then discussed. One such property
is if the plotted functions remain close together over the range of values (of t), then
the corresponding data (x) are clustered together. A limit of 10 is suggested for the
number of independent variables (data points) for use with the technique without
modification.
Chernoff (1973) proposed the use of cartoon drawings of a face to represent multidimensional data. Characteristics of the face, such as curvature of mouth, length of
nose, and separation of eyes, are each used to represent a dimension (or characteristic)
in the data. Data is then mapped on to these facial features

[H2]

[1 dependent, < 18
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independent variables

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol]. This imposes a limit of 18 to

the number of dimensions that can be represented. Each data point is represented by
a single face. Because of the human ability to recognize faces, identification of data
similarity is achieved.
The SeeSys software tool for visualizing hierarchies in software is described by
Baker & Eick (1995). It is based on the idea that software systems can be decomposed
into component parts. A visualization of boxes containing boxes is produced; each set
of boxes contained within another indicating the decomposition of that component
[H3]

[many dependent, 1 independent variables

2-variate|1-D,stacks-vol]. Once a

definition of size has been made (for example, the number of non-commentary source
lines), scaling the size of these boxes and indication of the relative size of each component can be obtained. Interaction with the software enables decomposition of parts
of particular interest to be obtained. The dimension in this case is the number of parts
that a component can be broken into and thus varies from one component of the visualization to another.
The representation of DNA sequences consisting of four possible bases is considered by Ninio & Mizraji (1995) from the perspective of recognizing sequence combinations. Each base is represented as a single character/graphic symbol and those
characters are printed in a line to denote the occurrence of the corresponding base in
the sequence

[H4]

[2 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,1-variate|1-

D,stacks-flat]. For identification of the occurrence of important four-base combinations in the sequence, different assignments of character/graphics to bases are used
and the sequence displayed. The success of the technique depends on the appropriate
assignment of character/graphics to represent each base.
Themes in multiple documents, particularly text documents, are presented as a
continuous flow metaphor named ThemeRiver by Havre, Hetzler, Whitney & Nowell
(2002). The data of interest is the occurrence in time of specified events and then placing all of them on to a time line. The resulting visualization uses colour to separate
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the simultaneous temporal occurrence of those themes [H5] [2 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,multi-variate|1-D,stacks-vol]. The flow is of time. This

ThemeRiver display is based on the Gestalt School of Psychology theory that the whole
is greater than the sum of its parts. Too fully exploit this concept, the choice of which
themes to simultaneously display is significant. This work continues that initially described by Havre et al. (1999).
Becker & Cleveland (1987) describe the use of brushing data in a scatterplot visual.
The scatter plot consists of an array of plots. Each plot in that array consists of one
dimension of the data plotted against another and shows all the corresponding values
of the data plotted as points. Data values in one plot are then selected (or brushed) and
their corresponding points in the other plots are indicated by highlighting, or deleted
[H6]

[many dependent, many independent variables

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].

Patterns in the data can thus be explored.
Friedman & Tukey (1974) describe a method of projecting multi-dimensional data
on to planes computed from the data. The distance between the data points and their
variance with respect to projection axes are used to produce an index. A numerical
hill-climbing algorithm is then used to maximize this index. With a maximum obtained, the data is projected onto the plane defined by these determined projection
axes for viewing

[H7]

[1 dependent, 4-10 independent variables

multi-variate|2-

D,stacks-flat]. The exploration proceeds by attempting to cluster the data, manually
isolating the data of such clusters, and then reapplying the process. Determining the
combinations of the independent variables on the dependent variables is the outcome
of the process.
Gaboriaud et al. (1987) build upon the work of Dunnill (1968) to produce in a two
dimensional visual the three dimensional structure of proteins while retaining useful
properties of a three dimensional model. The sequence of 20 possible amino acids are
represented as a sequence of characters, one characters for each amino acid in the sequence along the α-helix of the protein molecule. This sequence is wrapped around a
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cylinder which is then cut along its axis and flattened out. This pattern is then duplicated. Clusters of hydrophobic amino acids in the resulting pattern are encircled [H8]
[2 dependent, 3 independent variables

sequential,3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. Such

encircled groups of amino acids assists alignment of sequences between proteins being
compared and well as assisting the prediction of secondary structure in the protein.
A Grand Tour of multi-dimensional data is proposed by Asimov (1985) for exploring the relationships among the dependent and independent variables present.
The independent variables take the form of orthogonal axes onto which the data is
projected in specified pairs of combinations of the independent variables. Three techniques for automatically selecting such combinations of axes and thus viewing planes
are examined which produce dense subspaces of the data. Once the directions of the
axes are determined they can be applied to multiple dependent variables. Although
specific examples are not given in the article, the resulting visualization is a sequence
of two dimensional scatterplots [H9] [many dependent, many independent variables
multi-variate|2-D,stacks-flat].
For data with natural or imposed internal structure, Fua et al. (2000) describe an
interactive brushing technique for selection of sections of interest from within such
a database. A triangular representation is used as the visualization
dent, many independent variables

[H10]

[4 depen-

hierarchical|2-D,stacks-vol]. Indicator of the

structure of the data being examined, how that examination is set up, and the level
of detail being examined are depicted in the triangular visualization. Colour is used
to represent closely related data within the structure space indicated by the triangle.
The technique is proposed as a navigation aid for exploring such relational databases
relating what is depicted in the triangle display to the detail contained in hierarchical
parallel coordinate plots and tree map displays. The data itself is not being explored
by this visual.
Inselberg (1985) develops the properties of parallel coordinate plots and the properties that follow from such plots. A number of duals between parallel coordinates and
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plots in Euclidean coordinates are given but the duality between points in Euclidean
space becoming lines in the parallel coordinates space is the most significant. Each
piece of numerical data containing n-independent variables is represented as a line of
straight line segments between n parallel lines, each of these parallel line representing a single independent variable [H11] [1 dependent, 4-20 independent variables
multi-variate|2-D,linked-across]. From the visual behaviour of such lines for all the
data, insight into the properties of the data can be explored.
A data-glove is used in the World within Worlds visual data exploration system described by Feiner & Beshers (1990) to indicate to the system how to proceed with the
visualization. Numerical data with multiple independent variables are drawn as surfaces in three dimensional coordinate systems on the display. Dependency between
variables is explored by holding all but two independent variables constant and viewing the dependent variable in the data as a surface having the selected independent
variables as axes. The system described allows a nesting of such boxes to create an
impression of the influence of other independent variables on the surface being displayed despite those independent variables being held constant while drawing the
current displayed surface

[H12]

[many dependent, many independent variables

multi-variate|3-D,linked-within]. The available dimensions are grouped three at a
time; two independent and one dependent for generating the coordinate axis framework and surface that represents the resulting data arrangement. The system enables
reallocation of independent and dependent variables so as to explore different variable
interactions.
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) are described by Kohonen (1990) as a technique where
neighbouring cells of data interact in ways that have previously been established by
a training processes. In this training, known outputs are indicated to the software system for known inputs. Those outputs can then be represented as a two dimensional
map in which variables having the required characteristics, as prescribed by their dependencies, are clustered together [H13] [2 dependent, 1 independent variables

3-
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variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. Outputs that occur together are arranged to occupy adjacent
cells, which imposes a limit in the dependencies that can be obtained. The outputs
are regarded as values of the dependent variable, one value per cell. Once the link
between output and input values have been established, other sets of data can be processed by the SOM to examine them for the occurrence of such patterns, or parts of
such patterns.
Rao & Card (1999) describe the Table Lens visualization technique that is applicable to spreadsheet-type data arrays. The visualization takes the form of a lens that
magnifies cells that are in its focus (and thus selecting those cells) and diminishing
the cells outside of the lens focus. Thus the data of the selected cells are visualized in
context. The results is a technique applicable to tabular data and order of magnitude
in size when compared with conventional spreadsheets. By moving the lens about the
table, the relationships contained among the different cells of data can be explored.
Withing the tabular format of the visualization, graphical representations of numeric
data is used, for examples, as a bar graph distributed over selected cells
dependent, many independent variables

[H14]

[many

multi-variate|2-D,stacks-vol].

The use of combined sectioning and projection (or prosections) in dimensional
spaces greater than three are proposed by Furnas & Buja (1994). The dimension of the
space corresponds to the number of independent variables of the data. The examples
shown are of clouds of data points whose structure becomes clearer when mathematically defined planes are imposed on the data and the data points are computationally
projected onto such planes, and then viewed. This results in a view of reduced dimension of the data

[H15]

[1 dependent, 4-10 independent variables

multi-variate|3-

D,stacks-flat].
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A.4

Examples of text visualization

Yankelovich et al. (1985) compare and contrast electronic document systems with their
paper-based equivalents. One example presented is Brown University’s Document
Presentation System. Using this system, the author of a document can create paths
through a document for different classes of readers. Another approach is the neighbours display where at a given page in the document, miniatures of the pages that the
reader has passed through in arriving at the current page are displayed, together with
similar miniatures for possible pages leading from that page [T1] [1 dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. The contents of either sets of

pages can be accessed by touching the appropriate miniature. It would be reasonable
to expect a limit of 6 pages to lead to, or from, a given page.
How hypertext in text documents operates and its advantages and disadvantages
are discussed by Conklin (1987). The author of a document embeds links in the document to other sections of the same or other documents (or pictures). A referenced
document can have further hyperlinks. The result is a database of hierarchical links to
document parts. Such links are shown to appear under phrases in a document such
that clicking on that phrase activates the underlying hyperlink. Several systems are
shown which present the user with multiple windows on the display, each window
having the result of a hyperlink activation [T2] [1 dependent, 1 independent variables
hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. The simplest hyperlinks are those which lead to
a single reference, but a number of those separated links can lead to a single outcome.
On the one page being displayed, many hyperlinks can be present each having their
separate dependencies.
Eick et al. (1992) describe the SeeSoft software for visualizing line oriented documents. Although designed for application on computer source code, it has application to any ordered database, for example, software documentation and the Bible,
as shown by Eick (1994). The visualizations shown divide the application of interest
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into component parts, or files. Each part is presented as an elongated box from top to
bottom on the screen, with the box length proportional to the number of lines in the
component that box represents. The statistics relevant to each part is shown in the associated elongated box. Such statistics as the age of the lines of text and lines changed
to fix bugs are shown as coloured bars, giving the resulting visual the appearance
of bar-codes or biotechnology nucleotide maps [T3] [1 dependent, 1 independent variable

2-variate|1-D,stacks-vol]. A code reading window can be used to obtain detail

of the part of the source in response to the an area of interest revealed by the statistic’s
visualization.
Gershon & Eick (1995) show a number of visualization techniques applied to text
documents but the word table visualization is of interest here. In this example, all the
words in Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland were determined and their occurrence in
pairs within a sentence were counted. An overall visualization using coloured dot to
indicate the occurrence of each word in such pairings, indicates areas of interest, but
no further detail is shown [T4] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

3-variate|2-

D,stacks-flat]. By interactively zooming in, the words which exhibit different levels of
correlation are shown at the intersection of the axes of the corresponding words. The
overview for broad distribution, and then obtaining more detail when required, when
using different word combinations (in this case of words paired in a sentence) is the
interest here.
Rao et al. (1995) present a number of text visualization techniques, but the Butterfly visualization for display of bibliographic search results is considered here. That
visualization presents the results of interaction with a bibliographic library database.
At the head of the butterfly is a summary of the article of interest. The wings show
the article’s reference and on the right are citation to that article
independent variables

[T5]

[3 dependent, 1

hierarchical|3-D,stacks-vol]. A pseudo three dimensional

visualization results. Colour is used to indicate properties such as frequency of citation. Clicking on items in the wings brings up the bibliographic summary of that
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article and adjusts the wings of the butterfly to reflect this new selection.
A number of different visualizations for showing the occurrence of themes in different documents is given by Salton et al. (1995). The Smart is used to identify text that
correspond to given queries after elimination of common words and word suffixes.
A measure of similarity is computed so that the level of similarity between different
matches can be put into order. The documents containing the matches are drawn as
being parts of the circumference of an ellipse with the proportion each occupies being
proportion to the length of the text. The proportional position where the matching
text occurs is labelled and a straight line drawn between pairs of text producing a
similarity. A threshold similarity value is applied for inclusion in the visualization. A
modified version of this visualization is also given when themes are identified within
text documents by associations established between words used in those documents.
Again the selected paragraphs are arranged in an elliptic formation. One selected
paragraph from a document may be connected to more than one other selection [T6] [2
dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|2-D,linked-within]. More than

one theme can be shown on the one visualization.
A Kahonen’s feature map applied to documents is discussed by Lin (1999). Here
the occurrence of words in the documents considered are considered as indicating a
topic. The underlying software is trained on how to associate words with topics, with
around 40 topics. The occurrence in a document of words associated with more than
one topic implies a relationship between those topics. The area for each topic in the
visualization presenting the result is allocated according to their occurrence counts
of each topic. The visualization resembles a house plan with each room containing
a topic and neighbouring topics associated with it in the data
independent variables

[T7]

[2 dependent, 1

3-variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. Topics are drawn adjacent in the

visualization is accordance with their joint occurrence in the document collection the
results for which are being displayed.
The document lens is described by Robertson & Mackinlay (1999) as a focusing de373
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vice which retains context. All the pages of the document are proposed to be laid out
on a large flat surface. A search can then be performed on the document and the occurrence on each page of passages of interest can be high-lighted, say in red against
the usual black typeface. The lens is rectangular which corresponds to a single page
of text. It is orientated parallel to the plane of the pages while being part of a transparent mass which is placed between the reader’s eye and those pages. The document
lens can be positioned above a page of interest so enabling it to be read, while other
pages covered by the transparent mass appear distorted, diminishing in size proceeding from the edges of the lens. The visualization gives a clear view of the text page
under the lens for its reading and distorted views of those at its sides [T8] [1 dependent,
1 independent variables

2-variate|2-D,stacks-vol].

The visualization known as ThemeScape is described by Wise et al. (1999). An entire
document corpus, individual documents, or the sentences and paragraphs of a single
document can be visualized with ThemeScape. The themes in the target are determined via occurrence of words that imply the themes. The occurrence of the themes,
their relative prevalence, and inter-relationships are conveyed by the distribution of
hills and valleys in the visualization

[T9]

[3 dependent, 1 independent variables

4-variate|2-D,stacks-vol]. The landscape metaphor assists the understanding of the
theme interactions and the taking of sections and core samples to further explore the
underlying documents.
The Cosmic Tumbleweed is described by Hetzler et al. (1998b) as a three dimensional visualization designed to show complex relationship between themes and topics. The Cosmic Tumbleweed starts by identifying the topics in a text document corpus
and placing them in a context vector associated with each document. Such multidimensional topic vectors are then reduced to the three most dominant topics present
in each document. Each dominant topic becomes a vertex of the visualization and a
document’s representation triangle is positioned on the line joining the document’s
most dominant topics, offset by the third most dominant topic present in that docu-
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ment [T10] [1 dependent, 1 independent variables

hierarchical|3-D,linked-within].

Both the topics present in the corpus, and the number of documents dealing with those
topics, are readily seen from the visualization.
Rose & Wong (2000) present a document visualization as a series of end to tail connected line segments. There is lone line segment for each feature (or topic) present
in the document collection and contained within the document being represented.
Each line segment has a horizontal and a vertical component. The values given to
these components reflect the variance associated with that feature and the pattern of
that feature occurring across the document collection. The line segments representing
each document are placed adjacent to one another to produce the DriftWeed visualization [T11] [many dependent, 1 independent variables

multi-variate|1-D,stacks-

vol]. Similar documents appear as having similar combinations of line segments and
variations across the document collection are also clearly seen.
A visualization of the time evolution of themes in a text document corpus is described by Wong et al. (2000). The topics in the corpus are determined and from that
a selection of which to follow in the visualization is made manually. Each document
is time-stamped in some manner, say by its publishing data in the case of a corpus
of news articles. Sequential patterns of topics are determined algorithmically, and a
measure of support for that pattern is calculated for all patterns observed on the time
frame of interest. Patterns having a support less than a given threshold are discarded.
The visualization has the time axis horizontal and the vertical axis containing the selected topics, with coloured straight lines showing the temporal pattern evolution of
those topics [T12] [1 dependent, 2 independent variables

sequential,hierarchical|2-

D,linked-within]. The colour of the straight lines indicate the computed measure of
support for that part of the pattern.
Miller et al. (1998) describe the application of energy calculations to the visualization of a single text document at multi-resolution levels. The number of such levels depend on the length of the document. Three different types of wavelet energies
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are defined which act was filters on the contents of the document relative to its information content. Each wavelet has a different application, such as keyword extraction and query matching. The visualization takes the form of a strip chart for
each multi-resolution level with a trace of the selected wavelet energy along the document’s length [T13] [2 dependent, 1 independent variables

sequential,2-variate|2-

D,stacks-flat]. From such strip charts islands of the information in the document can
be visualized. Collectively the visualization are known as Tropic Islands.
Skim reading of text is assisted by the visualization produced on the XLibris handheld electronic device described by Schilit et al. (1999). Although all the words of a
text document that will fit onto the device’s screen are shown, some ten percent of
the words are shown in bold type

[T14]

[1 dependent, 1 independent variables

2-

variate|2-D,stacks-flat]. Such words are selected algorithmically by the device to assist
the user to skim read the text. The hierarchical dependency between the words and the
contribution each makes to the information content in the given text are attempted to
be captured in the highlighted words. By reading those highlighted words, the reader
can estimate the information content of the whole text document.
One popular method of sentence structure analysis is by Reed-Kellogg diagrams
which are developed by Kolln (1986). Such diagrams arrange the parts of a sentence
in a stick diagram formation with the branches of the diagram labelled with the words,
or groups of words, from the sentence

[T15]

[1 dependent, 1 independent variables

network|2-D,linked-within]. Branching in the diagram is done to show the relationship between the associated words. Kolln (1986) shows ten basic forms of such
diagrams as being capable of representing the majority of sentences encountered in
English grammar.
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Directions given to experiment
participants

This experiment measures the time that it takes you to read a passage of science fiction.
It then asks some comprehension questions related to the passage that you have just
read. When answering those questions the text will not be available for reference, so
you should pay attention to detail in your reading.
What you will see on the screen is the text with some words appearing black and
others in grey. Try and concentrate in your reading on the words shown in black,
and use the other words as assistants. The experiment is aimed at determining the
influence that balance of black and grey words has upon your reading.
The experiment is broken into two parts. The first part is a demonstration. In it you
will be shown the one piece of science fiction four times. In the first, there will be no
words greyed out, and in the next three different techniques will be used to grey out
words. These are the four greying techniques that are used in the experiment. After
reading those four copies, you will be asked some comprehension questions. Those
comprehension questions will related to the one text that you have read under the four
different word fadings.
In the second half of the experiment you will be shown three different pieces of
science fiction. Each piece will have a different word fading applied to it. One of those
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word fadings will be without any words greyed out at all. After you have read each
piece you will be asked the comprehension questions related to that piece of science
fiction that you have just read. Remember that the software that you are using during
this experiment is keeping track of the time that you take to read each text, but not
while you answer the comprehension questions.
To start the first part of the experiment, click the Initialize button first. When you
are ready to start reading, click the Start button. When you are finished reading click
the Stop button. This Start/Stop sequence will be used throughout both parts of the
experiment. Once you are happy with the answer that you have selected for a comprehension question, click the That is my answer – Next question button at the bottom
of that question panel. The experiment proceeds automatically, or by asking for your
action when necessary. All reading and answering of questions is done using the PC.
Have you any questions before you get started?
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Reading experiment questions
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Text - Clarke

A

C.1

Question 1: Classification: Factual Numeric
How long had Jan been away from home?
1

2

two years

2

2

ten years

3

22

eighty years

4

17

six months

5

1

6

*

ten days
three weeks
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Question 2: Classification: Factual Numeric
How many pilots were there on the Overlord’s ship?
1

1

none

2

2

one

3

2

two

37

three

2

four

4

*

5

one at a time

6

Question 3: Classification: Factual
What was shown on the Overlord’s ship’s control panel?
1

*

18

shapes and colours

2

8

banks of meters

3

9

great screen

4

4

flashing coloured lights

5

5

a map of the universe

6

an interactive game

Question 4: Classification: Inferential
At the end of his outward journey, in what environment did Jan find himself?
1

3

cities with towers lost among the clouds

2

1

Earth like

3

24

almost featureless plain

12

city with no streets

4

*

5

3

a vaulted chamber with closing roof

6

1

an apartment similar to his one at home
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Question 5: Classification: Inferential
In what way did Overlords differ from humans?
1

13

2

all understand English well

3
4

they do not need regular sleep periods

3
*

28

communicate well by gestures
they fly

5

their head appears too large for their body

6

they have four body subdivisions

Question 6: Classification: Inferential
Which of the following is the best title to describe this article?
1
2

5
*

22

Jan’s life
Culture from another sun

3

9

Overlord society

4

2

The language of the Overlords

5
6

Overlord airlines
6

Abduction
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A

C.2

Question 1: Classification: Factual
Why was Giddy missing from Bravo’s side?
1

2

been run over by a mechanical horse

2

4

had got too close to Kodak

3

*

34

had died of a color overdose

4

2

run off with one of the Mates

5

1

a glass bird had taken her away

6

1

had fallen under the influence of black drizzle

Question 2: Classification: Factual
How many balls of lint had Bravo’s efforts produced?
1

2

none

6

one

3

1

twenty

4

2

boxes full

5

5

eight

6

28

2

*

it is not stated in the article

Question 3: Classification: Factual
For what talent was Bravo noted?
1

he was a plumber

2

6

he was a restless youth

3

1

for his clear thinking

4
5
6

*

34
3

he was a dreamer
he was a hard worker
fortune telling
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Question 4: Classification: Factual
Where was the Future?
1

3

a long way hence

2

2

in times of old

3

20

beyond yonder

4

9

near a city of jewels and gold

5

4

lost in time

6

in the regions of yon

6

*

Question 5: Classification: Factual
In Bravo’s opinion, how should strangers be met?
1

*

35

with equal balance of courtesy and caution

2

6

with caution and courtesy

3

1

with considerable yoid

4

1

with openness and frankness

5

with relish

6

1

with suspicion

Question 6: Classification: Inferential
What did Yclept possess?
1

1

2

14

a curse

3

11

the skills of a magician

16

the skills of a magician but also cursed

4

*

attractive physical features

5

1

good dress sense

6

1

money
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Question 7: Classification: Factual Numeric
How many new and useful pieces of education did Yclept impart to Bravo?
1

*

18

more than a hundred

2

6

six

3

3

seven

4

7

eight

6

one hundred

4

thousands

5

*

6

Question 8: Classification: Inferential
What happened to Yclept?
1

*

37

he was exterminated

2

1

he left Bravo in the village inn

3

1

he continued his travels independent of Bravo

4

2

he remained in the straw hut village with the young woman

5

1

he continued travelling with Bravo beyond the straw hut village

6

2

he returned to the land from which he came

Question 9: Classification: Inferential
How long did Bravo’s travels, recounted in the article, last?
1
2

*

8

ten minutes

23

many days

3

3

one day

4

4

nine days

5

3

ten days

6

3

eleven days
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Question 10: Classification: Inferential
Where did Bravo’s travels end?
1

2

in a far off land

2

3

in a whirlpool

3

*

28

at work at his desk

4

7

with Brynmawr near a tumbled pile of stones

5

2

with his family

6

2

the continued endlessly
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A
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Question 1: Classification: Factual
How long was this story expected to exist?
1

7

for ever

2

5

millions of years

3

*

25

until the power source decays

4

4

at least until the orbiters return

5

3

while the writer lives
maximum of ten days

6

Question 2: Classification: Factual
In the article, how are giza described?
1
2

water fountains
*

33

ghosts

3

cloned human embryos

4

closed variety of grass

5

10

6

1

genetic mutants
inhabitants of Spain

Question 3: Classification: Inferential
When had the giza been first created?
1

last week

2

1

3
4

the day before the writing of the story
two centuries before

*

12

almost eighty years before

5

30

in the year 2050

6

1

in the year 2001
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Question 4: Classification: Factual
Why were the giza created?
1

19

2

1

to increase the population

3

1

as a source of replacement human organs

4

2

not mentioned in the article

5

*

6

20
1

as industrial workers

outer space humans
as a source of children

Question 5: Classification: Factual
How did the Basques benefit from the loophole in Spanish cloning law?
1
2

6
*

3

31
3

they bred readily
they acquired superhuman talents
they took keen interest in their children’s development

4

they took up the profession of Law

5

they could fly

6

4

they became very wealth

Question 6: Classification: Factual
Which of these activities are NOT stated as being performed by the Basques?
1

3

carrying girders

2

4

marine engineering

3

1

reproduction

4

8

ate well on the asteroid

5

3

had permanent employment

6

*

25

they were tourist
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Question 7: Classification: Factual
What was the physical characteristic of a giza?
1

has wings

2

2

had gills and tentacles

28

small, weak, and translucent

4

12

small and weak

5

1

skinny

6

1

big and strong

3

*

Question 8: Classification: Factual
Which of these functions was NOT performed by Hispania Interspacial?
1

7

ran a university

2

3

ran a hospital-and-nursery satellite

3

*

29

provided city flats in Spain
performed genetic engineering

4
5

1

ran space asteroid mining operations

6

4

performed motherhood recruitment

Question 9: Classification: Factual
Giza society was revolutionized by what?
1

13

2

8

rediscovery of Neolithic Basque worship

3

1

closed-cycle agriculture

4

*

18

tourism from Earth

discovery of warm fusion

5

2

real estate acquisition

6

2

large families
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Question 10: Classification: Factual
What happened to the ghosts?
1

4

they died out as had been planned

2

1

they were destroyed by the greed obtained from tourists

3

1

H.I. destroyed them with a bomb

4

1

they went the same way as the dinosaurs

5

*

37

blew themselves up
their asteroid was destroyed by asteroid fragments

6

Question 11: Classification: Inferential
What message does this story give about biological engineering?
1

1

it provides a solution to labour problems

2

1

provide spare parts for human corrective surgery

3
4
5
6

future space travellers from Earth will not be humans
*

41
1

foreseen advantages can have unforeseen disadvantages
take advantage of loop holes in laws when they exist
it will foster tourism
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Question 1: Classification: Factual
What obscures the bridge?
1

3

the sea

2

2

the river

3

*

4

37
2

grey clouds
mist from the moor

5

mist from the far distance

6

sleepy eyes

Question 2: Classification: Inferential
What is the attitude of the writer to clothes?
1
2

3
*

33

cannot be determined from the article
they make a statement of class
they hide the body

3
4

6

they impress the observer

5

2

a coat of paint
a uniform

6

Question 3: Classification: Inferential
How many times does the sick man appear?
1
2

*

2

once

36

twice

3

2

three times

4

1

four times

5

2

many times

6

1

there is no sick man
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Question 4 Classification: Factual
In what formation are the aeroplanes flying?
1
2

4
*

3

31
1

one above the other
equally spaced, one above the other
equally spaced, in a horizontal level line
head to tail in a horizontal level line

4
5

8

a loose formation with a separation of fifty feet
no formation is mentioned

6

Question 5 Classification: Factual
In which direction does the wind appear to blow?
1

*

24

towards the city

2

3

out to sea

3

5

towards the bridge

4

2

along the river

5

1

across the bridge

6

9

no wind is mentioned in the article
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D

Examples of experiment’s reading
screens

Examples of the information displays presented to the reading experiment participants are shown. Each shows the same segment of text, the start of the clarke article,
under the four word fading conditions:

• no fading;
• Type 1 (fading the seventeen common most frequent words);
• Type 2 (fading words occurring five or more times in the article); and
• Type 3 (fading words occurring five or more times, and those occurring twice or
fewer times, in the article)

used in the experiment. Type 2 corresponds to fading the top of the word frequency
distribution of that article, while Type 3 fades the words of Type 2 plus the words in
that distribution’s tail. The experiment participants were asked to read only the words
that were not faded.
The experiment participant needed to drag the slider on the right side of the screen
to scroll additional faded text into the reading screens.
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Figure D.1: Clarke screen with no word fading

Figure D.2: Clarke screen with Type 1 word fading
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Figure D.3: Clarke screen with Type 2 word fading

Figure D.4: Clarke screen with Type 3 word fading
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Appendix

E

Auxiliary Parallel Coordinate plot
Information

This Appendix contains information which supports the development in Section 6.2
of Parallel Coordinates, and their associated plots, for display of multi-dimensional
data. The additional five Parallel Coordinate plots used in the Federalist Papers author
attribution problem of Section 6.3 are also included here.

E.1

Representation of a point in Parallel Coordinates

An n dimensional Euclidean space has n coordinate axes (which are its dimensions).
By definition of an Euclidean space, these n axes are orthogonal (at right angles) to
each other. The position of a point in this space is defined by the projections that that
points makes on each of these n axes; the position of the point is specified by those n
values.
Now consider a non-Euclidean space where the coordinate axes are not orthogonal, but parallel. For each axis in the Euclidean space there is to one, and only one,
corresponding axis in this non-Euclidean space. A consequence of this is the initial
n dimensional Euclidean space is mapped into the new n dimensional non-Euclidean
space, called a parallel coordinate space. Thus each orthogonal Euclidean axis corre-
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sponds to one parallel coordinate axis. Further, a mapping between the Euclidean
and parallel coordinate spaces is defined such that a point in the Euclidean space is
mapped to a polyline in the parallel coordinate space. That polyline is composed of
straight line segments connecting the mapped coordinate intercepts between adjacent
parallel axes.
Notice in the above definition that the order of the parallel coordinates, i.e. which
parallel coordinates are adjacent, is not specified. There is also no requirement that
each parallel coordinate has the same scale which maps a numeric value to a spatial
representation. Each parallel coordinate axis is usually orientated in the same direction, but this is not necessary.

E.2

Parallel Coordinate plots showing linear dependency

In Parallel Coordinate plots, the coordinate values are considered in pairs for the interest is in the polyline between each pair of coordinate axes. The polylines between
paired parallel coordinate axes is in the same plane that contains the corresponding
parallel coordinates. This can be represented, without loss of generality, in a two dimensional Euclidean space. In such a two dimensional Euclidean space, consider a
straight line H as shown in Figure E.1a. This line denotes a particular collection of linear dependent values of the variables x and y. Let this straight line intersect the y axis
at b, and the x axis at c, so the points (0, b) and (c, 0) lie on the straight line H which
is represented by the equation y = mx + b, where m and b are (as yet) unspecified
constants.
On the x − y coordinate system, superimpose two lines parallel to the y axis separated by distance d, as shown in Figure E.1b. Denote these parallel lines as X1 and X2 .
These are the parallel coordinates corresponding to the x and y axis, respectively, of
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Figure E.1a. To simplify the calculations which follow, arrange the X1 parallel coordinate axis to coincide with the y axis.
y

X1

X2

a
R

am + b

P
Q
i

y

b

H
y = mx + b

0

d

0

x

(0,b)

(c,0)

x

c

(a) linear function of 2 variables

(b) same function in parallel coordinates

Figure E.1: Parallel coordinate representation of linear dependency

Consider points on the line H in Figure E.1a. Two particular points on the line H
are where it intersects the x and y axes. The point (0, b) is mapped to the points 0 on
X1 and b on X2 in Figure E.1b (the X1 parallel axis takes the x component and the X2
parallel axis takes the y component). The line Q passes through those two points in
the parallel coordinate system of Figure E.1b. Similarly, the point (c, 0) in Figure E.1a
line on the line P in Figure E.1b. If these lines are not parallel, they will intersect at
some point i. Now take a general value, a, for the variable x in Figure E.1a laying on
the line H. Then the value am + b is the corresponding value of y, this being obtained
from the equation of the line H. The line R passes through those points in Figure E.1b.
Since the point (a, ma + b) is any point on the line H of Figure E.1a which includes
the particular points (0, b) and (c, 0), and since the lines Q and P intersect at the point
i, then the line R must also pass through that point i. Consequently, the line R is the
general line (the locus) in the parallel coordinate system of any general point on the
line H of the Euclidean coordinate system of Figure E.1a.
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An important result follows from this construction: Any point in the Euclidean
x − y coordinate system becomes a straight line in the parallel coordinate system. This
is the first significant result.
The parallel coordinate axes X1 and X2 are superimposed over the x − y Euclidean
coordinates in Figure E.1b. In the x − y coordinate system, the intersection of the line
R with the X1 and X2 parallel coordinate axes are (0, a) and (d, am + b). The equation
of that line is y = [b + a(m − 1)]x/d + a. This equation could be considered as a function
of the value a, which is the general x value considered from the line H in Figure E.1a.
Also in Figure E.1b, the general line R and the two specific lines P and Q are shown
intersecting at one point, i. Each of these three lines results from giving a a different
value. So this intersection point does not depend on any specific value that a takes on.
In mathematical terms, the position of this intersection point i is stationary with respect to the value of a. So, differentiating the equation of the general line with respect
to a, equating it to zero, and then solving for x and y, that intersection point is found
to be:
(

b
d
,
)
1−m 1−m

For that intersection point to be between the X1 and X2 parallel coordinates, then
0 <

1
1−m

< 1 is to be satisfied. This inequality is satisfied for negative values of m.

Consequently, a linear relationship between two variables in the Euclidean space will
appear as intersecting lines at a point between their corresponding parallel coordinate representatives if they have a negative relationship. This is the second significant
result.
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E.3

All 6 Parallel Coordinate plots for the Federalist
Papers’ variables

In exploring the 85 Federalist papers, 13 variables were used. Using Parallel Coordinate plots, 6 plots are required so as to obtain each of the 13 variables, represented by
the parallel axes, to be adjacent to all of the others. It is between each of these parallel
axes that the behaviour of the data lines is of interest. Each plot has a different combination of adjacent axes, although all axes are present. Each plot starts and concludes
with the axes of variable 1. Each axes is scaled for plotting so that the maximum and
minimum positions on that axes corresponds to the maximum and minimum of the
data plotted on that axis. The meaning of each of these numbered variables is contained in Table 6.2.
With each selection of the ordering of the axes, a Parallel Coordinate plot was generated for the Federalist Papers known (or accepted) to have been authored by Madison, Hamilton, and jointly by both. A similar plot was generated for the papers whose
authorship is disputed. To assist visual comparison, these plots of the four different
subjects are grouped with common axes arrangements.
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Figure E.2: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 1
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Figure E.3: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 2
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Figure E.4: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 3
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Figure E.5: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 4
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Figure E.6: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 5
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Figure E.7: Parallel Coordinate plots of the Federalist Papers – arrangement 6
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